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This jubilee edition THE SIXT CENTURY is dedicated to my beloved h
 usband
Erich Sixt who steers this venture so perfectly through the decades, to
my admired parents-in-law Erika and Hans Sixt who grew the company so
remarkably in the past, to my much-loved sons Alexander and Konstantin Sixt
who lead our ageless tradition so successfully into the future, and to all our
employees and colleagues who drive and support the business over this century
so fruitfully: May this organisation continue to prosper and succeed in the
future like it always did in the past!
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“

Time is on our side.

It has always been our good f ortune
and our tradition to s hape the 
future. The coming years will p
 rovide
opportunities and irresistible
challenges which we must focus on to
master perfectly.

“

”

We must continue

growing with our tasks. Therefore we
are constantly striving to improve
our company, our services and
o
 urselves.

“

”

Endurance is our

heritage. Innovation is our credo.
Growth is our passion.
And success is our destiny – for
the benefit of all.

Erich & Regine Sixt

”

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

The secret of success
BY ERICH SIXT, CEO AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF SIXT SE

Dear Sixt Family,
I had originally prepared a three-page
editorial – an appraisal of achievements
and innovations, custom-built products
and global mobility services offered by
Sixt during the past 100 years. Yes, all
these have formed our story of success –
and apply also to the upcoming decades.
But I threw these pages away – because
we should not rest on our past or current success, but primarily focus on the
future. Therefore, I choose to speak
about the secret of success. The answer
is simple: Customer satisfaction.
It is true that we are present in over 105
countries, and offer extended virtual
services – but the customer is still a human being. The very moment you deal
with him in person, you must give him
the feeling that he is the most important
person to you. Give him a smile! Listen
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to him! Never argue with him! Always
keep in mind: Our customer is the base
of our success. And never forget: Nothing is more global than a smile!
One hundred years ago, my grandfather
Martin Sixt had a dream: to become a
successful entrepreneur. My father Hans
followed this dream and restarted the
company after the end of World War II
with one car. Today, as you all know, we
operate worldwide with 225,000 cars.
But I also have a dream: to become
the No. 1 mobility service provider in
Europe. However, my dream cannot be
achieved without you, the members of
the Sixt family. As essential customer
satisfaction is for our business, as essential is every single Sixt employee for
our business.
Without your continued efforts and
dedication, my grandfather’s and father’s

dream would have remained only a
dream.
I therefore seize this opportunity to deeply thank all of you for your continued
contributions. Success is a joint achievement. Let’s stay successful together. I am
sure that in another 100 years, Sixt will
be the leading mobility service provider
worldwide – and maybe run by my own
grandsons...
Always remember, both Martin and
Hans Sixt started their business in
Munich with one car and one first
customer.
That’s the message: Customer first! The
secret of success is that simple.
Truly yours,
Erich Sixt
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of Sixt
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of Sixt International

Regine Sixt

100 YEARS OF SIXT

Everything is possible if you pursue your
visions and take action every day!

L

ooking back at our 100-year history and especially the decades
which I had the privilege to shape
with the family Sixt, I sometimes feel that
it was a fairy tale, because our most ambitious dreams all came true. We know
that we owe this success to many people:
to our family, our forefathers as well as
our sons Alexander and Konstantin, to
our co-workers and employees of the last
100 years and, of course, to our customers whose needs we aim to meet around
the clock. There is deep gratitude for all
of them in our hearts!
Producing this Jubilee Edition was a journey into the past for me as well as traveling in time to the future, as our v isions
and ambitions are very real to all of us.
And I witness them becoming true every
day. Today’s reality is the result of having
shaped the future permanently. We keep
on building and growing this company
even faster and bigger than before. It’s
our family’s destiny to think forwards,
to think big and to act on these visions,
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ideas and promising foresights. The future is in our hands – and we know how
to mold it.
It’s always been our commitment to walk
our talk – that means to realize what we
agreed upon as our strategy in growing
our business in a globalizing economy.
Now in the 100th year of our history it’s
also time to talk our walk. To share our
memories, our insights and our achievements. I am amazed how many people
are connected with our progress, and you
will witness on the following pages that
our “Sixt family” is ever-growing and
extending worldwide. At the end of the
day, our business is people business and
we are proud that we have strengthened
our bonds and connections to so many
exciting individuals, companies and organizations. Thanks for all of you who
accompanied us on our journey!
We show in this Jubilee Edition what we
stand for. Which values we live and apply
in our daily work. On which principles
we base our achievements. Because only

a strong dedication towards ambitious
goals and a consistent application of our
guidelines grants the future of our venture. We are driven by our passion and
by our spirit to constantly improve the
world of mobility. That’s what we live for
now in the fourth generation. I love that
word “generation” – because the ambition to generate the new and to foster
progress is the ultimate driver at Sixt.
We are all proud that we make a difference and that we keep on building an organization which inspires and has importance and significance to so many people
around the globe. Indeed, the world of
Sixt has expanded and prospered day by
day over the last 100 years. It’s hard to
imagine what heights we will scale when
we hold on to our success story. possible
if you pursue your visions and if you take
action every day!
Sincerely yours,
Regine Sixt

100 Years
of Sixt

C

hange has been the true constant throughout Sixt’s 100
year success-story. Sixt keeps
growing as a system supplier of mobility
in its core area of automobile rentals.
It is actively acquiring new positions of
leadership and market shares in Europe
and the USA and aims to stay ahead of
its rivals in terms of technical innovation
and mobile device usage. We see great
changes coming in people’s urban mobility and in their awareness of how to
move around efficiently and in a way that
does not damage the environment.
Innovation in urban mobility is set to
triple by 2050 from today’s 300 billion.
More than 80% of the world’s population live in cities around the world, and
migration into those cities is expected
to grow by almost ten percent by 2025.
Future mobility will succeed on the basis
of investment in locations, profitable and
efficient growth and technical innovation– but also if urban infrastructure is
used intelligently. A key challenge to a
mobile future will be how to network
different modes of transport in big cities.
At Sixt we have proven often enough in
the course of our almost 100-year-long
history that we are able to recognize
new trends in the mobility habits of our
customers at an early stage and translate
them into appealing products. This has

25 Years
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We’ll stay ahead of our rivals for the
next 100 years too!

Innovation – Our commitment
for the future!

BY ALEXANDER SIXT, MANAGER CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT AT SIXT SE

BY KONSTANTIN SIXT, INTERNET AND SALES DIRECTOR GERMANY AT SIXT SE

a lot to do with our own willingness to
change and our drive for innovation –
values that have always characterized the
company and that are a permanent part
of the Sixt DNA.
From our family past I know the extent
to which adventurousness belongs to
business. I know that you always have
to offer the latest engineering, the latest
vehicle models and the latest technical features to be a success with your
customers. Eighty percent of added value
generated in the world today is generated
in urban zones, so this is a market with
which Sixt has to engage.
An especially good example of this
culture of innovation is the DriveNow
service that we launched in June 2011,
a joint venture between Sixt and the
BMW Group. This is a modern form of
car sharing for big cities, which we are
currently offering in Munich, Berlin,
Düsseldorf and Cologne as well, but
which we will soon be rolling out in
other European urban centers.
The principle is simple: DriveNow
members can rent well-appointed automobiles (the fleet is made up of BMW 1
Series and Mini) whenever they need to
go somewhere at short notice, using their
smartphones, the Internet, or a hotline
to book. With DriveNow, fixed pick-

up and drop-off points are no longer
necessary. Customers can pick up and
park their vehicles in any public area of
the city. Sixt and BMW are combining
their strengths to provide this service. We
are contributing our decades of rental
experience and high-performance IT
systems; BMW is providing the vehicles
and modern vehicle technologies.
Behind DriveNow lie fundamental social
changes. For many young urbanites, the
automobile – a favorite German invention – no longer represents a status symbol; it is more of a means of transport, a
way of getting from A to B – if possible
cheaply and comfortably. People’s relationships to their own automobiles have
become more rational and pragmatic
– whether because of the dire shortage
of parking spaces in cities, high servicing costs, or heightened environmental
awareness. Yet people’s need for mobility
has also grown. DriveNow is an answer
to this challenge.
Observing markets and people, developing new ideas from them and putting
these quickly and boldly into practice
– this will continue to be the Sixt modus
operandi. It is also the only way we will
keep a step ahead of our rivals in the
next 100 years of Sixt.
Alexander Sixt
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ur company has now stood for
automotive mobility for a full
100 years. The little rent-a-car
company that took up business in Munich in 1912 developed over the years and
decades to become a large corporation
now present in more than 100 countries
and that has often shown its rivals what
we might call a clean set of wheels. We
have made many advances over this long
century, such as the introduction of
Germany’s first ever leasing scheme in
the 1960s, the introduction of the world’s
first automatic rental machines in the
1990s, the launch of our own eCommerce business in the year 2000, and the
development of one of the first smartphone applications for vehicle booking
in 2008.
The constant factor throughout our
company history, therefore, is innovation. Sixt has kept reinventing itself over
the past century, and kept reinventing
mobility. Our products and services have
always incorporated the latest developments and helped make vehicles available more quickly, more easily and more
conveniently. And innovation will go
on being a constant in the future of our
company; we are watching very carefully
to see what demands people place on
their mobility, today and in the future.
This is something we will be keeping up
with assiduously. That applies to vehicle
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technology, with the new types of economical drive systems emerging, as well
as to services relating to automobiles,
such as mobile services and networking
drivers with the Internet while on the
road.
Innovation is an important ability
that my grandfather Hans Sixt had a
good grasp of. It was from him that we
learned to keep our eyes open for new
developments and to make use of them
when the time is ripe. In our family we
like to recall the way Hans Sixt took a
risk in his early years and travelled the
world without money. At that early stage
he developed connections with hotels,
travel operators, and manufacturers like
Henry Ford, laying the foundations for
the success of Sixt. He always had his
ear to the ground and would recognize
new developments such as the demand
for chauffeur services. Our grandfather
handed this important ability down to
us, and I view it not just as a virtue but
as a responsibility towards the future of
Sixt.
We are on track towards fulfilling that
responsibility. We are constantly developing our applications for smartphones
and tablet PCs, making mobility available around the clock and anywhere
in the world. Bar code rentals mean
considerable time savings for customers

– the moment you reserve a vehicle, you
receive a code on your smart phone that
you can have scanned at the counter,
just like when you arrive at an airport to
board a plane. That puts an end to long
waiting periods and looking things up on
computers. Yet the technical possibilities
do not end there by any means. It is quite
feasible to envisage a customer walking straight into a car lot, choosing the
vehicle they want, getting in, and driving
away. Reservation, driver identification,
and even invoicing would all happen
virtually.
Sixt has always looked forward and
looked for the next challenge. This will
not change, not now nor in the coming
century. Our direction is clear: innovation. Sixt will base its products and
services on the latest developments and
therefore on the wishes and needs of its
customers. That is what will make Sixt a
synonym for mobility over the next 100
years to come – worldwide.
Konstantin Sixt

THE
EDITORIALS

I

truly admire the decisionmakers of the board who
are responsible for Sixt’s
strategy and for the application of those required actions which pave the way towards
the glorious upcoming Sixt-century. From the bottom of my soul:
thank you for your persistence and
commitment to Sixt!
Our supervisory board unites experience from various industries
which allows Sixt to meet each upcoming task perfectly. Thank you
for your advice, your foresight and
your perspicacity!

100 Years
of Sixt

Greetings

25 Years

of Sixt International

DR. RUDOLF RIZZOLLI

Greetings

BOARD MEMBER OF SIXT LEASING AG

DR. JULIAN ZU PUTLITZ, CFO AT SIXT SE

S

B

ixt has grown into a world-leading mobility service
provider on the basis of its family orientation, its
implicit entrepreneurship, its innovative spirit and its
courage to try things that might be considered unconventional.
Sixt’s leasing services are an integral part of this success
story. Long before others, Sixt recognized the advantages that
companies gain from long-term and reliable mobility
solutions, which is what prompted Sixt to start the first
German leasing company in 1967. Today Sixt Leasing is one
of the leading full service leasing providers with a presence in
approximately 50 countries around the world.
Nevertheless, despite our successful history, or more accurately because of it, our focus at Sixt is always on the future.
As an innovation leader, we consistently rely on technologies
and products that meet our customers’ wishes, possibly even
anticipating them.
The growth that has occurred in the past few years confirms
that this effort has been worthwhile, since this has happened
not only with our established customers, but also with new
groups of customers. The demand for mobility services from
Sixt is growing rapidly not only with our fleet customers, but
also among private customers. Our promise of performance
consists of cost-effective and flexible mobility, the ability to
obtain all services from a single source, and our good name.
Sixt Leasing is on a good path, and we will continue moving
forward to be an integral part of the success of the next 100
years.

Q

Greetings

uality and excellence – that is the foundation on
which Sixt has built a century of growth. It was not
always growth without its setbacks; and sometimes
those setbacks threatened the company’s very existence, as in
the two World Wars. Then there were other crises such as the
financial crisis of late. But Sixt has always found its way back
to growth, and the latest results from 2011 are in themselves
a historic high-point.
I am proud but also grateful to have been able to be part of
this success for some time now. I also know that the company
has the ability to keep writing its success story. We are
looking ahead to a future full of quality and excellence.

DETLEV PÄTSCH, COO AT SIXT SE

Detlev Pätsch

Dr. Rudolf Rizzolli

eing the Chief Financial Officer at Sixt has something
reassuring about it, despite all the challenges: because
just as our company has lived by clear principles the
past one hundred years when it comes to dealing with our
customers, it also has set principles in questions of financing.
These principles are the key reason that Sixt has concluded
each year to date with a profit and is now one of the most
profitable mobility service providers on an international
level.
One of the most important principles is not to mistake the
willingness to take risks in business matters for adventurism.
This course is based on an established corporate culture,
which has been actively put into practice by the Sixt family
since the company was founded. “Base your decisions in the
company as if it was your own money”: this credo was also
the guiding light of many decisions after entering the stock
market in 1986. It protected the company, its employees and
its shareholders from damage.
Furthermore, it is our true belief that financial solidity is the
decisive pre-requisite for independence. Sixt has highly solid
capital resources at its disposal today, which are far beyond
the industry average and distributed across a broad financing
basis. We offer our shareholders attractive interest rates for
their investment in Sixt, and we are a reliable and thus valued
partner on the capital and financial market. Sixt stands for
clear values – not just with its customers but also with its
shareholders and financing partners. This will also be the
case in the future.
Dr. Julian zu Putlitz
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I

t is only 100 years ago that Sixt was
founded, and since then the Munich based
company led by the Sixt family has grown
to be a global player in mobility services
around the world. The expansion of Sixt is
implemented with verve and skilfulness.
Keeping the company’s principles in mind, Sixt
has found a smart combination of services and
an innovative approach to market them in
Germany and around the world. Very often the
first thing you see after leaving the airplane is
orange – a sign of Sixt and its services. And
every costumer worldwide knows the promise
of top-quality, first-class services at excellent
value for money is kept.
The trust in Sixt and the outstanding reputation is the key to success of this company. The
partnerships with airlines, hotel chains and
other players in the mobility and tourism
industry have been in place for many years and
are based on a spirit of long-term and trustworthy collaboration.
The history of success started with only seven
cars in 1912 and the fleet grew almost ten
thousand fold. Through all these years, the
family Sixt has steered the company with a
clear strategic view. The number of innovative
products and services introduced over the years
is impressive. The employers and partners show
a great deal of motivation and customer focus.
Management, innovation and motivation, these
three ingredients will keep Sixt running for the
next centuries.

Greetings
DR. DANIEL TERBERGER,

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD, SIXT AG

C

ongratulations on your 100th anniversary! We in Germany can be proud
of a company that your family has
built into an internationally recognized market
leader in this day and age. Your brand is one
of the strongest brands to emerge over the
past 100 years in Germany and your company
has accomplished the achievement of turning
customers into enthusiastic fans of your brand
through your efforts. Your advertising is not
only considered a superfluous corporate sales
message, but is rather an entertaining small
highlight in day-to-day life!
At the end of the day, though, the most special
thing about the company is you – the family. You are the most entrepreneurial-inclined
company anyone could possibly imagine. You
successfully maintained a familiar, enterprising
culture in your company despite its size and
internationality shaped by relentless innovative
strength, unconditional customer focus, and a
high degree of involvement on the part of the
entire family. That spirit of entrepreneurship
which is lived with conviction combined with
an equally enthusiastic avowal and dedication
to social responsibility toward the less fortunate is precisely what makes your family and
company so unique.
I would like to again express my compliments
combined with the wish that your family will
never lose the strength and the joy you find in
both the entrepreneurial and social realms as
we have all come to know you!

Greetings
RALF TECKENTRUP,

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD, SIXT AG
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Greetings
DR. GUNTER THIELEN,
CHAIRMAN OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD, SIXT AG

W

elcome to the 100th Anniversary
year of Sixt, a global supplier of
high-quality mobility solutions.
Since 1912, the Sixt family has prided itself in
leading the company to excellence in both
customer service and innovation. And today,
with the same entrepreneurial spirit and
foresight, Sixt, together with its network of
outstanding partners, motivated staff and
determined managers are delivering the
innovative products and services that make its
reputation among the leaders in the car rental
industry. Over the years, thanks to intelligent
and future oriented policies, Sixt has continually improved its fleet efficiency, innovated its
leasing arrangements, expanded across Europe
and widened its franchise partnerships worldwide. All major milestones for a major company. And with 100 years of experience and in
more than 100 countries globally, Sixt’s
momentum isn’t just long-lasting – it’s gaining
speed.
In celebration of a history that makes us proud
and with clear directions leading into the
future, we are focusing on our customers,
searching for new business opportunities
worldwide and fine-tuning our service quality.
So, come visit our stand and see for yourself
how Sixt is setting the standard today for
mobility tomorrow. We’re looking forward to
welcoming you.

A
FAIRYTALE
By Regine Sixt

W

e have been
writing history
over the last
century, day by
day. I invite you
to take a closer look on some of
the outstanding moments of our
company’s and family’s saga. 

100 Years

1912–2012
Once upon a time ...

I

n quiet moments that I spent
with my most respected and
beloved late father-in-law, Hans
Sixt, at his farm in the Bavarian
mountains, he would tell me stories about the history of the Sixt family.
At that time, they sounded to me as if
they were fairy tales. How often did he
say: “Regine imagine“ …as I was sitting
with him on our bench in the front of
his house.
“Regine imagine – at the beginning of
the twentieth century, Martin Sixt, a
pioneer of his days, had a vision - to
build a service on wheels.”

BY REGINE SIXT

Munich, 1912
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This vision was realized in 1912 in a
small garage in downtown Munich
when Martin Sixt founded “Martin Sixt
Autofahrten,” Bavaria’s first car rental
service, which opened for business with
just three cars: a Deutz Landaulet de
Luxe and two Daimlers.
“Regine imagine – in these days Martin
Sixt was in contact with the celebrities
of his time, offering them the service of
a limousine company throughout all of
Europe.”
The company started to grow but this
growth came to a sudden halt with
World War I, as the dark clouds of

Martin Sixt

100 Years
of Sixt

conflict spread over Europe, and in August 1914, the cars were all drafted into
military service. The war lasted four
years, rather than four months, as was
originally expected, and the result was
poverty and depression.
“Regine imagine - despite the post-war
climate Martin Sixt’s wife Rosa opened
a coffee house in Munich, which soon
became the central meeting point for
motorcar owners and drivers.”
Hans Sixt

“And with the
money from the sale
of the coffee house,
they were able to
restart the company,
then called
‘Sixt Autofahrten‘.“

And with the money from the sale of
the coffee house, they were able to
restart the company, then called “Sixt
Autofahrten.” In 1925, young Hans Sixt
moved to the UK and then emigrated to
the United States.

25 Years
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R

egine imagine – I had no
money, but I too, had a
vision: to establish an
International Company.
Already, in these days,
we were in contact with Thomas Cook
and American Express.”
Then, Martin Sixt asked Hans to return
to Munich because he had to retire. He
told me so many stories about those
days – the roaring twenties, etc. – and
how the company “Sixt Autofahrten”
continued to grow over the next decades.
“Regine imagine – in 1933 the Nazis
came to power and with the outbreak
of World War II in 1939 all of our cars
were confiscated.”

But my father-in-law was courageous
enough to hide three cars secretly in a
stable. These were very sad moments
in those days. My father-in-law was
drafted in the army and sent to the
Eastern Front.

W

hile he was in
Russia, his beloved
wife Erika gave
birth to their son
Erich – my dear
husband. Nevertheless, after the war,
Hans Sixt took the three hidden cars out
22
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of the barn and, with my mother-in-law,
they again started a car rental business
under the banner “Auto-Sixt.”
With the help of the US military forces,
Hans Sixt created a Businessmen Motor
Pool and rented “Export Taxis,” which
were paid for in US Dollars by members
of the US Army. By the late 1940’s,
Hans Sixt operated more than 1700 of
these cars. In addition, his high-end
limousine service quickly developed an
impressive reputation including patronage by celebrities like Kirk Douglas,

100 Years
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Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich.
“Regine imagine – in the fifties, I started
the self-drive business and pretty soon
we were running 50 self-drive cars.”
If only he had known then that today
we would have 225,000 cars on the road,
he would have thought it was a fairy
tale.
“Regine imagine – in 1964 my young son
Erich joined me in the business, by now
operating a fleet of 200 cars. He was the
same age as me when I had started.”

And it is at that moment in time, that
the real story of Sixt’s worldwide success began.
“Regine imagine – now YOU, my lovely
girl, are a vital part of us.”

T

hat’s what he told me
when I married Erich
Sixt in 1976. I became
a part of this amazing
family with a spirit that
has encouraged me to set ambitious
goals in the tourism industry ever since.

25 Years
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I started to work with airlines and hotel
partnerships and the largest US tour
operators. And I went to America on
my own on sales trips, just as he did as
a young boy. He was very proud of me
doing that.
“Regine imagine – what a future this
boy is going to face!”
He told me in 1979 when I had our son
Alexander in my arms.

“And I went to
America on my own
on sales trips, just
as he did as a young
boy. He was very
proud of me doing
that.”

Erika and Hans Sixt

Regine Sixt with her sons
Konstantin and Alexander
Photo:
Marianne „Manni“, Princess of
Sayn-Wittgenstein-Sayn
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“Regine imagine – how strong the two
boys are going to be together,” he said
again when I put our son Konstantin in his
arms in 1982. Unfortunately, he was not
able to witness their entire bright future.
Today, Alexander and Konstantin are in
the top management of our internationally renowned public company, where we
still hold the majority of the shares of Sixt
AG within the family.
“Regine imagine – your mother-in-law
and I could travel around the world and
discover the Seven Wonders of the World.”

A

nd indeed: He traveled as
early as 1962. At the same
time, Erich Sixt, who was
20 years, has set the Seven
Corner Stones of Sixt’s

success:

1969: Erich Sixt founds one of the first
German leasing companies which is now
one of the leading leasing companies in
Europe.
1977: Erich Sixt enters a cooperation
agreement with an international car rental
company and becomes truly international
by offering our clients a worldwide reservation tool.
1983: Erich Sixt starts the legendary

100 Years
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Decade for decade Sixt sets trends

A1_quer

advertising campaign: “Rent a Mercedes
at the price of a Golf!” The ad “Drive
first class – pay economy”. hanged the
car rental market dramatically and
propelled Sixt to be Germany’s market
leader. In those days Erich Sixt bought
several thousand Mercedes 190 and with
this cemented his company’s philosophy: “Drive first class – pay economy”.
This campaign has had many versions
over the years but has always followed
the same principal.
1986: Erich Sixt makes one of his most
important decisions: Going public! It
was not an easy decision to submit to
the complex regulations of the stock

market with its laws and to give up a
great deal of entrepreneurial freedom.
1989: Erich Sixt decides to develop with
corporate expansion. Sixt Switzerland
and Austria are opened and Regine Sixt
begins to open the first franchise countries in Europe, beginning with Portugal
and Ireland; today Sixt is present in 105
countries.
1995: Erich Sixt recognizes the increasing importance of the internet. By
founding e-Sixt he makes sure to utilize
the advantages of new technologies.
Ever since then, Sixt has been the most
forward-thinking and innovative car

rental company in the world. Today,
Konstantin Sixt is leading this department with 50% of Sixt’s reservations
being made through Sixt.com.
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2010: Konstantin Sixt together with
Axel Springer AG established the joint
venture autohaus24.
2011: Alexander Sixt founded DriveNow
as a joint venture with BMW. A
 lexander
sets the course for this pioneering innovation that will conquer new dimensions
in the car rental industry.

I am so proud to say that these are the
26
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“I would like to thank
the thousands of
employees who helped us in
building up this amazing
success story and
moulded us into a unique
organization.”
“Seven Wonders of Sixt.”
“Regine imagine – the worldwide reputation of Sixt is based on loyalty, effort
and reliability that has developed into a
tradition over the last 75 years.”
Hans Sixt pointed that out for Sixt’s
75th anniversary and it is still true now
in 2012 with Sixt’s hundredth birthday.
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I

would like to thank the thousands of employees who helped
us in building up this amazing
success story and molded us into
a unique organization.

I would also like to thank the managers of 105 countries of Sixt who live the
spirit of the Sixt Family, 1997, when I
opened the first franchise country. The
Sixt Family and the orange Sixt color
make for an international awareness
of a brand that’s highly respected

everywhere.
The future is what we make of it! Looking back, I am truly thankful for all we
have achieved. And looking forward, I
am excited and thrilled to help shape
what lies ahead of us!
Regine Sixt
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Konstantin Sixt

Sixt.com, Sixt Apps, Autohaus24.de and DriveNow – created by
the new generation: ALEXANDER AND KONSTANTIN SIXT.

Alexander Sixt
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BIRTH OF A
DREAM

S

ixt has always been a
forwards looking family
and company. But even
stories, photos, old catalogues and this Imaginary Letter have just one function:
namely to prove that innovation
always had a good tradition in
our family. Our family members
always started with a clear strategic plan, but then the words are
regularely crowned by deeds – and
by very concrete actions. It has always been that simple.
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100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

My Imaginary Letter: In January 1912 founder Martin Sixt wrote to his
brother Josef Sixt. I based this imaginary letter on what my father in law told
me. The brilliant and innovative idea: a car rental service.

“Just look at how
much cars have
improved over the
past ten years. If
things continue
like this, steering
one is soon going
to be child’s play.”

“I have now saved
enough money to
afford the Deutz
Landaulet. Do you
think I should
dare do it?”
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An Imaginary Jubilee Edition

HERAUSGEGEBEN VON MARTIN SIXT

25 JAHRE AUTO SIXT

Ein Grund zu feiern:
25 Jahre „Sixt Autofahrten und Selbstfahrer“

Viel haben wir geschaffen – viel haben wir uns vorgenommen!
37

25 Jahre Sixt, München 1937

Die Pionierjahre von Auto
Sixt
1912: Martin Sixt gründet das
Unternehmen „Sixt Autofahrten und Selbstfahrer“.
1914: Die Fahrzeugflotte besteht aus 1 Deutz Landaulet de
Luxe und 2 Mercedes-Benz.
August 1914: Der erste Weltkrieg unterbricht das Wachstum jäh: Wagen und Fahrer
werden dem Kommando des
Heeres unterstellt. Mit der Entschädigungszahlung eröffnet
Rosa Sixt eines der ersten
„Kaffeehäuser“ Münchens, das
zum Magneten für Automobilisten wird.
1919: Sixt Autofahrten startet

erneut. Mit Fahrzeugen, die
Martin Sixt in Luxusautomobile verwandelt, werden erste
Kunden gewonnen. Die erste
Straßenzapfsäule für Benzin
wird an der Ismaninger Straße
44 in Betrieb genommen.
Josef Sixt, der Bruder von
Martin Sixt, baut dort ebenso
eine Auto-Reperaturwerkstätte
auf.
1927: Hans Sixt tritt in das
Unternehmen ein.
1929: Es kommen nur noch
Automobile von MercedesBenz zum Einsatz. Hans Sixt
baut über London Verbindungen zu den führenden Reiseunternehmen wie Thomas
Cook auf, so daß vermehrt
internationales Publikum gewonnen werden kann.
1930: Nach der Inflation von
1923 und der Wirtschaftskrise von 1929 bilden die
Passionsspiele in Oberammergau einen neuen Lichtblick:
Internationale Gäste kommen
nach Bayern, unter ihnen auch
Berühmtheiten wie Henry
Ford, der sich von Sixt chauffieren läßt.
1933: Ein neuer Wind weht
durch Deutschland – die
Zeiten ändern sich. Wirtschaftlich geht es wieder
bergauf. Über Vermittlung der
Deutschen Botschaft in London
kommen führende Persönlichkeiten wie sogar Kaiser
Hirohito, der 124. Tenno von
Japan, oder der Prince of
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Wales nach Bayern.
1936: Die XI. Olympischen
Sommerspiele in Berlin ziehen
neben den fast 4.000 Athleten
aus 49 Nationen Publikum
aus der ganzen Welt nach
Deutschland an und viele
davon auch nach Bayern.
1937: Auto Sixt wird 25 Jahre
jung!

Der Anfang:
Martin Sixt
erzählt ...
Wir schreiben das Jahr 1912.
Ein Jahr voller Pioniertaten!
Der Norweger Roald Amundsen erobert den Südpol und
gewinnt dieses Wettrennen gegen den Briten Ronald F. Scott.
Bayern bekommt mit Ludwig
III. einen neuen Regenten,
was ein gutes Signal für die
Zukunft ist. In Berlin startet
das Filmstudio Babelsberg. In
Hamburg fährt die erste UBahn. Und München bekommt
mit Sixt das erste MietautoUnternehmen Deutschlands.
Ein Deutz-Landaulet de Luxe
ist die erste Autodroschke, die
wir in Betrieb nehmen.

Die Automobile dieser Zeit sehen beinahe noch aus wie Kutschen. „Landaulet“ kommt ja
von „Landauer“, also von der
Kutschenform, die offen oder
geschlossen gefahren werden
kann. Der Chauffeur sitzt fast
wie ein Kutscher vorne. Ich
selbst komme ja noch aus der
Zeit, als es nur Kutschen und
Fuhrwerke gab, und ich konnte mit ihnen auch umgehen.
In Niederbayern hatte ich dies
noch erlernt, bevor ich nach
München kam. 1880 geboren,
war ich gerade 6 Jahre alt, als
Gottlieb Daimler und Wilhelm
Maybach ihre „Kutsche ohne
Pferde“ vorstellten. So be-

schrieben sie ihre Erfindung,
die den meisten Zeitgenossen
lächerlich erschien. Doch
schon als junger Mensch wurde mir klar, dass dem Automobil die Zukunft gehört. Und
was ist nicht seit der Erfindung
der Benzindroschke alles geschehen! Wie viele Triumphe
hat die Ingenieurskunst gerade
in Deutschland gefeiert! 1902
das Patent auf Zündkerzen.
1919 die Kompressor-Technik,
die ein Vielfaches an Leistung
aus dem Motor holt. 1924 die
Einführung der Fließbandproduktion, zuerst bei Opel,
heute auch bei allen anderen
Herstellern. Oder so prakti-

sche Erfindungen wie 1926
der erste Scheibenwischer, der
von einem Elektromotor angetrieben wird – wie so oft ein
Patent aus dem Hause Bosch.

zeigt mir: Wir haben damals,
1912, genau auf das richtige
Pferd gesetzt. Oder sollte ich
sagen: Auf das richtige Automobil?

Kein Jahr vergeht ohne neue
Erfindungen: Vor 5 Jahren,
1932, präsentiert die Internationale Funkausstellung Berlin
das erste Autoradio Europas.
Oder letztes Jahr auf der Berliner Automobil-Ausstellung, als
Mercedes-Benz den Typ 260
D vorführt, den ersten von einem Dieselmotor angetriebene
Personenkraftwagen der Welt.
Kaum ein Monat vergeht ohne
technische Neuerungen. Das

Alles startete mit meinem geliebten ersten Deutz-Landaulet. Es war schon mutig, die
Firma „Sixt Autofahrten und
Selbstfahrer“ zu nennen, denn
damals konnten nur ausgebildete Chauffeure, die eigentlich
Ingenieure sein mussten, die
Benzindroschken bändigen.
Es gab ja kaum eine längere
Ausfahrt, an der nicht irgend
etwas zu reparieren war. Hier
ein geplatzter Reifen, dort ein
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wurde. Stellvertretend für alle
anderen sei der Bugatti-Spezialist Hans Häusler erwähnt,
der schließlich die Flugmotorenwerke Häusler gründete
und so manche technische
Herausforderung mit anderen
Erfindern bei uns am Kaffehaustisch erörterte.

G
gerissener Keilriemen. Das
Werkzeug kam ständig zum
Einsatz. Aber ich bemerkte
damals, dass mehr und mehr
Eigentümer auch die Freuden
des Fahrens entdeckten. Sie
hatten Spaß am Rausch der
Geschwindigkeit. Immerhin
hatte bereits 1899 Camille
Jenatzy mit seinem Elektorautomobil „La Jamais Contente“
die Schallmauer von 100
km/h durchbrochen. Und
schon 1906 fuhr der „Stanley
Rocket Racer“ den unglaublichen Rekord von 205 km/h
ein.
Gerade die wagemutigen
wohlhabenden Amerikaner
und die abenteuerlustigen
britischen Aristokraten waren
es, die als erste „Selbstfah-

rer“ unsere Automobile nicht
nur durch München lenkten,
sondern durch ganz Bayern,
ganz Deutschland, ja ganz
Europa. Der Weltkrieg brachte
nach den ersten Begeisterungsstürmen schnell eine
große Ernüchterung: Die drei
ersten Autos wurden gleich
1914 mit mir selbst und den
beiden Chauffeuren dem
Generalkommando des Heeres
unterstellt und konfisziert.
Rund 10.000 Goldmark hatte
jedes einzelne bei der Anschaffung gekostet. Doch auch die
Ablöse wurde klug investiert:
Meine Frau Rosa eröffnete in
der Herzog-Rudolf-Straße 37
eines der ersten „Kaffeehäuser“ Münchens, das bald zu
einem Magneten für die Automobilbegeisterten der Isarstadt
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erade die harten
Jahre am Ende des
Weltkrieges machten uns zu schaffen:
Mit dem Verkauf des Kaffeehauses konnten wir zwar erneut durchstarten und unsere
Fahrzeugflotte wieder aufbauen. Doch das Unglück, das der
Krieg über das Land gebracht
hatte, machte auch vor unserer Familie nicht halt: Zwei
Kinder wurden im jugendlichen Alter von einer Lungentuberkulose hinweggerafft. So
verstärkte schließlich Hans
das wachsende Unternehmen.
Die Basis bildeten Automobile
aus alten Beständen, die wir in

mühevoller Kleinarbeit für den
Mietwagenbetrieb umbauen
konnte. Unsere Tankstelle an
der Ismaninger Straße war die
erste Straßenzapfsäule Münchens, an der wir unsere stetig
wachsende Flotte betankten.
Hans Sixt war durch seine
internationalen Kontakte in
die USA und nach England
prädestiniert dafür, dem
Unternehmen neuen Schwung
zu geben. Auf eigene Faust
war er nach dem Weltkrieg
als ganz junger Mann in
die USA gereist, um in der
Neuen Welt die aufstrebende
Wirtschaft und Technik zu
studieren. Voller Tatendrang
kehrte er zurück und führte
das Unternehmen zu neuen
Erfolgen. Gleich nahm er neue
Modelle in die wachsende
Flotte auf wie den legendären
8-Zylinder Isotto Franscini
oder den großen 6-Zylinder
Renault. Schließlich setzte
sich aber doch die heimische

Qualität von Mercedes-Benz
durch. Gerade die ausländischen Gäste, die heute selbst
über die neuen deutschen
Reichsautobahnen fahren wollen, schätzen die zuverlässigen
Produkte aus heimischen Fabriken. Denn seit 1921, als mit
der AVUS in Berlin Grundwald
die erste Autobahn der Welt
eröffnet wurde, geht es mit
dem deutschen Verkehrsnetz
rapide nach oben, zur Freude
unserer Selbstfahrer aus der
ganzen Welt.
Das letzte Jahrzehnt war
aufregend und voller Herausforderungen. Wie gut, dass
Hans zur Zeit der Wirtschaftskrise und des Börsenkrachs
von 1929 in London nicht nur
Sprachstudien betrieb, sondern
auch wertvolle Kontakte zu
englischen Reisebüros knüpfte.
So konnte mitten in der Depression Sixt trotzdem expandieren, weil viele in- und ausländische Gäste 1930 zu den
Passionsspielen nach Oberammergau kamen und sich dafür
entweder unsere Wagen liehen
oder sich gleich selbst dorthin
chauffieren ließen. Begeistert
war nicht nur Henry Ford von
der Landschaft und von den
ihn herzlich begrüßenden
Menschen in Bayern. Er war
vom Christusdarsteller Hans
Lang derart berührt, dass er
ihm eines seiner legendären

Ford T-Modelle schenkte. Ein
weiterer Magnet mit internationalem Glanz war wohl
die Sommerolympiade in
Berlin von 1936 – Deutschland versuchte mit diesem
sportlichen Wettkampf
der Nationen,die Welt zu
beeindrucken und das Land
in neuem Glanz erstrahlen
zu lassen. Die Aufbruchstimmung, die unser Land
erfasst hat, spiegelt sich auch
in der Auftragslage wider:
Ganz Deutschland ist dabei,
sich zu motorisieren und das
Automobil zu einer Selbstverständlichkeit für alle zu
machen.

A1_hoch

Denn mit Fug und Recht können wir heute sagen: Wer die
harten Jahre des Kriegs und
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der Nachkriegszeit gemeistert
hat, dem stehen alle Wege
offen!

So blickt Sixt nach 25 Jahren, in denen es trotz aller
Widerstände immer voran
und nach oben ging, voller
Zuversicht nach vorne. Hans
Sixt führt das Unternehmen
mit sicherer Hand. Jede
technische Neuerung hält als
erstes auch bei uns Einzug.
Und jede Chance, die sich
bietet, um unser Angebot
noch besser und attraktiver
zu machen, wird genutzt.
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HERAUSGEGEBEN VON HANS SIXT
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München 22, Tel. 22 33 33
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Das vergangene halbe Jahrhundert war eine Epoche besonders
stürmischer Entwicklung.
Es fällt uns heute oft schwer, sich diesen langen Zeitraum recht
vorzustellen und die Leistung fortschrittlicher Männer von damals
zu würdigen.
Es schein daher erlaubt, anlässlich des 50-jährigen Bestehens der
Firma Auto-Sixt einmal kurz zurückzublicken.
Man schreibt 1912. Erst wenige Jahre lief der erste Dieselmotor
für Kraftwagen und in vielen Städte fuhr noch die Pferdebahn.
Amundsens Reise zum Südpol, der Fernflug München - Berlin,
die ersten seetüchtigen Motorschiffe, der Siemens-Schnelltelegraf,
waren Sensationen.
Und das Automobil! Der „4rädrige Kraftwagen mit Benzinmotor“
steht am Anfang seiner Entwicklung, der elektrische Anlasser ist
noch unbekannt und die Karbidbeleuchtung am Auto üblich.
Henry Ford‘s damals neuzeitliche Autoproduktion mit Spezialisierung auf den Serientyp „T“ bedeute eine Revolution im Automobilbau. In Deutschland gründen Wilhelm Maybach und Graf
Zeppelin die Maybach Motorenbau GmbH.
In dieser Zeit industriellen Aufschwungs, in der moderner Welthandel und Verkehr ihren Anfang nehmen, gründet Martin Sixt
in der Herzog-Rudolf-Straße - noch heute der Sitz des Unternehmens - mit 3 Mietwagen sein Geschäft- Nach Krieg und Inflation
gibt es eine neue Blüte und 1927 tritt Hans Sixt als Mitarbeiter
ein. Er hat als Automechaniker von der Pike auf gelernt und
bringt neben praktischer Erfahrung auch neue Ideen mit in die
Firma.
Zunächst geht er von 1929 - 1930 nach England, um vor allem die
Verkehrsverhältnisse der Weltstadt London zu studieren. AutoSixt in München kann die Erfahrungen zum weiteren Ausbau
nutzen. 1937 und 1939 bereist Hans Sixt Amerika, um sich speziell über die dort schon sehr mächtige Taxi-Industrie zu
Autopark 1961
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Autopark 1912
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informieren. Zugleich berät er diverse Reisebüros über den
Tourismus in Deutschland und knüpft wertvolle Verbindungen an.
1946 können die abgerissenen Fäden wieder neu geknüpft
und die Kenntnisse und Erfahrungen ausgewertet werden:
Hans Sixt gründet den Exporttaxi-Service, ein willkommener Devisenbringer in dieser Zeit und eine organisatorische
Leistung, die Anerkennung verdient und findet.
Die Wagen von Auto-Sixt sind die ersten in Deutschland, die
mit Funksprechanlagen ausgerüstet sind und über eine Zentrale
miteinander in Verbindung stehen. Jetzt folgt der Aufbau eines
modernen Mietwagendienstes.
Herr Ludwig Süßmeier (rechts), techn. Leiter mit seinen
Kundendienst-Mitarbeitern

Im Herzen Münchens werden die Großtankstelle und die
Centralgarage von Auto-Sixt Treffpunkt bekannter Automobilisten.
Seit 1953 stellt Auto-Sixt neben seinen Mietwagen mit
sprachenkundigen Chauffeuren auch Wagen vieler typen,
vom VW bis zum Mercedes 300, für Selbstfahrer zur Verfügung. Der große Wagenpark hat Auto-Sixt den Anschluß an
die internationale Autotouristik ermöglicht. Der weltweite
Ruf als Dienstleistungsunternehmen ersten Ranges beruht
auf Treue, dem Fleiß aller Mitarbeiter und der zu Tradition
gewordenen Zuverlässigkeit.
Das Jubiläumsjahr 1962 ist eine schöne Gelegenheit, allen
Kunden zu danken und Ihnen unsere steten Bemühungen
zur Erfüllung aller denkbaren Wünsche erneut unter Beweis
zu stellen.
München, Januar 1962
AUTO-SIXT
Internationale Autovermietung
München 22, Tel. 22 33 33
Herzog-Rudolf-Straße 35
Hans Sixt
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Herr und Frau Sixt bei einer Organistationsbesprechung

Frankfurt a.M. Zimmerweg 1,
Tel. 72 37 78
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THE SIXT
DECADES

T

ime flys – and our
history gives us
wings for the future.
Transforming each
challenge into a new
success over the last century provides us permanently with experience and new skills. So we face
a long list of accomplishments
which make us proud and confident for the upcoming decades.

1912–1921
100 Years
of Sixt

SIXT & THE WORLD

25 Years

of Sixt International

CHRONICLE 1912-1915

ON THE
THRESHOLD TO
THE FUTURE.

1912
January 6

Alfred Wegener discovers the theory of continental drift.

January 17

Scott is the second to reach the South Pole and dies on his r eturn.

February 12

The Chinese Kaiser abdicates; China becomes a republic.

February 14

Arizona becomes the 48th US state.

April 14

The Titanic hits an iceberg in the North Atlantic at 11:40 p.m.

May 18

The first edition of Prawda appears in St. Petersburg.

September 3

George Braque and Pablo Picasso develop the first collages.

November

Martin Sixt founds the company called “Sixt Autofahrten und Selbstfahrer”. He starts with three vehicles, including Mercedes and luxury
Deutz-Landaulets. Sixt is the first vehicle rental company in Germany and

N

specializes in day trips and special excursions. The clientele exclusively
consists of English nobility and rich Americans.

ew
Beginnings.
Groundbreaking innovations and inventions commence everywhere. And the world
view is turned upside down: Albert
Einstein presents his General Theory
of Relativity, Max Planck explores the
inside of the atom, and the artist Wassily Kandinsky paints the first totally
abstract tableau just consisting of colors

December 6

“Failure is simply
the opportunity
to begin again, this
time more
intelligently.”

A German archaeologist discovers the Nefertiti Bust.

1913
February 20

Construction of the capital of Canberra is started.

May 29

Premiere of Stravinsky’s Le sacre du printemps in Paris.

September 29

Death of Rudolf Diesel, inventor of the diesel engine.

November 5

Ludwig III becomes King of Bavaria.

HENRY FORD

1914

MARTIN SIXT

and abstract forms. He not only starts
the artist group “The Blue Rider” in Munich with Franz Marc, August Macke and
others, he also exhibits in the decade’s
most important art event, the Armory
Show 1913 in New York. Contemporary
painters like Marcel Duchamps, Pablo
Picasso and Edvard Munch. proclaim the
dawn of a new are. In the world of music
Richard Strauss composes operas including “Elektra” and “Der Rosenkavalier”

which were considered dissonant. And
Arnold Schoenberg performs his twelvetone music that is perceived as outrageous by the audience.

January 5

Henry Ford introduces the eight-hour workday and minimum
wage.

June 8

The attempted assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand and
his wife, Sophie, starts World War I.

August 3

The German Reich declares war on France.

August 6

Austria-Hungary declares war on Russia.

August 15

Panama Canal is opened.

August

The vehicles and drivers of the “Sixt Autofahrten und Selbstfahrer” are
confiscated and placed under military command.

The 1910s are a time of takeoff, not just
in the growing aircraft industry which
creates the first all-metal airplanes by
Junkers, but also the first refrigerators
and the first tanks for the battlefields.
Industry revs up: In the US Henry Ford
68

December 4

Mexican rebel leader Pancho Villa reaches Mexico City.

1915
February 8
GERMAN OFFICERS, WORLD WAR I, 1915

69

Premiere of D.W. Griffith’s monumental film Birth of a Nation.

1912–1921
100 Years
of Sixt

constructs the first assembly line and
floods the country with the Tin Lizzie,
the famous Model T-Ford. Finally, 15
million of these first truly affordable
cars are constructed, promising a better
future for all. The American Dream attracts millions of people from good old
Europe.

“ACTION
IS THE
FOUNDATIONAL
KEY TO ALL
SUCCESS.”
PABLO PICASSO
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CHRONICLE 1915-1918

in the Antarctic ice for the Briton. But
new territories are also discovered from
within.Sigmund Freud explores the subconscious and pioneers the interpretation of dreams and nightmares. The first
crack in the belief of unlimited progress is the collision of the “unsinkable”
Titanic with an iceberg. This catastrophe is a presage to the immense tragedy
of this decade: World War I, initiated by
the assassination of Archduke Franz Fer-

April 7

Birth of US jazz singer Billie Holiday.

April 18

An international women’s peace conference begins in Den Haag.

September 11

Deutsche zeppelins bomb London.

December 19

Death of German doctor Alois Alzheimer.

1916
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»Only two things
are infinite, the
universe and human
stupidity, and
I’m not sure about
the former.”
ALBERT EINSTEIN

I

January 1

German colonies occupied by the entente.

March 20

Albert Einstein publishes The Theory of Relativity.

April 10

The Professional Golfers Association of America is founded.

April 24

Easter Rising of Irish republicans in Dublin.

May 31

Author Gorch Fock dies in the Battle of Jutland.

July 15

W. E. Boeing and G. C. Westervelt found Boeing in Seattle.

1917
January 1

Rasputin, advisor to Czar Nicholas II, is found dead in the Neva
River.

April 4

The first Pulitzer Prize is awarded in New York.

June 6

The US declares war on Germany.

September 4

Swede Jogn Zander runs 1,500 meters in less than four minutes.

October 15

Mata Hari shot for high treason in France.

November 7

Bolsheviks assume power in Russia.

1918

t’s an era of beginnings: spirit of
and the hope for a promising future also encourage Martin Sixt in
Munich to start his venture with
three cars: two Mercedes and one Deutz
Landaulet de Luxe. In the early 1910s the
economy and world trade are booming,
promoted by new technologies and novel
traffic systems like the Panama Canal.

In this decade of mobility the last white
areas on the maps of our planet are
filled in. The famous race between the
Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen

and his rival Robert Scott ends in death

GERMAN SPY MATA HARI

70

71

January 8

US President Woodrow Wilson announces a plan to end WWI.

February 3

World’s longest subway tunnel is opened in San Francisco.

September 20

Pater Pio develops stigmata.

September 29

General Ludendorff requests an armistice plea.

November 8

Republic of Bavaria is declared a Free State in Munich.

November 9

Abdication of Kaiser Wilhelm II; Social Democratic Reichstag
delegate Philipp Scheidemann proclaims the republics.

November 10

Friedrich Ebert assumes power in Germany.

November 11

End of World War I.

December 10

Max Planck receives the Nobel Prize for the theory of quantum
mechanics.

1912–1921
100 Years
of Sixt

dinand of Austria-Hungary in Sarajevo.
Four years later, not only nine million
combatants lie dead on the battlefields,
also the world’s powers have changed totally, removing kings, emperors and the
tsar in Russia, who is blown away by the

October Revolution initiated by Vladimir Lenin and Leon Trotsky.
During the huge tragedy of this decade,
World War I, Martin Sixt’s cars are confiscated by the High Command of the

25 Years

of Sixt International

CHRONICLE 1919-1921

German Army. Only the energetic support of his wife Rosa, selling her coffee
house, enables a restart after the war.
This remarkable action by Rosa demonstrates the strengthening position of
courageous ladies. The 1910s are indeed
a decade of the women who replace their
soldier husbands in the roaring factories. The democratic movement is fuelled by the protest of women who fight
for equality – Emmeline Pankhurst and
Emily Davison are the heroes of the suffragettes movement achieving suffrage
in many European countries and the US
during this decade.
The war created deep wounds in the continent which could not be healed by the
peace treaty of Versailles. What politics
was unable to achieve – namely a common fair and peaceful restart for all European nations – emerged finally from
the people’s will to create new realities.

T

he Bauhaus, for example, a
design, architecture and arts
movement initiated in 1919
in Weimar and later on in
Dessau, brought clear forms and a revolutionary way of structuring both our
visible reality and our way of thinking.
After the horror of the war, people enjoyed their new democratic freedom by
listening to new music forms like jazz
and by watching brand-new movies from
Hollywood, promoting the first silent
film stars such as Charlie Chaplin, Mary
Pickford and Buster Keaton.

1919

Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht murdered in Berlin.

February

Martin Sixt purchases the property at Seitzstraße 11 in Munich, the
address remains one of Sixt’s most popular city stations.

“It takes courage
to make a
fool of yourself.«
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

March 21

Development of Bauhaus in Weimar, initiated by Walter
Gropius.

March 23

Benito Mussolini founds the fascist movement in Italy.

June 28

Signing of the Treaty of Versailles.

June 25

The Junkers F 13 flies as the first airplane made entirely
of metal.

August 10

Afghanistan receives its independence from Great Britain.

August 11

Germany receives a democratic-parliamentary constitution.

September 10

Southern Tyrol becomes Italian.

October 17

Spain’s King Alfons XIII opens the first Metro line in Madrid.

1920
January 10

The Treaty of Versailles takes effect.

May 28

Pope canonizes Joan d’Arc.

June 6

First Reichstag elections in Germany.

August 10

First sung blues recording.

November 16

QUANTAS airline is founded in Australia.

November 27

First Zorro film with Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

1921

FIRST REICHSTAG ELECTIONS, 1920

72

January 15
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February 6

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin’s The Kid.

August 2

Italian opera tenor Enrico Caruso dies.

September 17

Munich’s Oktoberfest is held again.

November 10

Einstein is awarded the Nobel Prize for the Theory of Relativity.
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THE ROARING
TWENTIES

1922

T

»Life is a lot like
jazz: it‘s best when
you improvise.«

he hunger and lust for
freedom and well-being
created high points in
the early 1920s. These
years are also referred
to as Jazz Age because of its wild, enthusiastic culture and entertainment.
Berlin attracted talent from all over the
world, the parties were outrageous, the
fashion freed woman from the constric-

GEORGE GERSHWIN

January 18

Every 10 days, Germany is required to pay 31 million gold marks
in reparations.

March 6

The Turkish National Assembly elects Kemal Atatürk as
President.

March 13

Wilhelm Furtwängler becomes director of the Berlin
Philharmonic.

April 3

Joseph Stalin becomes General Secretary of the Central
Committee of the CPSU (Communist Party of Soviet Union)

July 9

Johnny Weissmuller swims 100 m freestyle in less than one
minute.

1923
February 16

The pharaoh Tutankhamun’s tomb is opened.

March 3

The first issue of the US news magazine TIME appears.

April 26

The British King George VI marries the woman who will later
become the “Queen Mum.”

May 23

24-hour sports car race is held in Le Mans for the first time.

November 19

Hyperinflation in Germany, 1 kilogram of bread costs
233 billion marks.

1924

tions of the past. Bob haircuts and cigarettes were symbols of this new breed of
of women: “flappers” who wore short
skirts and excessive makeup, listened to
jazz, danced the Charleston, drove automobiles and flouted social and sexual
norms. This newly born youth culture
was entitled “The Lost Generation” by
Ernest Hemingway, who celebrated his

first successes in the 1920s. Louis Armstrong was one of the symbolic heroes of
that time far beyond New Orleans, and
George Gershwin expressed the feeling
of the “Golden 20s” in his Rhapsody in
Blue and An American in Paris. F. Scott
Fitzgerald wrote The Great Gatsby and
described the lifestyle of that time perfectly, but also Hermann Hesse with
74

PHARAOH TUTENCHAMUN’S TOMB WAS OPENED.
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January 20

Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, pseudonym Lenin, dies in the USSR

February 14

The Tabulating Machine Company changes its name to IBM.

March 15

Currency reform in Germany. 5 trillion marks become
5 Rentenmarks.

September 21

King Victor Emanuel III of Italy opens the first autostrada.

April 15

André Breton publishes his first “Surrealist manifesto” in Paris.

May 10

J. Edgar Hoover establishes the FBI and remains its director for
48 years.

May 11

Future Federal Chancellor Konrad Adenauer opens the Cologne
Trade Fair for the first time.

May 17

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is created by the merger of three
production companies.

June 5

Ernst Alexanderson sends the first fax across the Atlantic.

1922–1931
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Steppenwolf and Siddharta, and young
talents like Frank Kafka, Virginia Woolf
and James Joyce, reflected the dramatic
inner and outer changes of that decade.
Metropolises like Paris, London, Berlin and New York were booming and it
was no coincidence that Fritz Lang entitled his groundbreaking film Metropolis, the most expensive silent movie ever
made. This genre came to an end when

“THE SHORTEST
ANSWER IS
DOING THE
THING.”
ERNEST HEMINGWAY

25 Years

of Sixt International

CHRONICLE 1925-1927

tional perception of art – one week after
the Black Friday of the Wall Street Crash
in 1929. This event brutally suppressed
the steady rise of world economics during the 1920s.
Yet everything has started so promising after the horrors of World War I:
the progress in science and technology
brought new prosperity. Charles Lindbergh’s first solo flight over the Atlantic
from New York to Paris became a symbol of the possibility of achieving every
ambitious goal. Fritz von Opel drove
his rocket car RAK 2 at the incredible
speed of 228 km/h on the AVUS in Berlin. The enthusiasm for mobility and the
automobile also quickened the growth
of Sixt in Munich. With his brother Joseph, Martin Sixt was a midpoint among
Munich’s motorists. Additionally to the
limousine and rental service, they ran
a filling and service station. In the late
1920s young Hans Sixt strengthened the
firm with his innovative ideas. He traveled to the UK and initiated cooperation
with travels agencies like Thomas Cook.
An 8-cylinder Isotta-Frascini and the big
6-cylinder Renault joined the fleet. But
because of problems with spare parts for

1925

»Be the change
you want to see in
the world.«

January 1

The Norwegian capital Christiania is renamed Oslo.

April 1

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem is opened.

April 26

Franz Kafka’s novel fragment The Trial is published
posthumously.

July 18

Adolf Hitler publishes his book Mein Kampf.
The first crossword puzzle appears in the Berliner Illustrierte
Zeitung (Berlin Illustrated Newspaper).

August 2

Conrad Nicholson Hilton opens his first hotel in Dallas, Texas .

September

Werner Heisenberg publishes his pioneering work on quantum
theory.

December 21

World premiere of the film Battleship Potemkin by
Sergei Eisenstein in Moscow.

MAHATMA GANDHI

1926

WERNER H
 EISENBERG
PUBLISHES THE
QUANTUM THEORY.

the Warner Brothers produced the first
movie with a soundtrack, Don Juan.
And before the end of the decade, they
already promoted the first all-color alltalking movie On with the Show! It truly
was a time of flourishing entertainment
and culture: in the arts, the surrealist
movement broke through, initiated by
André Breton’s Surrealist Manifesto. It
perceived the unconscious as the vital
source for artistic impression. Art deco
became the formative style in design.
The Museum of Modern Art opened in
Manhattan and distroyed the conven-

January 6

German Lufthansa is founded (begins operations
on April 6, 1926).

Febuary 9

Norwegian engineer Erik Rotheim invents the aerosol spray can.

Febuary 18

Polygamy and the harem system are abolished in Turkey.

April 25

Reza Pahlavi is crowned the new Shah of Persia in Tehran.

April 25

World premiere of the opera Turandot by Giacomo Puccini at
Teatro alla Scala di Milano in Milan.

August 6

Gertrude Ederle becomes the first woman to swim across the
English Channel.

September 8

Germany is unanimously accepted into the League of Nations.

December 10

Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann receives the
Nobel Peace Prize.

1927
April 22

Georges Lemaître proposes the Big Bang theory of the universe.

April

Martin Sixt hands over the company to his nephew Hans Sixt. An
8-cylinder Isotta-Frascini and the big 6-cylinder Renault join the fleet.
Because of problems with the spare parts for foreign cars, as of 1929 Sixt
will use only Mercedes cars.

1926: GERMAN LUFTHANSA IS FOUNDED.

76

77

April 14

The first Volvo leaves the factory on Hisingen Island.

April 30

Mary Pickford makes first footprints in front of the Chinese
Theatre.

May 19/20/21

Charles Lindbergh flies nonstop from New York to Paris.

1922-1931
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foreign cars, as of 1929 Sixt only usedMercedes cars.
It truly was a time of records and new
beginnings. The BBC started its radio
broadcasting in 1922, TV was invented,
but not yet made public, and the jukebox, the electric razor and frozen food
were brought to the masses. An economic boom in the mid-1920s brought prosperity to the people. Cars like the Ford
Model T cost just $265, two months’
wages in Henry Ford’s factories. And
groundbreaking discoveries like Alexander Fleming’s penicillin and Albert SzentGyörgyi’s vitamin C changed the health
of the people. What was also intended to
improve the health of the populace, the
prohibition of alcohol in the US, caused
crime to blossom and created organized
crime and gangsters like Al Capone.

ing years of the decade, because of the
enormous debt caused by the war as well
as the Treaty of Versailles. The crisis culminated with a devaluation of the Mark
in 1923 and hyperinflation, eventually
leading to severe economic problems.

25 Years
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In the long term it resulted in the rise of
the Nazi Party. Adolf Hitler attempted a
coup against the Bavarian and German
governments and was put in jail, where
he wrote Mein Kampf. The decade was
marked by the early rise of dictators. In
Italy Benito Mussolini came to power

June 19

The boxer Max Schmeling becomes the European Heavyweight
Champion.

August 23

Sacco and Vanzetti are executed in the electric chair.

October

A Miss Germany is chosen for the first time.

1928

»What we
play is life.«
LOUIS ARMSTRONG

However, not all countries enjoyed this
prosperity. The Weimar Republic like
many other European nations had to face
a severe economic downturn in the open-

after his march on Rome, and Joseph
Stalin succeeded Vladimir Lenin and
expelled his rival Leon Trotzky from the
Soviet Union. The first independence
movements started in the colonies: Mahatma Gandhi initiated his non-violent
fight for the self-determination of India.

July 2

In Great Britain women from the age of 21 get the right to vote.

July 8

The airship LZ 127 is christened the Graf Zeppelin.

August 31

World premiere of The Threepenny Opera by Bertolt Brecht /
Kurt Weill in Berlin.

October 7

Haile Selassie is crowned King (Negus) of Ethiopia.
Herbert C. Hoover becomes president of the United States.

1929
January 10

The comic book character Tintin by the Belgian Hergé appears
for the first time.

May 16

The first 12 Academy Awards are awarded in Hollywood.

August 24

After a massacre, all Jews were expelled from Hebron.

October 25

Black Friday on the world stock exchanges.

November 7

Opening of the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

1930
May 1

Petroleum tax in Germany.
Agatha Christie publishes the first Miss Marple story.

THE AIRSHIP LZ 127 IS CHRISTENED GRAF ZEPPELIN.

June 12

Max Schmeling becomes boxing’s World Champion.

July 13

The first FIFA World Cup opens in Uruguay.

August 18

The dog Pluto appears in a Mickey Mouse film for the first time.

October 2

Henry Ford lays the foundation for a Ford auto factory in Cologne.

October 2

The Pergamon Museum is opened in Berlin.

October 13

First flight of the legendary Ju 52.

1931
January

World premiere of Charlie Chaplin’s film City Lights.
The Great Depression causes 70,000 bankruptcies in Germany.

BOXER MAX SCHMELING BECOMES WORLD CHAMPION.

78
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March 18

The first electric shaver is launched on the market.

May 1

The Empire State Building in New York City is officially opened.

1932–1941
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THE WORLD IN
TURMOIL

1932

»Noone will improve
your lot if you do
not yourself.«

L

ittle Man, What Now?
is the name of a novel by
Hans Fallada written in
the 1930s, describing the
effects of the economic
shutdown of people’s everyday lives. The
Great Depression which started on Wall
Street with Black Friday in 1929 cast its
shadow over this decade leaving everyone uncertain and frightened about the

BERTOLD BRECHT

January 4

Mahatma Ghandi is arrested by the British colonial authority.

Febuary 25

Adolf Hitler obtains German citizenship.

March 1

Abduction and murder of Charles and Anne Lindbergh’s baby.

March 25

Johnny Weissmüller stars in the film “Tarzan the Ape Man” as
the Lord of the Jungle.

July 31

After the German federal election, the NSDAP (National
Socialist German Workers’ Party) represents the strongest
parliamentary party for the first time.

August 6

The first section of the autobahn is opened for use between
Cologne and Bonn.

September 20

Mahatma Gandhi begins a hunger strike in jail (Pune).

November 8

Franklin D. Roosevelt wins the presidential election.

1933
January 30

Adolf Hitler is named Reich Chancellor.

March 4

The 32nd US President, Roosevelt, implements his “New Deal.”

Febuary 28

Freedom of the press and freedom of expression are limited in
Germany.

March 23

Roosevelt abolishes prohibition in the United States.

March 27

R. Gibson and E. Fawcett industrially synthesize polyethylene.

August 17

The Soviet Union starts the first liquid propellant rocket.

August 18

Propaganda Minister Goebbels presents a cheap “people’s radio.”

October 7

French airlines merge to form Air France.

1934
MAO BEGINS HIS “LONG MARCH” THROUGH CHINA.

future – “little man, what now?” The
economic downfall had a traumatic effect worldwide. And in response, authoritarian regimes emerged in several countries in Europe, in particular the Third
Reich in Germany, ultimately leading to
World War II.
But the decade also saw a proliferation in
new technologies, including the first in-

tercontinental commercial airline flights
and air mail service across the Atlantic
Ocean. Radar was invented, Kodak sold
the first color films and the BBC started
a regular television broadcasting service.
The first electric guitar was built. In
physics Otto Hahn and Lise Meitner discovered nuclear fission. And Ferdinand
Porsche designed the Volkswagen Beetle,
one of the best-selling automobiles ever
80

March 4

Tatra 77 is the first aerodynamically designed mass-produced car.

April 18

The first public self-service laundry is opened in the United States.

May 7

A Philippine diver finds a giant pearl: “The Pearl of Allah.”

September 18

The USSR becomes the 59th member of the League of Nations.

October 27

Mao Zedong’s “Long March” through China begins.

1935

JOHNNY WEISSMÜLLER IS “LORD OF THE JUNGLE.”
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January 24

The first can of beer is filled in the United States.

March 22

The first regular television program is broadcast is Berlin.

1932–1941
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produced. The Nazi regime planned to
foster mass mobility with this car and to
populate the newly built Autobahns.

T

he increasing role of the automobile was made use of
perfectly by Hans Sixt. After his first visits to London
already in the 1920s he managed to expand his business network. In the 1930s
he traveled several times to the USA
and established cooperations primarily
with firms in the travel industry such as
American Express. The early 1930s saw
a growing number of affluent tourists
visiting Germany. The Passion Play in
Oberammergau and the 1936 Olympic
Summer Games in Berlin and Winter
Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen attracted numerous visitors from abroad.
Hans Sixt drove celebrities like the
Emperor of Japan, the Prince of Wales,
Henry Ford and millionaires from the
US not only through Germany but even
across the entire continent. But the business became more and more difficult
and revenues dropped dramatically with
German isolation and finally came to an
end when the German Wehrmacht confiscated Sixt’s cars in 1939. Only a sevenseat Mercedes 230 Landaulet hidden in a
barn made it through the war.

25 Years
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“DO WHAT YOU
CAN, WITH
WHAT YOU HAVE,
WHERE YOU
ARE.”

out heavy bombing of the Basque town
of Guernica during the Spanish Civil
War. The Spanish artist Pablo Picasso
depicted the bombing in his surrealist
masterpiece painting Guernica at the
World Fair in Paris 1937. But also China
witnessed a civil War between the ruling
Kuomintang and the Communist Party.

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

In Germany the weak political and economical situation drove the majority into

CHRONICLE 1935-1938
May 25

Jesse Owens sets five world records within an hour.

July 30

Penguin Books paperbacks revolutionize the book market.

September 15

Enacting of the Nuremberg Race Laws.

October 20

The “Long March” under Mao Zedong ends in Yan’an.

1936

»One chance is
all you need.«
JESSE OWENS

June 19

Max Schmeling defeats Joe Louis in New York by knockout.

June 30

Margaret Mitchell’s novel “Gone with the Wind is published.”

August 1

Hitler uses the Olympic Games as a powerful propaganda d
 isplay.

August 6

General Franco begins the Spanish Civil War.

November 23

First issue of the magazine “Life” is published in the USA.

1937
Febuary 5

Laïcité attains constitutional status in Turkey.

March 2

Mexico nationalizes foreign oil and petroleum companies.

March 21

Encyclical by Pope Pius XI against the National Socialist regime
in Germany.

April 26

The Condor German air squadron bombs Guernica.

April 28

The Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco is completed.

May 6

The airship Hindenburg explodes in Lakehurst, New Jersey.

May 25

Picasso’s monumental painting “Guernica” hangs at the World
Exhibition in Paris.

July 19

National Socialist propaganda exhibition “Degenerate Art” in
Munich.

October 30

Bernd Rosemeyer drives 440 km/h with an Auto Union car.

December 9

Japan begins war with China.

1938

The 1930s provided varied ways to cope
with the financial crisis of that decade.
In the US Franklin D. Roosevelt initiated a widespread welfare strategy called
the “New Deal” in order to combat the
economic downturn. It was a radical departure from the previous laissez-faire
economics. The growing pressure within
societies found a first burst out in the
Spanish Civil War where Franco finally
defeated the left-wing republican faction. Germany was internationally condemned because the Luftwaffe carried

January 1

In Denmark illegitimate children are given the same rights as
legitimate children.

January

The economic boycott against Germany leaves deep marks on the travel
and rent-a-car business, and Sixt is affected by a severe drop in revenues.

MARGARET MITCHELL’S NOVEL BECOMES A MYTHE.

82

83

January 16

Benny Goodman performs his famous Carnegie Hall Jazz Concert.

Febuary 24

The world’s first toothbrush with nylon bristles is made available
by DuPont.

May 4

Carl von Ossietzky, former recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize,
dies in police custody.

November 9

Kristallnacht against the Jews in Germany.

1932–1941
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the arms of Hitler. After his seizure of
power in 1933 his real ambitions soon
became clear, starting with the Kristallnacht (the night of broken glass) when
Gestapo, SS and Hitler Youth attacked
and arrested German and Austrian Jews
and destroyed 267 synagogues. The end
of the decade found Hitler annexing Austria, the Sudetenland, occupying Czechoslovakia and finally invading Poland in
September 1939, which marked the start
of World War II.

D

uring the hard times of the
Great Depression and of
dictatorships in many European countries, the growing movie industry promised distraction.
It was the Golden Age of Hollywood
where the art of filmmaking came to a
high point. Movies like Gone With The
Wind and The Wizard of Oz attracted
millions. Was it a reaction to the terrors
of the time that Universal Pictures began
producing a series of horror films, featuring mythological monsters like King
Kong, Dracula, Frankenstein, and Jekyll
& Hyde?

were forbidden to exhibit themselves and
they were prohibited to produce and to
teach. The prominent list of those dis-
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criminated artists include amongst many
others names like Barlach, Kandinsky,
Klee, Kokoschka, Nolde and Schwitters.

A

spanner in the works of the
Nazi ambitions were the
Olympic Games in Berlin
1936. What was planned to
be a triumph of superiority of Arians
was thwarted by four gold medals won
by Jesse Owens (100 m sprint, 200 m
sprint, 4 x 100 m relay, long jump). Also
the growing role of swing and gipsy Jazz
from Django Reinhardt and Stéphane
Grappelli didn’t please the dictators in
Berlin and Rome. Only in the US did a
slowly recovering economy and the everfascinating American Dream realize
symbols of progress like the Empire State
Building and the Golden Gate Bridge.

December 14

Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann discover nuclear fission.

December 31

The Boeing B-307 is the first civilian aircraft with cabin
pressurization.

1939
January 1

Hewlett-Packard is founded in a garage.

March 2

The John Ford Western Stagecoach premieres in New York.

March 28

General Franco conquers Madrid and is victorious in the Spanish
Civil War.

March

The German Wehrmacht confiscates all of Sixt‘s rental vehicles. Only a
seven-seat Mercedes 230 Landaulet hidden in a barn will make it through
the war.

»If you are
possessed by an
idea, you find it
expressed
everywhere, you
even smell it.«

May 20

Pan Am establishes a regular flight connection with Europe.

September 1

The invasion of Poland by the German Wehrmacht marks the
beginning of the Second World War.

September 3

Great Britain and France declare war on Germany.

September 17

Taisto Mäki runs the 10,000 meters in under 30 minutes.

November 30

The national park Serra dos Órgãos is founded in Brazil.

1940
Febuary 7

Premiere of Walt Disney’s animated film “Pinocchio.”

May 13

Winston Churchill gives his famous blood, toil, tears and sweat
speech.

May 15

Nylon stockings go on sale in the United States (“N-day”).

May 15

Opening of the first McDonald’s restaurant.

THOMAS MANN

In Europe stars like Greta Garbo and
Marlene Dietrich electrified audiences,
the latter most of all with The Blue Angel (Der blaue Engel). But Dietrich left
Germany with thousands of artists from
all fields, like Bertold Brecht, Thomas
Mann, Carl Zuckmayer, Erich Maria Remarque, Walter Benjamin and Billy Wilder. The growing pressure on them and the
official concentration on Nazi propaganda movies and propaganda art just got
unbearable. This tendency for censorship became obvious when an exhibition
with the title Degenerate Art (“Entartete
Kunst”) showed the works of virtually all
leading modern artists of that time. This
show toured Germany while the painters

1941

PAN AM OFFERS SCHEDULED FLIGHTS TO EUROPE.
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85

January 10

The play Arsenic and Old Lace premieres on Broadway.

Febuary 12

A London policeman is the first person to be treated with penicillin.

May 1

Orson Welles’s film Citizen Kane premieres in New York.

December 7

The Japanese attack Pearl Harbor.

December 7

17 km from Moscow, German troops are forced to turn back.

December 8

The United States declares war on Japan.
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DESTRUCTION,
RECONSTRUCTION
AND PROGRESS

1942

H

A1_hoch

alf of the decade was
influenced by an eerie,
dark mood, because
World War II was still
ravaging, destroying
lives, hopes and cultures in many countries. Additionally, the holocaust had
awakened horror throughout Europe
that went far beyond any imagination.
During the Tehran Conference, the three
main allies, British prime minister Winston Churchill, US president Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Soviet head of state Josef
Stalin formulated plans. However, when
the war ended, it was the people who
09.05.2008

10:48 Uhr

January 20

Wansee Conference in Berlin. The groundwork is laid for the
Holocaust.

February 10

Glenn Miller receives the first gold record in music history.

March 28

First target of carpet bombing by the Royal Air Force: Lübeck.

June

Founding of the White Rose resistance group in Munich.

November 21

Bing Crosby’s White Christmas holds the number 1 spot on the
charts for 10 weeks.

November 26

World premiere of M. Curtiz’s film “Casablanca” in New York.

December 2

First generation of energy from nuclear fission.

1943

»All you owe the
public is a good
performance.«

Seite 1

January 14

The Western Allies demand the surrender of Germany, Italy and
Japan.

February 18

National Socialist Joseph Goebbels demands “total war.”

February 22

The Scholl siblings are executed as members of the “White
Rose” resistance group.

April 6

The first edition of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s story The Little
Prince is published.

April 19

The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising breaks out.

July 25

The Italian dictator Benito Mussolini is deposed.

October 19

A drug against tuberculosis has been discovered in the USA.

1944
January 28

World premiere of the film comedy “Die Feuerzangenbowle”
(“The Fire Tongs Bowl”) in Berlin.

June 6

D-Day: Beginning of the landing of the Allies at Normandy in
the Second World War.

June 25

Erika Sixt gives birth to Erich Sixt in Mistelbach / Austria.

October 19

The destruction of Warsaw ordered by Adolf Hitler begins.

November

World premiere of “My Friend Harvey” in New York.

December 18

The first edition of the French newspaper “Le Monde” is published.

HUMPHREY BOGART

managed with strenuous effort to return
to a peaceful and decent life again. In
the postwar period reconstruction went
on quickly. In Germany, it was primarily
women who had to clear away the rubble of the bombed cities (the so-called
“Trümmerfrauen”), because a seriously
large part of the male population were
soldiers who had either died in the war
or were still prisoners of war.

When Hans Sixt returned after three
years on the battlefields to Munich, he
found Sixt’s company building bombed
and burned. So he had to start from
scratch with the one Mercedes 230 he
had hidden in a barn. But due to the
good relationships which he had already
established in the US during the 1930s,
he wrote an unbelievable success story
in the midst of a country in ruins. Supported by the American military govern86

1945

D-DAY. LIBERATION FROM THE NAZI TERROR STARTS.

87

February 11

Churchill, Roosevelt & Stalin establish the post-war order at Yalta.

February 15

Bomb attacks destroy Dresden’s Old Town, causing 35,000 deaths.

April 30

Berlin is in the hands of the Red Army, Adolf Hitler commits
suicide.

May 8

Germany surrenders unconditionally.
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ment, he started the US Businessman
Motor Pool in Munich with ten vehicles.
With the so-called Export Taxis mainly
for the American military personnel who
paid in US dollars he made a fortune.
Soon he was operating 1,750 taxis and
gained in the midst of an economical
desert an annual turnover of $8 million.
The late 1940s witnessed a booming Sixt
company which had risen from the ashes.

D

uring this decade prominent
inventions were made to
counter the enemy’s threats,
and to remain technologi-

“HOWEVER
BEAUTIFUL THE
STRATEGY,
YOU SHOULD
OCCASIONALLY
LOOK AT
THE RESULTS.”
WINSTON CHURCHILL
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meddling with nuclear power, since there
was not much knowledge yet about this
form of energy. Quantum mechanics
and nuclear physics became vast fields
of experimentation. Thus, the evolution
of the atomic bomb was driven by largescale testing such as the Trinity test in
the course of the Manhattan Project in
the United States, culminating in its use
against the Japanese cities of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.

May

Martin Sixt dies in May 1945, aggrieved by the bombing and destruction of
his life achievement, the living and business quarters.

August 6

Dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima.

November 20

Opening of the Nuremberg Trials against the NS leaders.

October 24

The United Nations Charter comes into effect.

December 27

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is founded.

1946

More helpful, smart and sophisticated
scientific achievements were the development of modern evolutionary synthesis

January 6

Ho Chi Minh wins elections in northern Vietnam.

January 10

Opening of the first General Assembly of the United Nations.

January

Relaunch of the business after the second world war with the Mercedes
230 Landaulet as a chauffeured limousine. Setting up of the Export-Taxi
fleet for members of the US Army.

»Do not fear
mistakes. There
are none«

March 5

Churchill warns of the Soviet Union’s growing power.

March 18

The World Bank begins operations.

April 22

Forced unification of the SPD (Social Democratic Party of
Germany) with the KPD (Communist Party of Germany) to
form the SED (Socialist Unity Party of Germany) in East Berlin.

July 5

Fashion designer Louis Réard starts a scandal with the bikini.

September 20

Opening of the 1st Cannes International Film Festival.

December 16

Fashion designer Christian Dior establishes his atelier in Paris.

December

Founding of the children’s aid organization UNICEF.

MILES DAVIS

1947
RUDOLF AUGSTEINS
ASSAULT GUN OF
DEMOCRACY WAS
LAUNCHED.

The steering wheel already in his hands:
Erich Sixt’s early years.

January 4

The first issue of the magazine “Der Spiegel” is published.

April 28

Thor Heyerdahl begins his Pacific journey on the raft Kon-Tiki.

October 30

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) is concluded.

November 20

Princess Elisabeth and Philip Mountbatten are married.

November 29

Partition of Palestine by the UN General Assembly with
Resolution 181.

1948

cally advanced. Among them: radar, jet
propulsion and ballistic missiles. The
Jeep made it from a military vehicle to
a successful civil transport model. The
first electronic brains promised to be a
revolutionary technology for the future
– although their performance greatly
underachieved contemporary standards,

as they massively exceeded the size of
today’s portable models. While in England the digital, programmable Colossus
computer helped decrypt German messages during war, Konrad Zuse had built
his electromechanical programmable Z3
in Berlin. The most tremendous act in
the name of progress was certainly the

and radiocarbon dating. The general
public rejoiced in the first commercial
TV programs and in other practical or
entertaining achievements for everyday
life that included the microwave oven,
tupperware, the velcro fastener, frisbees
and slinkies.

Mahatma Gandhi is shot and killed by a Hindu nationalist.

February 26

The Max Planck Society is founded in Göttingen.

February

First in Europe, Hans Sixt employs radio taxis in Munich. The gear is
imported from the US.

May 14

Founding of the State of Israel. David Ben-Gurion becomes the
first Prime Minister.

April 3

US President Harry S. Truman signs the Marshall Plan.

THOR HEYERDAHL STARTS LEGENDARY PACIFIC TURN
ON THE RAFT “KON-TIKI“.
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January 30
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The United Nations Charter, an agreement according to international law,
and the NATO military alliance were
established to help consolidate a peaceful cooperation among the countries.
The State of Israel was founded. Also,
the People’s Republic of China had been
proclaimed after the revolution led by
The Chinese Communist Party under the
leadership of Mao Zedong. India, Pakistan, Vietnam, Indonesia and Iceland declared independence. And a single man
independently crossed the Pacific Ocean
in an ancient boat: Thor Heyerdahl’s
voyage with his Kon-Tiki” proved the hypothetical cultural connection between
South American and Polynesian natives.

		

Currency reform. Everyone in the western occupation zones in
Germany receives 40 D-marks. The old Reichsmark becomes out.

June 24

Beginning of the Berlin Blockade by the Soviet Union.

June 25

General Lucius D. Clay establishes an airlift to West Berlin.

1949

A

nother
cultural
import
from the northern part of
the Americas created a furor and dance craze all over
the world: swing by white band leaders
Glenn Miller and Benny Goodman delivered a welcoming, entertaining distraction in an atmosphere of havoc. Opposed
to this soothing sound for the comfort
zone, groundbreaking black jazz musicians like Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker
and Miles Davis, who became famous
in the following decades, presented the
exciting brand-new styles of Bebop and
cool jazz to a young and hungry dance
crowd.
Under the influence of the initially mentioned darkness, visual arts displayed a
respective tendency: the stylish film noir
genre subsumed crime dramas in low-key
black-and-white aesthetics. Citizen Kane
by Orson Welles became a milestone in
movie history, The Third Man ranks just
behind, as do The Maltese Falcon and
The Big Sleep. In Italy the movement of
neorealism heavily influenced film history with Bicycle Thieves by director

June 21

»If you want a
happy ending, that
depends, of course,
on where you stop
your story.«

February 10

Arthur Miller’s drama Death of a Salesman premieres.

April 4

Founding of NATO.

May 9

Rainier III becomes the Sovereign Prince of Monaco.

August 18

Master shoemaker Adolf Dassler founds adidas.

September 12

Theodor Heuss becomes President of Germany.

September 15

Konrad Adenauer becomes the first Chancellor of Germany.

October 1

Founding of the People’s Republic of China.

1950
January 4

Israel declares Jerusalem the capital of Israel.

Januar 31

President Truman orders the construction of the hydrogen bomb.

February 8

The Ministry for State Security (Stasi) is founded in the Soviet
Zone.

March 14

The Rover Jet 1 is the world’s first racing car with gas turbine
propulsion.

April 6

The World Peace Council outlaws the atomic bomb.

July 25

Walter Ulbricht becomes General Secretary of the Central
Committee of the SED in East Germany.

ORSON WELLES

1951

Vittorio de Sica epitomizing this category. Also writers, theater creatives and a
group of painters were engaged with the
crepuscule nature of things, resulting in
monochrome Black Paintings by Robert
Rauschenberg, Willem de Kooning and
Frank Stella. And among others, Jackson

Pollock founded the first painters’ generation of the New York School that broke
away from European traditions.

JERUSALEM BECOMES CAPITAL OF ISRAEL.

90
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February 12

Shah Reza Pahlavi marries Soraya Esfandiary-Bakhtiari.

February

Establishment of the “Auto Sixt” Rent a Car.

April 15

The first SOS Children’s Village is opened in Austria, Tyrol.

May 1

The Council of Europe accept the Federal Republic of Germany
as a full member.

August 26

The musical film “An American in Paris” premieres in London.

August 31

The vinyl gramophone record is introduced in Germany.

October 24

US President Truman declares the end of the war with Germany.
Bestseller “The Catcher in the Rye” by J. D. Salinger is published.
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1952

THE ECONOMIC
MIRACLE AND THE
MIRACLE OF BERN

A

February 6

Elizabeth II is proclaimed Queen in the United Kingdom.

June 1

West Berliners are only allowed to enter the Soviet Zone with
permission.

June 24

Axel Springer begins publishing the “Bild” newspaper.

July 8

In Munich the first zebra crossings in Germany are painted on
roads.

September 10

Germany commits to paying 3.5 billion DM in compensation
payments to Jewish victims of National Socialism.
“East of Eden” by John Steinbeck is published.

fter the horror of the
1940s, the 1950s rise
like a phoenix from the
ashes. A traumatized
world gets back on
track and creates incomparable economic growth and progress – at least
in the Western countries.

November 4

Dwight D. Eisenhower is elected the 34th President of the USA.

1953

»After the match is
before the match.«

Politically, the 1950s were dominated
by clashes between communism and
capitalism. The Cold War saw the rivalry between the United States and
the Soviet Union ratchet up with the

SEPP HERBERGER

Januar 3

Premiere of the play “Waiting for Godot” by Samuel Beckett.

March 6

First state visit by Chancellor Konrad Adenauer to the USA.

March 9

Joseph Stalin is buried in Moscow.

May 29

Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay conquer Mount Everest.

June 17

The Uprising in the East Germany is put down by the Soviets.

November 9

First pedestrian zone in Germany is created in Kassel.

1954

SAMUEL BECKETTS
“WAITING FOR GODOT”

space race typifying the conflict. Gaining “firsts” in space exploration were
seen as central to national security
and as a symbol of technological and
ideological superiority.
The Northern Hemisphere conflicts
quickly punctuated civil disputes with
the Korean War escalating to a campaign between the US and its allies
against China and the Soviet Union.

HAS PREMIERE.

In Cuba, the armed revolt by Fidel
Castro and Che Guevara overthrew
Fulgencio Batista to create the first
communist government in the region.
More widely, the Suez Crisis in 1956
symbolized the beginning of the end
of colonialism and the weakening of
European global importance. Over
the next few years, the first African
nations gained their independence.

Gamal Abdel Nasser becomes President of Egypt.

May 17

The US Supreme Court bans racial segregation in public schools.

June 1

The world’s first nuclear power plant begins operations near
Moscow.

July 4

Germany wins the FIFA World Cup for the first time with a 3:2
score against Hungary in Bern.

July 17

Theodor Heuss is reelected as President of Germany.

July 21

After the First Indochina War, the first partition of Vietnam is
concluded in Geneva.

July 29

The fantasy “The Lord of the Rings” is published in England.

October 18

Texas Instruments announces the world’s first transistor radio.

November 1

The Algerian War breaks out.

1955

MUNICH GETS THE FIRST GERMAN ZEBRA CROSSINGS.
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February 25
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January 17

The first carnival session appears on German television screens.

March 2

King Norodom Sihanouk abdicates in Cambodia.

April 5

Winston Churchill resigns for health reasons.

1952–1961
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In Europe, the Common Market was
established with the Treaty of Rome in
1957 with the signatures of the leading European countries France, Italy,
West Germany and others. It proposed
creating a common market of goods,
workers, services and capital within
the member states, to progressively
reduce customs duties and to create

»IN VIEW OF THE
FACT, THAT GOD
LIMITED THE
INTELLIGENCE
OF MEN, IT SEEMS
UNFAIR, THAT
HE DID NOT
ALSO LIMIT HIS
STUPIDITY. «
KONRAD ADENAUER

25 Years

of Sixt International
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tors Ingmar Bergman, Jean Cocteau
and Federico Fellini winning multiple
awards, and Brigitte Bardot, Sophia
Loren and Jean-Paul Belmondo stealing the headlights. In Hollywood
James Dean, Marlon Brando, Grace
Kelly, Elizabeth Taylor and Marilyn
Monroe entered the stage.

P

op art dominated galleries,
and artists like Jackson Pollok and Mark Rothko focused on iconography as the
subject of their work. Rock and roll
entered the mainstream with Elvis
Presley, Chuck Berry, James Brown
and Buddy Holly rising up the charts.
Jazz stars also continued to make their
mark with Miles Davis, John Coltrane
and Ella Fitzgerald achieving major

»Freedom is what
you do with what‘s
been done to you.«
JEAN-PAUL SARTRE

Erika and Erich Sixt

GRACE KELLY
MARRIES PRINCE

common agriculture and transport
policies. This treaty became the basis
for the European Union. How ever,
Europe continued to be divided between Western and Soviet Bloc countries. When Joseph Stalin died in 1953,
a more liberal domestic and foreign
policy was promoted by his successor
Nikita Khrushchev. In West Germany
Konrad Adenauer lent his strong profile to the nation and guided the reconstruction of the country, while
Walter Ulbricht shaped the future of
East Germany.
Television burst into people’s living
rooms in the 1950s with families rely-

RAINIER III OF
MONACO.

ing more and more heavily on screens
for their entertainment and news. The
drop in prices through mass production and increased leisure time created
big sales of TVs across the Western
world. The European cinema scene
experienced a renaissance with direc-

hits. In Germany “Schlager“ music
dominated the radio programs.
Medicine made a big leap forward
with the discovery of the polio vaccine. Around this time, Francis Crick
and James Watson also discovered the
double-helix structure of DNA and
94

April 12

The Salk vaccine against polio is tested successfully in the USA.

May 14

Founding of the Warsaw Pact.

June 15

The first “documenta” is held in Kassel – the first comprehensive
exhibit of modern art in West Germany since the end of war.

July 17

Walt Disney opens the first Disneyland amusement park.

August 5

The Volkswagen plant celebrates the manufacturing of
the 1 millionth VW Beetle.

September 11

Juan Manuel Fangio becomes Formula One World Champion for
the third time

1956
April 19

Grace Kelly marries Prince Rainier III of Monaco in a church
ceremony.

June 24

Borussia Dortmund wins the German football championship for
the first time.

June 27

World premiere of the film Moby Dick with Gregory Peck in the
United States.

July 26

Egypt nationalizes the Suez Canal, setting off the Suez Crisis.

August 1

Belgium is the last country in Europe to introduce a driver’s
license obligation.

November 5

Soviet tanks crush the Hungarian Revolution.

November 15

Elvis Presley’s first film premieres: Love Me Tender.

1957
January 16

The Cavern Club, the cradle of Beat music, opens in Liverpool.

March 25

Founding of the European Economic Community (EEC).

June 18

Social equality established for men and women in German civil
law.

September 26

World premiere of “West Side Story” by Leonard Bernstein.

October 3

Willy Brandt is elected the Governing Mayor of Berlin.

October 4

The Soviet Union celebrates the first man-made satellite with
Sputnik.

December 15

Munich now has 1 million residents.

1958

LENNY BERNSTEIN CREATES THE GLOBAL SUCCESS.

95

January 2

First German register of traffic violators is established in Flensburg.

January 8

14-year-old Bobby Fischer wins the U.S. Chess Championship.

March 27

Nikita Khrushchev becomes Premier of the USSR.

October 8

In Stockholm, Åke Senning implants the first cardiac pacemaker.
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were awarded the Nobel Prize “for
their discoveries concerning the molecular structure of nucleic acid and
its significance for the information
transfer in living materials .”

December 21
1959

In the world of transport, the first purpose-built jet airliner – the British de
Havilland Comet – entered service in
1952. Competitors from France, Russia and the US soon offered airliners
with national flags backing their progres, too. International air transport
grew at double-digit rates from its earliest post-1945 days until the first oil
crisis in the early 1970s. Much of the
growth of this decade came from technical innovation, especially the introduction of turbo-propeller aircraft in
the early 1950s and transatlantic jets
in 1958. Improvements to automotive
engine power and vehicle speeds made
a big impact on cars, and VW Beetles,
BMW’s Isetta, Fiat’s 500 and Mini’s
swept across Europe. More sophisticated models like Citroen’s DS and the
legendary Mercedes 190 SL attracted
the attention of the masses, the latter driven by stars and celebrities like
Rosemarie Nitribitt in Germany.
The spirit of this decade was described
by philosophers and writers like Albert Camus, Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone
de Beauvoir, Ernest Hemingway, Günther Grass and Friedrich Dürrenmatt.
In sports The Miracle of Bern, West
Germany’s victory in the 1954 FIFA
World Cup 1954, was a wakeup call to
the nation and gave new self-esteem to
the country.
Parallel to the German “Wirtschaftswunder” Sixt rushed from one success
to another: their cars were the first in
Germany to be equipped with radio-

Charles de Gaulle is elected President of France.

January 1

Fidel Castro takes power in Cuba.

February 15

Radar equipment is used in Düsseldorf for speed control.

March 9

Mattel introduces its Barbie doll.

March 17

The 14th Dalai Lama flees Tibet for exile in India.

August 18

The first legendary Mini swerves through the streets of the
United Kingdom.

September 9

The Tin Drum by Günther Grass is published.

October 21

The Guggenheim Museum opens in New York.

November 20

Declaration of the Rights of Children by the UN.

1960

»Everything in
the world can be
changed, my dear
Florestan, but the
human being.«

January 9

Gamal Abdel Nasser orders work to commence on the Aswan
Dam.

March 6

For the first time, women in the Canton of Geneva (Switzerland)
receive the right to vote.

April 21

Brasilia is inaugurated as the new capital of Brazil.

May 11

The Mossad finds and apprehends Adolf Eichmann in Buenos
Aires.

June 16

Alfred Hitchcock‘s Psycho creates long lines at box offices.

June 21

Armin Hary sets a new world record for the 100-meter dash.

August 9

Michael Ende’s “Jim Button and Luke the Engine Driver”
is published.

September 30

US TV network ABC broadcasts first episode of “The Flintstones.”

FRIEDRICH DÜRRENMATT

1961

telephony – the equipment was imported from the US. As Hans Sixt had
already crossed the ocean to set up
cooperation with US partners in the
1930s, he revived these partnerships
together with his wife Erika when they
presented their services in New York`s
Rockefeller Center. By becoming an

honorary member of the prestigious
concierge organization Les Clefs d’Or,
Hans Sixt
strengthened the bonds with the travel
industry. The fleet was increased dramatically in these years as the car became the symbol for the newly gained
prosperity of this decade.
96

IN 1959 THE UNIQUE CONTEMPORARY ART TEMPLE
GUGGENHEIM OPENS IN NEW YORK.
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January 20

John F. Kennedy is inaugurated as President of the United States.

March 15

Kassel introduces disc parking in its downtown area.

April 12

Yuri Gagarin is the first human in space.

April 17

US invasion of the Bay of Pigs in Cuba.

June 1

Schering AG begins selling the oral contraceptive pill in Germany.

June 17

Germany’s first nuclear power plant connects to the power grid.

August 13

Walter Ulbricht seals off East Germany by building the Berlin
Wall.

August 26

Buddhism becomes the state religion in Burma.

September 11

The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) is founded in Switzerland.
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THE SWINGING
SIXTIES

1962

T

»Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee.«

he breakdown of mainstream taboos and rise
the of the counterculture movement made the
1960s synonymous with
new freedoms and flamboyance. Whether you call it a time of independence,
promiscuity or indulgence – the decade
is fondly remembered as the Swinging
Sixties.

MUHAMMAD ALI

February 16

Storm flood on Germany’s North Sea coast and in Hamburg.

March 18

France and Algeria end the Algerian War.

May 14

Prince Juan Carlos of Spain marries Princess Sophia of Greece.

July 2

The first Wal Mart Discount City Store opens in Rogers, Arkansas.

July 28

The DFB decides to introduce the Fußball-Bundesliga.

August 8

German patent for a cars wash.

September 11

The Beatles record their first single Love Me Do.

October 13

“Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?” premieres in New York.

October 22

Treason alleged by the magazine “Der Spiegel.”

December 7

The minimum vacation in Germany is set at 15 days.

1963
January 22

Charles de Gaulle and Konrad Adenauer sign the Élysée Treaty.

February 6

First flight of the Boeing 727.

March 28

Alfred Hitchcock’s film “The Birds” debuts in US theaters.

June 26

US President John F. Kennedy in Berlin: “Ich bin ein Berliner.”

August 28

Martin Luther King gives his famous speech: “I have a dream.”

September 23

Ingmar Bergmann’s Film “The Silence” provokes a scandal.

October 16

Ludwig Erhard succeeds Adenauer as Chancellor of Germany.

November 22

US President John F. Kennedy is assassinated in Dallas.
The first Porsche 911 is introduced at the IAA in Frankfurt.

PORSCHE 911: A LEGEND STARTS IN 1964 AS A MYTH
FROM THE FIRST SECOND.

The 1960s created many of the most
popular music hits and fashion statements of the last century. Elvis Presley,
Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix released record-breaking singles to global audiences. The British Invasion saw the Beatles,
The Who and The Rolling Stones capturing headlines for their rebellious tone
and mop-top haircuts. Fashion took in
the hippie look, the rise of the mini-skirt,
the growth of the Afro and the discov-

ery of the bikini. The Sound of Music
– filmed in Salzburg and Bavaria– was
the highest-grossing film of the decade
winning five Academy Awards and two
Golden Globe Awards in 1965. Despite
its success, the classical Hollywood era
was eclipsed by a new generation of
Hollywood filmmakers with a greater
emphasis on realism and more freedom
in content and production. The graphic
violence, sex and comedy of Bonnie and
98

THE FAB FOUR TRILL THEIR FIRST SINGLE “LOVE ME
DO” IN THE HITPARADES AROUND THE WORLD.
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1964
January 13

First Arab League summit in Cairo.

February

Cassius Clay becomes boxing’s World Heavyweight Champion.

March 31

The Beatles hold the top five spots on the US record charts.

April 13

Sidney Poitier becomes the first Afro-American to win an Oscar.

June 1

Pedestrians in zebra crossings are given the right of way before cars.

June 12

Nelson Mandela is sentenced to lifelong imprisonment
for “subversion.”

August 7

US President Lyndon B. Johnson is granted broad war powers
for the Vietnam War.

October 22

Jean-Paul Sartre is awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.

1965
February 21

Afro-American civil rights leader Malcolm X is murdered in N.Y.

1962–1971
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Clyde was the poster child of this. But
also Rosemary`s Baby gained attention
while Doctor Zhivago became a cash
magnet.

A

ll this reflected the wider
counterculture
revolution
in the Western world in the
second half of the decade.
Young people wanted more liberation,
including more freedom for women and
minorities, and revolted against the conservative norms and governments of the
time. The 1968 French general strike
nearly toppled the government, while
the student movement swept across West
Germany during the decade with Rudi

“A MAN MAY
DIE, NATIONS
MAY RISE AND
FALL, BUT AN
IDEA LIVES ON.”
JOHN F. KENNEDY

25 Years

of Sixt International
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their European colonial rulers, including
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanzania and Algeria. The feminist cause was certainly
brought forward by the 1963 publication
of Betty Friedan’s Feminine Mystique.
But it was the development of the birth
control pill and the increasing number of
financially independent women that gave
rise to the sexual revolution that truly
challenged traditional codes of behavior.
The emergence of mass media outlets,
such as radio and magazines, aided the
causes by spreading messages and images instantaneously.
The Cold War was the constant backdrop to these movements. The construc-

May 19

James Cook’s radiated tortoise Tu’i Malila dies at 188 years of age.

May 31

German Federal Mail is sorted electronically in Pforzheim.

July 19

Opening of the Mont Blanc Tunnel, the world’s longest tunnel at
11.6 km (7.215 miles).

December 22

World premiere of the film “Doctor Zhivago” in New York.

1966

»We must learn
to live together as
brothers or perish
together as fools.«
MARTIN LUTHER KING

January 19

Indira Gandhi is elected Prime Minister in India.

April

The first airport offices in Frankfurt am Main and Munich are opened.

August 19

The Cultural Revolution begins in the People’s Republic of China.

August 28

Rudi Altig becomes bicycling’s professional road world champion.

December 1

Grand coalition CDU and SPD under Federal Chancellor
Kurt Georg Kiesinger.
Alfa Romeo introduces the Spider.

1967
February 5

First appearance by Vico von Bülow, a.k.a. “Loriot” on television.

May

“Auto Sixt” is the first German company to launch a leasing program
for vehicles.

June 2

Student Benno Ohnesorg is shot during the Shah’s visit to Berlin.

June 5

Beginning of the Six-Day War between Israel and its neighbors.

May 31

FC Bayern Munich wins the UEFA Cup Winners’ Cup.
Hippie movement reaches its peak with the “Summer of Love“.

September 3

Switch from left- to right-hand traffic in Sweden.

October 9

Guerilla leader Che Guevara is shot and killed.

October 18

The film “The Jungle Book” arrives in theaters.

December 3

The first heart transplant is performed by Christiaan Barnard.

1968

Sixt’s Limousine Service with star-chauffeur Alfred Bienert.

Dutschke as its lead figure. In the United
States, the civil rights movement finally
won a series of landmark laws – the Civil
Rights Act, Voting Rights Act and Fair
Housing Act – that banned discrimination based on “race, color, religion

or ethnic origin.” Martin Luther King
had to pay for his commitment with his
life as well as John F. Kennedy and Che
Guevara. The drive for political independence across Africa resulted in 32 countries gaining their independence from

tion of the Berlin Wall began in 1961,
symbolizing the Iron Curtain by separating Western Europe and the Eastern
Bloc. The Vietnam War continued to
take its heavy toll, leading the anti-war
movement to grow in stature and num100

January 10

The American space probe Surveyor 7 lands on the moon.

March 17

The gold standard of the central banks is abolished.

April 2

Premiere of Stanley Kubrick’s Film “2001: A Space Odyssey.”

April 3

Arson attack on a department store in Frankfurt by the
Baader-Meinhof Gang.
Founding of the Club of Rome.

WORLD PREMIERE IN NEW YORK – DIRECTOR DAVID
LEAN CREATES A CINEMA MYTH FROM THE ROMAN.
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May 6

Street battle around the student-occupied Sorbonne in Paris.

August 20

Warsaw Pact troops put a brutal end to the “Prague Spring.”
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bers. The Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962
nearly saw a military confrontation
between the Soviet Union and the US
over the presence of missiles in Cuba.
In China, Mao Zedong launched the
Cultural Revolution to enforce communism and impose Maoist orthodoxy
within the Communist Party of China.
China’s youth responded by forming
Red Guard groups across the country
and the violent class struggle that ensued
resulted in widespread purging of senior
figures in all walks of life.

1969

Republican Richard Nixon becomes the 37th President of the USA.

March

Erich Sixt, now Sixt AG Chairman of the Board, is the third generation
offspring to step into the family business.

I

n sport, amateurism saw its decline
with Vince Lombardi’s motto of
“winning isn’t everything, it’s the
only thing,” summing up players’
and fans’ attitudes to sports in the 1960s.
The first televised Olympic Games were
in 1960 and by 1964 the commercial opportunities were being heavily pursued.

May 1

The Eurocheque system is introduced across borders.

May 8

“Easy Rider” shows at the Cannes Film Festival.

June 15

Georges Pompidou becomes President of France.

July 21

At 3:56 a.m. Central European Time, Neil Armstrong becomes
the first person to set foot on the moon.

August 15

The Woodstock concert influences young people in the world.

October 9

The Internet is born at the University of California.

October 21

Willy Brandt is elected Chancellor of Germany.

1970

In 1967, electronic fuel injection for
cars was invented and vehicles like the
Mustang caused a stir. The sci-fi world
was brought to computers through the
invention of the first computer game,
Spacewar. The first heart transplant was
performed by Christiaan Barnard. But
the most memorable human feat was no
doubt the first man on the moon. Fiction
become a reality on 16 July 1969 when
Neil Armstrong said, “That’s one small
step for man, one giant leap for mankind.”
Giant leaps were also made by Sixt in
this decade: Hans Sixt builds up a premium fleet that is not only frequented by
state visits in Bavaria but also by leading industrialist families of this decade
like Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach,
Siemens and Flick and Horten. The first
stations at the airports in Frankfurt and
Munich were constructed. And young

January 20

»Ich bin ein
Berliner.«

February 16

Joe Frazier wins boxing’s World Heavyweight Championship.

April 10

The Beatles break up.

May 17

Thor Heyerdahl sails with a papyrus boat from Africa to Barbados.

JOHN F. KENNEDY

May

Trucks are added to the Sixt fleet.

June 21

Brazil beats Italy 4:1 to win the FIFA World Cup in Mexico.

September 5

Jochen Rindt suffers a fatal accident but nevertheless becomes
Formula 1 World Champion posthumously.

October 13

The Fiji Islands join the United Nations.

December 7

German Chancellor Brandt’s “Kniefall von Warschau” (Warsaw
Genuflection).

1971

MARLBORO MOVIE: ADVENTURE AND FREEDOM.

Erich Sixt grew the business even in Paris
where he operates a fleet of cars for incoming American clients by himself. In
1967 Sixt set a total novelty in Europe by
offering leasing cars to German companies. Firms like Siemens, KraussMaffei
and Avon ordered hundreds and thou-

sands of leasing cars and generated an
unexpected success. The new business
branch of Sixt Leasing finally operated
entire fleets of car pools. This expansion
was driven by Erich Sixt who took over
the lead of the company in the third generation in 1969.
102

WILLY BRANDT’S WARSAW GENUFLECTION.
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January 2

Cigarette advertising is now also banned from the radio in the
United States.

February 4

British auto manufacturer Rolls-Royce files for bankruptcy.

May 3

Erich Honecker becomes General Secretary of East Germany.

October 14

Greenpeace is founded in Canada.

October 23

Daimler-Benz registers airbag patent.

November 11

John Lennon releases his latest album, “Imagine.”

December 2

Independence and founding of the United Arab Emirates.

December 4

McDonald’s opens its first German affiliate in Munich.
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PREDOMINANT
COLOR ORANGE

1972

»The truth is, of
course, that there
is no journey. We
are arriving and
departing all at the
same time.«

E

conomical dynamics, increasing political awareness
and a great diversity of cultural movements marked
this decade. Revolutionary
by all means, the 1970s saw the birth of
modern computing as well as portable
media. The modern lifestyle started to be
powered by electronic aids and gadgets
that we know today: people marveled at
the world’s first appearances of personal
computers, pocket calculators and video

DAVID BOWIE

January 1

Kurt Waldheim becomes Secretary-General of the UN.

February 4

The Mariner 9 space probe sends images from Mars.

June 1

Terrorist Andreas Baader is arrested after a shootout.

August 26

Beginning of the Olympic Games in Munich.

September 5

Israeli athletes are killed as hostages of Palestinian terrorists at
the Olympic Games in Munich.

November 25

Heinrich Böll is awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.

1973
January 14

Elvis Presley’s concert Aloha from Hawaii is shown live on TV.

Januar 27

Cease fire between the United States and North Vietnam.

January 30

Watergate scandal: Nixon staff members are convicted of a
break-in.

June 1

Dictator Georgios Papadopoulos declares a republic in Greece.

June 2

The Van Gogh Museum is opened in Amsterdam.

June 4

The automated teller machine is patented.

September 11

Augusto Pinochet seizes power by means of a coup d’état in Chile.

October 6

Beginning of the Yom Kippur War.

November 25

Sunday driving ban in Germany due to the oil crisis.

1974

games – like Pong and Space Invader.
Microprocessors, floppy discs and the
very first e-mail transmission made the
world a bit smaller by shortening information paths. Initiating the information
era, the visions of the future as they had
been conceived only a few decades ago,
became real. Additionally by introducing
the Sony Walkman, personal entertainment was not attached to a certain place
any more. It was an optimistic decade

with one dominant invigorating color:
orange.
Sixt expanded its business dramatically
during this decade, especially after the
marriage of Regine and Erich Sixt in
1974. Regine Sixt started immediately to
sign contracts with all major airlines and
hotel chains. At all major German airports Sixt opened new stations. Trucks
were added to the Sixt fleet. The coop104

January 12

The first punk band is founded in New York: The Ramones.

February 12

Writer Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn is expelled from the USSR.

April 24

The Carnation Revolution in Portugal drives dictator Marcelo
Caetano from power.

May 6

Alexander Solschenizyn was expelled from the USSR.
With the 8080, Intel introduces the first “full-fledged”
8-bit microprocessor.

HAPPY START OF OLYMPIC GAMES 1972 IN MUNICH.

May 8

The VW Golf succeeds the legendary VW Beetle.

July 7

Germany beats the Netherlands 2:1 and becomes FIFA World
Champion.
With the song “Waterloo,” ABBA begins its triumphal march
around the world.

August 9

US President Nixon resigns; he is succeeded by Gerald R. Ford.

1975
LIVE ON TV STAGE: ELVIS PRESLEY FROM HAWAI.
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March 4

Charles Chaplin is knighted by Elizabeth II.

1972–1981
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eration with international partners enabled Sixt to offer cars worldwide.

S

peaking of flexibility and mobility, there was a turn of consciousness towards more compact and
fuel-efficient automobiles. Triggered by the energy crisis and increasing fuel prices, people became more and

“THERE CAN
BE NO LIBERTY
UNLESS THERE
IS ECONOMIC
LIBERTY.”
MARGARET THATCHER

The concept of personal freedom and
freedom of mind became more and more
prominent among the young students’
generation. Having started in the late
1960s, hippie culture and flower power
was in full bloom – however, it soon

25 Years

of Sixt International

CHRONICLE 1975-1977

faded, parallel to the end of the Vietnam
War. An overabundance of new impressions in technology, art, culture and design and a constant change of inspirations from the mass media offered many
possibilities for individual life scripts.
The “green” movement grew its social
and political roots, and women reflected
upon their gender roles to liberate and
strengthen their position in industrial
societies.

T

July 5

Arthur Ashe is the first black man to win the Wimbledon tennis
tournament.

July 11

The Terracotta Army is discovered in the People’s Republic of
China.

August

Regine Sixt joins the company and starts signing contracts with all major

August 1

Signing of the Helsinki Final Act and founding of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).

November 20

With the death of General Franco, 36 years of dictatorship ends
in Spain.
Niki Lauda wins his first Formula One World Championship.

1976

»Love is the
ultimate expression
of the will to live.«
TOM WOLFE

APPLE LAUNCH IN 1976: iGOD STEVE JOBS AND HIS
BIGGEST MARKETING MACHINE EVER.
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Phnom Penh is captured by the Khmer Rouge under Pol Pot.

airlines hotel chains.

he world was shattered by
the ongoing Cold War, by
international conflicts (Cambodia, Iranian revolution),
coups (Chile, Argentina, Uganda) and
terrorist attacks (Olympic Games in Munich). But alongside these darker events,
the world also witnessed a peace process

more aware of their unstable economic
situation. Not only the European but
also the North American automobile industry decided to offer a range of smaller
models which resulted in such successful
models as the VW Golf and Passat, Mercedes S-Class and the BMW 3, 5 and 7
series. Also, Japanese vehicles such as
the Honda Civic, Toyota Corolla and
Datsun Sunny gained popularity because
of their reliability and fuel efficiency.
One of the most extraordinary effects
of gasoline rationing was certainly the
phenomenon of car-free Sundays in West
Germany and other European countries
where highways were taken over by pedestrians and bicyclists.

April 17
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January 1

Mandatory use of seatbelts in passenger cars is introduced in
Germany.

April 1

Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak established Apple.

April 26

The Palace of the Republic is opened in East Berlin.

May 12

FC Bayern Munich wins the European cup for the third time.

July 4

The USA celebrates 200 years of independence.

August 23

Dinosaur footprints are discovered in Switzerland.

September 9

First German broadcast of the animated series “Maya the Bee.”

November 13

East Germany deprives songwriter Wolf Biermann of citizenship.
The death of Mao Zedong ends the Cultural Revolution in China.

1977
January 20

Jimmy Carter is inaugurated as the 39th President of the USA.

January

Sixt opens stations in all major airports in Germany.

March 28

“Rocky” with Sylvester Stallone receives the Academy Award in L.A.

April 7

RAF terrorists murder Siegfried Buback, the Attorney General of
Germany.

May 25

Premiere of “Star Wars.”

June 15

Free elections are held again in Spain for the first time in 41 years.

September5

The RAF kidnaps and murders Hanns Martin Schleyer , President
of the Confederation of German Employers’ Association.

October 18

The incarcerated RAF leaders commit suicide.

November 20

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat recognizes Israel’s right to exist.

1972–1981
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which culminated in the Camp David
Accords. As a result, Anwar Sadat and
Menachem Begin shared the 1978 Nobel
Peace Prize.

1978

N

ASA continued to escape
the earth to explore space.
Although further lunar
missions were cancelled
after the Apollo 13 disaster, the Skylab
space station program was launched.
Also, two unmanned Voyager space
probes started their long trip to study
the outer solar system. Physicist Stephen
Hawking released his theories of black
holes. The development of the integrated
circuit and the laser marked further milestones in physics.

The CBS TV network broadcasts the first episode of “Dallas.”

April 10

Volkswagen AG begins manufacturing in the United States.

June 25

The first test-tube baby is born in London.

October 16

Karol Wojtyła is elected Pope John Paul II.

1979

»If you‘re teaching
today what you were
teaching five years
ago, either the field
is dead or you are.«

In the meantime, people were dancing on
solid ground to soul, funk and disco music – the dernier cri – to make the world
turn round forever under the almighty
mirror ball. Studio 54 in New York
City became the temple for all hedonistic dancers. Parallel to the disco fever
with acts like Chic and Donna Summer,
in friendly coexistence super- groups
of rock and pop like Pink Floyd, Led
Zeppelin and Deep Purple were mov
ing the masses in huge stadiums. There
was also the new blockbuster concept in
the movie business, with films like Star
Wars, Rocky, The Godfather, One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, Saturday Night
Fever, to name just a few, and which will,
remain legendary forever.
In Europe The Last Tango in Paris and
Scenes From a Marriage moved the audiences. Popular chartbreakers met overflowing virtuosity: singers like David
Bowie or Bob Marley who introduced
new musical styles were supported by big
budgets. Many new musical and visual
influences introduced a new era of self-

April 2

NOAM CHOMSKY

January 1

The United States and the People’s Republic of China establish
diplomatic relations.

February 1

Ayatollah Khomeini returns to Iran after 15 years in exile.

March 26

Signing of the Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty.

May 4

Margaret Thatcher is named Prime Minister of the UK.

Sepetmeber 16

2 families flee East Germany with a self-made hot air balloon.

November 19

Eckart Witzigmann’s restaurant Aubergine in Munich is awarded
three stars in the Michelin Guide.

December 27

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

1980
January 14

Indira Gandhi becomes Prime Minister of India.

February 20

The USA decides to boycott the Olympic Games in Moscow.

February

Establishment of “Auto Leasing GmbH” (ASL) together with the
Disko-Group, Düsseldorf.

April 14

The Tin Drums wins the Academy Award for best foreign film.

April 30

Beatrix of Orange-Nassau becomes Queen of the Netherlands

June 22

Germany becomes European Football Champion by beating
Belgium 2:1.

September 22

Beginning of the Iran-Iraq War.

1981

confident, artistic self-expression: punk
rock (Sex Pistols), new wave (Talking
Heads) and hip hop (Grandmaster Flash)
initiated excitingly creative fashion
booms that can be felt to the present day.
Pop art as well as minimalism started to
dominate galleries and museums with
names like Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper

Jones and Frank Stella. The novelist Tom
Wolfe coined the term “me decade” for
the 1970s, but according to the student
movement and a world which moved
closer together this decade was also a
“we decade” in progress.
2ND APRIL 1992 TV SOAP “DALLAS” STARTS ON CBS.
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January 20

Ronald Reagan becomes the 40th President of the United States.

January 22

Writer Lev Kopelev has his citizenship revoked by the USSR.

April 12

First launch of the Space Shuttle.

April 16

Europe’s first solar power plant is brought on line in Adrano, Sicily.

May 3

Attempted assassination of Pope John Paul II The Pope is injured.

June 10

In Stuttgart, the last Mercedes-Benz 600 rolls of the assembly
line – and is put in a museum.

July

Marriage of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer.

October 10

300,000 attend a peace demonstration in Bonn’s Hofgarten.
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1982

FALLING WALLS
AND RISING
OPPORTUNITIES

Israel begins the Lebanon War with the objective of annihilating
the PLO.

June

Name change from “Auto Sixt” to “Sixt Autovermietung GmbH”.

June 11

Steven Spielberg’s film “E.T.” the Extra-Terrestrial premiers.

June 20

The Argentine Navy surrenders, Falklands War comes to an end.

September 5

Scott E. Fahlman invents the Internet smiley :-)

October 1

Helmut Kohl becomes the new Chancellor of Germany.

November 20

Transit access road is opened between Berlin and Hamburg.

1983

T

he most important event
of this decade happened
in the heart of Germany: the fall of the Berlin Wall. Thanks to the
course of reformation forged by Mikhail
Gorbachev who promoted perestroika
(restructuring) and glasnost (openness),
the Soviet as well as Eastern European

June 6

»If not me, who?
And if not now,
when?«
REGINE SIXT, MIKHAIL GORBATCHEV

communist governments collapsed. This
brought a dramatic change to the social
and economic situation of
the people living in the former Eastern Bloc. And Sixt
was the first car rental company to immediately start
operations in East Berlin.
This decade witnessed Sixt
making a huge leap forwards: cooperation with
Disko Group of Dresdner
Bank in the leasing business
rocketed the results. And the
legendary campaign “Rent
Mercedes for the price of a
Golf” extended the brand
and made it well-known to
everybody in Germany. As
a result, Erich Sixt bought
several thousand Mercedes
190s and immediately became the biggest client of

the prestigious car manufacturer. With
this success in hand, Erich Sixt took a
brave strategic decision: he went public with SIXT AG in 1986 and became
a highly valued partner for investors
around the globe. Sixt installed its own
credit card program. Major cooperation
agreements with airlines, hotel chains
and the travel industry grew the company quickly. Business boomed – and it
is no coincidence that one of the leading movies of this decade was Wall Street
with Michael Douglas. This new type of
smart business man with the cell phone
as his latest gadget, performing business
worldwide, became the role model of the
1980s.
A neoliberal course enhanced efficiency
in world economics. Margaret Thatcher
dominated politics in the UK and paved
the road to economic success. China
started subordinating ideology in favor
of opening its market to the Western
110

January 7

The first black hole is discovered 100 million light years away.

June 6

Der Spiegel appears with the cover “Deadly Epidemic: AIDS.”

July 17

A Solemn Declaration of the European Union is signed.

September 21

The first authorized cellular telephone weighs 800 grams.

November 10

Microsoft announces Windows 1.0 at Comdex in Las Vegas.

December 6

The Gospels of Henry the Lion are sold at auction for
32.5 million D-marks – the most expensive book in the world.

1984
January 18

Installation of nuclear missiles begins in East Germany.

January 24

Apple introduces the Macintosh computer.

February 18

Bavaria enshrines environmental protection in its state constitution.

July 1

Richard von Weizsäcker becomes President of Germany.

August 1

Requirement for car drivers to wear seat belts goes into effect.

September 5

In South Africa, black people sit as ministers in the cabinet for
the first time.

October 31

Indira Gandhi is assassinated by two Sikh extremists.

1985

BORIS BECKER TRIGGERS A TENNIS BOOM IN GERMANY.
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March 11

Mikhail Gorbachev becomes General Secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU).

July 7

Boris Becker wins Wimbledon at 17.

July 10

The Greenpeace ship “Rainbow Warrior“ is sunk by the French
secret service.

July 13

Live Aid benefit concert is held in parallel in London and
Philadelphia.

September

The wreck of the Titanic is discovered.

1982–1991
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world. The financial world, the stock
markets with Wall Steet as its center,
gained gravitas and glamor. The advertising industry improved persuasiveness,
it was the Golden Age of appearance,
sophistication and spending money. The
TV series Miami Vice became a symbol
of that time.

T

he most prominent impressions in everybody’s minds
when thinking of the 1980s
are the flashy fashions and
hairdos (or hair-don‘’ts?). The New Romantic look, neon colors, a unique, posh
edginess mark a decade of electronic revolution where body movements became
snatchy and faster. Bits and bytes formed
the information society. Computers and
their peripherals took over to co-ordinate

“BEING
POWERFUL IS
BEING LIKE A
LADY. IF
YOU HAVE TO
TELL PEOPLE
YOU ARE,
YOU AREN’T.”
MARGARET THATCHER

25 Years
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smart characters like Pac-Man, Super
Mario Bros., and occupational diversions like Tetris.

November 9

Garry Kasparov is the youngest World Champion in chess history.

1986

Electronic musical instruments, sampling technology and the MIDI standard
offered amazing new possibilities to every home recording artist. The music industry exploded with new creative forms
of expression and new talents. The signature sounds were emotional, yet artificial synthesizer-driven productions by
bands like Depeche Mode and Duran
Duran. As opposed to the supergroups
of the 1970s, solo artists became longterm superstars: Michael Jackson and
Madonna created their musical empires.
However, the world was shocked when
John Lennon was assassinated. A youth

January 1

Regine Sixt starts leading the international marketing department and
starts the international expansion of the brand Sixt.

»We were united not
only by political respect for each other,
but also by deep
mutual sympathy as
people.«
HELMUT KOHL

January 28

The US Space Shuttle “Challenger“ explodes shortly after launch.

February 19

The core module of the space station “Mir” enters Earth orbit.

February

Establishment and stock-market launch of “Sixt Aktiengesellschaft.”

February 25

At the 27th Party Conference of the CPSU, Gorbachev calls for
“glasnost.”

February 28

Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme is murdered.

April 26

Block 4 of the nuclear power plant in Chernobyl explodes.

October 16

Reinhold Messner is the first person to climb all
14 “eightthousanders.”

December 1

A former train station opens in Paris as the Musée d’Orsay.

December 19

Andrei Sakharov, a critic of the Soviet regime, is rehabilitated.

1987
January 27

Mikhail Gorbachev announces “perestroika.”

January

Regine Sixt launches Corporate Credit Card Programme.

May 28

Mathias Rust lands a Cessna near Red Square in Moscow.

September 7

East German head of state Erich Honecker visits West Germany.

1988
March 10

Loriot’s film “Ödipussi” celebrates its world premiere
s imultaneously in West and East Berlin.

March

Establishment of “Sixt Leasing GmbH.”

March 16

Iraqi Air Force carries out poison gas attack on the Kurdish and
Assyrian people.

May 15

The USSR begins its retreat from Afghanistan.

September 10

Tennis player Steffi Graf wins all four Grand Slam tournaments.

November 8

George H. W. Bush (Senior) is elected the 41st President of the
United States.

and club culture was established with
house and techno and continues to move
the masses up to today.

November 18

East Germany stops delivering the Soviet newspaper Sputnik.

January 1

“Sixt Autovermietung Schweiz” takes up business.

MTV was launched to change viewing
habits forever. Also, their unique audio-

February 14

Ayatollah Khomeini calls for the murder of writer Salman Rushdie.

TENNIS IDOL STEFFI GRAF WINS FOUR GRAND SLAM.

Regine Sixt signs cooperation contracts with PanAm and other airlines.

every aspect of life and living henceforward. From IBM 5150 via Commodore
64 to the Apple Macintosh 128K, the
first personal computer with a graphic
interface, the wardrobe-sized calculators
shrank to portable sized toys and tools

for everyday and everybody. Nintendo
game consoles, VCRs, ghetto blasters,
all kinds of electronic gear were affordable, thus putting themselves quickly in
the focus of cultural activities. The entry
into novel parallel universes introduced
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1989

RICHARD VON WEIZSÄCKER BECOMES PRESIDENT.
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The Exxon Valdez spills 40,000 m3 to 120,000 m3 of
crude oil in Alaska.
March 24
July 1

The first “Love Parade” is held in Berlin.

October 9

Legendary Monday demonstration in Leipzig with 70,000 people.

October 18

Erich Honecker resigns, his successor is Egon Krenz.

November 9

The Berlin Wall and the Inner German border are opened.

December

Sixt opens station in East Berlin right after the fall of the Berlin Wall as
first car rental company.

December 29

Václav Havel is elected President of Czechoslovakia.

1990

SIXT OPENS STATION IN EAST BERLIN AS FIRST CAR RENTAL COMPANY IN DECEMBER 1989.

»The snail‘s pace is
the normal tempo of
every democracy.«

visual aesthetics found their way into the
movie world. Blockbusters were continuously peppered with spectacular special
effects to boost big emotions: sci-fi/fantasy epics like E.T., Batman, Terminator
and Indiana Jones competed against the
moving, romantic stories of Top Gun,
Flashdance or Rain Man, while TV
spawned some of the most successful
series that remained a standard for their
followers like Dallas or The Simpsons.

HELMUT SCHMIDT

In the arts a creative atmosphere all over
the planet widely infected the scene. Displaying a tumultuous punk approach,

Sixt Austria takes up business.

January 15

Demonstrators storm Stasi headquarters in Berlin.

February 11

Nelson Mandela is freed in South Africa.

March 18

The first free election to the People’s Chamber in East Germany.

May 17

The WHO removes homosexuality from its diagnostic key.

June 13

Final demolition of the Berlin Wall begins.

June 19

The Schengen Agreement allows free travel across borders in
Central Europe.

July 8

Germany becomes FIFA World Champion for the third time by
beating Argentina 1:0.

August 31

The reunification agreement is signed in Germany.
October 3 becomes an official holiday, German Unity Day.

1991

U

nfortunately,
the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant
went into a meltdown with
far-range disastrous consequences. Opposition against this kind
of energy generation grew. Alternative
energy sources and recycling raised many
people’s awareness for environmental
concerns. And the world was shaken by
the AIDS pandemic.

January 1

FRANZ BECKENBAUER AND HIS SOCCER TEAM WINS
THE FIFA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IN ROME.

the German art group Neue Wilde, made
up of artists such as Martin Kippenberger and A. R. Penck, expressed their
lively characters under a heavy Dada and
Fluxus influence. In London, Damien
Hirst introduced a group which became
the Young British Artists by staging the

exhibition Freeze. While Keith Haring
in the US had a booming success all over
the world by spreading the vibes of street
culture.

The Gulf War ends with a cease-fire.

February

Regine Sixt starts the international expansion with licensees.

June 12

Boris Yeltsin wins the election in Russia with 57.3% of the votes.

June 20

The German Bundestag agrees to move from Bonn to Berlin.

July 1

Dissolution of the Warsaw Pact.

July 11

Total solar eclipse in Central and South America.

September 19

“Ötzi” the Stone Age Man is found in the South Tyrolean Alps.

December 31

The Soviet Union is dissolved.

1992

NOVEMBER 9, THE BERLIN WALL IS TORN DOWN.
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February 28
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February 21

The UN Security Council decides to send peacekeeping troops to
Yugoslavia.

May 17

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher resigns after 18 years.

1992–2001
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THE DAWN OF A
NEW ERA

July 2

The United States has removed all tactical nuclear weapons from
Europe.

November 2

Galileo Galilei is rehabilitated by the Roman Catholic Church.

November 2

The wide-body aircraft Airbus A 330 starts on its maiden flight.

November 3

Bill Clinton is elected the 42nd President of the United States.

1993

C

haracterized by technological quantum leaps,
the 1990s stand for an individual enquiring mind.
Distances among people
were not real as soon they converged virtually via data highways. The thrill of
speed was not necessarily a physical sensation anymore, because the World Wide
Web, invented by Tim Berners-Lee, provided access to all kinds of information,
feelings and moods within no time. “The
world is a village, the information age is
here,” was the motto of the decade. Win-

January

Opening of Sixt offices at ICE railway stations.

»Only do what your
heart tells you.«

February 26

Bombing of the World Trade Center in New York.

May

New structure of the Sixt Group with Sixt AG as a holding. Branching out

DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES

October 3

President Boris Yeltsin orders the Russian Parliament to be shelled.

November 1

The Maastricht Treaty enters force.

of the rent-a-car business as “Sixt GmbH & Co Autovermietung KG.”

1994
March 22

Steven Spielberg’s Schindler’s List receives seven Oscars.

March 31

The British Army of the Rhine is officially disbanded.

March 31

The Eurotunnel is opened between France and England.

March

Europe-wide cooperation with “Deutsche Lufthansa AG.” Sixt becomes a
partner of the Lufthansa Miles&More programme. Launch of CarExpress
Service. Sixt becomes the leading German rent-a-car company.

May 10

Nelson Mandela becomes the first black African President of
South Africa.

December 1

Sony begins selling its PlayStation with a CD drive in Japan.

1995
February

company on the Internet. Preferred partnership with Hilton.

SEVEN OSCARS TO STEVEN SPIELBERG’S DRAMA.

dows 98 and Mac OS X were released
and gained great popularity. Netscape
Navigator and Internet Explorer Web
browsers made surfing the Web simplicity itself. People became more and more
immersed into their electronic worlds.
Even pets went virtual with the Tamagotchi. cell phones, pagers, fax machines
soon to be replaced by a flood tide of
e-mails, ICQ, satellite TV, improvements
in modems, ISDN technology and DSL

Cooperation with German Railways. Sixt is the first German rent-a-car

March 20

Attack with the chemical agent sarin on the subway in Tokyo.

were the prefered extensions users chose
to enjoy the feeds from a postmodern life
in full effect.

May 7

France. Jacques Chirac is elected President of France.

June 24

Christo and Jeanne-Claude wrap the Reichstag in Berlin.

November 4

Yitzhak Rabin, head of the Israeli government, is assassinated.

And what a life it was! A new sense of
freedom was represented by Nelson
Mandela who was released after 30 years
of imprisonment. Apartheid was abolished and Mandela became president of
South Africa in 1994. In the US, Bill Clinton dominated the political stage, briefly

1996
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JANUARY

“Sixt Leasing GmbH” turns into “Sixt Leasing AG.” First in the world: Sixt
SelfService Center. CarExpress OnBoard together with Lufthansa. First
Austrian Sixt station at Vienna airport.

CHRISTO PROJECT: WRAPPED REICHSTAG IN BERLIN.
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March 27

The European Union imposes an import ban on British beef.

July 5

Dolly the sheep, the world’s first cloned mammal, is born.

1992–2001
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embarassed by the Lewinsky scandal. It
was due to Clinton’s efforts that this decade saw the historic handshake of the
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
with the PLO’s chairman Yasser Arafat.
The progress of this decade created the
so-called New Economy of Internet and
IT startups. Sixt was also a pioneer in
this field: in 1995 Sixt was the first German car rental company with its own

»IT ALWAYS
SEEMS
IMPOSSIBLE
UNTIL IT‘S
DONE. «
NELSON MANDELA

25 Years
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as the Hubble Space Telescope did for
space. The NASA spacecraft Pathfinder
was the first mission to explore Mars,
and the construction of the International Space Station (ISS) began soon after.
The Hale-Bopp comet dropped in on
our solar system after a period of 4,200
years. Satellite technology allowed the
operation of the Global Positioning System (GPS) to break new ground for the
benefit of sophisticated navigation. The
first commercially available digital cameras helped capture important moments
and to store memories.

November 5

Bill Clinton is re-elected President of the United States.

1997
January 1

Sixt France and Sixt Monaco take up business.

January 8

The Principality of Monaco celebrates 700 years of the Grimaldi
dynasty.

February 19

Deng Xiaoping dies at 92 years of age in Hongkong.

FEBRUARY

Sixt signs a cooperation agreement with the German motor club ADAC.
Sixt sets up a Call Center in Rostock with 150 employees.
Sixt opens 130 stations in France and starts operating in Great Britain
with a presence at all major airports.
Sixt becomes a partner of the British Airways Executive Club, Deutsche
BA and South African Airways.

»I‘m not interested
in the past,
except as the road to
the future.«

May 1

Tony Blair and his New Labour Party win a landslide victory.

July 19

The German racing cyclist Jan Ullrich wins the Tour de France.

August 23

Federal President Roman Herzog opens the re-built legendary
luxury Hotel Adlon in Paris Platz at Brandenberger Tor.

August 31

Princess Diana dies in Paris. Elton John stirs millions worldwide
with his song „Candle in the Wind“ dedicated to Lady Diana.

September 5

Mother Teresa dies in Calcutta at the age of 87 years.

October 1

First Annual Global Convention in Munich of all the countries where

GIANNI VERSACE

Sixt is present.

Internet site. The same decade saw
strong international growth fostered by
global licensing from 1991 on. The opening of Sixt offices at ICE railway stations
grew the strength of the company. Sixt
opened the world’s first self-service center. CarExpress OnBoard with Lufthansa widened the technological lead in the
industry. Cooperations with all leading
airlines including their bonus programs,
with Deutsche Bahn, ADAC and major
hotel groups like Hilton marked the activities of the 1990s and the global ascent
of Sixt. A call center with 150 employees
in Rostock improved customer service.
This decade witnessed the internationalization of Sixt, starting in Switzerland,

October 7

Astronomers discover with the Hubble space telescope the
brightest star in the Milky Way – 25,000 light years away.

1998
JANUARY

Sixt opens offices at all major airports in Italy, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Hungary, Malta, Spain, Portugal, the Czech R
 epublic, Tuni-

France, the UK, Austria and Italy and being present in dozens of nations by the
year 1999.
This expansion in all directions without
limits was in perfect alignment with the
spirit of this decade. Life and reality became constantly reinvented by science
and its latest achievement: the Human
Genome Project and DNA identification
delivered insights into microstructures

sia, Morocco, Martinique, Guadeloupe, La Reunion and New Zealand.

A

t the same time, the awareness
of our home planet’s future, of
protecting its environment, and
the concept of sustainability came to the
fore. NGOs like Greenpeace grew strong
in this decade. Also, global warming became a worldwide issue for the first time.
Having experienced some calamities
in the past and given almost unlimited
access to information created an atmosphere of challenge and individuality.
118

Sixt holds now 1,000 plus stations in Europe. 
Sixt holds Booking Center in Washington (USA) and business offices in
Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Toronto, and Australia.
Cooperation agreements with strategically important airlines like
United Airlines/Mileage Plus, exclusive partner of Air Littoral and Lauda
Air, partner of the Air France “Fréquence Plus” and the KLM „Flying
Dutchman” mileage program, as well as marketing partner of El Al and
partner of the Frequent Traveller Clubs.
Sixt becomes an exclusive partner of Hilton Hotels Europe and Preferred
DOLLY THE SHEEP. THE WORLD’S 1ST CLONED MAMMAL.
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Partner of Hilton HHonors world-wide.

1992–2001
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CHRONICLE 1998-2001

Generation X had grown up – the postwar generation which was born during
the baby boom. Among a more casual
dress style, tattoos and body piercings
became some of their prominent attributes. Inline skating, extreme sports and
increased outdoor activities were the
trends of a new kind of self-expression
and personal freedom.

United Kingdom, Spain, the Netherlands, Italy, Ireland, Israel, Greece,
Malta, Slovak Republic and Czech Republic become franchise countries.

In Germany they were named “Generation Golf” which was a natural reaction
to a prosperous economic situation and
social liberalization for many countries,
especially in Eastern Europe. After the
fall of the Communist Bloc, democracy
spread among the members of the former Warsaw Pact. Tragically, in one other part of Europe the desire for independency resulted in a war that ended in the
breakup of Yugoslavia. Other countries,
however, got connected: the tunnel under the British Channel between France
(where Diana, Princess of Hearts, died)
and England (home of cloned Dolly the
sheep) opened.

January 29

The Oil Company Shell will not sink the „Brent Spar“ platform
in the North Sea but dismantles it.

March 23

The Hollywood film “Titanic” the most successful hit of all time
receives eleven Oscars.

May 7		

Daimler Benz and Chrysler merge as „Welt AG“.

May 14		

Entertainer, singer and actor Frank Sinatra dies at age 82 years.

June 30		

The European Central Bank in Frankfurt/Main was inaugurated.

September 27

Election: Helmut Kohl is voted out.

October

Second Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Munich.

1999
January

»The price of doing
the same old thing
is far higher than
the price of change.«

Morocco, Barbados, Finland, Martinique, Guadeloupe become
Sixt franchise countries.
January 16

Edmund Stoiber becomes new Party Chairman of the CSU.

May 23

Johannes Rau SPD is elected German Federal President.

October

Third Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Spitzingsee / Bavaria.

December 10

The German writer Günter Grass and “Doctors without
Borders” are receiving the Nobel Prizes.

December 31

Russian President Boris Yelzin retires. Vladimir Putin is his
successor.

BILL CLINTON

Popular culture promised big-time entertainment, often larger than life: Titanic,
Jurassic Park, Independence Day, Men in
Black, Pretty Woman and Pulp F
 iction
in movie theaters; Emergency Room
and Baywatch on TV; and U2, Nirvana,
Guns N’ Roses, Oasis, Spice Girls, Britney Spears and various boygroups on international stages magnetically attracted
huge audiences. The big exhibition of
modern and contemporary art presented
a final retrospective before the dawning
of the new millennium at documenta X.
Great excitement arose during the final
spurt towards 2000 – but the Y2K bug
thankfully didn’t materialize. A whole
generation got ready to shape the next
millennium.

Madagascar. Malta, La Rèunion, Turkey, Belgium, Hungary, Cyprus,

2000
January

Regine Sixt founds Regine Sixt Kinderhilfe e.V. with the slogan
“Drying little tears“.
Sixt opens the e-commerce platform for cars and travel and
founds e-Sixt AG.

June 23

Airbus announces the building of a super aeroplane, the A380.

September

Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Russia
become Sixt franchise countries.

December 18

George W. Bush is elected as 43rd President of the USA.

November

4th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Budapest, Hungary.

December 20

BSE was discovered in a cow in Bavaria.

2001
April
THE LOVE STORY WINS ALLTIME RECORD OF 11 OSCARS.
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The United Arab Emirates, Romania, Lebanon, Oman and Norway become
Sixt franchise countries.

2002–2012
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SIXT & THE WORLD

CHRONICLE 2001-2004

THE NEW
MILLENNIUM
IS HERE

May 23

FC Bayern Munich wins the Champions League final.

September 11

“Every country in every region must now decide – either they’re
on our side or on the terrorists’ side”. US President George
W. Bush declares “our war on terror” against the al Quaida
perpetrators linked to Afghanistan-based Saudi terrorist Osama
bin Laden. Almost 3,000 people died as a result of the aeroplane attacks on the World Trade Center.

2002
February

T

he first decade of the
third millennium accelerated the transformation of peoples’ lives
worldwide. The digital
revolution changed the way how they
communicated and how they expressed
themselves. The growth of the Internet, performed also on a rapidly growing number of smartphones, was one of
the prime contributors to globalization
during this decade, making it possible
for people to interact easily with others, to express ideas, introduce others to
different cultures and backgrounds, use
goods and services, sell and buy online,
research and learn about anything, along
with experiencing the whole world without having to leave home. This decade
witnessed the rise of emerging markets
and countries, also referred to as BRIC
economies (Brazil, Russia, India, China).
In particular China’s economy grew immensely, and also India became a dominant economic force among the newly
industrialized nations.
Two challenges at the beginning and towards the end of this decade sharpened
the awareness of people. The attacks on
the World Trade Center on September
11, 2001 started the so-called war on
terror. The other landmark event was

Israel, South Africa, Slovenia, Poland, Qatar and Bulgaria become Sixt
franchise countries.
Sixt agrees on cooperation with Aeroflot, Air Malta, Czech Airlines,
Eurowings & Brussels Airlines.

»It is nonsense to
say the Germans are
unable to change.«

March 27

Austrian-born Hollywood producer Billy Wilder („Some like it
hot“) passes away at the age of 95 in Beverly Hills, California.

May 21

The French sculptor and painter Niki de Saint Phalle, famous for
her “Nana” sculptures, dies in San Diego aged 71.

September 22

The red-green government under Chancellor Schröder remains
in office after the elections.

November

5th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Munich.

2003
February 1

The IRA begins giving up its weapons.

February

Sixt launches the low-cost SIXTI brand and successfully enters the

ANGELA MERKEL

European low-budget rental business segment – and launches Holiday
Cars, an all-inclusive offer of holiday rental cars which can be booked at
numerous points of sale worldwide.
New airline cooperations: Cirrus Airlines, Germanwings an TAP.
Egypt, Sweden, Tunisia, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania and Jordan become
Sixt franchise countries.

the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers
and many other US banks and financial
institutions that rang in a worldwide
economic downturn. The outbreak of
this global financial crisis sparked a
worldwide recession, affecting most of
the industrialized world. The crisis in
mortgage and credit had triggered these
global financial turbulences which upset
the financial and economical world. Already at the beginning of this decade, the

bursting of the dot-com bubble followed
by a stock market crash brought many
investors back down to earth.
As a newly constructed currency the Euro
came under pressure – it was established
in 17 European countries as a common
currency to form a monetary union. But
its launch also created a growing imbalance of north- and south-European
countries. Angela Merkel, who become
122

March 19

The wireless Internet access Wireless LAN is started.

March 20

The USA start the Iraq War without a UN mandate.

April 29

The Palestinian parliament confirms that Mahmud Abbas is the
new Prime Minister.

November

6th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Munich.

December 13

US troops find the overthrown Saddam Hussein in a foxhole.

2004

REGINE SIXT & SHIMON PERES, PRESIDENT OF ISRAEL.
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February 29

Fantasy movie “The Lord of the Rings” receives eleven Oscars.

March 14

Russia’s President Putin is re-elected on a 71 percent vote.

2002–2012
100 Years

the first female chancellor in Germany,
became a target of criticism from southern countries like Greece and Spain.
With Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy and Silvio
Berlusconi were the dominant and controversial European leaders of the 2000s.

I

n the US, president George W. Bush
declared war on terror which led to
invasions in Afghanistan and Iraq
and brought an end to Saddam
Hussein’s regime. That US invasion of
Iraq led to the largest anti-war rally in
human history against the Iraq invasion
mobilized by people all over the planet.
It engendered a worldwide loss of credibility for the US government and finally
to a change in its administration: Barack
Obama was elected as 44th president of
the United States, the first African American in the White House. Other leading
topics of this decade were the decline of
fossil energy sources with a strong increase in fuel price and climate change
with global warming as a major issue
which couldn’t be dismissed any more.
As a result, the development of alternative energy sources such as photovoltaics
and wind power was accelerated worldwide, especially after the Fukushima
nuclear disaster that followed an earthquake and a devastating tsunami in 1911.
Already before, in December 2004, an
earthquake in the Indian Ocean followed
by a vast tsunami that hit the coasts of
more than 20 countries, caused major
damage and the deaths of 230,000 people in 14 nations. Other disasters which
gripped worldwide attention were Hurricane Katrina which devastated New
Orleans and the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill that destroyed the environment
in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. Parallel
to environmental challenges, the Kyoto
Protocol and the UN summits of Copenhagen, Cancun and Rio were pursu-

of Sixt

“THE TRUTH IS
YOU DON’T
KNOW WHAT IS
GOING TO
HAPPEN
TOMORROW. LIFE
IS A CRAZY RIDE,
AND NOTHING IS
GUARANTEED.”
EMINEM

25 Years

of Sixt International

CHRONICLE 2004-2007

Project was completed as well as the
construction of CERN’s Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), the world’s largest particle accelerator. Astronautics witnessed
the beginning of space tourism with a
multimillionaire staying a week on the
International Space Station (ISS). And
Richard Branson started a program
which aims to allow everybody to be an
astronaut with Virgin Galactic – given
one can afford that ultimate luxury of
seeing our planet from a space view.

W

ithout satellites in space
many IT blessings of
modern life are not
imaginable. People have
developed a profound symbiosis with
their smart phones with millions of
apps, with their gaming consoles such
as Play Station and Wii, and with their

April

Macedonia, Seychelles, Mauritius, Denmark, Ukraine and Brazil become
Sixt franchise countries.

May 23

The Federal Assembly elects Horst Köhler Federal President
succeeding Johannes Rau.

June

Continental Airlines, Delta & Gulf Air join the Sixt airline partner
programme.

June 10

American soul singer Ray Charles in Beverly Hills dies at age 73.

July 4

Greece wins the European Championship with Otto Rehhagel.

November

7th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Paris, France.

December 26

An oceanic earthquake in the Indian Ocean near the island of
Sumatra registering 9.0 on the Richter scale triggers the most
powerful tsunami in history.

2005

»Let us dream of
tomorrow where we
can truly love from
the soul, and know
love as the ultimate
truth at the heart of
all creation.«

February 2

Boxing legend Max Schmeling dies in Hamburg at age 99.

April

Thailand, Iceland, Nigeria, Domenican Republic, Saudia Arabia, India,
French Guiana, Costa Rice and Mongolia become Sixt franchise countries.

April 2

Pope John Paul II (Karol Wojtyla) dies in Rome at age 84.

April 19

Cardinal Joseph Alois Ratzinger, born 16 April 1927 in the town
of Marktl am Inn/Bavaria, is made head of the Roman Catholic
Church and the Vatican.

May 10

The Holocaust Memorial designed by American architect
Peter Eisenman opens in Berlin near the Brandenburg Gate.

June 25

Teheran’s fundamentalist Mayor Mahmud Ahmadineshad
wins Iran’s presidential elections.

August 29

Hurricane Katrina destroys the city of New Orleans.

November

8th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Vienna, Austria.

November 22

CDU/CSU party chairwoman Angela Merkel becomes Germany’s first female Chancellor, leading a Grand Coalition with SPD.

MICHAEL JACKSON

2006
January

Australia, Singapore, Bahrain & Argentino become Sixt franchise countries.

June 7

Charlotte Knobloch, chairwoman of the Munich Jewish Community, is elected to chair the Central Consistory of Jews in
Germany.

June 11

The Regine Sixt Kinderhilfe Association. Assisted in building a school

REGINE SIXT AND THE INDIA TEAM: IN 2005 INDIA BECOME SIXT FRANCHISE COUNTRY.

ing solutions for a climate which tends is
running out of control. Sixt was the first
car rental company to offer electric cars
at the 2009 Copenhagen Summit.
On the other hand progress made huge
steps forwards. The Human Genome

PDAs, digital cameras, graphic cards,
high-definition TVs, Blu-ray discs and
iPods. Cell phone text messaging made
a new form of communication available
and created a new language. All these
technological gadgets which were a priv124

with a home for children from the rural regions of Lambarene, Gabon,
in conjunction with the Order of the Institut du Christ Roi, so as to create
THE REGINE SIXT KINDERHILFE ASSOCIATION SUPPORTS
GLOBAL PROJECTS FOR “DRYING LITTLE TEARS”.
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career opportunities through education.
October

9th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Venice, Italy.

2002–2012
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CHRONICLE 2007-2009

ilege in former decades to tecchies and
nerds were now available to the broad
masses. The avances in design and usability due to people like Apple’s Steve
Jobs who died in 2011 transformed these
gadgets into prestigious and natural
items of daily life.

2007

A

new mindset of the people
towards a sharing and open
society represented by such
organizations as Wikipedia, Linux, WikiLeaks and the social
networks of Web 2.0 like Facebook,
LinkedIn, Xing and Twitter helped to
grow the global virtual village. Google
and Apple developed within this decade
into the utmost rated brands worldwide
and marked the priority of information
technology over traditional “bricks-andmortar” companies. Internet commerce
took off and there is no end in sight.
People started to share their insights in
blogs, and wikis became favored information sources. File sharing via peer-topeer networks like Napster and Kazaa
gained massive popularity.
This decade led Sixt to increase the business in the digital field: an e-commerce
platform for cars and travel was started
with the brand name e-Sixt AG in 2000.
With ESIXTI the company entered
the European low-budget rental business segment. And finally new business
models and services like DriveNow – a
car sharing service in cooperation with
the BMW Group – have been grounded. These innovative business models
are primarily promoted by the fourth
generation: Alexander Sixt as Head of
Strategy and Konstantin as Head of ECommerce which now gains half the
company’s revenues. Also autohaus24.
de is a creation of Konstantin Sixt. The
listed Sixt AG is present in 105 nations

January 1

South Korean Ban Ki-moon takes over the position of Secretary
General of the United Nations from Kofi Annan.

April

St. Martin, Armenia, Kenya and Panama become Sixt franchise countries.

May 6

Nicolas Sarkozy (UMP) becomes French head of state.

May 25

The Regine Sixt Kinderhilfe association. Set up of a children’s ward at a
hospital in the city of Guayaquil, Ecuador, providing medical care for the
undernourished children there, together with Fundacion Encuento.

»A record deal
doesn‘t make you
an artist; you make
yourself an artist.«
LADY GAGA

September 30

The German women’s national soccer team become world
champions for the second time.

December

10th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Fuschl, Austria.

2008
March 2

43-year-old Dmitry Medvedev is elected President of the Russian
Federation.

May 12

Regine Sixt Kinderhilfe Association. Joint establishment of a day school
on Barbados together with the charitable organization Living Water
Community.

July

Luxembourg, Sudan, Syria and New Caledonia become Sixt franchise
countries.

September 14

The 21-year-old German racing driver Sebastian Vettel becomes the
youngest Grand Prix winner in the history of Formula 1.

September 15

The prestigious investment bank Lehman Brothers Inc. in New
York with 28,600 staff members worldwide declare insolvency.

October 27

Horst Seehofer is appointed premier of Bavaria.
The special state fund for the stabilisation of the financial market,
which has been approved by the majority of the German Bundestag, makes 400 billion Euros available.

worldwide and cooperates with all leading airlines and hotels.
Sixt has always adapted to change quickly. Just as the company was an industry
pioneer in the Internet, the firm again
was the first rental car company to offer
its services via smartphone in 2008.

October

11th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Monte Carlo / Monaco.

October

As the worldwide first car rental, Sixt offers bookings per iPhone.
Sixt becomes preferred partner of Lufthansa.
Sixt wins new airline partners: Kingfisher, Bulgaria Air, KD Avia,
Transaero, Icelandair & Jat Airways.

IT has transformed the entire car manufacture throughout this decade via automobile navigation systems and other
electronic aids and entertainment devices
which have found their way into vehicles.
Due to rising gas prices and growing en-

November 4

43-year-old Barack Obama, a Democrat, is the first
Afro-American to be elected 44th President of the USA.

2009
BARACK OBAMA: THE FIRST AFRO-AMERICAN US
PRESIDENT WANTS TO BE REELECTED.
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January

Northern Ireland, Kosovo, Mexico, Peru, Angola, Mozambique and Libya
become Sixt franchise countries.

2002–2012
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vironmental awareness hybrid and electric cars have become the latest trend.
Toyota Prius and Tesla started this trend,
which also brought about innovative systems like “efficient dynamics” or BMWi.
But digital dimensions also entered the
movie industry where the fully animated
Avatar also attracted an adult audience
beyond the target groups of Shrek and
Ice Age. The fantasy genre with Harry
Potter and Lord of the Rings conducted
a race with Pirates of the Caribbean and
Spiderman.

February 12

connection at the Hadassah Medical Center Mount Scopus in Jerusalem.
June 25

The pop icon Michael Jackson (“Thriller”) dies.

August 17

Usain Bolt runs in 9.69 seconds a new 100 meter world record.

September 17

Parliamentary elections 2009. There will be change to a Coalition
of Christian Democrats. (CDU/CSU) and Free Democrats (FDP).

2010
January

Puerto Rico, Tanzania, Nepal, South Korea and Georgia become Sixt
franchise countries.

In the music industry Eminem was the
commercially most successful artist
while Robbie Williams, Britney Spears
and Beyoncé were mega-sellers too. With
the sudden death of Michael Jackson,
the leading all-time star in 2009 created
a gap which today’s stars like Lady Gaga
or Rihanna or Adele are trying to fill.
Many of the music and film stars promote social and environmental organizations due to a rising awareness of the
world’s challenges.
Therefore it is no coincidence that Sixt
also leads the field of corporate social
responsibility. Already in the year 2000
Regine Sixt founded the Regine Sixt
Kinderhilfe foundation with the slogan
“Drying little tears”. Today in all 105
Sixt nations employees and business
partners care for the good of the smallest and poorest members of our society
– suffering children. This proves that Sixt
is also a pioneer in making a difference to
those in need.

The Regine Sixt Kinderhilfe Association built a classroom with Internet

April 21

An explosion at BP‘s Deepwater Horizon drilling platform in the
Gulf of Mexico triggers the biggest oil catastrophe to date.

May 29

18-year-old school leaver Lena Meyer-Landrut from Hanover
wins the 55th Eurovision Song Contest in Oslo with “Satellite.”

October

Regine Sixt receives “Citizen of the World Award” of Hadassah
International in Jerusalem.

REGINE SIXT RECEIVES THE “CITIZEN OF THE WORLD

REGINE SIXT AT AN AUDIENCE WITH POPE BENEDICT

AWARD” OF HADASSAH INTERNATIONAL IN JERUSALEM.

XVI., JOSEPH ALOISIUS RATZINGER, IN THE VATICAN.

»Being the richest
man in the c emetary
doesn‘t matter to
me. Going to bed at
night saying we‘ve
done something
wonderful, that‘s
what matters to me.«

November

12th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Istanbul, Turkey.

2011
February

USA, Uruguay, Jamaica, Philippines, Cayman Islads and Ivory Coast
Georgia become Sixt franchise countries.

February 11

Arab Spring I: Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak resigns.

March 11

A 9.1-magnitude earthquake and subsequent tsunami hit Japan’s
east coast, killing 15,822 and leaving another 3,926 missing.

April 14

Arab Spring II: The Tunisian government falls after violent protests.

May 1

US President Barack Obama announces that Osama bin Laden has
been killed during an American military operation in Pakistan.

July 5

The Regine Sixt Chilfren’s Aid Foundation starts and the CSR program of
Sixt AG begins in 105 Sixt countries.

STEVE JOBS

October 5

Apple founder Steve Jobs dies of cancer at age 56.

October 20

Former Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi is killed in Sirte.

December

13th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Berlin.

2012

REGINE SIXT RECEIVES THE BAVARIAN ORDER OF MERIT

REGINE SIXT AND HON. FREUNDEL STUART,

FROM BAVARIAN PRIME MINISTER HORST SEEHOFER.

PRIME MINISTER OF BARBADOS.

THE VOICE KEEPS SILENT: WHITHNEY HOUSTON.
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129

February 11

The American singer Whitney Houston dies at the age of 48.

May 6

François Hollande is the 24th President of France.

September 27

The European Stability Mechanism (ESM) was established as a
irewall for the eurozone with a lending capacity of Euro 500 billion.

July

Regine Sixt becomes Honorary Consul General of Barbados in Germany.

October 31

14th Annual Global Convention of Sixt in Munich – Celebration of
100 Years of Sixt.

SIXT 100th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

100 STRAIGHT
YEARS OF SUCCESS
The Sixt Jubilee 2012 in Munich: where passion
and tradition drive innovation

W

hat a celebra
tion! When
1,600 mem
bers of the
global
Sixt
Family and our guests came to
gether from all around the world to
see in the next Sixt century, it truly
was a once-in-a-lifetime occasion.
A five-day festival of outstanding
events, to delight everybody who
came.
It wasn’t just about the past. A
whole range of new films, maga
zines, commemorative newspa
pers and jubilee edition artworks
deepened our insight into what

Regine Sixt leads the flag parade from 105 Sixt countries: The global Sixt family and distinguished guests look forward to the next Sixt century.
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we’ve achieved over our cen
tury. Not to mention a specially
composed Sixt Symphony, com
posed by Adrian Werum and
performed by the Orchestra of
Civilizations, featuring musi
cians and instruments from all
around the world.

Reinhold Messner, Regine and Erich Sixt: The world-famous m
 ountaineer
jumped on-stage and delivered a fascinating talk entitled
‘Moving Mountains’. It told the Sixt story over the course of a century,
taking in two World Wars and reaching into today’s digital age.

The entire event was was cu
rated by Regine Sixt. Her sig
nature shaped the event, run
ning through it like a thread
that held everything together.
For that reason, she chose the
most outstanding locations
in Munich, with evening galas
and celebrations taking place

SIXT 100th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

100 Years
of Sixt

everywhere from BMW World, overlooking the former castle of Bavar
ian kings, to Hofbräuhaus.

T

he highlight of the program was celebrating Sixt Cen
tennial Day in Munich’s International Congress Centre,
joined by some 1,600 representatives of the entire Sixt
world. The recurring theme was honouring the past,
while focussing on the future. CEO Erich Sixt stressed
that there’s no such thing as resting on our laurels. He developed a
clear strategic plan for the years ahead. Then, the fourth generation
of this entrepreneurial family, Alexander and Konstantin Sixt, made

Balloon parade: Marking 100 years of Sixt at the anniversary event.

25 Years

of Sixt International

it very clear in their moving speeches that the digital future is paved
with ambitious goals which this forward-looking company is deter
mined to achieve.
Regine Sixt invited Reinhold Messner to give the keynote speech. The
first man to climb every 8000metre-plus summit in the Himalayas, his
actions show what’s possible when you’re totally committed to your
goals. So even the most ambitious target will always remain a “mission
is possible” for Sixt over the next 100 years.

Erich Sixt: The Sixt Jubilee where passion and tradition drive innovation.

Charity tombola: Hostesses of the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation.

Gala at BMW World: 100th anniversary celebrations in a terrific space.

Fireworks: A brillant gala final at Munich Exhibition Centre.

Alexander Sixt: “Mission is possible” for Sixt over the coming century.

Konstantin Sixt: The digital future is paved with more ambitious goals.

Fun: Regine Sixt, Dr. Trevor Carmichael (Barbados), Erich Sixt.

Erich Sixt on stage: The theme of the whole event was honouring the past, but focussing the future.
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SIXT 100th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

MARTIN SIXT

His actions imprint / the course of time / creating the new / eking out
futurity / breaking reclaimed land / ploughing playing fields –
Sein Tun prägt sich ein / in den ZeitenLauf / will Neues erschaffen /
Neues erkämpfen / will NeuLand betreten / SpielFelder pflügen

of Sixt

HANS SIXT

The banner of freedom / Flies over success / Driven by vigor / And
wireless / The company catapults / Into breathtaking form – Das Banner der Freiheit / weht über Erfolgen / und getrieben von TatKraft / und
drahtlosem Funk / katapultiert sich die Firma / ins Atemberaubende

ACTS OF FORTITUDE
The Sixt Centuries

appearing on time
giving birth to themselves
planted into existence

It all starts with acts
they pave the way
in the scope of the possible
they forge ahead
reinvent themselves
never hesitating

It all starts with acts
driven by courage
nourished by hope
protected by gods
primal universal sparks
in the big bang of will

It all starts with acts
full of creativeness
eternal in size

The thunder of acts
follows the flash of incidence

DIE SIXT-JAHRHUNDERTE

WORDS: CHRISTOPH SANTNER

‘cause only action
moves the world
only he who ventures
creates his cosmos
The spirit of the new
calls global movers
people with backbone
to set the steps
by brave actions
for the benefit of all

Time ticks to Sixt’s beat / Perfectly formed / The wheel turns / Giving high-flyers / Powerful wings – Jahre der Fülle / die Zeit tickt im
SixtTakt / ganz formvollendet / dreht sich das Rad / verleiht starke
Schwingen / den SenkrechtStartern

TatenKraft

Acts of Fotitude
IMAGES: COSTANTINO CIERVO

25 Years

of Sixt International

THE BOOM YEARS

A NEW START

The calling for upraise / resonates in the times / the sight always forwards / rotating flywheels / of the earth’s progression – Der Ruf des
AufBruchs / tönt in der Zeit / schnell und schneller / den Blick stets
nach vorne / dreht sich das Schwungrad / des ErdenFortschritts

Illustrations: © Excerpts from a series of 10 artworks by
Costantino Ciervo / words: Christoph Santner / idea: Regine Sixt
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Am Anfang steht die Tat
sie bahnt sich den Weg
in Räume des Möglichen
will in die Welt
erfindet sich selbst
und zögert nicht
Am Anfang steht die Tat
voller SchaffensKraft
groß ist sie und ewig
sie kommt in die Zeit
gebiert sich selbst
und pflanzt sich ins Sein
Am Anfang steht die Tat
getrieben von Mut
genährt von Hoffnung
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beschützt von Göttern
UrFunken des Alls
UrKnall des Willens
Dem Blitz des EinFalls
folgt der Donner der Tat
denn nur Aktion
bewegt die Welt
nur wer unternimmt
erschafft seinen Kosmos
Der Geist des Neuen
ruft WeltBeweger
Menschen mit Rückgrat
die Schritte setzen
durch kühnes Handeln
zum Wohle aller

ERICH SIXT

The luck of the brave / only meets the one / who is at work /
hammering the fortune / in brand new shapes / not existing before –
Das Glück des Tüchtigen / kommt nur zu dem / den es arbeitend findet
/ und schmiedend die Zeit / in neue Formen / die es vorher nicht gab

SIXT 100th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

REGINE SIXT

With her winning smile / creating cooperation / she drives deed after deed
/ the fortunes forward / irresistible and forceful / in the course of time –
Mit gewinnendem Lächeln / Kooperationen erschaffend / treibt sie Tat für
Tat / unaufhaltsam konsequent / die Geschicke voran / im Lauf der Zeit

100 Years
of Sixt

EXPANSION: GLOBAL GROWTH

DYNAMISM: THE PURRING ENGINE

Fills the world of commerce / Digital awareness / Creating fresh ways of
thinking / Total communication / Intertwines humankind – Die Kunst der
Technik / durchdringt die GeschäftsWelt / digitales Bewusstsein / schafft
Neues Denken / totale Kommunikation / verwebt die Menschheit

A stock market leap / Provides new ventures with force / Onwards, and
upwards / Everything running smoothly / To the engine’s stroke / To the market’s beat – Der Sprung an die Börse / gibt SchubKraft für Neues / nach oben
nach vorne / alles läuft rund / im Rhythmus des Motors / im Takt des Kurses

THE GOOD FORTUNE OF IT ALL
IMAGES: COSTANTINO CIERVO

THE GOOD
FORTUNE OF IT ALL
Epilogue
We weigh up
The time that has passed
The world-view story
The color draft
The imagined future
Our hopes for the best
May the centuries
Gone and still to come

Despite hardship, and wars
Defy failure
And more: steeling themselves
In the face of of adversity  

And may those
Who write the stories
In words and in deeds
Be an example
To all the people
Who feels a calling  

They deserve our respect
For they achieve wonderful
things
We salute them
And wish them the best
For keeping on fighting
For the good of us all

Those who, despite global fires
Without and within

The reward of the century / Arrives, breaking through / Clear in prosperity
/ Creating new chances / Conquering markets / And reaping success – Der
Lohn des Jahrhunderts / zeigt sich im DurchBruch / er wirkt im Gedeihen /
schenkt neue Chancen / erobert Märkte / und erntet Erfolg

Epilogue

WORDS: CHRISTOPH SANTNER

With their shapers
And trailblazers
Lay the ground
For extraordinary things  

RUNNING TRUE: THE SUCCESS PRINCIPLE

Vom Glück des Ganzen

Illustrations: © Excerpts from a series of 10 artworks by
Costantino Ciervo / words: Christoph Santner / idea: Regine Sixt
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In die Waagschale legen wir
den beschriebenen ZeitLauf
das WeltBildGleichnis
den FarbenEntWurf
die erahnte ZuKunft
auf dass Gutes werde  
Mögen die JahrHunderte
das Vorige und das Kommende
mit ihren Gestaltern
und WegeBahnern
den Humus bereiten
für AußerGewöhnliches  
Und mögen die Macher
der ErfolgsGeschichte
mit Rat und mit Tat
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ein BeiSpiel sein
für all jene Menschen
die den Ruf in sich spüren  
Wer trotz WeltenBränden
im Außen und Innen
trotz Nöten und Kriegen
dem Scheitern Stirn bietet
und mehr noch: sich stählt
an allen Widrigkeiten  
Dem gebührt unsre Achtung
denn er wirkt Großes
wir zollen ihm GlückWunsch
und hoffen das Beste
für stete TatenKraft
zum Wohle aller

ALEXANDER & KONSTANTIN SIXT

The digital cosmos / is already captured / but tempting new worlds /
always unseal themselves / til the force of ideas / strikes roots in morn
land – Der digitale Kosmos / ist schon erobert / und doch tun sich stets /
lockende NeuWelten auf / bis die Kraft der Ideen / im MorgenLand wurzelt

TALKS OF
REGINE SIXT TO
THE STARS

B

eing responsible for
the International Marketing at Sixt means to
be on tour and on the
road for our company
permanently. But that also means
to establish a growing circle of
friends – some of them you surely
know as well.

In the Sixt corporate magazine
GOSIXT talks REGINE SIXT to
celebrities of culture, society,
politics and business – since six
years in 24 editions and in many
special editions for example to
the DLDwomen conference or
the women network and ladies
lunch Damenwiesn as a tribute
to the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation.
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CELEBRITIES ABOUT REGINE SIXT
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Hollywood actor Ralf Moeller
about Regine Sixt:
“Her strength is not in her size.”

Pop and rock star Sir Cliff Richard:
“Regine Sixt is like a volcano, she is
constantly bubbling with brilliant
ideas. She never gives up until her
plans have become reality. Plus: Regine
is the face of Sixt, and her commitment
is inspiring.”

Springer’s Chairman of the Board,
Dr. Mathias Döpfner: “To me, Regine
Sixt is a model of determination,
persistence, and success orientation
plus human warmth.”

German Foreign Minister Dr. Guido
Westerwelle: “I admire her business
competence and her big heart for small
children.”

Film star and TV goddess Iris
Berben: “To me, Regine Sixt is the
first power woman while at the same
time participating in real life. She
has made Sixt a German recognition
brand together with her husband.
Yes, Sixt is an emblem.”

Theatre star and full-blooded actor
Ben Becker: “Regine Sixt is someone
with an incredible sense of humor. She
enters through the door and I say, Yes,
that fits! I always know an awful lot of
people at events, and there are only
very few where I feel at home. Regine
Sixt is one of them.”

Film producer Regina Ziegler:
“Regine Sixt and I liked each other
instantly. And when we two entrepreneurs talk about business, it’s
direct and charming.”

Burg theatre actor Peter Simonischek:
“I met Regine Sixt at a function of Ms.
Gürtler at the Hotel Sacher and immediately knew that the play Everyman
was a good fit with her Sixt customers.”

TV host and producer Sabine
Christiansen: “Regine Sixt never
asks: Is that possible? Rather, it somehow has to work, and she does it.
That impresses me greatly.”

Star actress, physician, and TV/movie
protagonist Dr. Maria Furtwängler: “Regine Sixt has incredible pizzazz. She has
an amount of energy and assertiveness of
which I have a quarter at best. Her mercilessness in putting things into action
because she is able and wants to, serves
as a model for us women. Great. She has
the kind of chutzpah not many women
tend to have.”

Berlin’s Governing Mayor Klaus
Wowereit: „“Regine Sixt is a fascinating bundle of energy and everflowing fountain of ideas that always
have to be implemented yesterday.
She excites others with her engaging, winning personality and, as an
entrepreneur, knows only ‘now’ when
it comes to the good and better things
that must be achieved.”

Stage and TV star Christian Berkel: “I
know Regine Sixt from many events.
With her in charge, Sixt has become
a truly impressive company which is
now celebrating its 100-year anniversary. Hard to believe! To think that
it all started with motorized horse
carriages.”

Charlotte Knobloch, Vice President
of the World Jewish Congress and
President of the Jewish Community
of Munich and Upper Bavaria (Israelitische Kultusgemeinde München und
Oberbayern): “Regine Sixt is a loyal
and dependable friend at the side of
Israel. She untiringly builds bridges
between Germany, her home, and the
State of Israel. She shows her strength
and integrity whenever one-sided
condemnation must be opposed.”

Journalist and writer Michel
Friedman: “Regine and Erich Sixt are
true entrepreneurs with a mediumsize business who are successfully
realizing their great concept with great
courage amidst a lot of competition. A
highly emancipated couple—on both
sides.“

Carsten K. Rath, Entrepreneur
and Grandhotelier, CKR Service
Excellence Academy: “Regine Sixt is
simply a phenomenon. She never lets
up, no matter how small or big the deal
is. She weaves her network like no one
else. Regine Sixt is crystal clear in her
cause. And in her shere predominance
she has never lost her soul.”

Michael Schade: „Regine Sixt is
total involved and total laid back.
She is a tremendous power woman
with a burning ambition, a cool
calculating business lady but in
the same way she is distinguished
by a crazy warm heart!“

Patricia Riekel, star-journalist and
Executive Editor of the peoplemagazine “Bunte”: “Regine Sixt is a
wonder in the art of communication.
She networks friends and companies
and helps countless children around
the world. She has a big heart and
never-ending reserves of energy.”

Thaddaeus Ropac: „I really like the
unbelievable power of Regine Sixt. I’m
impressed the way she gives her
husband Erich a kick and say: There
isn’t only car rental business but there
is art, opera and life! On the other hand
I am impressed by how she assume
responsibility for German history and
her vast engagement for Israel.“
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MOBILITY
MEETS FUTURE

W

hat
makes
the men at
the steering
wheel of Sixt
so 
special is
the fact that they have a clear
vision for the future and the
skills and passion to transform
their imagination and strategic
plans into reality.
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AN ENTREPRENEUR THINKS FREELY.

I DO NOT
CONFORM!
Car rental king Erich Sixt knows what it takes to be successful.
The chairman of Sixt AG is interviewed by GoSixt Editor-in-Chief
Wolfgang Timpe about yield, jazz, and trust.

T

he office of Chairman Erich Sixt in Pullach
near Munich embodies understatement.
There are no obvious luxuries or managerial
vanities that hint of business success. Personal desk, conference desk, views of the river Isar.
Erich Sixt approaches as if he were a servant,
through the garden of the rental car king. Tie loose, a pocketful of Sixt promotional pens in his jacket; no Montblanc masterpiece or other top-management attire. ”Status symbols
mean nothing to me. I am a businessman.” So far so good.
Read on.

mr. sixt, how does one become a successful businessman?

By dropping out of business school. (He laughs.) Seriously,
business courses teach you to study statistical methods to
understand the market; you draw charts and plot curves,
calculate prices and demand, and you think you understand
everything using mathematical models. People fail to recognize that business people are driven by ambition and the desire for power. People are not rational; they are, unfortunately,
very emotional.

I admire Kant because he explained a change in our thinking.
you are considered a fan of the philosopher karl popper, who, unlike kant, postulated that man knows nothing.
Popper’s ideas are based on Socrates: “I know that I know nothing.” And “We have no answers, we can only ask questions.” This
branch of Greek thought, of doubt and unknowing, has not
caught on, unfortunately; instead, we have Aristotolean and
Platonic thought, the possessors of truth. This is why so much
misfortune has befallen man since the days of Athens. Chris-

”As an entrepreneur you are free.
Shaping your own destiny is a joy.”
tians too have always thought they knew the truth. Misfortune
arises from disregarding questions. We can never know, only
suspect; we should pose many more questions much more often.
socrates and popper were in the minority back then they were like
a provocation to the members of the 68 movement. questions were

Chairman Erich Sixt:
”Taking calculated risks is
part of the entrepreneurial
adventure.”
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so what were you interested in in the 60s?

of no use in demonstrations. did you feel like an outsider back then?

I had much more fun with philosophy and psychology back
then. Those were exciting subjects. There were no minimum
grades required; I could hang around the humanities seminars.
I profited in general from doing a degree course. To begin with,
I still believed in the illusion that in terms of Kant’s clarification,
it was possible to track down truth. After all, he tried to save
what there is to save before we plunge into chaos. (He laughs.)

Look, in 1968 I had dropped out of university and was already
working in my parents’ company. I was forced to think about
other things. But you are correct in thinking I really didn’t like
the school of thought represented by the ’68 movement. Only
black and white existed to them. If you saw something wrong
in their views, you had to be converted. A member of the ’68
movement would have said: “I am right”. My standpoint is: We

are mistaken. I might be wrong. Maybe a friend, a person I am talking to, or an employee is right. Let’s talk to each other.

bad. In order to lead a sensible and happy life, you need enough
money, but not much.

why did you study business, given your passion for philosophy? did your

is that not the coquetry of a successful person, for whom money is no

parents force you?

object?

I grew up in a family of entrepreneurs. Even my grandfather, who
built a rental car business in Munich in 1912, was an entrepreneur.
Even as a very young man, I learned the freedom of being an entrepreneur. It’s a joy being able to shape your own destiny! Nota bene:
together with my wife.

Yes of course, it is easy to talk when you have enough money. But it’s
true. When I started in 1968, I had no money, just the 200 cars from
my father and the modest salary of the head of a major department.
I was definitely not craving for recogniition. If you think money is
very important, you will never be successful, and you will get scared.
Fear is paralyzing. You tend to sit on your money and risk nothing.
In a way, the entrepreneur even has to hate money, because otherwise they cannot use it, invest it. I‘ve had periods where I‘ve spent
everything, where it was all or nothing.
My first lease deal involved simply sending a telex to the board of
Krauss-Maffei. I told them I could manage the fleet better and more
cost efficiently. They simply trusted me, and we understood one another. So I came home with a three-year lease for 200 Mercedes. I was
a daredevil and doubled my fleet at a stroke. So far, so good. I was a
young boy in ’69 and had completely forgotten that I also had to pay
for the 200 Mercedes. Suddenly I needed a loan of DM 500,000. Despite the presence of 200 vehicles, it was almost impossible back
then. Again, I was aided by the banker, who trusted me. If I had
messed up, he would have had problems too.

”I was a young boy in ’69 and
had completely forgotten that I
also had to pay Krauss-Maffei
for the 200 Mercedes lease cars.”
many children of entrepreneurs find it difficult, and find themselves
in the role of „professional son.“ you obviously found it fun. how does
that fit in with your curiosity for the humanities?

It fits in better than you might think. Philosophical thought
is amazement, being open to the world, and seeing it as a
fantastic miracle. It‘s a great gift that you can do a lot with. Unconsciously, a business person thinks philosophically – that is, extremely freely. He should be open to new ideas and if he is smart,
he will consider even the most insane proposals. An entrepreneur
enjoys thinking and realizing his ideas. Entrepreneurs are philosophers. They think in free-fall. (Laughs heartily.)
you took over sixt from your father when it had 200 vehicles and now
are the chairman of a fleet of over 225,000 vehicles worldwide. were you
not scared when you suddenly had to manage your parents’ business when
you were only 24?

Scared? That’s a typical German word and is way too negative. Fear
is a fundamental state of the soul (he smirks). But seriously, what
should I be scared of?
failing, not running a successful business, throwing money out the

…
... I never found it important to have a lot of money. If you fail as a
businessman, you lose a lot of money. But I never found that idea so
window
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Businessman Erich Sixt: “I was
aided by the banker, who trusted
me. If I had messed up, he would
have had problems too.“

being bold pays.

I am still enjoying the adventure. A climber might be instinctively
afraid of taking the next step for a few seconds. Constantly taking
calculated risks is part of the entrepreneurial adventure. Until the
IPO in 1986, I put everything on the line for Sixt. If a big project had
failed, I would have been devastated. This is instructive and has a
big advantage: you become more careful. One false move and you
might be dead, and I found it an existential experience that shaped
me and kept me humble, but which was so unbelievably exciting. I
have now experienced seven economic crises and have not had a
year without making a profit since 1968. Only once was I close.
During the 1973 oil crisis, on the car-free Sunday on the A9, I was
driving without a car in sight. I did not want to believe that there
were no cars on the road. So I pulled over on the right and thought,
Erich, that’s the end of the road for rental cars.
you invented the german leasing business with vehicles. what gave you
the idea?

I stole it from America. I just thought: if it works, it must also work
here. As an entrepreneur, I always found the U.S. exciting; they were
way ahead of us Europeans with their ideas. My father worked with
American travel agency chains that sent U.S. tourists to Germany
before the Second World War.
it is said that when you were 18, you held sixt paris together.
What do you mean by Sixt Paris? From spring to fall, I was a oneman show in Paris: I washed the automobiles, filled them with gas,
and drove them to the then airport, Le Bourget – at the peak we had
100 vehicles. There were no couriers back then so I made sure that
airlines like Pan Am requested that their stewardesses announce:
“Mr. Miller, on your arrival at Le Bourget your rental car will be wait-
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Erich Sixt
In 1968, at the age of
twenty-four, Erich Sixt took
over the family rental car
business, which was
founded by his grandfather in 1912. He started
out with 200 cars and
within 40 years turned the
Sixt brand into a worldwide mobility service
provider. His wife Regine
opened up the international tourism market and
in 1986 Erich Sixt launched
the company on the
stock exchange – the
family is the majority
shareholder. Today, Sixt
has 225,000 vehicles and
the legendary cheeky Sixt
advertising campaigns
featuring Angela Merkel.
The convertible hairstyle
and the ex-minister Ulla

Schmidt with a stolen
company car in Alicante
(“It would never have
happened with a Sixt
car”) caused a sensation.
Bold, dynamic, efficient,
customer-oriented. The
service provider with a
“spirit of mobility” is the
market leader in Germanspeaking countries and is
now represented by Sixt
International in 105
countries. Erich Sixt and
Regine have two sons:
Alexander and Konstantin, both of whom work
for the company.

”If you think money is very important,
you will not be successful.”
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ing for you. Please go to the in formation desk.” That is where I was standing with the rental agreements, and where I took payment for a full tank
of gas. Afterwards, the customers gave the key to the airline employees.
an early form of a one-person company.

You could say that. I was 18 and enjoyed the enormous responsibility. Of
course, seeing what was possible had a big influence on me and showed
me what was possible. I had to organize myself. That was really exciting.
you break the rules at times. you ignored the convention of bosses having
nothing to do with female employees at the c
 om- pany. you have been working together successfully for years. how is that going for you?

Careful! I don’t like relationships between people working in a direct hierarchy. Our secret is that we have a clear division of labor. Each of us has
always had their own task area with their own employees. My wife‘s employees report to my wife, not me. There’s no other way.
how did you get to know each other, and when did you marry?
We have agreed not to talk about each other. And our wedding date will
not be disclosed. Well, okay, it was yesterday.
ingenious trick for staying young?

Right. The last birthday I celebrated was my fiftieth, and then I stopped
celebrating birthdays.
is there such a thing as loyalty in global big business?

Of course, loyalty and partnership. Ethics play a part in business. I once
clinched a DM 500 million deal with the former chairman of Daimler,
Werner Niefer, by shaking his hand. Trust
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is everything. The contract, ready to be signed, was sent by the
company lawyers a year later after all the cars had been resold.
it appears that as an entrepreneur you have to keep reinventing
yourself?

A good entrepreneur is always nonconformist, not bourgeois,
and always open to new ideas. As Karl Valentin said: ”Think
laterally to the left”. Not politically, but let your thoughts wander and re-order themselves. I am grateful that I grew up in a
free country. I owe a lot to my father, who was a classic entrepreneur. He never took out insurance. He used to say: “As long
as I can stand on two feet, I can feed myself. And if not, I‘m
dead.” I grew up with this thinking. I don’t know how to think
about justify.
you like classical music and opera. however, you grew up with jazz
and rock‘n‘roll. where does your heart lie?
Rock‘n‘roll is trash. I’m a jazz man. When I was a boy I played
the drums and at university I used to earn DM 150 a gig. Dave
Brubeck and Miles Davis embodied the way I felt – and still do
today. We couldn’t accept Wagner and his outlandish ideology
back then.
now you listen to tristan’s ride of the valkyries.

Tristan is the only honest Wagner work, a music revolution.
The Tristan chord is unique and simply addictive. Tristan is a
metaphysical experience. The music carries you off and knocks
on doors that that are closed to us. Tristan lifts us out of our
earthly existence.

FINISH THE SENTENCE

”Tristan is addictive. It knocks on
doors that are closed to us.“

Erich Sixt

Emerging from the current financial crisis …
... you have to come out stronger. It forces you
to question everything. That‘s the positive
thing. When you’re doing well, there is a risk of
becoming lazy and not thinking radically.
My biggest disappointment ...
... there isn’t one. You can only be disappointed if you have high expectations. But
I don’t. Nikos Kazantzakis, the author of „Zorba
the Greek,“ has the following in- scription on
his tombstone: „I fear nothing.
I expect nothing.”

you are a pilot and like to fly alone across the atlantic at night.
your friend, air-berlin boss joachim hunold, says: “erich’s nuts. he
could get sick and nobody would be there to help him out”.

The autopilot does the flying and pilots only get sick in the
movies. Saint-Exupery‘s novel Night Flight describes the fantastic feeling of being so incredibly close to the stars. It has – I like
to repeat myself – a lot to do with freedom. Only freedom ensures that we can determine our own lives.
do you feel free when you are lonely?

Of course. It’s nothing strange. Everyone needs loneliness to
reflect.

The Mercedes 300 SL with gullwing doors …
… is an awesome car, a masterpiece of
engineering, developed and built in a short
period of time by 20 men—without wind
tunnels and computers. The new SLS AMG
looks the same. A timeless classic.
Success is ...
... the enemy of success. The greatest risk is to
overestimate yourself. Stay humble!
150
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“DRIVE FIRST CLASS – PAY ECONOMY”
Passionate and willing to take risks,
Sixt launched numerous offensive
campaigns, more intensively than ever
before, around the globe up from 1997.
Chief operations officer and Member
of the Board, Sixt AG, Detlev Pätsch,
remembers the very different challenges which Sixt had to master on a
global scale. Self-confidence, courage,
and the desire to venture into new
terrain have characterized the path of
success from 1997 until today.
Detlev Pätsch

For 100 years, wheels have been
turning in the service of our customers.
What were the most important success
factors of Sixt in 1997?

A

t the time, Europe was dominated by a handful of international car rental companies
and there was one national
market leader in Germany. Several small
and mid-sized companies also rented out
vehicles, one of which was Sixt in Munich.
Sixt entered its growth phase with caution.
Stations were first opened at major German airports followed by a few locations
in Frankfurt, Hamburg, and Düsseldorf.
“Drive First Class – Pay Economy” was the
key message to customers. Despite a fast
rate of expansion, Sixt earned significant
profits, but didn’t skim them off; instead,
the company immediately reinvested them
into further expansion. By the early 1980s,
Sixt was already renting out 2,000 to 3,000
vehicles. Although the market competitors
were paying attention to Sixt, they were
either unwilling to or incapable of finding
a good response to the Sixt strategy. Good
cars at a reasonable rate was a new

concept for the competition offering highpriced, small to mid-sized vehicles that
were overwhelmingly poorly equipped.
Sixt then bulked up its vehicle fleet,
especially with the Baby Benz, which had
just been introduced onto the market. “A
Mercedes for the price of a Golf” became
the advertising message and Sixt acquired
more and more customers.
The company took a huge step forward
in 1986 with its IPO. Erich Sixt remained
loyal to his strategy of putting 100% of all
earned stock exchange profits back into
the company. Considerable investment
options thus suddenly became available
and Sixt increased its fleet, covered Germany with a dense network of stations,
and founded a new headquarters office in
Munich’s suburb of Pullach. The administrative employees and management team
left the head office in Munich’s Seitzstrasse
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and moved to a large villa on the Isar River
still owned by the Sixt AG. Sixt significantly increased its advertising volume at
airports and revolutionized advertising,
both for vehicle rental companies as well
as for German advertising as a whole. Its
advertising won one award after the next
and – most importantly – anchored itself
in car renters’ minds.

Then everything changed in Germany. The
Berlin Wall fell and a new market area developed – with Sixt once again leading the
way. Sixt immediately opened stations in
the new states, both at airports as well as
in the cities. Berlin became the main focus
of Germany as the country’s new capital
and Sixt soon had a similar presence as in
its hometown of Munich.

The competition suddenly woke up and
launched a joint defensive attack on Sixt,
but it was too late. To the joy of customers and automotive manufacturers, Sixt
was established and played the role of the
enfant terrible within the realm of international competition. The established companies suddenly began renting out better,
higher quality vehicles, but weren’t able to
beat Sixt’s prices because of the company’s
much lower overhead costs.

ixt simultaneously began expanding its operations beyond Germany’s borders. The company had
been present in different countries
through partners in the 1970s before making fundamental strategic decisions about
where Sixt wanted to be represented by
its own corporate activities and where it
wanted to be represented by franchisees.
The starting signal for corporate expansion sounded in 1989 in Switzerland and

S
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finally Spain in 2005. Today, Sixt is represented in 11 corporate countries and in 94
other countries with franchise partners.
The focus of the franchiser network expansion was initially on Europe as well as in
bordering markets which are relevant from
a touristic point of view. Sixt’s start in Italy, Portugal, Greece, The Czech Republic,
Ireland and Israel in 1998 was followed by
the first Scandinavian markets in Sweden
and Denmark in 1999. Since 2004, Sixt has
been represented in Europe and the Middle
East in more than 40 countries and continues to expand its worldwide network with
focus on new markets in Latin America,
Africa and Asia. Today, Sixt is already
represented in 11 Asian countries.

I

t goes without saying that Sixt
now rents vehicles from nearly
every renowned vehicle manufacturer and has kept its focus
on premium brands. That emphasis
again gained steam in 2006 when
Sixt established a long-term strategic
partnership with BMW. The company
continued to place immense value on
high-quality, innovative equipment for
all vehicles it carries. Sixt was the first
rental company to offer built-in vehicle
telephones: even as early as 1989, all
Mercedes were equipped with a C
network phone. Then came navigation
systems, fully-equipped vehicles with
air conditioning, and so on: things may
seem normal today, but back in the
1990s, they were considered luxurious
extras. Today, there are other innovations: mobile services, in-vehicle Internet, or GPS navigation systems with
real-time traffic information. All Sixt
BMWs feature ConnectedDrive, which
combines services in one device.
Furthermore the Internet has become
the most important sales channel for
us and has the highest priority in our
business. At Sixt AG nowadays,
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we generate over 47 percent of our
turnover via the Internet. Service and
friendliness to customers is a Sixt
trademark, after all, in addition to
always being a considerable step ahead
of the competition. Our customers are
mobile, and since the importance to us of
the cell phone for communication is always
increasing, we are developing mobile applications for the iPhone, Blackberry and
Google cell phone G1. On the one hand.
On the other hand, the Web itself is also
changing radically for Konstantin Sixt.
”The internet is becoming increasingly
mobile. The importance of the mobile
Internet for cell phones, laptops and PDAs
will increase greatly.
Today’s innovations will be tomorrow’s
normality, which means we have to look
out now for what tomorrow will still be
innovative. These innovations we will discover within completely new mobility concepts that emerge as a result of changing
usage habits – alongside, of course, innovations that originate in the development
of technology. Our Drive Now car-sharing
model will play a key role, the electric automobile is almost there, whether the fuel
cell will replace established drive systems.
We basically believe that service relating to
mobility will become more important, and
that it will not matter so much to people
which vehicles they use. This is our opportunity, since we are not an automobile
manufacturer; we are a service provider
moving within a growing, increasingly
demanding market.
Detlev Pätsch

GREETINGS

S

ixt means a lot to so many
people – to 
customers
equally as to our main
business partners. Many
of them became friends
over all these years of great
cooperation. I am proud to
present their greetings, their high
regards and their view on Sixt.
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of Sixt International

C‘est un plaisir pour moi d‘adresser, au nom de
S.A.S. le Prince Albert II de Monaco, mes plus sincères félicitations à Erich et Regine Sixt à l‘occasion du
centième anniversaire de la compagnie qu’ils dirigent.
Il ne s’agit pas seulement de sauler und réussite
économique que nous connaissons tous.
Il s’agit aussi, et pour moi surtout, de souligner les
excellentes relations que «Sixt» a toujours entretenues
avec la Principauté depuis de longues années.
Bon anniversaire et toujours plus de succès!

On behalf of HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco, it is my
pleasure to extend my most sincere congratulations to
Erich and Regine Sixt on the occasion of the centenary
of the company they manage.

HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco
Claude Giordan, Ambassador of the Principality of Monaco in Berlin, in the
name of Prince Albert II of Monaco

It is also a good time, especially for me, to underline the
excellent relationship that Sixt has always had with the
Principality over these many years.
Happy birthday and may you continue to enjoy
the same success!
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Matthias Wissmann
PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN ASSOCIATION OF THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY, VDA

Klaus Wowereit
GOVERNING MAJOR OF BERLIN,
STATE CAPITOL OF GERMANY

Sixt is considered a pioneer
among car rental companies
and, over the course of its
100-year company history,
has evolved into a globally
operating service provider
in the field of mobility and
tourism. This is an impressive history of success. I
congratulate the company
cordially on its 100th anniversary.
There are many bonds between Berlin and Sixt aside
from numerous rental sta-

tions in all parts of the city.
Not least because of IFA, the
leading international fair for
the tourism industry, and a
large number of conferences
and conventions, Berlin is a
popular meeting place for
mobility and tourism experts
from the world over. At the
same time, the city is meeting
the challenges of urban mobility in the 21st century in
various ways—for instance,
by conducting model projects
in the field of e-mobility.

Anyone who sees Sixt’s young,
catchy and often cheeky adverts
may find it difficult to believe that
the company is now celebrating
its 100th anniversary! And even
though Sixt is a share company, it
is a family enterprise in the best
sense, now in its fourth generation.
For over 25 years responsibility has
been in the hands of Erich Sixt, the
Chairman of the Board. The lean
management and clear strategic
orientation of this mobility provider are obvious – and form the
foundation of its success.
Furthermore, Sixt is a shining example of successful growth. It was
founded as a car rental company,
and today it is a globally active mobility service provider and for over
two decades it has been leading the
market in Germany.

integrated approach that also
takes the company’s ecological responsibility and social
commitment into account. I
wish Sixt every success in this
effort.
In this spirit, I once again
cordially congratulate the
company and its employees
all over the world on its 100year anniversary.
Sincerely yours,
Klaus Wowereit

Sixt’s basic idea, of focusing its
activities on vehicle use and thus on
individual mobility, is more relevant
today than ever before. Rental car
customers have free choice of the
period for which they need a vehicle: anything from one day up to
four years. The company’s portfo-

During the first 100 years
of its existence, Sixt has
consistently met the challenges of the rapidly changing market. To prevail in the
future as well will require
constant innovation and an
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lio was expanded two
years ago with the addition of a station-independent car sharing
service: Sixt and BMW
launched “DriveNow,”
which combines efficient premium
vehicles with comprehensive service – and it is proving especially
popular in Berlin. There are no
fixed points for collecting or returning vehicles, as the customers find
“their” vehicles very simply using a
Smartphone App.
This new form of urban mobility offers yet another advantage: it
brings completely new customer
groups to the brand and its models. Often they are users who had
probably never even thought of
going to a dealer’s showroom at the
weekend to look at the new models.
Premium car sharing is therefore an
interesting way of putting the “fascination of the car” on a broader
footing.
And there are more parallels
between Sixt and the German
automotive industry. Right from
the outset, the mobility service
provider has consistently used pre-

mium vehicles and thus raised the
quality of the car rental business.
This approach – more quality, more
features, more safety, more comfort
and efficient fuel consumption – is
obviously rewarded by the customers. It says a lot that Sixt primarily
selects German premium brands
for its vehicle fleet.
The German automotive industry
has pleasure in congratulating its
partner Sixt on its 100th anniversary and wishes it every success for
the future!
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Dr. Dieter Zetsche
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT,
DAIMLER AG &
HEAD OF MERCEDES-BENZ CARS DEVISION

Congratulations!

Dr. Ian Robertson
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT,
BMW AG, SALES & MARKETING

Congratulations to Sixt on its 100
year anniversary — a remarkable
achievement! Sixt is an innovative
company that truly embraces the Spirit of Mobility. This has been key to
its decades of international success.
As a company focused on innovative
products and services for individual
mobility, the BMW Group is proud
of our longstanding business relationship with Sixt. With over 3,500
Sixt Stations in 105 countries worldwide, we have seen first-hand how
much Sixt has accomplished in the
last century.

The BMW Group is approaching its
own 100 year anniversary and we understand how the auto industry has
evolved over the years. For instance,
vehicle design has significantly changed. As well, there have been a huge
number of advances in safety, convenience, and in-car entertainment.
Throughout all of the auto industry developments, customer needs
have also been changing. Both Sixt
and the BMW Group share a commitment to the needs of customers
today, as well as to the desires of customers tomorrow. This focus on the
future is what led us to embark on
our latest collaboration, DriveNow.
DriveNow marks the next step in
flexible and spur-of-the-moment

There are not many companies that
reach one-hundred years of age. In
fact, less than two percent of all
German-based companies do. But two
such exceptions are Daimler and Sixt.
And if you ask me what distinguishes
us from the other 98 percent, I would
say: the power of innovation. The
ability to think ahead and create new
entrepreneurial solutions. That’s what
Carl Benz proved in 1886 when he invented the car. And that’s what Martin
Sixt showed 26 years later when he
founded Germany’s first car rental
business. Being the farsighted type,
Mercedes was part of his fleet from
the very first minute – even when that
fleet consisted of only three vehicles...

car sharing, combining the fleet
management experience of Sixt
with the premium vehicles of the
BMW Group. With 47,000 users in
Munich, Berlin, and Düsseldorf, the
DriveNow car sharing service is an
absolute success.
Knowing the Sixt family and some of
the many talented people at the company, I am convinced we can look
forward to years of new and exciting
offerings for customers around the
world.
Congratulations once again on your
centennial. I wish the Sixt family
and the company continued success!
Yours truly,
Dr. Ian Robertson
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Since then a whole century has passed,
the number of Mercedes cars in the
Sixt fleet has grown significantly – and
Sixt has written its own success story.
There is no doubt that you can be
proud of your heritage. But no matter
how much you cherish your tradition,
I’m pretty sure that you – like us – are
more interested in the coming century than the last one. And it’s only
because it has always been so that Sixt
is still alive and kicking on its 100th
anniversary.
Happy Birthday! You are living proof
that being young is not so much a
matter of age as of mindset and spirit.
The Spirit of Mobility!
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Greetings!
mobility as Sixt has done fulfill that
wish in equal measure: a convertible for the weekend, a sedan this
time, an SUV for a ski weekend.
I imagine that in the future, there
will be a mobility flat rate for
premium customers that will go
beyond one’s own car to include access to an entire fleet of vehicles.

Rupert Stadler
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT,
AUDI AG

English aristocrats and well-to-do
Americans were the first customers back when Martin Sixt opened
Germany’s first vehicle rental
company 100 years ago in a suburb of Munich. He established the
premium segment of his industry:
with three vehicles and a clientele
who was considered to be extremely discerning. It goes without
saying that company founder Sixt
proved himself as a visionary; back
then, others saw the automobile as
nothing more than a technical toy.
Today, individual mobility is one of
mankind’s primary needs.
What started out as three vehicles
has now become over 200,000 vehicles around the world. Sixt is a respectable global concern with more

than 4,000 rental stations in around
one hundred countries, and customers today are no less discerning
than they were back then. We at
Audi are thus pleased that some of
their models in their fleet feature
four rings. That means that Audi
drivers are able to get into their
preferred vehicle at the location of
their choice.

Parallels can also be found with our
growth plans: While Audi is preparing to become the world’s leading
premium brand by 2020, Sixt is
on the best path toward becoming
Europe’s largest mobility service
provider. The Sixt family and their
employees have never rested on the
laurels of their success throughout
the course of their 100-year company history. We are soulmates when
it comes to the goal of always being
a little better, being a little more
innovative. Brazen ad campaigns on
the one hand and corporate responsibility on the other make Sixt
an imitable player in the service
industry sector.

That which you experience in the
rental industry is the same thing we
experience as an automotive brand:
customers want more choices without being overwhelmed; they want
mobility that is environmentally
and climate friendly without having
to travel in a “waiver on wheels”.
At the same time, they want to
enjoy more individual service and
more personal comfort.

Regine Sixt has established a
name for herself, both through her
responsible action as well as her
social and cultural involvement.
With her Regine Sixt Children’s
Aid Foundation, she has been supporting children from around the
world and for twelve years and does
everything possible to give them a
better life. We wish the Sixt family
and all employees all the best for
their 100th company anniversary.

Those who have made such an extreme commitment to the spirit of

Sincerely yours,
Rupert Stadler
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Dr. Wolfgang Porsche
CHAIRMAN OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD, DR. ING. H.C.F. PORSCHE AG

Of the three vehicles with which
Martin Sixt founded Germany’s
first car rental company in 1912,
not a single one of them was a
Porsche. The reason, of course, was
that Porsche didn’t yet exist as a
brand. Today, precisely one century
later, Sixt AG is not only one of the
largest German vehicle rental companies and mobility service providers, but now also features an extensive number of exclusive Porsche
vehicles in its vehicle fleet. That’s a
good thing – for both sides.
From where it stands today, the
company is now able to look back
on an impressive, 100-year history
that has been shaped and characterized by three generations of
the Sixt family. Their vehicle fleet
was almost entirely destroyed by
world wars not just one time, but
two, and the company had to be
rebuilt from the ground up. Under
the leadership of Regine and Erich
Sixt, the company grew into an
internationally successful company
with over 3,000 employees as well
as partners and franchisees in more
than 100 countries since the 1970s.
Throughout the years, the company
has managed to establish Sixt as
a reliable, likeable brand with the
highest degree of recognition in the
public eye. Sixt’s advertising has
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become legendary how it satirizes
current events in a way that is both
humorous and to the point. I assume that Erich Sixt plays a role in
that.
It has long been the case that a
company that started out as an
enterprise solely dedicated to car
rental has since become one with
several different business sectors
and subsidiaries revolving around
mobility. Sixt now makes it possible
not only to rent sedans, delivery
vehicles, and trucks at home and
abroad, but has also established
leasing and purchasing programs.
And in the corporate business sector, Sixt is even capable of taking
care of overall vehicle fleet management. Sixt’s management and
employees can be proud of their
successful company and its history
– and vice versa.
At the same time, Sixt – and here,
I mean Regine Sixt herself – is a
private brand of absolutely striking
singularity. As a display of incredible self-staging over the years,
she has made herself into what is
known as a unique selling proposition in advertising – invaluable, inimitable, non-transferable. That is
one of the reasons that my love and
admiration for Regine run so deep
– and for Erich as well, because he

stands behind her. And when I read
the German magazine Bunte and
don’t find Regine Sixt in it, to me,
something’s missing.
What is even more incredible is
that she doesn’t use that incalculable high profile for self-profit,
but instead for a good purpose.
With the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation, the Sixt family and the
company have become exemplary
role models for taking on social
responsibility. For the past twelve
years, the Aid Foundation has been
involved in improving living conditions for children around the world.
I would like to extend my most
heartfelt congratulations to Sixt on
their 100-year company anniversary
and wish the company and its dedicated employees all the best and
continued success for the future.
Sincerely yours,
Dr. Wolfgang Porsche
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Bernhard Mattes
CHAIRMAN OFTHE MANAGEMENT BOARD, FORD GERMANY

Ford congratulates the company Sixt on its 100th anniversary.
As Henry Ford once said: Coming together is the beginning,
staying together is progress and working together is success.
This is something the companies Ford and Sixt have demonstrated – more than once – throughout their long-lasting and
fruitful cooperation.
Both companies share many similarities since Ford and Sixt
are important partners for affordable and individual mobility.
Furthermore both companies offer more than 100 years of
experience and tradition and stand for innovative products as
well as high standards in quality and service.

We share a common track record of
innovating. After all, Sixt is the first
car hire company that has included
electric vehicles in its fleet. And Opel
is the first European car maker that
offers an electric car, the Ampera,
which is suitable for everyday use.
I am delighted that the bestselling
electric “Car of the Year 2012” has
recently been made available for hire
to Sixt customers. In that sense, they
too will now have the opportunity to
gain first-hand experience of tomorrow’s technology.
Of course, anniversaries create common ground. Ever since Sixt was
founded in 1912, we have shared a
passion for cars. When Adam Opel
started his company in 1862, he did
so by making sewing machines and
bicycles. In 1899, the first Opel car,
the “Lutzmann patent vehicle” was
built. Sixt is celebrating its 100th
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Dr. Thomas Sedran
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD,
ADAM OPEL AG

anniversary this year and we at Opel
are marking our 150th birthday. Our
companies both have a long tradition
and both have a longstanding and
close relationship.
We cordially congratulate Sixt on the
occasion of its 100th anniversary and
send our best wishes to the entire
company, including its staff.
Yours,
Dr. Thomas Sedran
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Karsten Engel
PRESIDENT & CEO, BMW GROUP REGION CHINA

Jeffrey L. Scott
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
ASTON MARTIN LAGONDA OF EUROPE

Dear Reader,
This is a special year for Aston Martin as we celebrate our 100 year birthday
anniversary. Together with SIXT we are honouring this special occasion
in our history by touching more enthusiasts of the British brand than ever
before.

One hundred years of Sixt car rentals
represents an impressive chapter in
the history of mobility. To me this
company is one of the most progressive service providers of its kind in the
world. So it’s little surprise that we
have enjoyed such a lively partnership
with Sixt AG over many years, one
characterized by trust and team spirit.
This is where the Spirit of Mobility meets Sheer Driving Pleasure for
the benefit of our mutual customers.
This long collaboration has exhibited
a particular dynamic consisting of
enormous professionalism coupled
with fast implementation and quick
success. That is how we have always
managed to launch new services so

Our placement with Sixt as a worldwide supplier of mobility services, positions Aston Martin at the top tier of their exclusive selection, SIXT Luxury
Cars. Sharing similar philosophies such as their non-surpassed quality of
services and attention to detail, our unique cooperation drives the thrill of
our “Power, Beauty and Soul” further than ever before.
This is also a great year for Aston Martin and Sixt, as we have now both
entered into our second centenary which deserves a special congratulations.
Aston Martin in particular, has done so with a hand-crafted model range
that is the widest it has ever been, offering something for every exclusive and
discerning taste.
The SIXT company led by Erich and Regine Sixt, has through their passion,
created a respected and honoured name that we trust to reliably present such
unique and exclusive driving experiences.
I am enthused by the new paths that open before us, and I trust that Aston
Martin together with SIXT will make every trip a memorable experience.
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quickly together which are in our mutual interest. Our latest collaboration
demonstrates this remarkably: in just
nine months we established DriveNow
in Munich, Berlin and Dusseldorf, an
urban car-sharing brand which quickly
took the lead among rental drivers.
We joined forces to put our combined
strength onto the road and delight
our customers. Around 17,000 people
currently use DriveNow, a success
which is a product of extraordinary
teamwork shaped in particular by
the personalities of Erich and Regine
Sixt. Courageously, sometimes provocatively, they have grabbed people’s
attention. Erich and Regine Sixt have
also written cultural history with their
remarkable advertising. I would like to
wish the company and the Sixt family
all the best, and congratulate them
most warmly on their 100th anniversary. I look forward to continuing our
exciting collaboration into the future
of individual mobility.
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Bernard Kuhnt

cheeky advertising messages which
have brought this company and the
family who own it to the hearts and
minds of people.

DIRECTOR EUROPEAN OPERATIONS,
JAGUAR CARS LIMITED

Jaguar shares with Sixt the
spirit of respecting the own
heritage while looking forward and continue to write
the company‘s history with
enlightened innovations. We
appreciate Sixt as a strong
brand with outstanding marketing initiatives which clearly
stand-out and call attention.
Therefore Sixt was our first choice to accompany Jaguar
during the launch of the all-new Jaguar XJ in Germany.
With the objective to increase the awareness and generate
familiarity for the all-new Jaguar XJ Sixt is bringing our
new flagship in touch with demanding business travelers
who savour a new driving experience and have a fresh look
on Jaguar. We wish Sixt all the best for many successful
years to come.

Stefan Klemm
FOUNDER,
THE ENTREPRENEURS CLUB

Sevilay Gökkaya
DIRECTOR MARKETING & PR, CITROËN GERMANY

We are proud of our partnership with
Sixt as this is much more than just
normal rent-a-car 
business. Besides
joint advertising we are also looking forward to the cooperation in
Citroen‘s new mobility-project „Multicity“. In addition to that we
also like to give honorable mention to the charitiy activities of Sixt,
we are happy to contribute to this commitment with common activities and looking forward to future common projects.
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Congratulations to the Sixt company on its 100th Birthday!
And congratulations to Erich and
Regine Sixt, who together with
their highly motivated employees
have turned a regional car rental
company into a global player. I
know of hardly any entrepreneurial success stories that have been
marked by so much innovation,
determination and some hint of
chutzpah as that of the current
Sixt AG. Think of the IPO of this
classic family business, think of
their lightning-fast growth in international markets, and their slightly

You can certainly say that after the
Internet, e-mail and mobile phones,
the form of car rental offered by
Sixt is one of the most indispensable achievements of the modern
business world. I can still remember
my first Sixt rental car, but not my
hundredth - and now I am one of
those customers who doesn‘t even
own a car any more. Recently, Sixt
even ousted the taxi as my method
of arriving at my local airport –
these days I will get into the „Drive
Now“ car or into the „My Driver“
limousine - and at my arrival airport, I will pick up the rental car I
booked using my smart phone and
drive to meet my clients.
The fourth generation of the „Sixt
Family“ has proved throughout the
company that it is willing to take
responsibility. Alexander and Konstantin bring modern technologies
and new ideas in order to sustain,
expand and continue their fast pace
at the international level. Even the
succession of generations, one of
the biggest challenges for a growing
family business, seems not to be a
problem, but merely an assignment
for this successful company.
Good luck for the next 100 years!
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Christoph
von Tschirschnitz
VICE PRESIDENT FLEET, CORPORATE
AND DIRECT SALES, BMW GROUP

Sandro Binelli
100 years of Sixt car rentals, 100 years of
Sixt customer service, and 100 years of
Sixt success.
In its 100th year, the company Sixt is
better off than ever before.
Turnover, profits, customer satisfaction, brand strength, and international
presence in important markets are at an
historic all-time high. Sixt proves it –
tradition, experience, concentrating on
the important things, and entrepreneurial future orientation lead to outstanding
results.
The company Sixt shows: origins determine the future, in the best sense.
The BMW Group – worldwide the
number one premium automobile manufacturer – is very proud to have been a
strategic supplier of Sixt for many years
now in the rental of premium automobiles in a large number of countries and
to have the opportunity of accompanying and observing this success at close
proximity.

From this perspective and nearness,
the success factors of 100 years of Sixt
become clear to us:
• Erich Sixt and his strong and efficient
management team;
• innovative and bold marketing as well
as streamlined brand leadership through
Regine Sixt, her team, and the agency
Jung-von-Matt;
• consistent customer orientation and
concentrating on offers that provide
genuine customer benefits;
• excellent managerial leadership and
innovative financing of capital-intensive
business operations;
• and, last but not least, passionate and
competent Sixt employees and franchise
partners around the world.
Celebrate 100 years of Sixt: honoring
what has been achieved while keeping a
firm eye on the future.
The success of the upcoming years is
happening now – with the strength of
100 years of experience. Entrepreneurial
boldness, constant innovation, quick
decision-making, and foresight are the
important Sixt attributes – and those

of BMW as well. On the basis of these
fundamental values, both companies also
started up their innovative car-sharing offer DriveNow as a joint venture, not only
setting new standards in the car-sharing
market in three German cities, but also
quickly gaining more than 10,000 new
customers – becoming the number one
position in this market segment for individual and innovative mobility in a very
short time.

PRESIDENT, MAC GROUP

For five years in a row we had the chance to have Sixt as a partner at the
Mille M
 iglia.
Hundreds of famous champions and unknown heroes have raced in the
Freccia Rossa, helping to write important pages in the history of motor racing, sport and traditions of our country. We were fully aware of this and we
worked to ensure the Mille Miglia continued to remain as faithful as possible to its traditions and history.
However, while still maintaining the race’s identity, we intended to improve
on any features to enhance quality, image and overall satisfaction for those
taking part both on and off the rally. That’s why a high-level collaboration
as the one with Sixt was of primary importance for us.

In the car rental industry, we will be continuing our recently extended long-term
supplier partnership internationally with
premium BMW and MINI automobiles.
We look forward to many more successful years with SIXT.

It has been a wonderful and successful partnership and we really can affirm
we covered a long distance together. I’m really happy and honored to greet
SIxt for its Centenary and I would like to point out how both Sixt and Mille
Miglia share a long history but in the meantime are focused on a brilliant
future. Both too are recognized internationally as an example of true excellence.

We congratulate the entire Sixt team
in Munich and the 105 Sixt markets on
their anniversary and wish them continued success for the future!
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I personally want to thank Regine, Erich, Alexander, Konstantin: the Sixt
family became in all these years an important and irreplaceable presence
along the Mille Miglia roads, showing a real passion and enthusiasm and
I’m sure that these skills, among others, contributed to confirm the Sixt
Brand as a world leader.
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Dr. Karsten Benz
CCO, AUSTRIAN AIRLINES

Heartfelt congratulations from Austrian Airlines!
Austrian Airlines congratulates Sixt on its 100th
anniversary! Especially in times of economic turbulence and volatility traditions and continuity are
key values of winning companies. In other words,
“wisdom” not only applies to elderly people, but
also to traditional corporations. These organizations are sound because they are built on solid
structures. They know what is really important,
they count loyal customers and long-standing
partners who support them and they know how to
make long-lasting investments. However, excellent
firms still stay flexible and innovative despite their
heritage.

Christoph Franz
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA AG

Happy Birthday – Happy 100!

This is exactly what characterises a company like
Sixt: being innovative combined with a wealth of
experience. From my point of view as an airliner
Sixt is one of those first-rate companies that has
managed to position themselves very distinctively
in the highly competitive car rental market: Sixt
is young, trendy, hip and rents out modern cars to
ambitious clients. It is a great surprise to learn that
Sixt is already 100 years old.

Congratulations from the Lufthansa family
to the Sixt family. It is a great pleasure
sending our best wishes on this remarkable
anniversary. From a small family business to
a global player supplying high quality mobility solutions with a wide range of products
and the best of service – the development
of the Sixt company is a great success story.
On behalf of all our employees at Lufthansa
I send my greetings and highest

Austrian Airlines and I wish Sixt a safe journey
through the next 100 years of corporate history.
Customers and employees of Sixt both know that
with Austrian Airlines they will continue to have
a reliable partner who is always at their service,
particularly when they want to ‘take off’.
A cordial “Servus” from Vienna!
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respect to Mr. and Mrs. Sixt and all employees of the Sixt Group for their accomplishments.
At Lufthansa we are proud of our long
lasting and trustful partnership with Sixt.
Both our companies share a passion for
safety and reliability, quality and service
orientation and we are looking forward to
continuing our partnership for many more
years to come.
All the best and happy anniversary!
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Thierry Antinori
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
PASSENGER SALES, EMIRATES

A family company in its fourth
generation that has developed into
one of Germany’s flagship brands
and can look back on its 100 years
of existence certainly deserves
some recognition. But Sixt is not
only Germany’s number one rental
car company, but rather it has long
been a global company and one of
the leading mobility service providers throughout the world.
Over the past 100 years, Sixt has
not only witnessed two world wars,
inflation and currency reforms as
well as political and social upheaval
in Germany and Europe, but has
also always confronted economical
and technological challenges with
success. The Sixt brand stands for
exemplary innovative drive, but
above all for entrepreneurial courage in every respect – a virtue that
unfortunately is often not shown
the level of appreciation it deserves.

By contrast, at just over 27 years of
age the Emirates airline is a young
company. Our international route
network comprises 126 destinations; Sixt operates 3,500 branches
throughout the world. Both companies, however, combine a consistent
customer focus, continual investments in the future as well as the
aspiration as a global brand to have
a presence on the most important
markets throughout the world.
Ten years ago our partnership in
Germany began with the Emirates
Chauffeur Service. Currently we
are successfully operating together
in many other European countries.
The Emirates Chauffeur Service
is an integral component of the
service experience of our First and
Business Class passengers. The
cooperation with Sixt underscores
our quality pledge to our customers. In addition, since 2002 we have

been working together globally as
part of our frequent flyer program,
Skywards.

Dr. Rüdiger Grube

Regine and Erich Sixt have contributed to the economic success of the
company in a sustainable manner. I
have known them both personally –
as well as their sons Alexander and
Konstantin – for years and really
appreciate the family’s tireless dedication to the Sixt brand as well as
their social commitment on behalf
of the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation.

100 years of Sixt – 177 years of rail
in Germany

On the occasion of the company’s
100th anniversary, I congratulate
Sixt on behalf of Emirates and
wish both the management as well
as the employees continued satisfaction in their jobs and much
success for the future.

CEO AND CHAIRMAN OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD, DEUTSCHE BAHN AG

As the CEO of Deutsche Bahn,
when I congratulate a car rental
agency, I am congratulating a
competitor. After all, part of my
mission is to convince your customers to switch to our products.
But we all know that competition
stimulates business, and both of
our companies share a common
goal: to get people moving.
I’m not congratulating just any car
rental agency. I’m congratulating
Sixt, the most successful car rental
agency in Germany and one of
the leading agencies in the world.
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Together we stand for high-quality
mobility services from Germany for
Germany, Europe and the world.
Moreover, I would be a hypocrite
if I were to pretend that everything
needed to be done by rail. The
future of modern mobility lies in
finding smart ways to link modes
of transportation, not pitting rail
against road or road against rail.
Every mode of transportation has
its advantages. Even we have added
rental cars to our services, in order
to offer integrated mobility chains
to our customers.
But our companies have much more
in common. Sixt is a household

name, as is Deutsche Bahn. Almost everyone has traveled using a
Deutsche Bahn product and almost
everyone who has rented a car has
rented one from Sixt. Both companies offer products and brands you
can count on.
I would therefore like to extend my
heartfelt congratulations on this
impressive anniversary. And even
if you won’t be able to catch up
with Deutsche Bahn in the history
books, I hope that the next 100
years of Sixt are just as successful.

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!

Dr. Trevor Carmichael
PRESIDENT, BARBADOS MUSEUM & HISTORICAL SOCIETY

The novelist E.M. Forster in the novel “A Room
with a View” suggests that life is like a public
performance on the violin, in which you must learn
the instrument as you go along. As we celebrate the
100th Anniversary of the Sixt global enterprise, we
are able to reflect on how well it has played its violin
over those years. It has carefully chosen the type
of music to play, when to perform that music, and
also the company in which to expose those musical
performances.

HH Ahmed Bin Saeed Al-Maktoum

Chairman and CEO Emirates, member of the Royal Family
of D
 ubai, with Regine Sixt.

The repertoire has been diverse. For the global
Sixt business enterprise has transcended business
and ventured sincerely and stridently in the area of
charitable giving within a philanthropic provenance.
It has not restricted its’ violin to the waltzes of
Europe but has also embraced the Cuban inspired
boleros of South America; and furthermore, it has
not neglected the soukous salsa, calypso and reggae
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of places sometime smaller, but no less important as
business centres and charitable recipients.
An anniversary is often a time for quiet sober
reflection and careful planning; for the former
generally informs and influences the latter. I am
sure that future years will result in more music from
the Sixt violin, played even more passionately, and
featured even more prominently in a wider range
and variety of environments. Thomas Beecham, the
English conductor while in New York during 1950
stated that: “Good Music is that which penetrates
the ear with facility and quits the memory with
difficulty.” Let us never forget the Sixt violin.

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!
Joachim Hunold
FOUNDER AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, AIR BERLIN

Although the partnership between Sixt and
Air Berlin has only existed since 2005, even in
this brief period of time we have experienced
how strong a partner we have at our side.
Sixt, like Air Berlin, has accomplished a real
success story. From a small business managed
by one person to a successful provider of hire
cars that is well-known far beyond the borders of Germany.

Shawn McGhee
MANAGER, PARTNERSHIP MARKETING,
US AIRWAYS DIVIDEND MILES, UNITED AIRLINES

US Airways is proud to partner with Sixt. While our
partnership is still very young, it is growing every year
and represents an important and strategic partnership
for US Airways as we continue to
expand across Europe. Sixt continues to impress our members
with their extensive fleet of premium and high-end vehicles and
superb customer service. US Airways looks forward to working
together with Sixt for many more
years to come.

Such parallels unite. Despite its present size,
Sixt is still able to implement exciting campaigns together with us flexibly, promptly and in an unconventional way. Thanks to the interesting prices from Sixt, we are able to
submit individually tailored and reasonably priced offers to our
customers. In addition to the outstanding partnership, we would
like to emphasise the involvement of Regine Sixt with her foundation „drying little tears“.
Every successful business should make a contribution in social
projects. In this regard, Air Berlin supports Mrs Sixt with flights.
We congratulate the company Sixt, Mr and Mrs Sixt and all employees on the company’s anniversary and show our respect to
them for their work. We extend our thanks for the excellent working relationship.
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100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!
Dr. Mathias Döpfner
CEO AND CHAIRMAN, AXEL SPRINGER AG

When I first met Erich Sixt about 20
years ago, it was upon invitation of
Gerd Schulte-Hillen (then CEO of
Gruner+Jahr) who wanted to present a
full-fledged entrepreneur to his crew of
young managers. With great antcipation,
a dozen dressed-up twentysomethings
waited for Erich Sixt’s appearance. When
he entered the room, he greeted with a
simple ”Grüß Gott!”. First question:
”Mr. Sixt, what ist he strategy of your
company?” Erich Sixt did not hesitate:
“The total destruction of all compe-

Prof. Dr. Hubert Burda
PUBLISHER, BURDA MEDIA

Dear Ms. Sixt, dear Regine,
One hundred years of SIXT. That
is not just an anniversary. It is much
more a story of innovative strength,
tradition and closeness to customers.
The company is not much younger
than the important invention of the
automobile itself. Sixt started in
1912 as a small haulage contractor
with seven vehicles and grew to maturity during the following decades
together with the automobile. In
its third generation, Erich and
Regine Sixt took over the familyrun company with roughly 200
vehicles and, with energy, creativity
and foresight, expanded it into a
large international mobility service
provider. Companies and businesspeople such as them form the
backbone of the German economy
and are a perfect example of what
has made our country great.

The biggest challenge a company has to face is to successfully
operate in dynamically changing
markets and to establish themselves
in a future-proof manner. Sixt has
always reacted in a timely manner to these challenges. Erich Sixt
tapped into new business areas,
promoted internationalization and
brought the company to the stock
market. The times of digital upheaval were also recognized early and
successfully taken advantage of.
How things stand: 2011 was one
of the most successful in company
history. And sights are set on the
goal of becoming the number 1 in
Europe in just a few years.

tising campaigns in recent decades,
the brand is charged with emotion.
Sixt is no longer just a “car rental
service”. Sixt is a way of life!
Here’s wishing Erich and Regine
Sixt a continuation of this successful development in the coming
years and that they maintain their
commitment and passion for their
company. We can all learn a lot
from this company.
I congratulate you heartily on your
100th anniversary.

In addition to the far-sighted
strategic decisions made, Sixt has
also gained a further competitive
edge for itself: the closeness to
customers. The company’s service,
marketing and brand management
are unrivaled. Due to one of the
most creative and successful adver182
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titors.” The budding managers were
amazed. Sixt accomnplished three
things: First, he cracked an excellent
joke. S econd, he subjected the usual
consultants’ wisdom to irony. Third, he
proved his absolute drive for success, the
directness of a true entrepreneur. I found
this very inspiring.
20 years later, the competitors are not yet
distroyed. But Erich Sixt has made some
progress. I wish him best of luck with all
his future endeavours.

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!
Dr. Dirk Ippen
PUBLISHER, MÜNCHNER MERKUR / TZ

One hundred years ago was the last
year in the life of Prince Regent
Luitpold of Bavaria, shortly before
the beginning of the First World War,
when Germany was ruled by a Kaiser
who is reported to have said: “I don’t
think much of the automobile, I
believe in horses!” Not all of his subjects, however, shared that view.
One of them who knew better and
also did better was Martin Sixt, who
in 1912 founded the company Sixt
Autofahrten und Selbstfahrer. It was
the first step in a success story which
the founder could scarcely have envisaged even in his wildest dreams.
Corporate biographers tend to accentuate those strokes of genius that lie
at the inception, easily overlooking
the many interim stages and setbacks
that have to be passed through for a
new business even to survive. Sixt’s
existence today as a large globally
networked business is thanks not
just to the brilliant idea of placing
everything on the automobile as
the vehicle of the future. It has been
the work of three generations of
entrepreneurs and their employees
which over and over again brought
the company back from the brink
and up to new heights. In 1945, when
everything was over, business began
again with a single Mercedes 230
Landaulet as a chauffeured limousine. The next major step was to
found the rent-a-car company “Auto
Sixt” in 1951, and then in the 1960s
to open the first airport branches in
Frankfurt and Munich.
So it was that the company grew
steadily as Germany recovered – but

coming to work and who make the
success of the company part of their
lives.

still within regional limits. It was not
until the third generation of family
ownership under Erich Sixt, today’s
Chief Executive, that Sixt AG succeeded in completely shedding the skin
of a regional enterprise.
It has been Erich and Regine Sixt
who, over the past 40 years, have succeeded in growing the company into
a global business.
Could it be that family-owned businesses are at an advantage when it
comes to growth, sustainability, and
looking into the future? That depends, it has to be said: after all, the
only thing that inspires awe in many
old family companies is the pictures
of the founders staring down sagely
from the conference room wall. But
if a family has the good fortune of
finding a genuinely entrepreneurial
couple in its third generation as Sixt
has, then that company certainly is
superior to a joint stock company
run by outsiders, because it sees
things long term.
Building up and developing a large
business is never a one-man show.
Long-term growth is not possible
unless those at the head join forces
with a team of employees who enjoy

After becoming a joint stock company, Sixt AG grew beyond the bounds
of a “normal” family business. Yet
the spirit of the early years remained.
It is this which allows us to hope for
continued good fortune, especially
since two sons of the fourth generation of the Sixt family are not only on
the starting blocks but already deeply
involved in opening up new areas of
business themselves.
We could therefore say that this
100th anniversary is in itself a piece
of good fortune – for the family, for
the many people who work at all
the different levels of the company,
and for customers large and small
whose lives are made easier by the
company’s diverse mobility services.
Our liberal entrepreneurial form of
economy is not a zero-sum game,
it is a dynamic process of discovery.
Doing business in freedom does not
mean adding up everything that is already there, it means multiplying and
creating new things which previous
generations would not have imagined
in their wildest dreams.
So it is that Sixt looks not only back
on its 100 year past in gratitude and
pride, but also forward into a future
in which the company continues to
grow and blossom in its responsibility towards a society which creates
prosperity through the discovery
process of free competition.
Congratulations!
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Liz Mohn
MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD, BERTELSMANN SE & CO. KGaA
AND BOARD MEMBER, BERTELSMANN FOUNDATION

Dear Reader,
SIXT is celebrating an anniversary. And this is not just
any occasion, but the centenary of the company. It is a
special birthday that is also a gift in itself: after a resounding success, there are now 200,000 rental cars around
the world at 3,500 stations.
Erich and Regine Sixt could retire now that the company
is 100 years old. They have made SIXT what it is today:
a world-class car hire company. But anyone who knows
the married couple will also know that they are passionate about business. For Erich, working 16 hours a day is
more the rule than the exception, and Regine shows no
less enthusiasm for her job.
Such fervent passion has its reward – from customers,
staff and business partners, all of whom contribute to
the company’s progress. Everyone knows that they have
a good deal: customers receive a fair price for a good car,
employees are rewarded for their success, and business
185

partners know that they can put their trust in Erich Sixt.
This has made the SIXT brand a world-class company –
and one with spirit. It is this recipe for success that Erich
and Regine Sixt will use to set the course of the company
looking ahead to the next 100 years. A century that will
bear the name of SIXT.
I wish all of you, my dear Erich and Regine and all my
colleagues at SIXT, another century of success!
Congratulations!
Liz Mohn

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!
Dr. Hans H. Hamer
PUBLISHING AND MANAGING DIRECTOR AUTO BILD,
SPORT BILD & COMPUTER BILD, AXEL SPRINGER AG

SIXT is one of the strongest and best-known
brands, not only in the german market. As far
as advertising is concerned, SIXT has revealed
an unrivalled spirit of creativity throughout the
years: the companies’ campaigns are always
unique, however, recognizable and inspired
by a sense of humour: To me, SIXT is one of
the leading companies when it comes to using
current headlines and personalities and finding
a genuine way of saying things. And the very
unique CI of SIXT is a real masterpiece and
benchmark for all marketing experts.
In 2009 we successfully established a joint
venture with SIXT eVentures: autohaus24.de,
an online-marketplace for new cars. From the
very beginning, our partnership with SIXT
has been characterised by entrepreneurship on
every level, a high cooperative atmosphere and
a strong will to “get things done” on both sides.
We are looking forward to taking together the
next level in this young area of business.”

Kai Diekmann
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, BILD

SIXT. Four letters that are
celebrating their 100th birthday
this year. Four letters that I would
like to congratulate on this special
anniversary. Not because I feel
obligated, because that is certainly not a criterion for the Editor-inChief of BILD, but because more
things unite BILD and SIXT than
just the four letters in their names:
a major anniversary in the year
2012 and two impressive success
stories. In 1912, Martin Sixt
founded a company that is still
in family ownership today. What
started out with three vehicles has
become Germany’s number one
car rental service 100 years later.
A triumph that was to be repeated
by a daily paper: the first BILD
was published on June 24, 1952.
What shot out of the ground with
ten editors and two secretaries is
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now, just a few months before
our 60th birthday, the biggest
newspaper in Europe.
But there is yet another thing we
have in common, and I am happy
to admit that it’s my favorite:
BILD and SIXT are strong brands

that are not afraid of making
waves. Your advertising slogans
become just as engrained in our
memories as our BILD headlines.
This is how it should be – and for
the next 100 years too!

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!
Dear Sixt Family,
It is with great pleasure that I congratulate you on the 100th anniversary of
the founding of your company.
Great companies are made and great
entrepreneurs are born when rules are
broken. You have proven yourselves
over and over to be the masters of the
art of rule breaking.
1. You have broken the ‘generation
rule’. The first generation creates the
company, the second one helps it grow,
and the third destroys it – says the rule
for family-owned businesses. Erich
and Regine are the third generation of
the Sixt family in the business, and it
is they who have turned the local car
rental company from Munich into the
international top-of-the-class player
that exists today. The fourth generation, Alexander and Konstantin, are
currently busy adding a full-grown
car-sharing and digital business to the
empire.
2. You have broken the ‘car rental is a
commodity business’ rule. Before Sixt
turned car renting into an exciting
brand experience, renting a car was
mostly a dull exercise with average
cars and below-average service.
Today, your customers look forward
to the ‘orange and black experience’
of renting a car at one of your 1,852
stations. Everything is coherent and
perfected down to the last detail: the
advertising is bold and entertaining,
the message is to the point, the service
is impeccable, and the cars are clean
and almost always brand new.

Christoph Walther
CEO, CNC – COMMUNICATIONS & NETWORK CONSULTING AG

The Sixt success story, or: moving
forward needs nativity.

Dr. Andreas Wiele
MEMBER OF THE BOARD, AXEL SPRINGER AG

Sixt is an example of a true success story.
Within the period of one hundred years,
the company has gone from a local
Munich taxi service to a global mobility
provider. What a corporate achievement!
The combination of dedicated leadership and uncompromising customer focus is what has made Sixt so strong, and
this is what deserves to be celebrated.
For that reason, I would like to offer my
heartfelt congratulations and recognition
on the occasion of the company’s 100th
anniversary. I would also like to congratulate the family and all employees who
contribute to Sixt’s success each and
every day.

3. Last but not least, you have broken the ‘entrepreneurs must be coldblooded egotists’ rule. You are the
most warm-hearted and sharing entrepreneurial family that I know, and
this is just as key to your success as the
other rules broken.
It is certainly no coincidence that we
at Axel Springer are also celebrating a
100th anniversary this year – the 100th
birthday of our late founder, Axel
Springer, who was also a true rulebreaker.

But there have also been difficult times,
of course. The global economic crisis,
war years, and oil price shocks have
all left their mark on the company. But
Sixt wouldn’t be Sixt if it wouldn’t have
held its ground during those challenging

My dear members of the Sixt family,
congratulations, and please, keep breaking the rules!
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times. The motto has been never to take
no for an answer. The family has always
seized the opportunities to be found in
times of crisis and has actively shaped
the change it has undergone: whether
it be the use of the first radio taxis in
Europe, the first vehicle leasing program
in Germany, the first online car rental
company, or rental car booking via
iPhone, Sixt has always remained true to
its aspirations to be at the forefront of
molding the future of mobility services
and has exceeded all expectations.
But Sixt also boasts an exemplary German entrepreneurial history. Following
the principles of social market economy,
the Sixt family thinks beyond day-to-day
life and serves as a model of how to combine family, employees, companies, and
society. That is its foundation for success.
The Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation, which has been unyielding in its
entrepreneurial efforts to create humane
living conditions for children for over ten
years, is a symbol for the mentality and

efforts lived at Sixt. Those efforts have
made the impossible possible. And for
that, I extend my most sincere respect!
I am confident beyond a shadow of a
doubt that the global expansion trend
and Sixt’s success story will continue
unabatedly, for individuals will continue
to have a desire for individual, sustainability mobility; it has become one of our
basic needs. For that reason, innovative
service concepts such as DriveNow or
Autohaus 24 will continue to be firmly
anchored in our society and the world in
the decades to come.
Like the car itself, automotive services
are undergoing a period of change. Sixt
is not only an active part of that transition through its Spirit of Mobility, but is
also significantly shaping that evolution.
Sixt will continue to move forward at
full speed for the next 100 years. Happy
anniversary!

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!

Prof. Klaus Schwab

Olivier Harnisch

FOUNDER AND EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, THE REZIDOR HOTEL GROUP

Happy birthday!

100 Years of SIXT!

When a company turns 100 years old in today’s rapidly changing times, it is
indeed a notable event. When this same company simultaneously exudes great
youthfulness and modernity, it is worthy of one’s full admiration. Unlike many
large companies, Sixt sets itself apart by coupling tradition with an unabated
entrepreneurial spirit, unceasingly geared towards innovation.

Best wishes for your anniversary and thank you for the
outstanding collaboration!
Sixt and Rezidor have been partners for many years and will
continue to be so in the future. Both companies complement each other in great ways, providing an excellent travel
experience in numerous countries in and outside Europe.

What is most surprising to me is that, despite its success, Sixt has always resisted
complacency thanks to its consistent focus – from all divisions and employees –
on serving the customer. I am proud that Sixt is one of our Member companies,
and wish the company and its employees continued success in the future.

With Sixt, we have a reliable and competent partner who
exceeds the needs of our hotel guests.
We look forward to many more successful years together!
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100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!
Petra Hedorfer
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DEUTSCHE ZENTRALE FÜR TOURISMUS

The German National Tourist Board (GNTB) and Sixt have been close partners for many years.
Bavarian-based Sixt became a member of the GNTB in 1994 and has been firmly enshrined in its
marketing mix ever since. The characteristic black and orange corporate colours of Sixt are often
a dominant feature of GNTB trade fair stands and at other events and promotional activities of
the GNTB around the world. One of the most impressive occasions was the opening ceremony of
the 2005 ITB, the world‘s biggest travel fair, when Germany featured as the official partner country in the run-up to the World Cup and Sixt took centre stage. Historically, Germany has had a
strong reputation around the world for developing and making cars. Today it is the attractiveness
of a country as a travel destination that defines its image. With this in mind, Sixt International
is forging a number of links through its global sales and marketing network – often undertaken
as joint activities with the GNTB‘s foreign representative offices. Its product represents excellent
service and customer focus in “Destination Germany”. The Sixt fleet is proof of the recognised
quality of German engineering.
Sixt thus acts as an ambassador for Germany in a
variety of ways and its alliance with the GNTB is a
great example of private-public partnership.

Thomas Nau
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS SERVICES
EUROPE LTD.

There is no age-limit for a
good partnership!
Celebrating 100 years of
success and innovation, and
still the most important attribute is “Forever Young”!
What is the success of an
enterprise that started 100
years ago with seven cars
in Munich and is now one
of the strongest brands
when it comes to car-rental
services? To stay young is
connected with a lot of
effort – and we at American Express know what we
are talking about with 160
years of experience.
SIXT is a wonderful example for the thesis that nobody talks about your age
when you are in the leading
position. Since we started

our co-operation with
SIXT we always felt that
we had the pleasure to
work with a partner who is
always going the extra mile
– leading the competition.
SIXT has re-defined the
framework for car rental,
no matter if you look at
advertising, design or client
service.
We are extremely proud
about our partnership in
many countries around the

globe, especially in Germany, and are looking forward
to extending this partnership for many years. Where
ever you go, we will be a
reliable partner for SIXT. It
is the attitude that counts.
The SIXT family stands for
this attitude that will keep
SIXT young – forever!
Congratulations on 100
years of unrivaled success
and thank you for a great
partnership – up for the
next 100 years!
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100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!

Simon Vincent

Alexandra Schörghuber

PRESIDENT EUROPE, HILTON WORLDWIDE

CHAIRWOMAN OF THE BOARD, Schörghuber Corporate Group

Hilton Worldwide congratulates Sixt on its 100 years
anniversary!

The 100 years of corporate history, that is
an impressive milestone the Schörghuber
Corporate Group has yet to reach. A family business ourselves, we recognize this
milestone as proof of continuity, commitment and, above all, outstanding and
truly enterprising entrepreneurship.

Martin Sixt and Conrad Hilton started their businesses
around the same time and both developed to global
companies. We are proud of this very successful partnership
and would like to thank Sixt for the loyalty, the reliability
and the great service they provide for our guests and teams
alike.
We look forward to many more successful years!

Who would have thought that the Sixt
Company, which was founded in 1912
with a fleet of just three vehicles, would
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once become an international corporation
counting 3.262 employees?
As partner of Sixt, and having been
so for many decades, the Schörghuber
Corporate Group is proud of being part
of this corporate history.

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!
Reto Wittwer
PRESIDENT &
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
KEMPINSKI

Oliver Bonke
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT SALES & MARKETING, 
STARWOOD HOTELS & RESORTS – EUROPE,
AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST

Congratulations on 100 years of success! For over two
decades, Sixt has been a
partner of Starwood Hotels
& Resorts. This alliance is
based on a mutual history of
innovation, shared commitment to excellence
and outstanding customer service.

Dear Ms. Sixt,
The partnership between Kempinski Hotels and Sixt is cherished by
our brand – and what better time
to highlight it than on this special
occasion, as Sixt celebrates 100
years of existence.
A centenary is a great accomplishment – as so many things can
happen in 100 years. And much like
a person of the same age, it is fair
to say that a business which has
achieved this respectable anniversa-

ry has seen everything – from tough
times to great successes.
A business partnership that is
forged is a lot like a promise of
friendship. In this day and age, of
“business as usual” and fast-paced
change, it is a pleasure to say that
our relationship with Sixt as a preferred worldwide car and limousine
rental company for Kempinski goes
back more than a decade.

Like Starwood, Sixt has grown at a dynamic
pace to become a benchmark in the travel
industry. Being associated with a strong
brand like Sixt has generated a spin-off value
to Starwood’s lifestyle brands. Not only do
we value Sixt as a strategic business partner,
but have become friends over time – and we
look forward to continuing our long-lasting
relationship for many more years to come.
Once again, congratulations on this milestone
anniversary!

companies which share its values
and its commitment to excellence
and quality, and we are proud of
our partnership with Sixt!
We congratulate Sixt on 100 years
of professional service and wish it
many more years of success!

As a luxury service provider, Kempinski appreciates partnerships with
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100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Greetings!

Prof. Dr.
Martin Plendl
CEO, DELOITTE GMBH

Sixt has reached the impressive age of 100 and
yet remains very young in
image and thought. In any
case, the age of a company is not a liability, but
rather a distinguishing characteristic of its success – it bears witness to experience, a global
reputation, long-lasting innovative drive and
reliability. One hundred years of commercial
success speak for a solid concept and a sustainable structure, but above all, they speak for the
positive spirit that prevails within the company.
Sustainable success is only possible if executives and employees passionately champion it in
equal measure – and Sixt has managed to so for
generations.

Fred Hürst
GENERAL MANAGER, GRAND HYATT BERLIN,
AREA VICE PRESIDENT, HYATT CENTRAL EUROPE

Dear Ms. Sixt,
Congratulations on this impressive anniversary!
For more than two decades, Sixt and Hyatt
have maintained a friendly and successful
business relationship with an excellent contact
person.

One hundred years after its foundation, Sixt
AG is presenting itself in the best of lights. The
company combines the innovative drive of a
corporation spanning the world with the tradition of a family-based company. In 1912, Sixt
began as a car rental company with three vehicles. Today Sixt is a mobility service provider
operating throughout the world with a fleet of
160,000 vehicles. It has been the market leader
in Germany for many years and has always
been a pioneer: Sixt was the first car rental

I very clearly remember our first meeting with
you when you drove up to the Hyatt Regency in Cologne those many years
ago. I was instantly impressed by your can-do attitude, and since then Sixt has
been the only car rental company we have worked with in Germany.
Sixt is an excellent service provider, and we are proud to recommend this
service to our guests.
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company to operate in East Germany after the
wall fell, the first German company to begin a
leasing program for vehicles, the first German
car rental company with an Internet presence
and the first German car rental company to
offer rental car booking via the iPhone. And
just recently Sixt entered a new territory again:
It originated the first car sharing concept with
DriveNow, focusing on efficient premium vehicles. An impressive story of success.
As auditor, we know Sixt as a solid and healthy
company. As your customer, we appreciate your
focus on service and product quality. Over the
past hundred years, you have proven that you
are able to master any new challenge. You have
never lost sight of the company’s future at the
expense of short-term goals. On the occasion
of your anniversary, I would like to thank you
for the many years of pleasant and trusting collaboration, and wish Sixt AG much success for
the next hundred years.
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Greetings!

Carsten K. Rath
ENTREPRENEUR AND G
 RANDHOTELIER,
CKR-SERVICE-EXCELLENCE AKADEMIE

Thomas Willms

M

y beloved brand, SIXT! For
many decades the world‘s
leading market research
institute, Gallup, has surveyed customers
about their brand loyalty. Gallup uses 12
basic questions to find out how strong
customer loyalty is to a particular brand.
This culminates in the question, “Could
you imagine a life without the brand
xy?”

Now you might smile and argue, “Well,
I am not that loyal to any brand.” Of
course this is not about the threat of suicide. Instead, it‘s about true brand love
and devotedness, i.e. loyalty. Maybe you
have a favorite brand too, a favorite restaurant, or, like me, a favorite company:
SIXT!
And it really is hard for me to imagine
life without Sixt. Sixt inspires me as a
visionary company - Mallorca, USA,
mydriver, etc., to name only a few visions that have already become reality.
Sixt also inspires me again and again

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
REGIONAL DIRECTOR EAST & CENTRAL EUROPE
STARWOOD HOTELS & RESORTS

S

ixt celebrates its 100th anniversary
- congratulations on a centenary
of success! For more than 20 years
Sixt has been a partner of Starwood Hotels
& Resorts, an alliance based on a mutual
history of innovation, shared commitment
to excellence and outstanding customer
service. Likewise we remain as confident as
ever on demand for high-end global travel
and our ability to meet this demand through
our innovative lifestyle brands and global
presence. As wealth rises around the globe,
so does an appetite and desire for luxury and lifestyle in all
corners of the world.

as a service provider. At every point of
sale, the employees win me over with
their p
 oliteness, their professionalism
and their skill at addressing customers
in a way that is emotional because it is
individual. This creates a bond.
The brand, its management and the
Sixt family are congruent, committed
to getting the details right, and always
generous! Sixt is future-oriented and
consistent, brave and sexy all at the
same time!

In a more and more interconnected world travelers on either
business or leisure expect luxury everywhere, from Europe to
the Amazon, to China and India. Emerging economies continue to drive global tourism spending and deliver new global
travelers. Like Starwood, Sixt has grown at a dynamic pace

I love SIXT!
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to become a benchmark in the travel industry. Being associated with a strong brand like Sixt generates priceless spin-off
value to Starwood’s luxury and lifestyle brands. Not only do
we value Sixt as a strategic business partner, but have become
friends over time.
We look forward to continue our long-lasting relationship for
many more years to come. Once again, congratulations on
this milestone anniversary!

100 Years
of Sixt

Greetings!

25 Years

of Sixt International

Maxine McClean
MINISTER, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN TRADE, BARBADOS

On behalf of the Government and people
of Barbados I want to offer congratulations to Erich Sixt, Chairman of the Board
of Management of Sixt AG, Regine Sixt,
Alexander, Konstantin and the entire Sixt
family, as you celebrate 100 years of Sixt.
A century is indeed an exceptional land
mark. I am sure that the company which
spans four generations will continue
to demonstrate the innovativeness that
has characterised its operations over the
past century. Starting from very humble
beginnings, you company has
evolved into a formidable global
player in the rent a car business.
Sixt AG has weathered many
global political, economic,
social and even technological
storms. This was made possible by the existence of certain
constants, the commitment to
and demonstration of a set of
core values. Sixt has over its life
committed itself to its Customers and to excellence, while
ensuring that it stayed ahead
of the competition through the
application of state of the art
technology.
Your success cannot only be
attributed to your business acumen, but also to your personal
and corporate commitment
to philanthropy. Regine has
expended much time and energy
and indeed financial resources
to many charitable or voluntary
causes. As Barbados’ Honorary Consul in Bavaria and most
recently our Honorary Consul
General to Germany, Regine
has represented our interest for
many years.

Elisabeth Gürtler
HOTEL SACHER

Today family-owned
companies have
become a rarity. This makes SIXT’s celebration of
its 100th birthday all the more impressive.
Four generations have contributed to SIXT’s
current success and recognition throughout the
world.
I congratulate Erich and Regine Sixt and wish
them continued prosperity in the future. I am
convinced that the 5th generation will also carry
on their work successfully in the future.

The Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
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Foundation exemplifies good corporate
social responsibility. In Regine’s words
“in our more-than-ever before globalised
world, I feel that we must start taking
our share of responsibility. Nowadays,
companies, including SIXT, are expected
to do more than simply make a profit.”
The work of this Foundation continues
to transform the lives of thousands in
many corners of the world, in both developing and developed countries, from

Barbados to Israel and India to Malawi.
Children attend primary and secondary
schools, enjoy attractive play facilities
and receive medical attention in mobile
clinics run by “Doctors for developing
Countries”. Through these philanthropic
efforts, the Sixt family, immediate and
extended continues to chart a successful
path. I therefore want again to congratulate Sixt AG and wish you continued
success. It is my hope that in another 100
years there will be another celebration.

100 Years
of Sixt
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of Sixt International

Greetings!
Frank Riemensperger
CEO AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, ACCENTURE GMBH
AND EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE IN GERMANY

When anyone thinks about renting a car,
the name that automatically comes to
mind is Sixt. This fact alone explains how
successful the brand and Sixt as a company have been over the past 100 years
and continue to be today, and I have no
doubt whatsoever that this success story
will continue. Despite the anniversary, Sixt
does not seem to have aged, on the contrary: it still appears just as young, unabashed and dynamic as a startup. In
that sense the image of mobility and the product are truly a perfect fit. One
of the reasons behind that is that Sixt has always dared to break new ground
and tested boundaries, whether in the field of advertising or business. And
those are things that people remember. It is with great enjoyment that I recall
the advertisement featuring Angela Merkel back when she was chairwoman
of the CDU: you showed her with her hair standing on end and the punch
line: “Ready for a new hairdo? Rent a convertible!”

Udo E. Beckenbauer, MD
CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE MEDICINE – CARDIOLOGY,
GASTROENTEROLOGY, ORTHOPEDICS

Dear Sixt Family,
The Sixt gene is a gene for success! In the medical word,
genetic conditions are often something of a curse, but in the
case of your family, things are fortunately very different. Since
1912, the DNA of cars has filtered through the generations and
entered the genome of your kin. Time and again, there has
been evidence of the various genetic variations of an entrepreneurial mentality in the Sixt family: individuality, wanderlust,
an indefatigable character, and the spirit of business innovation. The combination of these genetic traits and brilliant
individual minds is the main strength of your successful family
enterprise.
The dynamic nature of the Sixt family history can be seen in
particular during the rise and fall from 1912 to 1945. Even
clearer is the strength of family unity. The first car rental
company went bust. A new beginning was financed by a coffee
shop business, and then Martin Sixt handed over the company to his son, Hans Sixt, before the cars were hidden to avoid

Sixt has always been a breath of fresh air and has significantly shaken up the
car rental industry. The fact that the company has made it to the top and is
now setting standards is no matter of coincidence. As our experience has
shown Sixt uses the same levers that are characteristic for the most successful
companies with the highest growth rates. That includes innovation through
the use of new technologies like vehicle rental via barcode or booking using
a smartphone app. It also involves expanding the business model – in your
specific case through leasing or the corporate credit card program. And it
means expansion into growth markets and unyielding customer focus.

losing everything under Hitler. We have repeatedly seen very
clever PR campaigns and catchy advertising in the history of
your company, but the most crucial elements are the seemingly
inexhaustible energy of the family business, your cohesion, and
constant reinvention. In this sense, it is not surprising that you
so frequently present new concepts, such as your successful
Internet business models and the DriveNow car sharing system
– a brainchild of your sons Alexander and Constantine, the
younger generation of Sixt. The people in your family embody
a spirit and philosophy of mobility.

For those reasons, it did not surprise me that Sixt was once again named
Germany’s best rental car company by the German Institute of Service
Quality and ntv coming first in the categories of service and terms. For that
reason – and, of course, on the occasion of your company’s anniversary – I
extend my warmest congratulations. I have a deep sense of appreciation for
the fact that we have such a strong partner on our side who guarantees the
mobility of our employees and I look forward to the continuation of our
c ollaboration.

I would like to express my sincere congratulations to everyone of your family, not only for your commercial success, but
rather for the incredible support each and every one of you has
given to the other members of your family. I wish the entire
company another 100 enjoyable years of success.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Udo Beckenbauer
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Börries von Notz
MANAGING DIRECTOR, JEWISH MUSEUM BERLIN FOUNDATION
& DEPUTY DIRECTOR

I would like to warmly congratulate Mrs. Regine Sixt and Mr. Erich
Sixt on this delightful and impressive, major anniversary. For me,
the extremely successful progress in
the company’s history is associated to
a great extent with
this prominent and
committed couple
that understands
how to innovatively
and expediently lead
the company in their
respective fields of
activity and, in doing
so, exudes great – and
familial – warmth.

Prof. Shlomo Mor-Yosef
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, THE ISRAEL NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH AND
THE DIRECTOR GENERAL, BITUACH LEUMI, NATIONAL INSURANCE INSTITUTE OF ISRAEL

Sixt is one of the leading companies
in its field in Israel, and the Hadassah Medical Center is among its many
satisfied customers. We are especially
impressed by the way the company
integrates philanthropic work in its
business activity.

My congratulations,
however, therefore
also apply to all committed family members in the company
and to the exceptional
employees of Sixt
AG – a company that
remains young despite is age. In my
view, these employees have taken
every opportunity to make things
easier for the customer to rent a car
and participate in innovative mobility concepts. This simplicity should
actually be a matter of course; however, it is often found lacking elsewhere. This is different at Sixt and
that’s why Sixt is so exceptional. And

Ruth Cheshin
INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT, THE JERUSALEM FOUNDATION

Dear Regine, I am very happy to
extend to you, a dear friend of the
Jerusalem Foundation, a warm
welcome to Israel. Disadvantaged
kindergarten children in Jerusalem
benefit from your kind support and
we wish you continued success and good deeds through
„Drying Little Tears“, the foundation you established to make
projects of this nature throughout the world become a reality.
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it is a great success that, in addition
to one hundred years of company
history, also deserves to be celebrated
on its own.
In addition to its everyday business,
Sixt AG also works to promote and
support numerous social and cultural institutions. I am therefore especially thankful for Sixt’s commitment
to the Jewish Museum of Berlin,
primarily in connection with the annual presentation of the awards for
understanding and tolerance, which
are given out as part of an evening
gala at the Jewish Museum of Berlin.
But we are also very much obliged
for the impressive support that goes
beyond that and the patronage that
is not directly bestowed to the Jewish
Museum of Berlin, and we share in
the joy of your great and outstanding 100 year anniversary. Because
without this commitment, many
things would not be possible and it
has contributed to making this world
better.
These reasons are all more than sufficient for an extensive celebration and
to take the opportunity to appreciate
the “Sixt Spirit” on its own account.
I wish all participants joy and happiness during the celebration.
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of Sixt International

Greetings!
Dr. Charlotte Knobloch
VICEPRESIDENT WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS (WJC) AND
FORMER PRESIDENT OF CENTRAL COUNCIL OF JEWS IN
GERMANY AND PRESIDENT OF JEWISH COMMUNITY MUNICH
AND UPPER BAVARIA

Dear Ms. Sixt, dear Regine,
The contradictory developments and escalation of the so-called Arab Spring, the
UN cause ‘Palestine 194’ and the recent
political conduct of Turkey has brought
Israel into the international spotlight several times in recent months. More than ever
before, the Jewish state needs real friends
who will stand by it and promote the interests and justified concerns of the people
in this country. For decades, you have been
a reliable and wonderful supporter of Israel. You have acted tirelessly as a builder
of bridges between this country and your
native Germany during the highly complex conflict
and you do not hesitate to protest against one-sided
and simplistic judgments when you feel it necessary
to do so.
‘Happiness is the one thing that doubles if you share
it’ (Albert Schweitzer). You know that you are in the
happy situation of being able to share – and you do
not hesitate to do so. With your generous humanitarian projects, you have helped countless people
worldwide, particularly in Israel. You dry tears –
literally. Every day, you bring a smile to thousands
of children’s faces and give people new hope and
unexpected happiness.
You consciously take on responsibility and deliver
a message of hope to the world in a tireless, unflinching and courageous way. In Israel in particular,
you are highly committed to making children laugh
again and helping adults to believe again. And you
motivate others to open their hearts and wallets in a
unique and charming way.
You embody the spirit of determination, will and
strength that is required to make a change in the
world. The world needs people like you, not only to
right wrongs but also to back causes and fight injustice wherever they encounter it.

Gady Gronich
DIRECTOR GERMANY & EUROPE, HADASSAH
INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL RELIEF ASSOCIATIONG

Hadassah International, a
global network of men and
women spanning five continents,
supports the Hadassah Medical Center, a Nobel Peace Prize
nominee, renowned for providing universal health care without
discrimination.
I believe that Hadassah’s global healing and Mrs. Regine Sixt’s
broad humanitarian efforts make us natural partners in our
cooperation and in the pursuit of a healthier, better educated,
and compassionate world. I am very honoured and proud to have
Regine Sixt as the Chairwoman of Hadassah’s Board of Governors in Germany. Due to the highest level of her humanitarian
services she was honoured with the Hadassah “Citizen of the
World” Award 2010 in Jerusalem.
Hadassah International and the Hadassah Medical Center are
so grateful for Mrs. Sixt’s generous contributions and personal
commitment to projects dedicated to children’s healthcare and
poverty alleviation within our medical complex in Jerusalem. My
best wishes for success as she continues her efforts on behalf of
the Hadassah family worldwide.
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Yoram Cohen
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR EUROPE,
HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

2011 has marked another fruitful year for the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, filled with remarkable accomplishments such
as being ranked as the 57th best university in the world and the
1st in Israel in the prestigious Shanghai Ranking. Researches
and discoveries at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem not only
continue to play a major role in the cure of many diseases but
they also contribute to bring life improvement solutions such as
a virtual cane device for blind people. These accomplishments
and many more to come would not be feasible without the
strong alliance, commitment of our long time partners.
We would like to thanks Sixt AG for its generous and sustainable support to the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. In the light of our partnership, it is our
pleasure to wish Sixt AG more success for the future. We are looking forward to increasing our
cooperation and friendly relations.

Prof. Ehud Kokia,
DIRECTOR GENERAL, HADASSAH MEDICAL ORGANIZATION (HMO)

Celebrating Together
On behalf of The Hadassah Medical Organization in
Jerusalem I am delighted to congratulate the Sixt Group
that has so successfully combined entrepreneurial spirit
with civil responsibility and philanthropic work, on the
occasion of its very special 100th anniversary.
We at Hadassah also celebrate our centennial this year.
We too, proudly look back at our achievements, and look
forward towards future challenges and accomplishments.
Regine Sixt’s broad humanitarian efforts and Hadassah’s
global healing have made us natural partners in the
pursuit of a healthier and more compassionate world.
We are honoured to have Mrs. Sixt as Chairwoman of
Hadassah’s Board of Governors in Germany. Her generosity and commitment to our projects demonstrate her
never-ending willingness to extend a helping hand to
others, both near and far. For this, we proudly honoured
Mrs. Sixt with the Hadassah “Citizen of the World”
Award 2010 in Jerusalem.

Regine Sixt is the first woman and the first German to
receive this prestigious award, following a long list of
distinguished recipients including Shimon Peres, Zubin
Mehta, Harry Belafonte and Richard Gere. Mrs. Sixt’s
most recent project with Hadassah is the Regine Sixt
Pediatric School, which enables the children of Hadassah
to continue their education while hospitalized.

Dr. Michel
Friedman

Both, Sixt and Hadassah, have for 100 years driven on
“the road of growth and expansion”, always improving
service and quality. We continue to keep pace with the
needs of a modern global society, with pioneering initiatives and extraordinary visions for future generations. In
this vein the Sixt Group has set a historic milestone as an
international first class mobility provider.

FORMER VICE PRESIDENT OF THE CENTRAL
COUNCIL OF JEWS IN GERMANY, LAWYER
AND TV ANCHORMAN, N-TV

Regine and Erich Sixt are truly middle
class people who have boldly and successfully established an exceptional concept
in the face of considerable competition.
Together, they make for an extraordinarily
emancipated pair..

We are proud and honoured to have the Sixt Group as
our partner and send our very best wishes for the next
100 years to come – Sixt and Hadassah, together hand in
hand!
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Iris Berben
ACTOR

For me, Regine Sixt was the first power
woman – and at the same time leads
an extremely active life. She and her
husband turned Sixt into a renowned
German brand. Yes, Sixt is an icon.

Peter Simonischek
ACTOR, VIENNA BURGTHEATER

Artists create from the
chaos...
In the tragicomedy, “The
Vast Domain,” the great
Austrian playwright and
storyteller, Arthur Schnitzler has one of his stage
characters say: “We try as
best we can to create order
within ourselves, but this
order is always artificial.
The natural condition is
chaos.” We actors also
live with the chaos – with
things that are quite normal, like a missed flight or
lost luggage. The right day
of shooting, but the wrong
filming location, a lost
script, pages that are out
of order, or the nightmare

of every theater actor: a
forgotten performance...
and often enough even the
internal chaos.
Although we know that
everything comes from the
“primordial soup”, quasi
the “inspirational elixir”,
we’re happy and thankful
that there are a few things
in this world that have risen
up from it and have volunteered with responsibility
and reliability, friendliness
and flexibility to free us a
little – if just temporarily
– from our mess. On more
than one occasion, SIXT
has been my “last resort”
for arriving at the filming
location on time or not

missing my stage performance.
On the occasion of 100
years of service at the highest level and currently with
more than 4,000 locations
throughout the world: Congratulations!!!
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Mario Adorf
ACTOR

Ben Becker

100 years between „Bavarian Traveler“
and „SIXT AG“.

ACTOR, “JEDERMANN”,
“COMEDIAN HARMONISTS”

100 years of innovation and creativity –
and after 100 years, „The Spirit of Mobility“
is stronger than ever !

Regine Sixt is an unbelievably
humorous person. I’m
always pleased to see her
coming through the door.
You tend to know so
many people at events, but
there are very few with
whom you feel right at home.
Regine Sixt is one of them.

Congratulations from your always satisfied
customer and friend Mario Adorf.
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Leslie Mandoki
SINGER-SONGWRITER, COMPOSER, P
 RODUCER,
“DSCHINGHIS KHAN”; RED ROCK STUDIOS

D

estiny sees to it that people who
make a difference, whether in the
world of art or business, find
their way to each other. That was the case
when I met my queen of communication
and the heart for the first time many years ago at a charity event, where her profound dedication to needy children moved me considerably.
We musicians fight to newly define the
balance between form and content on a
daily basis. Regine Sixt is the epitome of
this balance. Clear visions, the strength
to pursue them, warm-hearted, and
at the same time intensive in the way
she communicates. With the feet of a
marathon runner and the heart of a
heroine, she fights as an entrepreneur
at the side of her husband with a level of
success that is equal only to the warmth
with which she helps people in need. As
a friend, she’s available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
By exhibiting courage in times of
despair, showing her colors in dark
moments, and radiating strength when
others falter, she demonstrates that “a
dreamer is not a fool,” as I wrote in one
of my songs. She has the strength to
turn her visions into reality.
Congratulations to the double jubilee!
Congratulations to four gegenerations
of Sixt!
Congratulations for the next future by
this leadership.

Sir Cliff Richard
SINGER-SONGWRITER, COMPOSER, POP-ROCKER, PRODUCER

Regine Sixt is like a volcano. Sparkling
ideas are always bubbling forth from
her and she never gives up until her
plans have become reality. Regine is
the face of Sixt, and her engagement
on behalf of the company is impressive
and inspiring.
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Prof. Dr. Wolfgang M. Heckl
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEUTSCHES MUSEUM

If the term “mobility service
provider” had already existed in
1912, this would have been the
right designation for the company
founded by Martin Sixt, “Car Rides
and Self-Chauffeurs”. At the time,
personalized motor travel was still
in its infancy in Germany. The offering of day trips and special tours
in high-quality vehicles targeted affluent customers from England and
America and proved to be a sustainable business concept.
Wars and economic crises profoundly impacted the company and
forced it to start fresh with new
ideas. Sixt recognized early on that
the connection between mobility
and communication was indispensable. By 1948, the company was
using radio equipment in its taxis.
By the mid ’50s, the economy was
booming and with it, people’s desire
to travel more often and further
away.
With the possibility to book vehicles at airports and thus seamlessly continue the journey, the first
“intermodal” transportation offer
emerged. The logical continuation
of this thought was the founding
of branches in Inter-City Express
train stations and the cooperation
with Deutsche Bahn, the German

railway operator. Sixt’s early presence online opened up additional
communication possibilities on a
global level.
The fact that Sixt now ranks among
the first companies that offers
deals for new mobility patterns,
in particular in urban areas, only
makes sense considering the company’s history. Changing framework
conditions such as climate change
and declining resources will lead to
more and more people taking various means of transportation to get
from point A to point B and therefore using rental cars, whereby the
focus won’t be on their ownership,
but rather their availability.
The Deutsches Museum has also
addressed this topic since its opening in 1925 and since 2006 it has
addressed it comprehensively in its
transportation center on Therese’s
Green to educate people about
the future of mobility in order to
find modern solutions accepted by
society for one of the most urgent
problems of the future.
I congratulate the Sixt Company on
its anniversary and wish you continued success in your business!

Prof. Dr. Peter Biberthaler
DIRECTOR OF EMERGENCY SURGERY, KLINIKUM RECHTS DER ISAR

Cordial congratulations!
It is my greatest pleasure to congratulate the Sixt family to their 100th birthday
of their incredible company! Bearing in mind the history of the company,
the apparent success seems to be a logic consequence on their virtues:
Implementation of most recent technological innovations, accepting challenges
as a tremendous options and taking very well calculated entrepreneur risks to
promote their business to one of the world leading companies.
But from my perspective, the most important virtue seems their family interconnectivity: all parts of the family are working in the company and everybody
seems to be in his or her perfect position and all of them are extremely nice and
friendly with a deep passion to their co-workers. Hence, I dare the prophecy
that the extremely successful development of the company will hold on for
much more than another 100 years.

Oskar von Miller
CHAIR OF SCIENCE COMMUNICATION,
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, PHYSICS DEPARTEMENT,

Let me congratulate the whole family to their great success and their livetime
achievement and let me express my gratefulness for their cordially friendship.

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY MUNICH

Ad Multos Annos!
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Wolfgang Joop
WRITER, ENTREPRENEUR AND FASHION DESIGNER,
FOUNDER AND OWNER OF THE FASHION LABEL “WUNDERKIND”

Sixt is the most
convenient facility
of the century.

Blacky & Gundel Fuchsberger
BLACKY, ACTOR, GERMAN MOVIE AND TV LEGEND,
AND GUNDEL, HIS WIFE AND HIS “REGIME”

D

ear Regine and Erich,
How can we go about describing
you both without it sounding
like cheap flattery?
Ladies first, as they say. Regine has more
energy than a jet aircraft and constantly
moves close to the speed of sound. It’s
easy to become short of breath when
you follow her from place to place. And
if you don’t follow her – in the sense of
following her instructions – you’ll need
plenty of stamina.
Anyone who has known her for a long
time will also have seen many examples
of her gentle nature and a constant wil-

Alfred Weiss

lingness to help – be it global problems
or the private support given to a friend.
Erich is a philosopher, a man of quiet
persuasion who does not have a dogmatic attitude. People are captivated when
they listen to his thoughts, and it’s easy
to forget that you are in the company of
a man who has made big business during
the era of global networking. He is the
guiding spirit of the company.
Together, Erich and Regine are a dynamic duo who operate around the world.
It’s a union of consummate professional
skills, and this has become a trademark
of their success. I don’t wear anything on

EXECUTIVE PARTNER, W+W HOSPITALITY GROUP
AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, DEUTSCHE AIDS-STIFTUNG

For more than 30 years our professional and social paths have
crossed. With deep respect I was able to follow the development of your company within this time. Your brand policy
is unique in Germany. It is today like it is with Coca-Cola
worldwide: If somebody would put an orange and a black
line on a wall, probably every child in Germany would associate it with your company. I wish you and your employees
many more successful years.

Heribert
Scharrenbroich
PRESIDENT,
CARE DEUTSCHLAND-LUXEMBURG
PERMANENT STATE SECRETARY, RET.
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SIXT stands for mobility with
a fine tradition and innovation!
WE CARE for SIXT:
CARE Germany-Luxemburg
sends all the best wishes for the
100th anniversary!

my head so that I don’t have to remove it in front of people I don’t respect.
However, I really do take off my hat to
Regine and Erich Sixt – even if it’s an
imaginary one!
My Gundel “regime” and I wish the
Sixt empire every success for the f uture.
We hope that the dynamic duo and
their sons Alex and Konstantin have the
strength and good health to continue
their work, and that our families remain
connected by friendship for many years
to come.
Blacky and Gundel Fuchsberger
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KARISMA KAPOOR, FAMOUS
MOVIE STAR IN INDIA
AND WIFE OF SUNJAY KAPUR

Said Dr.
Surinder Kapur

Dirk Gerdom
PRESIDENT, GESCHÄFTSREISEVERBAND VDR
AND GLOBAL TRAVEL MANAGEMENT, SAP AG

CHAIRMAN AND MANAGING DIRECTOR, SONA GROUP

Today it is not traceable anymore when the
partnership between SAP and SIXT, both market leaders in their industry, was established
but I guess the starting point must be very
long ago. Nevertheless this partnership always
was very successful and primarily based on
mutual trust, target-oriented support and
a short decision making process. Although
negotiations were carried out year by year in a
tough manner a fair result could be achieved
always in time and partnership.

As leading Asian player in the automotive components business, it was the Sona
group’s endeavor to launch the full range
of mobility products under the ,Sixt‘
brand as world wide, „Sixt“ embodies
the „spirit of mobility“. Our Mission is
to be the leading vehicle rental and leasing company in India. Already after one
year of operation fleet could be increased
to more than 1,000 cars, both renting
and leasing. India is one of the fastest
growing economies in the world today
with still largely untapped business
and tourism potential. Sona Mobility
Services will herald a new era in terms
of customer loyalty in the country by
providing world class service experience
to Car Rental & Leasing customers by
drawing upon the best practices of brand
„Sixt.“
„Sixt“ believes in thinking global and
acting local which will drive our brand
strategy.

In addition the entire staff at the SIXT locations in all affected countries enabled our SAP
travelers to be mobile at all times. This was
not always easy as not all SAP travelers were
able to handle the rented car in the correct
way. Using the reverse gear e.g. on a highway
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at a speed of approximately 150 km/h may
lead to serious damages but even so the appropriate driver was provided with a new car
shortly without problems, always considering fair treatment also in regards to financial
terms.
Many technical improvements, which were
promoted by SIXT over the last years, revolutionized the whole rental car business and
also led to internal process optimization at
SAP. One of the most legendary integral parts
of the SIXT philosophy of course is certainly
the way how car rentals are upgraded in many
cases. Both, process optimization as well as
given financial benefits helped SAP to increase
efficiency in regards to business travel related
costs during the last years. This success story
surely will be continued and maybe one day
SIXT’s total rental car revenue, produced by
SAP and other customers around the globe
can be managed with the help of ERP software, designed by SAP.”

100 Years
of Sixt

Greetings!

Robert Salzl
CHIEF PILOT, RET., LUFTHANSA

SIXT at 100 – 100 Years
of Service for Friends
The exciting cars, the aeroplanes at Riem
Airport and the stories about them and the
glamour of the wide world were the things
that fascinated me when I was growing
up in Munich. Even in those days, SIXT
car rental was part of it all – in particular
when it came to fabulous, new cars and
chauffeuring celebrities around.
In my first profession, I was a pilot. I was
always glad to find a SIXT station at the
airports I used so I could rent a vehicle and
go see the sights with my crew. It was the
same, familiar feeling that many passen-

Michael Aufhauser
ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVIST AND FOUNDER ,
GUT AIDERBICHL

Gut Aiderbichl also sends its warmest
congratulations to Sixt on its 100th anniversary. On a personal level, I have been
following the company’s development with amazement since 1972; I’ve known Regine Sixt for that
long. I think of their famous sayings at the airport
baggage claim and the little piece of home when
you rent a vehicle with reliability when abroad.
With upgrades, of course. At first, people were happy about the fresh breeze in the structured world of
car rental companies. That breeze then turned into
a wind machine that is still blowing strong today. At
Sixt, corporate identity goes beyond the button on
the lapel. And today, Sixt’s bright orange cannot be
overlooked at any major airport terminal.
The fact that Sixt also boasts a very unique corporate culture that helps children in need is one thing
that connects Gut Aiderbichl and myself with our
550 of saved horsepower with Sixt in a very special
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way. For over ten years. Together, we have worked
together to determine how children and animals
can best help one another.
Many animals at our 20 animal sanctuaries have a
sponsor at Sixt. Regine wasn’t able to resist Multi
the black sheep and put an orange handkerchief on
him. Passionate individuals cannot let go of their
visions. And while Regine Sixt continues to think
about synergies with animals in need, I can’t help
thinking about our famous cow, Yvonne. Her story
is set to be turned into an international movie in
2014 as a symbol of willpower and cunningness.
Yvonne considered the impossible to be inconceivable as she successfully hid herself from her pursuers
for 98 days. She learned that anything’s possible if
you want it – and it was if she had learned it from
Sixt.

gers have when they board a Lufthansa
plane and fly home. SIXT had stations
in fewer countries at the beginning, and
I was always proud to register that they
had ‘conquered’ yet another country. This
feeling of belonging still accompanies me
today.
It is no wonder that I always followed
the development of SIXT with interest.
I suffered with the company when they
were hit by the consequences of the same
crisis that battered the aviation industry.
I cheered when they were finally able to
announce that they were financially back
on track. After all, SIXT is from Munich
– and I wanted to keep being able to rent
a vehicle that was reliable and a bit out
of the ordinary whenever possible… in as
many locations as possible. I also enjoyed
the cheeky adverts and the creative ideas
that were becoming part of the brand
identity.
After ending my airborne career and returning to my hometown in 1996, I assumed
responsibility for the Arabella hotel group.
I had the opportunity to get to know
SIXT and the family that runs it. Erich

Dr. jur. Wolfgang
Seybold
SENATOR H. C.

Dear Regine Sixt,
Dear Erich Sixt, Dear Sixtians,
SIXT is turning 100? incredible but true. Such a youthful
centenarian is a rare sight indeed.
How many companies in the
world survive a hundred years?
Only a tiny fraction of them
surely. But shrink as centenarians may, SIXT is growing.
Furthermore they can claim with
pride not to have survived those
hundred years except by having
earned them – earned them by
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Sixt is a passionate pilot, and our mutual
hobby created an instant bond between
us. I quickly realised that Erich Sixt loves
controlled risk but always has his eye on
alternatives. His appetite for more mobility
and pushing innovation to the limits will
always be combined with the discipline it
takes to remain within the boundaries of
reason. The success of his company has
clearly demonstrated this.
Since this quiet, seemingly thoughtful
company head has a whirlwind at his
side – we all know this is the best way
to describe Regine Sixt –we experience
a unique symbiosis that has become the
SIXT brand identity. It couples business
acumen, entrepreneurial courage and 100
percent orientation to customer interests
with generous, benevolent actions and the
desire to make as many people as possible
happy. People who are fortunate enough to
know both of their sons personally know
that the future of the company will also be
in good hands for the next 100 years.
My heartfelt congratulations to the family
and their employees!

serving their customers and
earned them in the interests of
their shareholders. SIXT rents
out trucks that are so big you
could hold a party conference in
them. SIXT is a company that’s
always ready at hand whenever
a German President has to move
house again. But SIXT is also
a company that makes sure its
vehicles aren’t used to cart Greek
euros secretly out of Athens and
off into Switzerland.
SIXT doesn’t play up its provinciality. It’s local AND global. As
a company they’ve made it their
business to fight that tyrant of
humanity called Time, using the
weapons of punctuality, speed

and omnipresence. They’ve made
it to the top in Europe, even if
it did take them 99 years to get
there. Because SIXT knows that
fulfilling customer wishes leads
to more business, SIXT keeps
giving its customers better and
better ways of getting around –
now including car-sharing.
Even at 100, SIXT is all action,
ambition, and romance. Their
sleeves are still firmly rolled up
and they are firmly entrenched at
the forefront of the battle against
spinelessness.
On that I congratulate them.
Regards,
Dr. Wolfgang Seybold
Senator h. c.
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Dr. Guido Westerwelle
FEDERAL FOREIGN MINISTER (2009-2013), GERMANY

Dear Regine,
I would like to sincerely congratulate you on
winning the “Golden Victoria for Integration”. It
is an outstanding c onfirmation of your service to
the public good. With your foundation you have
committed yourself to benefitting those least
able to influence their own fate, yet to whom the
future b
 elongs: disadvantaged children.
That is an exemplary form of entrepreneurship. You take r esponsibility not only for your
employees, but also for society.

Regine Sixt
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS,

For that I am sincerely grateful to you.

REGINE SIXT CHILDREN’S AID FOUNDATION

T

Guido Westerwelle

his year the Germany
Foundation for Integration, an Intiative
of the Association of German
Publisher’s VDZ, was awarding the “ Golden Victoria for
Integration” to Regine Sixt. The
jury, which is made up of the
foundation’s board, is honoring
the board chairperson of the
Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation for her outstanding commitment and her
dedication to understanding, education and equal opportunity.

Prof. David Khayat
HEAD, DPT. MEDICAL ONCOLOGY,
SALPETRIERE HOSPITAL, PARIS

Regina Sixt is an extraordinary
woman. Her great humanity made
of her a committed person whose
actions are always aimed at
protecting and giving hope to
thousands of children worldwide
through her Foundation.

The multifaceted and exemplary actions and merits of Regine Sixt in promoting a
positive image of Germany abroad were the main reasons why the jury
decided to award her the “Golden Victoria 2013 for Integration.” Mrs. Sixt is,
for example, member of the Board of Governors at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem and is on the Board of trustees of the Jerusalem Foundation.
Wolfgang Fürstner, spokesperson of the board of the German Foundation for
Integration: “In Regine Sixt, the foundation is recognizing a personality who, from
her sense of social responsibility as a businesswoman, shows a high degree
of personal commitment to equal opportunity.”

She has challenged herself for
years in relieving children’s fears,
loneliness and sufferance.
To highlight her remarkable e nergy
and her great achievements, the
AVEC Foundation awarded her in
2011 for the Paris against cancer
award in Versailles.
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Wolfgang Fürstner
CHAIRMAN, DEUTSCHLANDSTIFTUNG INTEGRATION

Liz Mohn

“United in Diversity”. The European Union’s
motto appears to be Sixt’s motto as well.
The Sixt company is operating in over 100
countries with more than 3.000 employees.
The Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation is
using this global network for its humanitarian
aid work and helps drying little tears in over 40
projects worldwide. In her fight for children’s
well being she is working together with well
recognized organizations such as Hadassah
International, the Don Bosco Mission and the
Dariu Foundation. The Deutschlandstiftung
Integration is honoured to soon be part of this
alliance.

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD, BERTELSMANN SE & CO. KGaA AND
BOARD MEMBER, THE BERTELSMANN FOUNDATION

My warmest congratulations
on receiving the
“Golden Victoria for Integration”
award. I was p
 articularly
happy for Regine Sixt, as this
award honors the
exceptional sense of social
responsibility of
a very special woman.

In 2013, the Deutschlandstiftung Integration
awarded Regine Sixt with the “Golden Victoria
for Integration”. Among other German entrepreneurs, she is a role model
for social responsibility and philanthropy. Together with her husband she
has created a global brand which successfully contributes to improving
Germany’s image in the world.

Prof. Jean-Remy von Matt

With excitement we look forward to building new bridges between the
Regine Sixt Children‘s Aid Foundation and the Deutschlandstiftung
Integration in which we are planning to increase equal opportunities
regardless of religion or origin in Germany.

FOUNDER AND CEO, JUNG VON MATT

Regine Sixt has not only played a major
part in transforming Sixt SE from a
regional car rental company into a global
mobility player.

Maxine McClean

She is tireless when it comes to helping
people in need. In a sentence: a constantly
driving force with a constantly concerned
heart.

MINISTER, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN TRADE, BARBADOS

Mrs. Regine Sixt, Honorary Consul General of
Barbados to Germany, is a philanthropist, who has
made a c ommitment to improving the situation of the
disadvantaged around the world. Her passion to make
a difference is one that she has sought to instill in
those with whom she does b
 usiness, through the use of
meaningful corporate social responsibility programmes.

If the “Golden Victoria for Integration” did
not exist, it would have to be invented for
Regine Sixt.
.

This award “Golden Victoria for Integration” is indeed
well deserved. On behalf of the Government
and people of Barbados, I congratulate Regine.
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Michael Schade
OPERATIC TENOR AND ARTISTIC DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL BAROQUE FESTIVAL STIFT MELK
AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD,
EUROPEAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC THEATRE

I
Thaddaeus Ropac
GALLERY OWNER, GALERIE HADDAEUS ROPAC, PARIS, SALZBURG

SIXT – 100th anniversary.
It has given me great pleasure to follow the development of the SIXT company over the years, and to be of
assistance in matters of art and culture.
In view of the extent and the global relevance of vital
questions of demographic change, social s ecurity and
economic development, international companies such
as SIXT are not only required to contribute to solving
problems, but are also one of the major forces which have
to be mobilised to meet the challenges that arise. Every
commitment, however, must also be in line with the
individual company‘s strategic aims, since only thus can
the appropriate constructive effectiveness be developed.
The Sixt family adopted this principle at an early
stage, clearly defining its position on such core issues
as European integration, fostering talent, and the
interdependence of economic and ecological processes.
Creative, undogmatic reflections and dialogues have
held an important place in the SIXT company for four
generations, as valuable stimuli for entrepreneurial and
thus socio-political responsibility.
For an entire century, management and employ-

ees at SIXT have worked to combine tradition with
international experience and the latest technological
achievements. In our time, living and working conditions
are changing constantly and considerably. Mobility has
become an indispensable factor for increased efficiency
at work as well as for an enhanced quality of private life.
This positive energy, provided by SIXT with unfailing
reliability and flexibility, is a benefit to us all.

t’s not every day that you meet a woman like Regine
Sixt. I met her first in 2006 at one of the many
festivities that followed my premiere of Mozart’s,
La Clemanza di Tito at the Salzburg Festival. An opera
singer after a successful premiere in Salzburg or Vienna is
often treated like a rock star or perhaps like royalty, and
thankfully this evening was no exception to that rule and
I felt good about life. Many dignitaries were there, as well
as the business elite of Europe and indeed the world. No
wonder then, that I met Regine Sixt and her family there.
Normally at such events, there is a lot of exchanging
business cards, and promises of how we should get
together, and perhaps one finds the chance to “connect
the dots” business wise.
I was in need of a car following the Salzburg festival for a
small upcoming recital tour, and so after all the niceties
were exchanged , I thought “be clever Michael, and take
your courage in your hands, and just ask the queen of
rental cars herself, maybe she can help you”, and so I
did. I will never forget her response. She answered me by
saying that of course she would help me, and gave she me
that famous big smile, and I thought “fabulous mission
accomplished”. Then, as I turned around, Regine Sixt
gently but firmly held my arm and said, “you know I have
a children’s foundation, and you’ll have to do something
for me in return for them. I never do anything without
thinking about how my friends in turn can help my
foundation.”

The outstandingly witty SIXT marketing campaign,
always at the cutting edge of political and social events,
holds enormous appeal for those who appreciate keen
satire.
Apart from all the commercial success that marks the history of the company, however, I would like to emphasise
the great personal commitment that Regine and Erich
Sixt have brought to their Children‘s Aid A
 ssociation.
Their philanthropic readiness to give back something to
society is one of the most lasting contributions of
the huge potential and initiative that have made SIXT the
great company it is.

This became the beginning of my long and wonderful friendship with Regine Sixt. So many know her as
a fabulous business tycoon, but I also get to say, that I
now her as someone who works as hard, at making the

And now – looking back over past successes and
continuing social and cultural commitment, and on to a
new departure into an exciting future – ad multos annos!
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world a better place for those in true need, as she does
in demanding excellence for her business. I also know
Regine Sixt to be my friend, whom I call whenever we
are in Europe, and always she finds the time for a chat
listening to my dreams and projects, or about the health
of my parents, or how my wife and children are and how
she hopes to see us all again soon.
I can unequivocally say, that she is one of the rare people
in the world that makes our world more humane place to
live, especially for those much less fortunate than us. I am
sure that if you asked her for a favour today, she would
help you immediately – just be ready for her to hold
your arm firmly, and for her to look deeply in your eyes
with that big smile, and for her to ask you for a favour in
return – that little favour that can change the world for
the better a small piece at a time. She won’t let go until
you say, yes!  
I for one am glad to say yes again, and to welcome
you to this wonderful Benefit Concert in our beloved
St. Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna.
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Greetings!
Dr. Avigdor Kaplan
DIRECTOR GENERAL,
HADASSAH MEDICAL ORGANIZATION

Sixt On behalf of The Hadassah
Medical Organization in Jerusalem I am proud to be associated
with the Sixt Group which stands
for the commitment of the business community to civic responsibility. Like you, we have begun
our second century with energy
and vision. We are delighted
to name Regine Sixt as part of
our global family. Her commitment to bettering the world dovetails with Hadassah’s international
efforts to cross all borders of healing. Her leadership as Chairperson
of Hadassah’s Board of Governors in Germany provides gifted and
inspired ideas to further the lifesaving work.

Douglas Graf von Saurma-Jeltsch
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, ORDER OF MALTA

I first met Regine Sixt less than a year ago on the steps
of the great audience hall of the Vatican in Rome. I
was immediately inspired by her strong will and her
incredible commitment to helping children in need
around the world. After that day, every meeting led to
new joint projects and different ideas of how we could
work together with the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation to support the youngest and most innocent
children.

Her generosity and dedication demonstrate her eagerness to step
forward to relieve suffering and build a better future.How apt it is
and how proud are we to have honored Mrs. Sixt with the Hadassah’s
prestigious Citizen of the World Award 2010 in Jerusalem. Regine Sixt
is the first woman and the first German to have received this prestigious
award. Other distinguished recipients include Shimon Peres, Zubin
Mehta, Harry Belafonte and Richard Gere.

Regine Sixt is a visionary, an entrepreneur, and a philanthropist – someone with tremendous determination
and commitment when it comes to issues of integration
and humanitarian projects.
Working alongside her husband, Erich Sixt, the CEO
of Sixt SE, she built up an international company. It is
thanks to him that she was able to enter the big world
of business – and make the German name Sixt famous around the globe. With shared responsibility for
international marketing, she has helped to define a highly
distinctive brand signature. Today, Sixt operates in 105
countries – not only as a leading company, but also in
the field of humanitarian work. On every c ontinent,
Regine Sixt saw the desperate cries of children in many
of the places she visited. As a result, the Children’s
Aid Foundation she established in 2000 is also named
“Drying Little Tears.” Her personal involvement in

Mrs. Sixt’s recent Hadassah project is the Regine Sixt Pediatric School,
which enables hospitalized children to keep up with their schoolwork
despite their illnesses and hospital stays. Every day, teachers in Hebrew and Arabic, follow the motto of the Regine Sixt Children Aid
Foundation: Give children indeed a smile. The children, from Jewish and Arab families, study and play together in a warm and loving
environment in which disease is the only enemy.
We are grateful and privileged to link hands with the Sixt Group as
we endeavor to make this world a better place.
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realizing the program is great. She has already completed
some 40 projects around the world for the benefit and
comfort of children.
Providing young Syrian refugees with food and school
materials, restoring a football pitch and a sports hall in
Brazil to keep children off the streets and protect them
from crime, and extending support to Roma and Sinti
children in Slovakia – these are just three examples of
the many incredibly valuable projects that Malteser
Hilfsdienst was able to realize last year alone thanks to
the assistance offered by the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation.
We look forward to expanding this cooperation with
our international network, which is involved in projects
in over 100 countries, our professional ability to act in
emergencies, and our expertise as a partner and service
provider in the area of corporate social responsibility.
From personal experience, I can only assure you that
what matters to Regine Sixt is doing the “right thing,”
and she is therefore able to capture the hearts of the
people in their droves. Her cooperation with us at
Malteser Hilfsdienst proves a passionate desire to use her
exceptional skills for the benefit of all. Regine Sixt makes
a difference!

100 Years
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in their Sunday best, who stream out of the small, colorful wooden
churches and chapels. Then I know: there must be a God somewhere!

“Every day I am
presented the smile
of the people.”
Regine Sixt,
Honorary Consulate
of Barbados, with
Petra Roach, Vice
President Tourist
Board Barbados, in
front of the painting
by Barbadian
artist Catherine
Forter Chee-a-Tow.

Do you like to visit churches?
Naturally, especially the Jewish synagogue with the neighboring Jewish cemetery. It’s so peaceful there. Frequently I will sit down on one
of the gravestones, some are from the seventeenth century, and consider the history behind the name inscriptions, perhaps my history.
Such as the history of Jews in Barbados. For although the Netherlands
did not succeed in taking Barbados away from the British, some
Dutch Jews settled here nonetheless: they even played an important
role in the history of Barbados. In addition to these Dutch Jews, there
were some who came in the 17th century, who imported sugarcane

»Sometimes I read in the faces an
almost anxious wistfulness.«
from Brazil. Thus they taught the British, who had already settled on
Barbados, how to plant sugarcane, and they set milestones for the
sugar industry, which would last through the centuries. Furthermore,
they built windmills that still exist today in order to grind the sugarcane. This plantation history is displayed in living color each year
during the Crop Over Festival.

»MY BEAUTIFUL BARBADOS!«

What distinguishes Barbados from other islands, what makes it so
special? After all, it is surrounded by island worlds…
This island, far from the coast of Venezuela, a part of the Lesser Antilles, distinguishes itself through an incomparable charisma, its unique
personality. And Barbados has developed from a colonial land into a
progressive developing land, one of the most prosperous countries in
the Caribbean.

Regine Sixt, Honorary Consul of Barbados, in conversation
with GoSixt Editor-in-Chief Wolfgang Timpe about her second home.
Regine Sixt, Lady Honorary Consul, a large oil painting dominates
your office in the Sixt main administration building in Munich-Pullach. It looks very Caribbean.
Regine Sixt: That’s right. This picture, painted by the famous Barbadian artist Catherine Forter Chee-a-Tow, gives me the beaming
smile of the people of Barbados and the tropical splendor of this island every day.
This Caribbean paradise is your second home, you say…
... Yes, it’s fair to say this. My husband and I fell in love with Barbados
during our honeymoon. At that time, the airport consisted of a chattel-house-like building, and when the PanAm planes landed, the steel
bands began to play.
And you and your husband have never lost this love?
(laughs) Do you mean our love? Yes, it has held us together and our
common love for Barbados too. Do you know, there are places in the
wide world that always bring you back to them, that won’t let you go,
about which you think with wistfulness
and tingling, just as you think about a lover. Usually these places are
far away. Barbados is a place like this.
I know what you’re talking about. You have remained true to Barbados,
and fifteen years ago, the government of Barbados named you Honorary Consul …
... a title that is an honor and a duty for me. Such a beautiful country.

I can put my arms around it every day, even from far away.
What can you learn from the people of Barbados?
The ways of living together that are endangered in Europe, for here
blacks and whites live peacefully beside one another. In Barbados
there is poverty, but it’s not experienced the same way; the people

»In Barbados, you can
see the wonders of creation.«
who are better off help the disadvantaged. You learn from people to
surrender to the splendor of nature and to discover the great in the
small. The hibiscus blooms, the bougainvilleas and the little hummingbirds that fly from blossom to blossom, as well as the baby
turtles that crawl peacefully on the beach. And don’t forget about the
monkey families that jump from palm to palm. Do you know, I think
it’s very simple; on Barbados I’m really closer to God than anywhere
else.
A God of which religion?
Oh, the concern is not religion. In Barbados, you can see the wonders
of creation. There are 295,000 inhabitants on the island and more
than 100 religions and communities of belief, and everyone exists in
harmony, tolerance, and respect, one beside the other. When we, as
a family, set out on Sunday mornings for our island tours, we are
touched by the sounds of gospel songs, sung by inhabitants dressed
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What touches you especially?
The way the Barbadians treat one another and respect each other.
Through proximity to them, regardless of their function, I am a little
closer to the pulse of the island, and they help me to zero in on Barbados and understand the country. Sometimes I read in the faces
with their gleaming white teeth a quite peculiar, almost anxious wistfulness.
How does the island present itself to you?
Anyone who wants to look the island in its beautiful but scarred face
should speak to native friends who can open up your eyes, people who
live and work here. They give me the kick that I need when I return to
my saturated European homeland.
And here too, all the misery and exploitation started three hundred
years ago. Also on your beautiful little Barbados. The story about
paradise on earth, you can sense that still today; that was Barbados
before people came from Europe. This thought does not make today’s
travelers wistful often enough. The shame for all the environmental
damage, arrogance, and greed.
Do you experience wistful moments on Barbados?
Of course. There is wistfulness and sorrow in every life. These are a
part of life and they can also be precious. The death of my parents-in235
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law, who lived in Barbados, was certainly one of the saddest experiences of my life. They had spent their winters in Barbados since 1969.
It was their paradise, their fountain of youth, and I was able to experience it with them. They brought us to Barbados and gave it to us as
a gift – and to our two sons – tempi passati! I remember the endlessly long walks on the beach with them, where I soaked up all of the
wisdom that they could give me.
Tell us more…
That’s very private. Their thinking and acting was a guideline that we
could pass along to our children. It was marked by unity of thought
and action, respect for one another, and respect for the family. We
accompanied our father on his last journey home from Barbados.
And even today, I hear his voice in my ears with the words: “Regine,
every tear of parting also bears the joy of reunion!“
Did he really say that?
Again and again, whenever I said good bye to him at the airport. And
today I answer him: there is a reunion on Barbados. I will renovate a
small Quaker chapel that I will give my in-laws, the “Sixt Memorial
Chapel.” We will hold charity concerts there for the children of Barbados.”
What do you love the most about Barbados?
When I can pick up my husband and our two sons, Alexander and
Konstantin, with their partners at the airport and drive along the
coast with them– happy vacation days, embedded in our family harmony. And the sound of a steel band, of course! Did you know that?
The Bayans, the Barbadians, found oil drums on the beach and noticed that you can conjure sounds from them– yourself. “Eine kleine
Nachtmusik” or the “Habanera.” Or also the calypso with the limbo
dance, which brought freedom to the slaves. These exist still, these
rarities on Barbados: and especially my Mr. Ward, whom we engage
every now and then so that he can sing us the most beautiful songs
from the colonial times. But also the world-renowned Barbadian song

»Regine, every tear of parting also
bears the joy of reunion!«
princess, the music award winner Rihanna. And don’t forget the reggae sound of Bob Marley from Jamaica– with his engagement, he gave
blacks hope of recognition, the courage to fight against their downtrodden social situation.
So then it’s appropriate: reggae is derived from “rex” and your name is
Regina …
... So (sings aloud): “No Woman, no cry“ ...
... then you have an immediate desire to break away.
Yes, you’re right about that. Somehow I can only truly sense my feelings for Barbados, where I am talking to you about it, right now. Naturally I know how to appreciate an elegant hotel like the Sandy Lane
or the landscape of the golf course. I cannot honor them or love them.
So these are the scars, the weaknesses and barbs, the shimmering of
the personality of my Barbados that always bring me back again.

GALLERY

A

picture is worth a
thousand words –
saying.
knows the 
And
indeed:
I
recall thousands of

outstanding moments in my head
and I am proud to present some
of these occasions to you. I’m
sure that you feel the wonderful
encounters which can only be
described inadequately by a
photo, but I love to share these
memories with you.
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Erich Sixt is
honored with the
Sixt Bambi/
Economy in 1998
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Congratulations to the
new Jewish Community
Center in Munich
Erich and Regine Sixt with
the Chancellor Angela
Merkel and her husband
Prof. Joachim Sauer

Regine and Erich Sixt with their sons Alexander (left) and Konstantin

On October 10th, 2007 – exactly 72 years after the Jewish
Synagogue in Munich was burned to ashes by the Nazis – the
new Synagogue together with its surrounding Jewish Community Center was inaugurated in the city center of Munich.
The federal president of Germany Horst Köhler held a
moving speach and the attending guests all happily welcomed
this long missing part of Jewish community life back in the
Munich city center. For the family Sixt it was a very touching
moment, when the two menoras were lit, which were donated
by the Sixt family and are the centerpieces of the beautiful
new synagogue. We honor the accomplishments of Charlotte
Knobloch.

Regine Sixt with Enno v. Ruffin
and Vicky Leandros
Regine Sixt with Shimon Peres, President of the State of Israel
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Menoras donated by Erich and Regine Sixt.
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Damenwiesn
The worldwide biggest ladies network
celebrated for a good cause in between
typical Bavarian food and life music at
this years “Regines Damenwiesn”.
For over twenty years now Regine Sixt
has invited ladies from all over the
world to the Oktoberfest in Munich.
This year again about 1200 women
joined Mrs. Sixt for a ladies lunch
accompanied with Bavarian life music, Singer Vicky Leandros, Regine Sixt, “Bunte”-Editor-in Chief Patricia Rieckel, Ad Icon Verona Pooth, Designer
a rap song by Princess Gloria von Lilly Becker, Topmodel Franziska Knuppe (v.l.n.r.) – Foto l.o.: Jutta Speidel, Regine Sixt and Isa Gräfin von Hardenberg.
Thurn und Taxis and a performance by
enjoyable atmosphere at Sepp Krätz’ Hippodrom. The Motto of
the Austrian pop singer DJ Ötzi. Remarkably ladies from politics,
the worldwide biggest ladies network is: Men have to stay outside.
economy, culture, media and society met for good talks within an

Regine Sixt und Guido Westerwelle

Regine Sixt und Thomas Gottschalk

Since 1962 our parents have been enjoying
„Beautiful Barbados“. Hans Sixt couldn’t wait
every year until it became November and he
could fly to his Barbados to spend the winter until April. We spent our honeymoon and had the
children and enjoyed this beautiful island now
as grown up boys. Since ten years Regine Sixt
is servicing Barbados as the Honorary Consul
of Barbados. Proudly I take this position very
serious, representing as the Honorary Consul of
Barbados in Bavaria this beautiful republic. The
gem of the caribean sea. It is the most advanced
island in the caribeans attracting five hundred
thousand of tourists to Barbados.”
Regine Sixt, Honorary
Consul General of
Barbados in Germany

Regine Sixt and Ralf Teckentrup

Regine Sixt and Anne-Kathrin Bauknecht
Regine Sixt and Sir Cliff Richard

My beautiful
Barbados
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2006 World Cup
in Germany
Regine Sixt and Former Chancellor Gerhard Schröder

Sixt and Hyundai form a strategic partnership
as sponsors of the 2006 World Cup in Germany.
Hyundai cars become part of the Sixt fleet.

The President of Germany Horst Köhler welcomes the Corps Consulaire in Berlin.

Erich Sixt at the Mille Miglia

The Mille Miglia

Regine Sixt saves the life of the goat – now called „Regine“

Regine Sixt and Roland Kaiser
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In our Mercedes 300 SL Gullwing – what an experience driving through the
most fascinating Tuscan countryside- tasting the smell of history and most of
all enjoying the enthusiasm of the Italian people, when over 350 cars
are racing over narrow streets from Brescia via Rome and Florence and San
Marino back to Brescia. „10 years in a row Sixt is No. 1 in Germany, but
honestly enough, we are not No. 1 at the Mille Miglia for the past 10 years –
we always drive a little bit behind.“ Sixt is exclusive business partner of Mille
Miglia.
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Regine Sixt and Franz Beckenbauer
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The winner takes it all at World Travel Market 2010, London: Regine Sixt and her two World
Travel Awards as “Woman of the Year“ – and for the “Most Innovative Marketing“.

Henry Charles Albert David Mountbatten-Windsor, Prince Harry of Wales,
 egine Sixt and Dr. Trevor Carmichael, president of Barbados museum and
R
historical society.

Regine Sixt and Chancellor Angela Merkel and TV star Uschi Glas (r.).

Charles Philip Arthur George Mountbatten-Windsor, Prince of Wales and Duke of
Cornwall – Prince Charles – and Regine Sixt.
Regine Sixt with her portrait and the Afghan artist Nahid Shahalimi from Kabul.

Regine Sixt and Edwin ”Buzz“ Aldrin, 2nd Man on
the Moon of Apollo-11-Mission, 1969.
James Cunningham, US Ambassador to Israel; Prof. Shlomo Mor-Yosef, Director General of Hadassah
Medical Organization; Nancy Falchuk, National President of Hadassah Women‘s Zionist Organization of
America; Regine Sixt; Judy Swartz, Campaign Chair of the new Sarah Wetsman Davidson Hospital Tower at Hadassah hospital in Jerusalem (from the right to left). Regine Sixt receive the Hadassah award
”Citizens of the World“ for her support with their Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation in Jerusalem.

The President of the State of Israel Shimon Peres and Regine Sixt,
Nabucco Opera at the footsteps of Mount Masada in Masada, Israel.
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”What car, Sixt car!“ Singer-songwriter, composer, producer and pop-rocker Sir Cliff Richard with
Erich und Regine Sixt.
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Regine Sixt and the Governing Mayor of Berlin Klaus Wowereit at the reception
of the ITB 2011 in Berlin.

Regine Sixt and the Wies’n host Sepp Krätz from the Hippodrom on the festival
procession of the Wies‘n hosts of the Oktoberfest 2011.
Bavarian Primeminister Horst Seehofer awards 2011 the Bavarian Order of Merit
to Regine and Erich Sixt for their business success and their social engagement.
It was the first time that a couple receives this honor.

Mrs Regine Sixt; Yoram Cohen, VP for Europe of the HUJ; Mrs Martine Dassault, new President of the French Friends of the HUJ; Mr Charles Aznavour, recipient of the French Scopus
Prize 2011; Mrs Florence de Botton, former President of the French Friends of the HUJ; 2011.

Bavarian Primeminister Horst Seehofer awards 2011 the Bavarian Order
of Merit to Erich and Regine Sixt for their business success and their social engagement. It was the first time that a couple receives this honor.

Regine Sixt and Bianca Kleine (leonardo), Mauritia Mack (Europa Park),
Oliver Kleine (Leonardo) support the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation with an exclusive jewelry collection 2011.

Regine Sixt and the smoochy rabbit.
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Regine Sixt becomes Senator of BVMW
(Federal Association of medium-size Economy), 2011.

SIXT
MANAGEMENT
TEAM

A

t Sixt, “we are
family” with all

our colleagues and
employees. Without
them it would be
impossible to stand where we are
today: ahead of our competitors,
at the forefront of our industry. We
owe our co-workers so much of
what we achieved over the last 100
years. And therefore I am proud
to have their say and esteem about
their experience at Sixt. Thanks
so much for your cooperation!

100 Years
of Sixt
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C A R S T E N A N H A LT
Senior Vice President & Director Relationship
Marketing & Leisure Sales, Sixt SE

It is a special pleasure for me
to congratulate Sixt on its
100th anniversary because I
was able to actively shape 20
years of this time. The Board,
family, and staff can look back proudly on
the history of Sixt. With intergenerational
endurance, desire for success and permanent innovation, the company has managed
to transition from a local market leader to
cornerstone of global mobility. The storms
of time have not harmed Sixt. Instead, Sixt’s
skillful reaction to unfavorable conditions
has allowed it to emerge stronger from every crisis. This is an extraordinary achievement that, I think, can only be reached by a
family-owned company with steady leadership and goals.
With gratitude, we remember the founders
Martin and Hans Sixt--the generation that
led Sixt through the most policitally and
economically severe years of our country.
The rapid rise in recent decades, however,
is the result of two forces: Erich and Regine
Sixt. They represent a unique combination
of strategy and marketing. With these two,
one plus one makes three.
For the future, I wish the entire family Sixt
continued success in the management of the
company and development of Sixt’s global
market position. It is my hope that the company will succeed as dramatically in the future as it has in the past. Achieving this was
and is also my goal as a small part of this
success story.!

		

RALPH BEER
Managing Director Controlling, Sixt SE

Dear Sixt family, staying in
the company over a period of
more than two decades seems
to be a long time. But this
doesn’ t apply to SIXT. Quite
the contrary is the fact. After having graduated in business administration I gained first
professional work experience in the business management department of Linde AG.
Facing the limited scope of the working area

and experiencing the organisational structure of a large company led me to join SIXT
in the late eighties as controller and assistant to the then CFO, Mr. Sturm.
The first tasks were to implement a profit
& costcenter organisation and to introduce
a management information system to track
the performance and results of the rental
branches. Further steps were to establish the
annual corporate planning and to set up a
customer break-even analysis.
Many other tasks and projects followed in
the next years often driven by the extremely
rapid and successful development of the
company. The controlling department was
built up gradually to meet the rising requirements of the progressive internationalisation of the company. Currently I’m head of
Group Controlling within the SIXT AG.
The years with SIXT flew by strongly impacted by the innovative, challenging and
attractive work environment and all the
years I could experience closely the lean
structures and fast decision-making of the
company representing a significant share of
the companies’ success.
I’m glad having had the chance to witness
the exceptional and exciting development
of SIXT and I’m looking forward to further
years of interesting tasks and challenges as
part of the sixt family. Keep the SIXT faith
with you... in everything you do! Sixt.

S U S A N B R I C H OV S K Y
Senior Director Key Account
Management, Sixt SE

It was 2004, when I entered
Sixt as management trainee after my studies at HHL in
Leipzig – the beginning of a
very variable, interesting and
always performance-oriented
time. During the last 8 years I continuously
extended my expertise within different positions. So I entered Sixt Leasing as product
manager after finishing the trainee program.
One year later I received the team leader position and in 2010 the department head of
Sixt Leasing strategic sales.
Since February 2011 I am responsible for Sixt
Mobility Consulting, a new Sixt company
focusing on cost and process optimization

projects as well as operate fleet management
for mid-size and large fleets. Currently we
manage approx. 6.000 vehicles – until end
of 2012 we plan to increase this to 8.000. In
addition to this, I am still responsible for the
product management, which was extended
from leasing to corporate level in July 2011.
So far we re-launched Sixt unlimited (formerly known as CarAbo), implemented a
new leasing cent/km-model, established an
e-mobility sales cooperation with E.ON (...).
Sixt always provided me the right amount
of responsibility and freedom of action for
my ideas. I am very excited to work for a
company like Sixt. I congratulate Sixt for
100 years of moving the world.

CHRISTINE CORDEWIENER
Head of Office of Regine Sixt

I can still remember that day I
met Mrs. Sixt for the first time.
It was in March 2010 when I
was invited for a job interview
- only one day after I submitted my job application. Wow! I
was very impressed, Sixt really moves fast!
But I had no idea and had to learn how fast
this company really moves…
Ready for action I entered the Sixt World
having a concrete concept of my professional career in mind, but having no imagination at all of what will be possible. The
door opened and there she was: Regine Sixt.
A short interview, an intense gaze out of her
eyes and the very next day I moved into my
office in the third floor: Marketing.
Now, almost three years later, I am even
more motivated and energetic as I was on
the first day. I am amazed about what is possible and I am ready for action! Action is
the right word to describe my boss. Regine
Sixt is always in action. Every single day my
team, Danijela Kesetovic and Annika Koroll, and me do our best to make her vision
come true. She shoots out her ideas like a
firework and then we rush back to our desks
to make her vision come true.
What I have learned most by being a part
of the big Sixt family is: “Expect the unexpected and achieve the impossible!” Happy
Birthday Sixt!
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F LO R I A N D E R N

Vice President
Franchise Administration, Sixt USA

Dear Reader, having worked
in Operations as Rental Agent
and Branch Manager in Germany and the UK since 2001
and now as Head of Quality
Management for the past four years, I am
very excited because 2012 not only marks
our centenary; to me personally it means
leaving behind “old Europe”
and taking on a new role looking after our
Franchise business in the latest Sixt country, the United States. This is the three factors that have made Sixt successful - and
that make me a proud member of the team:
We have constantly re-invented ourselves
and never hesitated to throw bureaucracy
and antiquated structures overboard. We
have believed in the entrepreneurial spirit
of every member of our global family. And
most importantly, everything we do focuses
on our customers. Let’s see what the future
holds for Sixt. I am sure we have the right
tools and mindset to be successful in the
next one hundred years. But before we roll
up our sleeves, I am absolutely sure Regine
Sixt and her Marketing team will host celebrations that we will remember for the next
one hundred years to come!

😜	

B E AT E D U N T S C H
Junior Manager Accounting, Sixt SE

My name is Beate Duntsch, in
2003 I started as a clerk of the
receivables management for
Sixt Leasing AG (Germany)
for individual and small business accounts. During the following 3 years
I was responsible for the large customer accounts, the processing of the debt collection
in cooperation with the lawyer and the
bank’s return debits of the customers with
direct debit. 2006 I became Supervisor of
the receivables management and in 2008 the
further step was the team manager.
We are now responsible for the Sixt Leasing
companies in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Netherlands, France and also for the
Mobility Consulting GmbH.
During the whole time I had the opportu251

nity to be a part of the “Sixt Family” which
is very important for me. The “Sixt Spirit”
enables me to develop my department with
my ideas.
For the next 100 years I wish Sixt to continue and increase the success in the same way
as in the last 100 years. Happy Anniversary!

NICO GABRIEL
General Manager, DriveNow

When I started with Sixt I
would not have imagined to
see the 100th Jubilee as a Sixt
employee. For me Sixt was a
good career starting point
from where to take the next
step. Infected by the Sixt spirit already during my trainee programm I soon realized
that I was so wrong: Sixt would be a longterm assignment.
Being a managing director at one of the
many Sixt enterprises today, I realize how
working with Sixt has taught me essential
skills everyone needs to work in today’s
business world successfully. My congratulations and special thanks to family Sixt, my
colleagues and my team, hoping that the
years to come will be even more successful.

SY LV I E H A N S E N
Senior Directing Pricing, Sixt SE

Some weeks ago, in late October, I celebrated my personal
tenth jubilee with Sixt. It just
came to my mind that this
means I took part of the Sixt
story for nearly one-tenth of
its existence and I am very proud of it. I
grew up with the service setting in my mind
from the beginning. My parents had and
still have a guest house in a very beautiful
part of Germany and our whole life was
centered around the customer – the guest.
I realized that the more my mother cared for
our guests the more they loved our guesthouse and some even came back every year
for more than 25 years and became friends
of our family. Fascinated by this I myself
started to work in the service industry – as
a waitress, bar tender or even kitchen help

- and I loved it. So I decided to study tourism- and hotel-management, found out
about the concept of revenue management
and could not think of anything else worth
doing. Following internships with Thomas
Cook and TUI, I joined Sixt in 2003 and
learned to really appreciate its spirit. Everybody who wants to is given responsibility and confidence to act. I learned that if
you have something to say you are allowed
to say it and – more important - you will be
listened to.
I am not number xyz in a big corporation
where I have to work on small pieces of a
big puzzle I don’t really understand, but I
am part of the big picture and can influence
it with my action. Most important for me
for the Sixt success is the focus on the customer. Having this in mind you can’t lose
as a service provider – that’s why it’s called
the service industry! So today and for the
last ten years I was able to use my personal
strength to be part of the Sixt success and
again I am very proud and thankful! I also
have to thank my team and my colleagues
for their work and support and I am very
happy to see that they also love and live the
Sixt way. I wish Sixt and its employees ongoing success for the next hundred years at
least. Congratulations!

E VA HI T S C HL E R
Senior Assistent to COO Detlev Pätsch, Sixt SE

Before I finished my studies in
International Tourist Management I only knew Sixt as
a famous car-rental company
with outstanding advertisement. At a job fair in Munch,
I got the chance to learn more about this
fascinating company. I had to pass through
one interview, one assessment center and
one day of practical experience before I
finally got the job offer as a Management
Trainee Operations. All within two weeks!
Since this moment, I am more than familiar with the incredible working speed which
reigns the Sixt-World.
In November 2008 I started my Trainee
Program. I was trained in several German
branches before I became the manager of
our branch in Fulda in April 2009. After one

100 Years
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year of gaining a lot of valuable experience
in our operational business, I got the offer
to move to Munich to become the personal
assistant of our COO, Mr. Detlev Pätsch.
Since almost four years I am practicing this
job now with all my commitment and I am
more than happy to live and feel the SixtSpirit every day.

SUS AN NE H O CHLE I T HN E R
Managing Director International
Vehicle Purchase, Sixt SE

I have been a member of the
Sixt family for 26 years now.
I had the chance to accompany the young entrepreneurial
family on their journey to become an extraordinarily fast moving family
business.
In 1993 we started with a team of two people to purchase about 30.000 vehicles for
the German fleet. Meanwhile Sixt expanded
throughout Europe and the US and thus the
vehicle purchase team became international
too. Now, with a team of ten people we furnish the Sixt fleet in our corporate countries
and the US with more than 130.000 vehicles
every year.
Sixt is a premium provider and when negotiating contracts we always do our best to
correspond to this premise. Therefore, we
do not only focus on premium manufacturer, but also try to include the latest innovations and high-quality equipment for
our rental fleet and the limousine and VIP
rental service.
Although time is running by – and after 26
years, I know what I’m talking about – Sixt
stays a “rolling stone that gathers no moss”.
And we all feel the motion that will take us
to an exciting future with Sixt and I’m very
much looking forward to it.

		

STEPHAN HONG
Director E-Commerce, Sixt SE

100 years of Sixt. Spending the
last ten years in the internet industry, for me this is an exceptional number.
Most internet companies only
last for a few years. What is it that makes Sixt
successful over such a time?
I remember two things very distinctly from
my interview.
First: The promise that employees are given
the freedom and responsibility to make a difference in the company.
Second: The assurance that decisions will be
made fast and without red tape. Both promises have been kept.
Sixt may be a major corporate company in
numbers, but it is not in spirit.
Daily business culture is strongly shaped by
the family members and is one of pragmatism
and agility. I believe that this kind of spirit
makes Sixt not only ready to meet future
challenges but able to lead in a competitive
environment.
As I said before most internet companies do
not make it past the initial years, however,
there are a few that are wildly successful.
These few have changed the entire online and
mobile landscape and are leading the space.
I am looking forward to contribute to the
success of Sixt and to make sure that we are
ahead of the game. Be it in CRM, Online Advertising, Search or Websites.

Management evolved from simple space
control into complex dynamic pricing models.
Aviation was also where my career began,
at first in IT, then, in the Revenue Management department of the newly founded
Swiss International Airlines. There, I had
the opportunity to help shape new concepts
and systems for optimised pricing.
At Sixt, when I became responsible for the
departments of Yield Management and
Pricing in 2007, I could build on that experience but, of course, had to face other, new,
challenges. I found and further developed a
highly motivated team that, since then, has
made great achievements in improving both
the technology and the day-to-day business
processes. Today, we still lag behind airline
pricing technology in some aspects but are
ahead in others, especially when it comes to
utilise the possibilities of the Internet.
In my time at Sixt thus far, I have always
enjoyed the close contact with world-wide
operations as well as other departments in
the head quarters. It is that direct cooperation that ensures the right balance between
different targets such as profitability, long
term customer relations, and of maintaining an excellent product and brand. The
100th anniversary of Sixt, to me, symbolises that long-term sustainable concept, well
prepared to adapt to changes in the travel
market. Happy birthday, Sixt!

		

O L I V E R K A LT E N B A C H
HENRIK IMHOF

Managing Director Human Resources, Sixt SE

Managing Director Yield Management
& Pricing, Sixt SE

I joined Sixt almost two years
ago, in April 2010, as Head of
Human Resources. Engaged
and capable employees are a
key asset to any successful
company. The primary goal of
our HR department is to build organizational capabilities and implement and enhance HR practices, tools and solutions
that create significant value for customers,
investors as well as executives and employees. Sixt is one of the most important companies in the area of mobility solutions with
more than 2000 employees worldwide.
For me, personally, Sixt represents 100 years
of innovation. It is a company that clearly

As little as 20 years ago, most
people would not have agreed
to the claim that it takes mathematicians and specialised statistical software in order to
successfully operate a car rental company.
Of course, computerised reservation and inventory planning systems had been available at the time. But there was not a lot of
maths at work in the logic of which price to
quote when for which product. Things began to change at first in the airline industry
in the wake of the 1980ies deregulations.
What is now known as Revenue (or, Yield)
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sets standards for a whole industry. I am
very proud to be part of this industry leader.
Congratulations to an exceptional company
history!

DETLEF KREHAHN
Senior Director International Franchise,
Sixt rent a car

Actually I started working for
Sixt exactly at the same day as
my colleague Rüdiger Proske
in 1998. From the beginning I
had the pleasure to join the
Sixt International Franchise
Team as Operations & Auditing Manager.
Together with my colleagues we started to
design a franchise system and defined regulations and procedures to make all our business lives easy and the processes understandable.
In the beginning we developed the European
market, later we started with Africa, then
Middle-East, South & Central America and
the Asian-Pacific Region. As each continent
and its people are so different, its not that
we train all people how to work at Sixt but
we are learning also a lot about other cultures.
What makes Sixt different from others are
two main factors:
1.) The right focus on Quality, Service, Pricing & Costs and...
2.) That Sixt is not only a smart name but
there is a Family which takes care and inspires all staff in the organisation.
Needless to say that from the very first day
we are proud to receive the strongest support by Mrs. Regine Sixt who pushes all our
Expansion Plans not only with her contacts
and her global network but also with knowhow in Marketing and Partnerships to other
organisations. Even in tough times we must
never forget to be always better and stronger
than our competitors to convince our customers every day to rent with Sixt wherever
in the world next time again.
It’s a privilege to me that I can join such a
professional organisation and bring the
“Sixt Spirit” to many more countries in future. I congratulate Sixt to its 100th anniversary. I am proud to be a part of it!
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GRIT LANGHOF
Senior Manager International Reservation &
Process- and Quality Management

I’ve been working with Sixt
since 1991. I started the traditional way as a trainee and,
after six months, became a
branch manager of region
North. In 1996 I was asked to
set up an International Reservations department in Rostock. We started with just a
dozen employees and grew very fast. More
and more departments developed in Rostock. The number of employees has multiplied and since back then I’ve been Head of
the International Reservations department
& Process- and Quality Management. I find
it highly interesting to see how our customers’ expectations towards a contact center
have changed during those years. In the
1990ies it was merely about entering data
into our booking system, today it’s so much
more than that: a comprehensive crosschannel counseling of customers about the
wide range of worldwide services SIXT is
offering. Our environment is much more
complex and fast-paced nowadays. The service center in Rostock keeps being awarded
several prizes for its outstanding performance and is ideally positioned for further
growth.

THORSTEN LEIDERMANN
Director Central Purchasing, Sixt SE

In 10 / 2007 I started my Sixt
career in the Leasing department as Senior Inhouse Consultant. Within the next two
and a half year I focused my
activities on improving structures and process performance. In that context I would
like to mention the implementation of the
operational excellence process as well as the
restructuring of the Key Account Management Department.
In 2010 I got the opportunity to take over
the lead of the Central Purchasing department, dealing with centralizing and internationalization the purchasing-activities
across the Sixt group. Our focus lies on realizing savings in the indirect spend categories
like infrastructure, energy, IT, travel etc.. Be-

fore Sixt I worked for Ernst & Young in the
Retail & Consumer Products Department
with focus on purchasing optimisation. To
provide a personal impression: I am married and have an one year old daughter.
Although it is often said, I stand by it: To
work for Sixt is taking over responsibility,
hopefully making smarter and faster business decisions and never resting on your laurels. Sixt is an company that really offers you
great and challenging tasks. Going full throttle chances by far outweigh potential risks.
It is of course it is also in my own interest to
wish Sixt the continuation of discontinuation i.e. being innovative, highly competitive
and taking the chances of present and future
possibilities concerning mobility solutions.

Y VO N N E L E U S C H N E R
Senior Director Rent a Truck, Sixt SE

Being part of the Sixt family
for 5,5 years now it is a pleasure for me to congratulate
Sixt on its 100th anniversary.
After nearly 5 years as Regional Manager within Germany I
am now in charge of the Van and Truck
business within Europe since March 2012.
From day one working for Sixt I noticed that
Sixt is different.
For me Sixt - besides success and permanent
innovations - stands for creating chances,
opening doors and barriers and looking for
solutions besides the traditional paths.
Sixt is a fast-paced company that never
rests. The “spirit of mobility” keeps the
Sixt family going. I am grateful being part
of this spirit and I am personally convinced,
that the great success of Sixt will continue
to grow globally for many years to come!
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MARCEL MARKMANN
Executive Manager Cooperation
Marketing, Sixt SE

Dear Sixt Family,
Although I am not in the position to compliment you on
your achievements, I have
learned one thing while working at Sixt: The pessimist understands every
task as a problem.
The optimist understands every problem as
a task. I love working in a company whose
spirit and success is based on the latter - in
the last 100 years, now and for sure in the
future!

CHRISTIAN MEIER
Senior Director, Autoland

Congratulation to Sixt for
its 100 years company anniversary!
My name is Christian Meier
(44). I am with Sixt Rent
	
   a car since 1st July 1995.
I started in the department “car control”
having been responsible for the “truck fleet
management and the LCV and truck purchasing”. From January 1997 to May 2003
I have been in the purchase department in
charge mostly for the LCV and truck purchase. From May 2003 to September 2010
I additionally took over the responsibility
for the “Buyback – process Management”
and the “controlling of the recondition and
maintenance costs”. Since October 2010 I
am with my colleague Thomas Stangel responsible as “managing director for the Sixt
Autoland”. As “Sixt Autoland” we sell all
“on risk purchased rental cars” from our
European rental fleets as well as former
Sixt Leasing cars which haven’t been sold to
dealers. Besides that we are buying new and
used cars in Europe for reselling them.
Since my beginning at Sixt I always appreciated the individual scope of action in an fast
growing and dynamic company. I think in
this business environment every other colleague and me has got the chance to grow
and enrich the individual job experiences.
Considering the development of Sixt in the
last 100 years in my opinion all over the
years there never changed two things:

Sixt is always at least one step ahead its
competitors regarding new ideas and innovations and Sixt has got the strongest trademark in the market. I am convinced that this
will remain so in the future as well!
I am looking forward to many interesting,
challenging and sucessful years with Sixt!

J U L I A VO N P E R FA L L
Junior Manager CSR Program,
Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation

Congratulations to the 100th
anniversary of Sixt.
In October 2011 I joined the
Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation, the CSR program of the company. Before
I started working for Sixt I have finished my
studies in Development Studies and gained
experiences in some considerable organizations.
My daily business consists in improving
the online communication via social media
platforms, raising funds for our children
aid projects all over the world. The main
purpose of the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation is the worldwide improvement
of humane living conditions for children.
Together with Sixt AG and its highly engaged employees in over one hundred countries, the foundation has developed into a
relief organization that makes the impossible possible. We are welcoming all Sixt
countries to engage themselves in the projects and be part of spreading the foundation all over the world. Together with the
company we have the unique possibilities to
achieve something big within the next 100
years. I am happy to be part of it!

RÜDIGER PROSKE
Senior Director International
Franchise, Sixt Rent a Car

I joined Sixt in 1998 and ever
since Sixt is expanding around
the globe with new country
openings every year. To be a
part of Sixt’s expansion is
both, a special honor and my
daily business. The Sixt company is fascinating to me because of its pace, passion
and dedication to be more successful than
our competitors.
Our Team in Sixt’s Franchise Department
is using this special “Sixt Spirit” and puts
all its everyday efforts into making the Sixt
Franchise System more advanced. Our focus
is to drive more business to our Franchisees
and to transfer our company Know How
into the Franchisees organizations. And
we act as a family, where we listen to each
other, where we pay attention to our daily
challenges and where we help and support
each other – in good times as well as in difficult times.
One of the biggest challenges for the next
years to come is our expansion in North
America. We will support the Corporate
Expansion in the U.S. by launching our
U.S. Franchise System and vice versa. Every
country in the Sixt network will ultimately
benefit from our U.S. activities. We will generate more supply for our existing customers but we will also have access to new potential customers.
Let’s work together to reach this target and
lets act as a family. I congratulate Sixt to its
100th anniversary. I am proud to be a part
of it!

C H R I S T I A N P. R E H B E I N
Executive Manager International Franchise,
Sixt Rent a Car

My responsibilities include the
development of the Sixt international mobility network
which currently consists of
56 countries. Beside five corporate countries and two co operations the
network is based on international Sixt franchise partners. As such we combine central
coordination and know how with strategic
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tasks and local know how to achieve operational excellence in every country. My idea
of customer-driven development embraces
international Sixt customers and joint development on an international scale as well.
I joined Sixt in 2002 and have been responsible for international development at Sixt
Leasing since 2005, following my responsibility in truck rental at Sixt rent a car, and
being Head of Key Account Management at
Sixt Leasing..
I graduated from the University of Cologne
with a master in business administration
(Diplom-Kaufmann) with specialization in
international management, organization,
M&C Psychology, market research and
marketing. An additional international program partial executed in France guided me
towards international business.
After my studies I started as an assistant
to a member of board and was responsible
for marketing and special solutions at Rethmann Group, as well a family driven business. As Head of Sales and Marketing at a
start up of Bayerische Landesbank for international logistics and transportation, I was
a member of management team of BTZ and
a member of board of BTZ Italia in Verona with sales teams in Hamburg, Cologne,
Munich and Verona. I am Member of Committee on Foreign Trade and Economics at
the Chamber of Commerce of Munich and
Bavaria as well as member of Marketing
Club München e.V.
Sixt is an international well known company with a strong brand and I appreciate the
entrepreneurial approach within Sixt with
responsibility and freedom of scope. Therefore I like working in this go-ahead environment. My goal is the further development of
Sixt Leasing International Partner Network
and improvement of its international competitiveness.
I’m deeply impressed by the entrepreneurial initiative of the Sixt family the last 100
years. I’m glad to be part of the international Sixt family and aim to contribute further
to develop Sixt internationally to one of the
major players with the best mobility services. Let’s reach new summits together!
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COLETTE RICHARTZ
Senior Manager International Marketing, Sixt SE

Congratulations on 100 years
of Sixt! This is a wonderful
opportunity to express the
kindest well- wishes on the
100th birthday of Sixt.
Born in Munich, the birthday
child has lived through all highs and lows
of the past century- always conquering the
challenges head on. Especially for the past
25 years Sixt has switched into the passing
lane and has developed the network to an
impressive presence in over 105 countries
around the globe.
I has been a great honor for me, to have been
a part of the Sixt worldwide development
over the years and to give my small contribution to help make Sixt to what it is today.
And still, after so many years, it is still today
great to be a part of the worldwide Sixt family and to be able to work on such exciting
new projects every day.
Congratulations on 100 years of Sixt! May
the story of the Sixt success continue for
many years to come.

C H R I S TO P H S A N T N E R
Futurist, Consultant, Author

Sixt has entrepreneurial drive
– to make outstanding ambitions come true. Sixt has passion – to walk the extra mile
for the customer. And Sixt has
spirit – to truly inspire mobility with innovative solutions. This is proofed
again and again over the last 100 years – and
I’m sure: over the next century as well! Congratulations and good luck to all your upcoming ventures!

CHRISTIAN SCHNEIDER
Senior Director Purchasing &
Fleetoperations, Sixt SE

As to my personal background
- I am 41 years old, married
and have a 6 year old daughter.  Since Feb 1992 I am operating for one of the most successful enterprises in the business area of
car rental and mobility. After being engaged
in the business divisions New Car Acquisitions, Car Control and Procurement I took
over for the position of the Head of Purchasing & Fleet Operations at SIXT Leasing in 1999. The Purchasing & Fleet Operations Team is responsible for procurement
of vehicles which also includes full service
components like shop floor service & maintenance, tyre equipment and insurance besides to resale and buy back processing supplementing the range of activities. In
Rostock we are covering the entire scope of
activities related to service & maintenance
for our clients. My aim and motivation is
to take up market challenges and to always
be at least one step ahead of our competitors.  Being engaged with SIXT - the market
leader and innovation driver in the business
field of mobility - to me means being allowed to participate in a corporate success
story and being involved in a company that
is leading the charge in business development and trends.  Happy Birthday SIXT!

MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
Senior Director, Limousine Service

Working for and with Sixt
since 1991, I have experienced
why Sixt has been successful
for a century now: The focus
on service and profitability.
Erich Sixt who never tires to
highlight that “The customer is our boss”
and it is only the customer who decides if
we exceed the expectations or if we fail.
And Regine Sixt with her never-ending
power to gain perfection in brand-appearance.
During my way through the company, I
learned to be part of this philosophy. In the
end, it is a question of passion to fight for
the success of the Sixt brand. In my eyes,
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orange has become the colour of activity
associated with continuous efforts to be superior and the colour which turns our heads
always forward to the next challenging
mountain peak.
Starting as Regional Director in Cologne
with six branches, I moved to Frankfurt
after two years in order to build a new regional structure consisting 60 branches.
From 1994 onwards, I was acting additionally as General Manager for Switzerland
– long time before our international expansion started. In 2002, I went to France and
developed the country to Sixt’s biggest and
most important foreign market until today.
Since 2010 I have the pleasure to work for
our worldwide high-end quality product,
the Limousine Service and Luxury Cars. Being the Managing Director gives me again
the opportunity to create something new –
something new with the oldest product we
have. In fact, we started in 1912 with a kind
of Limousine or Chauffeur Service.
This is for me the orange line throughout
the history of our company: never say it is
impossible, even it seems that competitors
has occupied a market - a chance to get
ahead is always given.

ALEXANDER SEMPERT
Manager Central Purchasing, Sixt SE

My name is Alexander Sempert. I’m married and I have
a little son who is four years
old right now. I started my
career at Sixt almost 12 years
ago. At this time, I was part of the international fleet department and responsible
for the local fleet purchasing and other
fleet-related products like tires and navigation systems. I have been surprised over and
over again that there is always something
new. No day is comparable with another
one. In the year 2010, a new department
was established called “Central Purchasing”
and I decided to change my occupation.
As a part of the corporate development we
concentrate on realizing savings for the international Sixt group regarding indirect
spend categories like IT, travel etc. Before I
started at Sixt, I gained work experience for
several years by purchasing mineral oil af-

ter finishing an apprenticeship as wholesale
and export merchant at BayWa AG. Sixt is
an employer that really offers great chances
and challenging tasks. It’s incredible how
time flies and I cannot believe that I’m part
of the Sixt-Family for such a long time but
one thing is for sure: I still feel the motion.

		

K AT R I N S I E L A F F
Team Lead Damage Management, Sixt Leasing

My name is Katrin Sielaff. I
am the Damage Handling
team leader for the SIXT
Leasing fleet. I have been at
SIXT for nearly 11 years, and
I have been surprised over and over again
that there is always something new. No day
is like the other. It is always exciting and
thrilling.
My employees and I ensure that the damaged vehicles get repaired. This requires a
lot of organization. In close contact with
our customers, we coordinate appointments, for example, for investigations,
replacement cars or repairs. The cause of
the accident is not always clear, and often
or there are no witnesses. For this reason,
there are also sometimes exciting consultations with the police or the insurers. I work
at the Rostock location with over 400 colleagues. Here, the working atmosphere is
very friendly and helpful. I also enjoy living in Rostock, especially since it is near the
beach.
When I travel abroad I am always happy to
see the SIXT brand on gigantic billboards
and elsewhere. It is a very nice feeling to
be a part of well-known and important
company. SIXT developed rapidly during the last 100 years. I am confidant
that this will continue for the next 100!

T H O M A S S PA N I O L
Director International Audit

When I joined Sixt in 2008, I
was amazed about the dynamics and agility of the
company. Coming from a typical retail group with its inflexible structures and processes it was mo-

tivating and fascinating to become
acquainted with the Sixt culture. And fortunately this fascination has not been lost yet.
Quite the contrary: even after working four
years as Head of the Internal Group Audit,
the company astonishes me anew nearly every day.
Due to the different audits which my team
and I performed in the last years, we had the
opportunity to gain insight into many areas
of the company and the possibility to get to
know many colleagues from other business
units.
One thing we recognized in every field was
the special Sixt Spirit: this great entrepreneurial freedom and the typical creative
Sixt-”chaos”. Although it is not always easy
to handle esp. as internal auditor, it quickly
became clear that precisely this culture is
the reason for the success of Sixt in the past
100 years.
This is also reflected in the fact that in
general, even in audit situations, there is
the willingness to analyze relevant issues
critically and to openly discuss possible improvements.
My team and I look forward to make a
small contribution together with the colleagues from the operational departments
to make the next years as successful as the
last Sixt century.

R A P H A E L S TA N G E

Senior Director Marketing Operations, Sixt SE

Since I entered Sixt at the 1st
of December 2011 I have
been responsible for the online marketing, which includes the areas of search engine marketing, search engine optimization,
online advertising, social media and online
usability & testing. Online marketing is a
passion and profession of mine since 1999. I
have gained experience in different roles and
fields - most recently at Gruner + Jahr in
subscription and media marketing. Before
this I worked for publishers in the Klett and
WEKA groups. Moreover I was engaged in
several company foundations, for instance
in the Games industry. So I really learned
how hard it is to establish and uphold a successful marketing. Sixt’s advertising has always been eye popping for me. And from a
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personal experience I was also impressed
with Sixt in young age. My first rental was a
Sixt rental – and I was upgraded that day. So
I had a Sixt customer card in my wallet before I ever owned a credit card. Some months
ago I turned that customer card into a Sixt
family member card, and I’m really proud of
that. The will to innovation, ambitious fellow family members and respectful treatment of each other: the next decade will be a
Sixt decade, too. My heartfelt congratulations to the 100 years anniversary!

K A R S T E N S TO R C H
Director Car Control, Sixt SE

My name is Karsten Storch
and I´m now working for over
16 years for Sixt. In the beginning of 1996 I began my career
as a dispatcher in the department Logistics. In this time
and later as a station manager I was able to
gain interesting experience and I acquire entrepreneurial skills. Later I went back to the
headquarter in Pullach as head of the Logistics Department. By integrating the security
area in my area of responsibility, the two
departments were merged under the name
CarControl. My team and I are responsible
a fleet size of more than 100.000 vehicles
each year , as well as for all logistics processes from the provision of vehicles from
the manufacturer to the return or until the
sale of vehicles. Through transparent and
sophisticated processes is a rapid response
to economic and seasonal trends made possible by a short-term and quick removal or
reduction of the fleet. The 100-year anniversary of Sixt is a good opportunity for looking back and I am very pleased that I could
also contribute to the positive development
of Sixt. Already as a young professional I
was fascinated by Sixt because of having
the opportunity to develope myself with personal effort an strong will. Meanwhile, Sixt
has grown into a global corporation, which
makes the prospects for personal development particularly exciting and Sixt is constantly faced with new challenges.
For the 100th anniversary I wish the company and the whole big Sixt-family all the
best and always a continued positive business development and a continued exciting
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time. For the future I hope we are going on
to cope new challenges and to reach our
goals together succesfully as a team!

BJ Ö R N WA L D O W
Senior DirectorCorporate Management &
Sales Controlling, Sixt SE

On my way to Sixt I passed
through a bank apprenticeship
with Deutsche Bank, studied
Business Administration at
Mannheim University and the
London School of Economics, worked for
Deutsche Bank in the Corporate Banking department and finally spend a couple of years
at Roland Berger Strategy Consultants in the
Corporate Performance practice. On behalf
of the entire Sales Controlling team I sincerely congratulate our company and the
Sixt family to this unprecedented success
story that is already lasting for 100 years
now. At the same time I send my best wishes
to Sixt for the years to come, being proud to
be a member of the Sixt family and to have
the chance to proactively contribute to the
development of our fantastic company

everyone within the company, not to rest and
to stay successful.
All these attitudes keep a company lively and
are probably the reason why no one would
say: “Sixt is 100 years old” but rather “Sixt
is 100 years young”. As I have been a very
frequent customer with Sixt for a long time
before I joined as an employee, I have already
experienced this certain “Sixt spirit” earlier.
I really appreciated it over all the years as it
made the difference towards the competitors
for me.
But since I am part of the Sixt community I
learned even more: the spirit shown on the
outside is not only a pretty coat, it is really
being lived day by day on the inside! That
makes Sixt a great place to work and – I am
sure – also a great place for our customers
for at least the next 100 years! Happy birthday, Sixt!

		

THE REGINE SIXT
AIRLINES TEAM

F LO R I A N W E I S
Senior Director Quality Management, Sixt SE

I am more than happy to congratulate Sixt for 100 years of
growth, prosperity and excellent customer service! Even as a
quite new member of the global Sixt network – I just started with Sixt this
year in August – I have already learned a lot
about why Sixt has this tremendous success
story.
One reason definitely is: at Sixt you have
highly motivated people collaborating daily
in a dynamic and innovative spirit. Along
with this comes a constant ambition you can
find everywhere in the company: to improve
things, to challenge things and to never stop
inventing itself again. Sixt never made the
mistake you could be tempted to once you
are successful: to lean back and to be saturated. The success of the past 100 years is
truly an overwhelming achievement, but obviously it is an obligation and stimulation to

Lisa Haberrecht, Christine Hierl, Nicole Ress,
Claudia Schulz, Jose Topete (photos f. l. to r.)

It is a pleasure and an honor to be a part of a
company with such a long history of success.
Airlines have always been vital partners
for Sixt, ever since our leader and mentor,
Regine Sixt, created the airline partnerships
department. A great part of Sixt’s business
comes from travelers who get off their flights
to continue their journey enjoying superb
services provided by Sixt. We are proud to be
a part of the most stylish and customer-oriented car rental company in the world. 100
years after it was founded, we still embrace
Martin and Hans Sixt’s entreprneurial mindset in our everyday work. We strive to work
with the same strength and passion that is
and will continue to be the backbone of the
company’s success.

SIXT COUNTRY
MANAGERS

T

he World of Sixt
is indeed a world
that invites and
embraces
people
coming from around
the entire planet. Therefore it is
fantastic to have these outstanding
country managers and franchise
partners with us. They are terrific
ambassadors for our brand and
they know exactly how to meet
the local requirements. Thank you
for your cooperation!

100 Years
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S I X T A L BA N I A
Adriano Jance, General Manager

It’s been a pleasure working for Sixt Albania since 2004, and it’s a pleasure to be able
to tell you, how much I appreciate all the
good support all the Sixt team gave me for
the time being on both a professional and
on a personal level.
It is not easy to satisfy all customer needs,
it takes a lot of hard work to please them,
especially in the period Albania is passing
through, but in the end you feel proud of
what you have done.
I did put and still continue to put all my
efforts that our business can achieve good
results for the years to come and still hope
that Sixt team support will be continuous.
I take the opportunity to write to all international Sixt colleagues my warm Christmas & New Year wishes „May happiness
brighten your days, and Prosperity greet you
in your ways, may Success be with you... in
everything you do! Sixt Albania.

SIXT ARMENIA
Arthur Davtyan, General Manager

At the very first impulse I
can say I feel great for being
a member of a big family, of
Sixt family and I feel also great
responsibility because I can’t
let them down. And, most important of all,
I do feel happy and elated when I remember the bright orange colour and the uniforms and the logo and desks, smiling and
polite atmosphere that Sixt can create in its
branches.
In some sense I feel self-confident as the
knowledge I get by working for Sixt will accompany me all my life. I wish Sixt many,
many prosperous years ahead, financial and
economical growth. I hope that one day
all the franchise countries will strictly follow Sixt standards and Sixt will become the
Number 1 car rental company in the entire
world.

S I X T AU S T R I A ,
SIXT SWITZERLAND
Christoph Beisheim, General Manager

Sixt? Never heard of it??? In
1990, a car rental company
was looking for temporary
help students in Göttingen (in
northern Germany). Although
I have never heard of the company, I applied for the job, got it and from then on I
was part of an incredible success story. First
the competitors only had a contemptuous
smile for us, but middle of the 90’s, Sixt
became market leader in Germany and was
on its way to being a leading international
service provider.
From the beginning it was different working for Sixt, I met odd people in a very positive way. Highly motivated, all of them very
proud being a member of Sixt and helping
to be „ahead of the pack“... The employees
have different functions but are not of different value, they are all part of the family
and infected by the spirit of the company.
After working in different responsibilities, I
am General Manager of Austria and Switzerland since more than 4 years.
The mixture of innovative products, highly
motivated employees, the possibility to react in an unconventional way to the shift of
the market and of course being integrated
in a worldwide network, makes Sixt for me
„the best Car Rental Company“ I can imagine. I am, and I don’t want to get too emotional, very proud to contribute my share.
So, Sixt? Never heard of it? I’m sure, nobody will say that again!
Do you know the famous movie: ‘Star Trek:
The Next Generation’, or in the German
translation: ‘the next Century’? Like Starship Enterprise we are also on our way into
the next century with Sixt. Not to new galaxies, but towards new horizons, new challenges and uncertainties in the future.
In the movie the team is equipped with a
good starship. We are well endowed with
very good and always innovative new products, efficient processes, good IT solutions
and high customer orientation. As in the
movie it’s the crew that contributes significantly to the success. The Sixt Family is the

best crew you can have. Austria and Switzerland are pleased to be part of it.
I am looking forward to an interesting and
impressive event in Vienna.

We are a part of it!
As a member of Sixt we are expecting to
increase our market share by combining international customer base and brand awareness with our local experience. Our target
is to be the number one in the Baltic States
- when somebody is seeing orange, the first
impression must be “it’s Sixt”!

S I X T BA H R A I N

Lloyd Mendes, Managing Director

Sixt and our company have a
very long term relationship
which started back in 2006. We
have a special relationship in
terms of doing business with
the Head Quarters. Being an automotive
company in Bahrain whereby we deal with
great products in Tyres Batteries Cars and
Heavy equipments it was an ideal scenario
for us to join sixt and be in the business of
renal limousine and leasing.
We have introduced all the quality cycles
in place, which we have learnt through the
various training programmes conducted by
Sixt Head quarters.
We are very proud of being part of a 100
year old company which so much history in
the making.

S I X T BA LT I C S

Arnis Jaudzems, Managing Director

Our company was aiming for
Sixt already for years. We were
doing well in the Baltic States
– Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia – but we wanted to become
more international. Sixt was the brand we
love the most because it corresponds to our
ideas and visions. Sixt is customer oriented,
fashionable, new technology driven and independent.
However Sixt already had a franchise partner in the Baltic States. In 2010 the old partner closed its car rental operations, and we
were proud to become a new member of
Sixt family. Now all the customers in the
BalticStates can receive the full range of mobility solutions – from rent a car services to
leasing and fleet management.
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SIXT BENELUX
Michael Meissner, Managing Director

Born in Neuss in NordrheinWestfalen, I began my professional career at the Deutsche
Bank in Düsseldorf. In 1997 I
stepped into the car rental industry and passed different
stations in Berlin, Frankfurt, and Hamburg
before I joined Sixt in october 2008.
My first challenge has been to win our
operations to intensify their focus on
vans&trucks as this has been a segment
with a significant growth potential. Our local sales approach through the branch managers has been one of the methods to take
over our competitors in germany.
In april 2012 I moved to Amsterdam to become responsible for the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg.
Even if the countries are very close to my
home country germany, I could experience
many little differences within the cultures.
If you are open for these local aspects, it will
make it much easier for you as a foreigner
to understand your customers and their demands.
My team and me are therefore carefully listening to our customers to overfulfill their
expectations and to become the number 1
mobility provider within the BeNeLux.
So let’s also listen to each other carefully on
this AGC to continue together in growing
the worldwide success of SIXT!
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SIXT BOSNIAH E R Z E G OV I NA
Edin Husejnovic, General Manager

Starting from February 2010
private and business clients
are able to enjoy even more
Sixt offers in Southeastern
Europe. We are based in Sarajevo and glad to be the new Sixt franchise
partner in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Together with our local partner we are covering the
most important spots in regards of tourism
and economic importance. We are welcoming our customers in 7 branches in Sarajevo,
Banja Luka, Mostar and Tuzla.
We must admit that the type and amount
of business that we are receiving as a part
of the great Sixt network goes high above
our wildest dreams. We are sure that we
were bridging the gap toward our neighboring countries in the Southeast of Europe already and we are looking forward to serve
our customers with excellent service and
high quality cars.

port and long lasting experience of all Sixt
corporate countries and franchisees. We are
proud to witness the fruitful results that followed our efforts and are honored to be part
of this process. Avail ourselves from the opportunity to wish Mr. Erich & Mrs. Regine
Sixt and their family continuous success for
the coming year.
It has been 11 years since Sixt is present in
Bulgaria represented by company named
Tourist Service rent a car, known for its experience and excellence in service at Sofia
airport since 1994. Today, we can proudly
say, that Sixt is the number one car rental
company in Bulgaria, maintaining the same
high level of service as in Germany. Sixt
Chauffeur drive provides Mercedes vehicles
to its customers and cooperates with all
leading hotel chains in Bulgaria. We have
supplied cars for President Bill Clinton and
President George Bush during their visit
to Sofia. Whether for business or pleasure,
we offer competitive and first class service
available 24 hours a day. Whether for business or pleasure, you can schedule with Sixt
in Bulgaria anything from a half-day, pre-set
tour to a multi-day tour fully customized to
customer’s individual needs.

SIXT BULGARIA
Magdalena Saykova, Genral Manager

As a franchisee for Bulgaria, it
gives us a great pleasure to be a
part of the Sixt Family. For
eleven years now we have been
working together, growing
together and developing together. It was a
remarkable period of hard work, achievements and success. Being franchisee of Sixt
for Bulgaria made us start a series of continuous innovations, that helped us to serve
our customers better, and doing so, drive
our way to industry leadership. Today, we
are expanding together the boundaries of
innovations further by becoming franchisee
of Sixt limousine service. After all these
years of close cooperation, and thanks to
the knowledge and know-how of the Sixt
team, we can proudly say that even the most
demanding travellers, corporate travel managers or travel agents count on us for the
highest level of service and reliability in Bulgaria and worldwide thanks to the kind sup-

S I X T CAY M A N I S L A N D S
David A. Drummond, General Manager

SIXT has reached an important milestone with finesse and
should be very proud of the
growth and its achievements
over the years. The SIXT family with the support of dedicated staff has
built this company through hard work and
quality service and have filled a critical need
in supplying prestigious mobility services
worldwide.
The solid reputation developed in the corporate community due to Regine’s Children’s
Aid initiatives, are also a testament to the
type of corporate citizen SIXT is. From the
Cayman Islands and as one of your newest
members to this family, it is a genuine pleasure to be associated with you. Best wishes in
the coming years.
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S I X T C O S TA R I CA
Alex Jensen, Managing Director

I

n the eight years that we are now part
of the Sixt family, we have experienced
many amazing developments. We have met
many special people, exceptional professionals and an outstanding working team.
Our experience has been wonderful and
satisfactory. Being part of such a great family which feels the motion with every action
which is implemented, with every idea being realized and every step being taken towards a future better for all of us, is simply
and sincerely a reason to be proud of and a
motivation each and every day.

S I X T C R OAT I A

rental price includes full services, regular
services, vehicle registration, replacement
vehicle while the vehicle is in service, replacement car in case of breakdown or accident, tires etc. It is all customized to the
customer wishes.
Advantages of such leases, in relation to
classical leasing, are:
– a possibility of earlier lease ter- with
minimal additional costs, depending on the
agreed terms.
– monthly rental amounts form the company’s expenses, while the purchase of the vehicle is considered as fixed assets, and has an
impact on the balance sheet of the company.
– this form of lease is especially attractive
for foreign branches that are not legal entities in Croatia, since they cannot get the purchase leasing.

SIXT CZECH REPUBLIC
Frantisek Paces, Managing Director

As the managing director of
the Sixt Czech Republic and as
the head of Eagle group I am
very proud to have a possibility to be a part of the Sixt family. Sixt Czech Republic provides all possible products to its customers – rent a car,
limousine service, operative leasing and the
full service leasing. We provide all these services responsibly and especially with the vision of a satisfied customer. Because of this
we keep on improving our products and
services and we are trying to be better every
day.
Further, the whole Eagle group actively
helps to the Regine Sixt’s foundation to
support those who need.

Gregor Vuga, General Manager

SIXT rent a car in Croatia operates as a franchise for 11 years. Since 2010 Sixt franchise
holder for the Republic of Croatia’s territory is A- ANTICUS Ltd which is a part of
Slovenian franchise owner. Headquarters
is in Zagreb, the capital of Croatia. Within headquarters in Zagreb there are two
more branches, at the airport and downtown. Also there are eight more branches
all over the Adriatic coast. Also, there is a
good cooperation with the hotels such as
Hilton and hotel Four Points by Sheraton.
Sixt Croatia has 30 employees in total, and
all work as a team for customer satisfaction.
The fleet consists of smaller vehicles called
economy class (VW Polo, Opel Corsa,
Citroen C3, etc.), commercial vehicles (VW
Passat, Citroen C5, Peugeot 508), various MPVs (3008, Citroen C4 Picasso, VW
Touran...), luxury vehicles (Mercedes...)
and passenger and cargo vans.
SIXT offers different types of rental vehicles, pick up in one city and drop off in another city, the possibility of return abroad,
delivery/collection to and from the desired
address etc.
Also, SIXT Croatia offers a long-term lease
to companies and individuals, from one
month to several years.
The advantages of this type of lease are:

SIXT CYPRUS
George Mavrovouniotis, Managing Director

SIXT DENMARK

Uniwheels car rentals and
Sixt International - a relationship to be continued 14 years
ago Uniwheels car rentals
and Sixt international started
a relationship that has gone strong throughout the years and today, although 2013 has
been a difficult year for the island of Cyprus, we stand strong, this is also mirrored
in the faith shown to us by Sixt as we have
just signed a new agreement for the next 10
years. This gives us new strength and hope
for further growth. Just as Sixt has grown
internationally we too have made the name
Sixt in Cyprus a Brand to be reckoned with.
A big thank you to all at Sixt who make us
feel like a big Family.

Philip Schack, General Manager

Sixt Denmark is proud to be
a part of the global Sixt family. We strive to continue as
well as contribute to the innovation spirit and unique Sixt
brand DNA. Our Sixt relationship is based
on great inspiration and dialogue. The daily
dialogue is a clear cut case of an ideal working relationship. Sixt Denmark is challenging the market leaders and raising the bar
for best in class car rental and mini-lease.
We do not have to become the biggest, just
stay the best and challenge us selves to be
even better. The customer is still the boss.

SIXT DOM REP
Ney E. Deschamps P., General Manager

There is no way to explain
what it feels like to be part of
Sixt. In October 2005 we began to chart the path to success when for the first time in
Dominican Republic the doors of our prestigious franchise Sixt rent a car opened. It
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We are a part of it!
fills me with a lot of the satisfaction and
pride to be able to say anywhere „I am a
worthy representative of the great family
Sixt„ because it is that we feel like a big
family.
In the short time we have been part of Sixt,
we have seen the tremendous growth that
Sixt AG had globally. And above all the
great empathy that we have had with other
countries, I want to thank all for the support they give us every day each and every
member of Sixt AG as well as other Sixt
franchises in different countries and the
confidence placed in us and the great interest that we can grow as a company, I am
sure that in coming years there will be more
countries Sixt members.
The experience with Sixt every day makes
us feel like better professionals and better
human beings and encourages us to give
our best to continue on the path of success.
I emphasize the great human qualities that
we perceive in the Sixt family, in the figure
of Mrs. Regine Sixt, where with all the love
in the world to help those who have nothing,
and this great gesture tells us every day „yes
we can„. Thank you for teaching us that
there are people who need us and that we
can help.
On behalf of Sixt Dominican Republic we
want to wish all our Sixt family globally a
prosperous year 2014 which we hope will
come loaded with many goals and challenges that we can achieve and especially peace
for all.
		

SIXT EGYPT

Mohamed Abou Ghaly, General Manager

A road paved with excellence
and success. This is what we
can describe the relation between Sixt Egypt and Sixt International.
Since our beginning 10 years ago starting
our Rent a Car business, we were always
guided and supported by the Sixt Family in
Pullach. We are always offered the best advice and ideas to grow our business and be a
healthy profitable business.
The support given to the Sixt operation by
Mr. and Mrs. Sixt with their will to success
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was always transformed to our franchise
world to reach the same results.

SIXT FINLAND
Tuomas Valta, Sales Director

I’ve been working with car
rental for many years being
in charge for development of
the market leader in Finland.
From this perspective I have
been following the development of SIXT
in neighboring countries and of course in
Germany. I must admit that during all these
years I have been jealous (!) for what Sixt
has accomplished. Strange feeling, totally
unknown to me before. So, why being jealous? Maybe because ...
... Sixt is so proactive and professional;
... Sixt really is a nontraditional car rental
company;
...
Sixt marketing and advertising beats all
competitors with a score of 5-0 ;
... Sixt systems overrule all DOS based
main frame systems in terms of efficiency
and user friendliness; 
... Sixt simply is different from all the others!
With these (high) expectations in my
back head I chose to join Sixt after being away from car rental business for
2,5 years. My first impression is that I
have not been jealous all these years in
vain! It really is impressive how processes are planned and documented at Sixt.
However, it’s not just the manuals and processes which makes the difference, it’s the
people. The devotion and entrepreneurship
has been present all day round. Even if
Finland is a tiny country the people at Sixt
Frthe extra mile for helping us to restructure
the Finnish operation. As an “internal customer” to Sixt franchise I am very pleased.
Our job now is to pass this same level of
customer satisfaction to our end users, to
our external customers. This is the way we
ensure profitable growth for Sixt in future.
This is what we have been committed for.
Sixt has been offering rental services in Finland since 2005, the launch took place at

Helsinki Airport branch which is the single
largest rental location in Finland. Since 2010
the license holder of Sixt in Finland has been
Veho, the largest automotive operator in
Finland. Veho – like Sixt - is a family owned
company, and it was established already in
1938. Veho started the business as the importer of Mercedes-Benz. Sixt has been a
newcomer in the Finnish market and during the past years the market share has increased to 10 per cent. Sixt offers the largest
Mercedes-Benz rental fleet Finland and just
recently the production of the new A-class
was launched in the city of Uusikaupunki.

SIXT FRANCE
Jean-Philippe Doyen, President Sixt France

For me Sixt is not simply a
company – it is a philosophy –
a philosophy of success. When
I started at Sixt, 1st April 1991,
Mr. Pätsch sent me to Cologne
as a regional manager for 6 stations. Upon
my arrival, the current branch manager at
Cologne, the „king“ of one of the biggest
stations, handed me a car key and advised
that my office was 200 meters down the
street. I made my way to the „office“ – an
empty room with only a telephone!! I didn’t
know if I should laugh or cry – So I decided
to laugh and the next thing I did was to
phone Mr. Pätsch and ask him if I could buy
a desk and a cupboard – which he of course
agreed!
This experience was valuable and from then
on I often started from nearly zero, taking
over new opportunities and trying to make
the best of what I had taken over. That’s
the Sixt philosophy for me: take the chance,
embrace the opportunity, take every chance
and make the best of it. Everybody, every
partner who has the will and ambition to
succeed with Sixt has made the right choice.
Congratulations to Sixt for 25 years of prosperity in Europe. And I’m certain; We will
achieve our goals in the „forever young and
dynamic Sixt style“ also in the next 25 years.
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S I X T F R E N C H G U YA NA
Mrs. Monique Carasso, Managing Director

I

n French Guiana, Sixt opened 9 years ago.
We are located in the County Seat in Cayenne, at the airport Félix Eboué, and in the
spatial city Kourou.
We have 230 cars distributed in our different
agencies. Citroen is the representative mark,
but since the beginning of the year, our
company also have Renault cars, and two
months ago, we included a different type of
car with 2 Mini Cooper Countryman from
BMW.
The branch has 13 employees. From the central agency in Cayenne, some of them manage and plan reservations by the software
Rentcar. Each agency uses an intranet system linking information and as soon as the
booking is made, our agency can all have the
information whenever the customers rent
the car.
Time after time, our team always improve
themselves to give the best reception to our
customers.
To give them satisfaction is our first priority. At the counter, we restricted the waiting time taking all information from the
reservation, and make their contracts upon
arrival.
That’s the way our Sixt branch attracts customers to be confident with Sixt.

SIXT GEORGIA
Mamuka Tsakadze, General Manager

As a new and young member
of global SIXT family, Georgia joined the group 3 years
ago and since then it stayed
the leader in car rental business in Georgia, despite the fact that all major competitors are presented as well.
We consider ourselves as a Number One car
rental company in Georgia, with the best locations, best fleet and best service, and we
intend to remain the leader on the market
for the coming years, despite the growing
competition.
Georgia is an attractive country for the

tourists with so much to offer - mountain
and sea resorts, wine country sides, and historical masterpieces throughout the country. Thus from the beginning SIXT Georgia
focused on the increasing number of leisure
travelers, who represented approximately
75-80% of our customers. In the first year
of operation another branch was opened
at the Black Sea coast, by this gaining significant advantage of possibilities to cover
wider range of clientele and to provide better technical services and assistance literally
in every part of Georgia.
Having established the reputation of a
company which provides highest quality
service, with the most competitive rates on
the market, we are planning to focus on
the consistently increasing volumes of corporate business, enhancing the variety of
sources of the revenue. We know how to
make the customers keep returning; now
we want our customers to stay loyal to us
for long periods of time. Our objective is to
stay out of the competition within Georgia
and remain as leaders on the market.
We are proud to carry the brand name
SIXT and to be a part of the century long
history of success and sustainable growth.
This places huge amount of responsibility
as well and we give a promise to support
and contribute for another 100 years to
come.

SIXT rent a car was founded in the end
of 2010 with branch in Tbilisi and added
a new branch already in summer 2012 in
Batumi Black Sea coast. In the past three
years of operation the volume of the fleet
and utilization rate increased steadily and
continues to do so. Aiming at becoming the leading car rental company in the
market SIXT maintains excellent service
standards and highest possible quality.
Competitive rates and continuously renewed fleet, together with friendly service
ensures the leading position of the company.

We are a part of it!
its service. We do wish to thrive and to be accompanied by Sixt for this second century in
perfect harmony..

SIXT GREECE
Panagiotis Fotopoulos, Managing Director

SATISFACTION in our cooperation
POWER+STRENGTH for the brand name
ENTHUSIASM with our vision
PIONEER ideas and innovation
RESPECT in people and environment
PERSISTENCE in quality and results
TRUST in our strength
After the foundation of Sixt
Greece in 1998, we created
a target to approach the demands in order to introduce
„Sixt“ in the Greek Market.
By this effort, we wanted to have Sixt Germany as a model partner and supporter.
Through all these 10 years we have succeeded to approach and to materialize your expectations in maximum, stepping on strong
bases. We hope to achieve even more in quality, with good communication and vast organization of our company with successful
results. We have the spirit and the strength
to continue our efforts for our best achievement in your demands in quality standards...
We wish this cooperation to continue with a
maximum intension for the benefit of both
parties by keeping „Sixt“ as a leader in the
car rental Market.

S I X T G UA D E L O U P E &
S T. M A RT I N
Heinz Verhaegh, Managing Director

A

s a German, I’ve always had the greatest
respect for Sixt. What a reward for me
when I entered this big family to which I have
the feeling to belong, and evolve in this internationally renowned group. As an expression
of our trust and our commitment to Sixt, we
invested heavily in a modern structure which
we wanted to be one of the finest of Sixt. Its
long experience since more than a century
comforts us and gives us more value towards
our growing clientele. For all these reasons,
my family and I constantly strive to guarantee Sixt Label, which is worldwide renowned
for its seriousness, its rigour, its kindness and
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S I X T H U N G A RY
Gábor Dévai, Managing Director

We, the Sixt team in Hungary
are proud to be part of a continuously growing, dynamic
and innovative group of companies with an entrepreneurial
approach. We firmly believe that if every
member of the Sixt family makes an effort
every day to continuously improve the quality of our services, and constantly strives for
innovation, Sixt can evolve into the biggest
and best global service provider in every
area of its operations.
The Sixt Hungary team works hard to
achieve this goal.
Sixt Hungary, the franchise partner of Germany-based Sixt AG, provides car rental
services of the highest quality for its customers in Hungary. Sixt rent a car has been
present in the Hungarian vehicle rental market since 1999. In the beginning the company operated as a business division of Wallis
Motor Kft., focusing primarily on the needs
of foreign businessmen visiting Hungary.
The first office was opened at Ferihegy Airport, with 5 employees and a fleet of 30 cars.
In January 2002 the company was spun off
into a separate business entity and has since
been operating as Sixt rent a car - Wallis
Autókölcsönző Kft., a member of the Wallis
Autó Holding. At present our customers can
choose from almost 400 vehicles as part of
our Sixt car rental services.

SIXT ICELAND
Gudmundur Orri Sigurdsson, General Manager

Sixt Iceland has been growing
rapidly in accordance with
the increasing tourism in the
country. Our ultimate short
term goal is to become one of
the leading car rentals in Iceland, offering
an exceptional fleet year round as well as
providing our customers with a world class
service.
We are very mindful of the endless opportunities available for Icelandic companies
working in the tourism industry and Sixt
Iceland is planning on taking part in this
positive progress.
Sixt Iceland has a great support from Sixt
Germany. Our colleagues have been very
helpful with assisting our company with
future developments and adjustments to the
Icelandic market. This cooperation we have
with Sixt will help us reach our goals and
continues to be a big part of our success.

SIXT IRELAND
Bernhard Loughran, Managing Director

Dear Fellow Sixt Family Members, We are delighted to have
joined the Sixt rent a car in
April of last year.
It is a big decision to take on
a franchise. Like Sixt we are family owned
and managed and have been in business for
over 60 years. From the first meeting in Pullach it was obvious that Sixt are a professional and well organised company. Sixt
also have serious growth ambitions just like
ourselves.
From the start we have embraced the Sixt
Corporate Identity. We have self-imposed
high standards for all our Rental Branches
Vehicles and Staff.
The USP is simple: PREMIUM BRAND,
PREMIUM FLEET, PREMIUM SERVICE.
The Sixt rent a car brand has never been
stronger in Ireland. We look forward to
continue to grow the brand in Ireland and
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further strengthen the friendships we have
made within the Sixt organisation.

SIXT ISRAEL
Victor Doron, Operations Manager,
General Deputy Manager

In recent years there has been
a significant change in Shlomo Sixt Israel, due to changes
in tax policy on the purchase
of vehicles. That is the reason
why Shlomo Sixt had to reduce the amount
of vehicles that it owns directly approximately by 3000 vehicles from 17,000 vehicles to a quantity of 14,000 vehicles.
This change resulted in a significant reduction in the number of vehicles that we sell
as second hand vehicle sales. In Israel, any
vehicle that is purchased by Shlomo Sixt is
fully paid - 100%.
This change has forced us to change policy,
raise prices and increase revenues from the
sale of other extras such as GPS, additional
insurance, baby seat etc. Selling the extras
in the last year and a half significantly increased our income per day (RPD).
In these days of the end of 2013 we can say
that these changes have brought us to a
significant improvement in income per day
and better profit.
We were able to overcome the amount of
sales of the second hand cars and significantly increased our revenue per rental day.
A company of the size of Shlomo-Sixt must
be very dynamic and feel all the changes
that are happening every day in the car industry and car rentals in Israel.
Despite all the changes and reducing fleet
Shlomo Sixt still continues to lead the Israel car rental market very significantly.
We work throughout the year improving
the service and professionalism of our employees by internal and external trainings of
international Sixt Company and of course
by our internal audits. Please let us take this
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opportunity to thank Detlef Krehahn and
all the staff for their fruitful cooperation
on the professionalism and knowledge that
they share and give us.
Shlomo Shmeltzer, Shlomo Group

S

hlomo and Sixt started their business relationship back in May, 2002.
Shlomo Company has come a long way
since we first joined Sixt international,
and began to work closely with them;
we have improved in every aspect, and
Shlomo Company today is a totally different company than we were 5 years ago.
In the past 5 years, Shlomo Sixt has phenomenally expanded and grown over 100
percent, making us the leading and biggest company in Israel today. With a fleet
of about 12,000 cars for rental and about
40,000 cars in leasing, we at Shlomo Sixt
believe in long term partnerships, responsibility, reliability and professionalism.
We, all Shlomo Sixt staff and employees, are
deeply committed to the continued success
of Shlomo Sixt. I would like to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Eric and Regina Sixt for a
truly amazing breakthrough and their phenomenal success at turning Sixt into one of
the leading rental and leasing companies in
the world.
Your success is our success! May our prosperous cooperation continue for many more
years to come.

S I X T I TA LY
Salvatore Vinti, CEO

Our first feeling? 15 years in
Sixt International literally flew
away! Since the beginning we
have been supported from the
solidity of company structure
and driven from its contagious dynamism.
The open-minded environment helps you to
propose and accept new ideas and more and
more interesting challenges. You have the
definite feeling that „to give and get feedback„ is part of company DNA and let you
to constantly improve. International meet-

ings as well as the meetings focused on specific local issues and the daily exchange of
information have strengthened a membership sense that by this time follows us even
outside the working environment to become the real pride of „being Sixt„. These
feelings also spread among individual employees. The „white-hair„ ones see their
own experience fully appreciated and emphasized; the „young„ ones feel they can
rely on safe hands and on horizons on which
project their own vitality.
Nowadays, to rent a car, accepting the challenges of international markets, means to
place a series of more and more complex
and attractive products where organization, safety and quality play a major role.
But, may be, what is even more important
is the style, the ability to give who rents Sixt
the sensation of a good-team and efficient
company focused to the full satisfaction
of the customer. These feelings cannot be
pretended; on the contrary they arise only
as effect of the actual company reality. We
can then say that our company is ready to
take the challenge of the “global customer”.
Only one last consideration from Salvatore
Vinti: To join Sixt 15 years ago represented
for me to enter the international business
world and, above all, the opportunity to
meet people from all countries with different cultures, habits, behaviors, and ways of
making deals.
Not only that, I learnt the tolerance and to
listen to everybody in order to understand
other’s minds and realize at the end of the
day that different cultures, languages and
behaviors share the same high values of respect and fairness. We can always find the
right solution even in the most difficult challenges. In conclusion, after 24 years in Sixt
International, the most exciting feeling is
that we drove a long way together, but we
want more than ever to push forward together.

S I X T J O R DA N
Nicola Abu Khader, General Manager

It is such a great honor and
an overwhelming privilege
for me personally and all
members of Abu Khader
Group to share such a special
occasion with thousands of our Sixt colleagues in more than 100 countries around
the whole world.
As a global player supplying high-quality
mobility solutions, Sixt’s deep rooted history, wide range of products and state of the
art integrated mobility services give all its
worldwide representatives a unique market
position that stands for innovation, quality,
convenience, and customer oriented standards.
Starting off with a fleet of 100 vehicles only
in 1912, today I cannot but look back at this
century of success and pay attribute to the
strong foundation that created Sixt’s 100
years of mobility innovation.
Founded by Martin Sixt in Munich in 1912,
ushered in a number of innovations under
Hans Sixt’s leadership and expanded to
its present size and market significance by
today’s Chairman of the Board Erich Sixt,
our future’s path of innovation is perfectly
paved. Together with our Sixt partners, we
are very eager to expand Sixt’s culture of
innovation in the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan and extend Sixt’s integrated mobility services to our country.
Our efforts in building up Sixt’s presence
in Jordan and walking down the path of
innovation will continue relentlessly. We
look forward to fulfilling customers with
more sophisticated mobility tools along
with new highly technological services like
smartphone co apps while keeping the time
required for the rental process to a minimum. This comes in addition to providing
modern vehicles with intelligent connected
drive information systems keeping drivers
connected and offering relevant travel information all the time.

We are a part of it!
rental and leasing services, uniquely customized corporate programs and mobility
consulting. As a result, customers can stay
mobile flexibly and conveniently, whether
it’s for a few minutes or for several years.
Our commitment to Sixt’s vision will continue on all levels, and we do hope that our
joint partnership can be extended to cover
the social responsibility platform. Supporting The Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation would be a great privilege for us and an
excellent extension to our group’s internal
social responsibility programs.
Sixt succeeded to maintain customer’s globally through high quality services, dedication, innovation and customer orientation.
It is a great pleasure for us to hold the presentation for such a legendary brand in Jordan.
I believe that the future will carry more success for all of us and hopefully provide Jordan and the world with another 100 years
of state of the art, innovative and customer
oriented mobility solutions.
Wishing all Sixt team a great 100 years anniversary!
Jordan River Motors Company was founded in 1996. it is a company that is specialized in car rental services which is owned by
Abu Khader Group. Abu Khader Group was
founded in 1937, under the leadership of the
late Nicola Abu Khader, who established,
developed and managed the automotive
and auto parts business. Today, the Group
is managed by the family’s third generation
members, namely: Nicola Abu Khader, who
continues to expand the business, and under
his leadership, new subsidiary companies
and specialized divisions have been developed and added to the Group.
Starting from March, 2010 Jordan River
Motors succeeded in becoming exclusive
franchise in Jordan of Sixt.

Rupoinder Sehmi, General Manager

Our company entered into a
franchise relationship with
Sixt in 2011 and started the
operations in Kenya in mid
2012. Being one of the three
international car rental franchises in the
country, Sixt Kenya has the potential to
grow and become the number 1 car rental
company in Kenya. We are confident about
this because of the very good name that Sixt
enjoys globally as well as the very good support that we enjoy from Sixt Hq. our company a tour operator for many years is able
to offer added services to our Sixt clients
through offering accommodation services
at numerous locations throughout Kenya
and East Africa, local flights and any other
related services. We are proud to be associated with SIXT.
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now including Sixt Korea, we dare to challenge the position of No.1 leading global
company..

S I X T KO S OVO
Ideal Shala, General Manager

S

ixt rent a car is located at Prishtina Airport in about 15 km from Capital city of
Kosovo, the newest independent state with
the youngest generation in Europe. We are
offering the great opportunity of selecting different car rental of new models with
wide range of economic, compact, and intermediate cars and we are always in service
to meet the great customer satisfaction.
Stop at Sixt and Rent a car with best price
and best service for your short or long trips.

S I X T L E BA N O N

S I X T KO R E A
Kim Sung Yun, President

All the members of Sixt Korea are very excited and feel
very much reassured having
Sixt as a partner.
We, Hi Rent A Car, have so
far been operating in Korea quite successfully already having established a network
of 18 locations and now we gained an opportunity not only to grow nationally but
also to become an internationally-renowned
car rental company.
With the strong image of Sixt Korea and
precisely forecasted plans, we are so much
confident that we can accomplish the target
turnover with an outstanding increase each
year and become one of the top 3 car rental
companies in Korea.
We have chosen to be a member of Sixt for
which we were very much impressed by the
way Sixt treats and supports its franchisees.
Sixt Korea has no doubt that Sixt working
together with all the franchise countries

We hope that this can be expanded to also
offer customers with comprehensive car
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Wael Makarem, Managing Director

T

o start with, it should be stressed that
being a Sixt member is a privilege and
a responsibility at the same time. The privilege comes from the advantage of being
part of a globally visible and internationally renowned network with an extremely
high-quality perception worldwide which
immediately reflects positively on your local
image and gives you a leading edge. However, it also carries with it the duty to perform
up to the standards of the Sixt name and
makes you accountable to „walk the walk“
and „talk the talk“ expected of any member
of the Sixt family..
This responsibility compels you to always
stay ahead in terms of service excellence in
all functions to maintain the image perception. Having an asset such as the Sixt name
helps you think big since you can be assured
that the support and assistance are there in
case of need. This will help you eventually
to grow. Unfortunately, it is not the case in
my country because we have been suffering for more than two years from political
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uncertainties, coupled with a bad security
situation, assassinations, and street demonstrations. This situation is still reigning until today which is destabilizing the country’s
economical situation and tourism and thus
affecting our car rental business.
I should mention however, the direct support and constant contact made by most
senior key persons in Sixt who were always
there to help Sixt Lebanon and attend to
its concerns in all circumstances although
we were ahead of others locally. Besides,
we should not forget Mrs. Sixt remarkable
gesture in July 2006 war in Lebanon when
she expressed her concerns for our well being and safety. Finally, the relationship with
Sixt is not only a pure business relation, but
rather a family relation cherished by years
of friendly assistance and support which
builds up year after year. It is amazing how
time passes without noticing it when you
are being cared for by another big family
around you.

S I X T L AO S
Sukolkarn Thamchuanviriya, General Manager

Sixt Laos is excited and proud
to be part of the Sixt rent a
car ASEAN family which is
operated by Master Car Rental of the Master Group Corporation (Asia). The technical support, experience and global network of the Sixt
brand allows Sixt Laos to compete amongst
the best by delivering a proven system of
professional service and products second to
none. The growing economy of Laos is on
an upward trend based on the 80,000 tourists who visited Laos in 1990, a figure which
has grown to 1.876 million in 2010. The potential for success with the Sixt brand is
enormous and having said that, every employee at Sixt Laos would like to extend it

deepest gratitude to Master Car Rental and
Sixt AG for their vote of confidence in allowing Laos to join Sixt’s extended global
family.

S I X T M AC E D O N I A
Saso Tonevski, Managing Director

SIXT Macedonia was founded
in 2004 by Delfino Travel who
celebrated its 18th birthday
this year. The SIXT Macedonia belong SIXT rent a car and
SIXT lease a car. It was a challenge for us
to bring a car rental company that is No1 in
Europe to Macedonia, a small market where

We are a part of it!
already several international brand of car
rental industry exist. Continued interest
in our services, especially in the summer
months we are fully booked for months in
advance, and successful cooperation with numerous and constant clientele that rents our
vehicles for a longer period, show that the
decision to bring SIXT in Macedonia - was
the right shot!
The slogan under which the SIXT rent a car
is known for its clients in the world is “Feel
the Motion”, and SIXT business philosophy is - Our customers are our challenge.
Their satisfaction is our goal. The field of
confidence rewarded with a client focused
approach, highly motivated employees and
excellent service. We, SIXT Macedonia are
working 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days a year to fully implement this business philosophy, putting our customers and
their needs always to come first. That is why,
SIXT grown in Macedonia as car rental company with fastest growth in the country.

S I X T S AU D I A R A B I A
S I X T L I B YA

Raed El-Ayash, Managing Director

Mohamed Atia, GeneralManager

We Sixt Libya as the new
member in the big Sixt family,
we spontaneously felt the
warm welcome and experienced the on-going support
either through the training sessions or the
daily communication. I personally believe
that being a member of the number one car
rental and transportation provider in Germany is not only an added value but gives us
confidence to run our daily operation with
professionalism and quality. It lets us identify ourselves with the high standard services we will offer to our customers.
Despite the fact that we are a very new franchisee in the region I always make sure along with my dedicated team – to follow
the Sixt standards in all details to ensure
successful growth and meet customer satisfaction and expectation. Last but not least,
we are proud and honored to be a member
of the big Sixt family and hope the cooperation to prosper in the coming years.

S I X T M A DAG A S CA R

When you want to drive the car of your dream
So that you can go around and be seen
All you have to do is Peek-a-boo
Call the best Mobility Service in town
And of course it’s Sixt

Nirina Seurin, Managing Director

First it is an honour to be part
of an international franchise
like Sixt. It gives us a very
good reputation all around
the world. Sixt is the synonym
of security for the customer. In a country
like Madagascar, where there are numerous
informal car rental companies, it is a very
important factor. Sixt is like a big family.
Even if all of us didn’t meet yet, we know
each other. Even a small country like ours
has its place. We are never forgotten for the
events about Sixt.

When you’re in a new city
And you want to fit in pretty
You would have to drive yourself around
Call the best Mobility service in town
And of course it’s Sixt
When you want to impress your peers
You will have to with blood, sweat and tears
Get the nicest car you desire
Drive it to the highest gear
Call the best Mobility service in town
And of course it’s Sixt

The co-operation among Sixt is fabulous,
when we have problems; someone is always
there to help and to answer our questions
and request with patience. If we consider
only the problem of language, in Madagascar, we speak Malagasy and French mostly,
we begin only to practice English sometimes
and it takes us more time to give our feed268
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back. We look forward to receive the Sixt
team in Madagascar to enjoy our beautiful
country. We hope that Sixt will continue to
spread all over the world and make us proud
to be part of this wonderful family. We wish
that Sixt will continue to be a flourish company.

A new journey had begun… We always
thought that a car rental company would
match our growth and expansion strategy
and proudly let the journey into a successful
partnership over the years.
We are now heading towards a new journey
for another period of collaboration into the
future.

S I X T M A LTA
Toni Meli, General Manager

Over the last few years, we
have enjoyed extensive support from Sixt. Sixt staff
assists us closely and proactively in implementing and
maintaining new systems and procedures.
Some new systems (such as the CSI tool)
have had a very positive impact on the quality of personalized customer service we provide to our customers.
Resources such as Sixtbook are also a great
benefit. Opportunities to participate in various meetings and training sessions at the
headquarter in throughout the entire year
enable us to improve the professional profile
of our staff. It further gives us the opportunity to engage in very useful networks and
interaction with other franchisees.

S I X T M AU R I T I U S
Philippe Hitié, Managing Director

SummerTimes is a Destination Management Company
which was created in year 2000
and by 2004, the company had
already established itself as
a strong and reliable partner
with the different stakeholders in our local
Tourism Industry. The next step was crucial
to consolidate its position in the industry –
Growth and Expansion. In 2004, its Travel
Agency, SummerTimes Voyages, was officially affiliated to IATA and the company
also secured the Exclusive Franchisee of Sixt
rent a car for the Mauritian territory.

SIXT MEXICO
Oscar Rodriguez, General Manager

Three years ago, as an independent rental car company,
we decided to find a master
franchise that would enable
us to grow throughout the
whole country. Specifically, a company that
could offer us advantages both competitive
and qualitative that would satisfy our expectations. After a rough analysis we came
upon what would be an easy choice, Sixt
was by far our best option. Even though the
rental car industry was going through hard
times, Sixt was looking to expand and was
focusing its efforts on Latin America. When
we first visited the Sixt Headquarters in
Germany, we found a company where the
work relationships focused on a family
model, rather than a corporate one; and
where the people were not committed with a
company, but with a lifestyle.
By joining a company like Sixt, we faced
the challenge of belonging to an organization that was ruled by high quality standards, which would mean a great change in
our way of renting cars. The philosophy of
Sixt with an image and procedures already
tested, besides transforming our company,
permitted us to differentiate ourselves from
our competition. The adoption of this philosophy has meant that a difficult process of
both effort and discipline was made easier
by having a partner which provides us with
all necessary aspects for the development
of our business. We have always felt the unconditional support of Sixt Germany Headquarters executives through this process, regardless of time or distance. Less then three
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years ago, we began to be a part of the Sixt
team. However, these efforts have already
yielded their first fruits, like the accomplishment of being awarded as Franchise of the
Year 2009.
Today, our rental stations are proud to be
part of a company with such high standards
of quality and our clients are pleased with
this change. Additionally, we have had the
pleasure of being able to share our experiences with several of our partners in other
countries.
We started out in 2009 with 12 cities, and
20 rental stations. Now we have put in place
several important locations like, México
City, Cancun, Querétaro, Toluca, San Luis
Potosí, Nuevo Laredo and Campeche. This
has meant an increase in the amount of national and international reservations that
are originated in Mexico.
Today, with 26 cities and more than 50 rental
stations throughout Mexico, we have great
expectations for the future and are proud to
be part of the Sixt team, nearly 100 years
after its creation. Without a doubt, the support and efforts from the executive team in
Sixt Germany Headquarters has been a major factor in our success and in the meeting
of our objectives.
Sixt Mexico is a family run business such as
Sixt Germany is. Our company is in rent a
car for almost 30 years now and we feel that
Sixt has the same values that our firm has
lived throughout these years: trust, stability
towards our clients and business partners
but also valor to take quick actions and
risks accompanied by the entrepreneur spirit that is necessary to become a leader in the
market. Sixt’ growth in the US is our major
concern as this will mean a huge support for
us so we trust in the energy Mr. Sixt and the
US team are investing in this venture.
Erich and Regina Sixt thank you so much for
letting us be a part of the great Sixt family.

SIXT MONTENEGRO
Davor Klasic, Managing Director

Montenegro is the smallest
country in South East Europe region. Sixt Montenegro joined the Sixt Network
in 2008. Sixt Montenegro is
leader on the Montenegrin market. We have
4 offices and 2 meet & greet stations. Sixt
Montenegro offers the customers short and
long term rental services, corporate business solutions, prepaid rental solutions and
limousine service. As a touristic country our
business is focused on leisure and holidays
during the summer season.
Our company is an integral part of the Auto
Kuca Kompresor Group which has more
than 30 years experience in the sale and servicing of a wide range of vehicles.
Together our tradition and Sixt philosophy
make Sixt in Montenegro recognizable and
respected brand.

SIXT MOROCCO
Abderrahim Tahiri, Managing Director

W

e are happy and proud to be among
the lucky and privileged franchisees
that started with Sixt since it was international. To us every AGM is a birthday for
Sixt family worldwide. So Happy Birthday
to all of us.

3. It has the fastest growth rate into new
markets.
I will throw in my full support to the family
and I am looking forward to working with
all members throughout the world. My
goals are to retain and extend the market
leadership in Mozambique and to get into
first position in Angola a very fast growing
market with massive potential.

S I X T N E PA L
Santoo Shresta, Managing Director

Nine Nepal- the franchise of
SIXT Rent a car, which started car rental service in Nepal
in 2009 to fulfill a vision of
creating the first organized
car rental and leasing services provider in
Nepal with a combination of professional
management and dedicated staff, technology, modern and well maintained fleet of vehicles, and personalized services, whereby
placing an utmost importance to customer
care ranging from individuals to organizations, currently operates with two branches
– Durbarmarg and Sinamangal. Before
Nine Nepal ventured into the business, only
travel agencies and hotels used to provides
cars on rent. Nine Nepal, which currently
has more than 30 vehicles, has been offering
rental and leasing services as per the international standard of SIXT.

We are a part of it!
waiting to be discovered. In October 2008 I
signed up my franchise agreement with Sixt
and I aim to be the leading provider offering
car rental services both to international and
local customers.
With close to 100 vehicles ranging from
compact to 4WD, I represent Sixt in New
Caledonia with two locations. One location
is situated in the capital Noumea and the
other one at the international airport.
A total dedication to the customer, quality
of service and the company’s desire to always evolve are the key factors of my success. With visitors mainly from Europe, I
can now reach out to an extended global
customer base thanks to the partnership
with Sixt and will certainly grow to become
the leading car rental player in the market.
Thank you for giving me the chance being
part of the Sixt family.

SIXT NIGERIA
Christian Chigbundu, General Manager & COO

Sixt has in deed demostrated a good customer service habit. Your 100 years
of existence, is 100years
of achievement ! You have
touch lives through varous services and
products. I strongly believe thatSIXT will
continue to move stronger and stronger.
CONTINUE TO DRIVE YOUR WAY TO
MORE ACHIEVEMENTs!!!!!!

SIXT MOZAMBIQUE &
SIXT ANGOLA
Abdul H. Mussa, Owner

Being one of the ‚youngest‘ members of the
Sixt family I am already very delighted by
the way this company works. So fast, so efficient. My reasons to join Sixt are very easy
to define:
1. It is the car rental company with the best
marketing and image;
2. It has the best distribution channels;

S I X T N E W CA L E D O N I A
Frederick Flegel, Managing Director

S

ixt greetings from the other side of the
world! New Caledonia is located in the
heart of the southern Pacific Ocean, approximately 1,200 kilometers east of Australia and 1,500 kilometers northwest of
New Zealand. New Caledonia is a beautiful island surrounded by an emerald green
lagoon. It is an island like no other, offering visitors an insight to a paradise of undeniable beauty and ecological treasures, all
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Coscharis Group has been existing for over
35 years with branches all over Nigeria. In
view of making its customer happy, Coscharis bought over the franchise to operate
Sixt in Nigeria. Sixt commenced operation
on 1st March, 2013 and formally launch on
24th July, 2013. Sixt Nigeria started operation with 12 staff and 60 vehicles in our fleet
and have opened two additional locations
in Abuja and Port Harcourt with full operations in Nigeria.
So far, Sixt has been very supportive in assisting Sixt Nigeria to get to that standard
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of Sixt worldwide in all ramifications. In a
nutshell, the relationship between Sixt and
Sixt Nigeria has been cordial.

S I X T N O RT H E R N
IRELAND
Ian McCulla, General Manager

Dear Sixt Family, We have
joined the network at the end
of 2009 and are happy to represent Sixt in Northern Ireland. When you are arriving
at Belfast Airport you will be amazed about
our service while being in the shine of the
Sixt signs.
Let me mention that I have especially felt
the Sixt spirit when I have joined the regional summit in Munich this year. The
atmosphere was very open, during the day
in workshops and on evening events. These
days have been very valuable to me. I wish
Sixt further growth and to strengthen its
position all throughout the world. Let me
contribute to it in Northern Ireland!

S I X T N O RWAY
Geir Pedersen, Managing Director

We are a family run business
that Geir Pedersen started in
1994 and has built into a national company with now 85
stations in Norway.
We offer our services all the way from
Kirkenes in the North to Kristiansand in the
South. We became a part of the Sixt Franchise in 2004 and are extremely happy with
the results it has given us like the well known
and respected brand. We have around 2000
cars in total and we are proud to be number
three in the Norwegian market.
Sixt Car Rental is a very professional, fast
growing and interesting car-rental chain to
be a part of. Sixt Norway will be a strong

partner in this network and we think that
after the next 10 years Sixt will be on top of
all listed awards and statistics in Europe.
We wish Sixt the very best for this 100 years
celebration.

SIXT OMAN
Shankar Bose, Managing Director

With SIXT, nothing is impossible and impossible is nothing!! In 1912 when Martin Sixt
started out with SIXT Autofahrten und Selbstfahrer, with
just three automobiles, who would have
imagined that in July 2010, SIXT would be
Deutschlands bester Autovermieter!!! At
SIXT Oman, a part of The Bahwan Travel
Group, we are very proud to be a member of
the SIXT Family for the past ten years. The
Spirit of Mobility embedded with a highly
customer centric business philosophy makes
for a great company and when you add the
fantastic team of Detlef, Rudiger, Michael
both Krikken and Schneider, Thomas, Dennis and Laines then you have the World
Champions even if Spain won at Johannesburg!!! Of course the leadership philosophy
is what drives every Organisation and our
salutations go to Mrs Regina Sixt for showing each one of us the way forward. Gracious
in her hospitality and charitable in her Corporate Social Responsibility, Mrs Sixt has
successfully created the perfect business
model of high customer service and superior
product quality. I still remember my brief encounter with her in the attic of the then Pullach Office in 2001, when I had the privilege
of tasting a piece of her Christmas cake!!!
Peace, prosperity and good health to Mr and
Mrs Sixt and the whole Team in Munich
from all of us at SIXT Oman.
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S I X T PA NA M A
Lucas Aleman, General Manager

Since 2008 Soluciones de
Movilidad, S. A. is part of the
Sixt Franchise, and since
then, we are proud to be part
of the group allies of a brand
with prestige at the global level with its service and professionalism.
In the 5 years of the alliance Sixt Panama
has felt confident and has worked hard in
order to be recognized in the country as a
leading brand. For this reason we apply the
standards of the Sixt Franchise system.
Currently we have 4 branches in the country with an aim to continue growing with
Sixt Germany, which remains our greatest
ally to our commercial development.

SIXT PERU
Franko Klinge, General Manager

I met Sixt by chance: During
my first visit to Germany,
my son and I rented a car
from Sixt and we had a great
experience. After that, it was
easy for me to decide in
which company I would rent the cars for
my next visits to Europe. My expectations
were always exceeded. When I decided to
franchise our company in Peru, my first
and only option was Sixt. I sent a presentation letter and since then I received a firstclass support. It was by chance, that we
contact Sixt at the right moment, when the
company was seeking its expansion in Latin America: It was our destiny. Even when
we were not yet complete integrated to the
Sixt-System, we were invited to the meeting
in Miami, where I confirmed the professionalism, spirit of teamwork and the excellent organisation of Sixt during the
event. To have a partner like Sixt is a luxury for a small company like ours. Our expectations for this commercial relationship
are focused in three aspects:
1. To establish a long-term relationship
with a market leader and worldwide
known company like Sixt;

2. Update our company with innovative
ork methods and high-tech tools; . Increase our total sales and the international
booking too, specially the European one.
Finally, we are expecting to incorporate
our company as soon as possible in the
succeeded development process of Sixt.
These early years with Sixt, the learning
has been difficult but rewarding. After
three years of operation, we have finally
seen the result of this collaboration, to
increase the quantity of reservations from
the outside. Still, we hope for more in the
coming years. Sixt assistance has been
ongoing, timely and appropriate to our
needs, despite the size of our company.
Sixt expansion in the world will be a great
ally for our own development.

SIXT PHILIPPINES
Mr. Wilfredo L. Pe, Jr.‘s ,
President & CEO,
Mobility Services Philippines, Inc.

Like a child who has nothing
but good words for his mother, Mobility Services Philippines, Inc. would like to
share with you its utmost
sense of pride having been part of the Sixt
Family. Being able to represent a brand
that is known worldwide for its sound management, impeccable product line-up, and
superb customer service is truly a feather in
our cap.
We do not just do business, we mean business. We do not just sell service, we create
experience. We do not just follow, we lead.
To more success!

We are a part of it!

SIXT POLAND

S I X T P U E RT O R I C O

Pawel Reczynski, Managing Director

José A. Lalane, General Manager

First of all, we are proud to be
a part of the Sixt family. Sixt
is not only a name, it is not
only a network but it is also
for us a way of life – when
working for Sixt we learn a unique approach to each customer, unconventional
marketing activities, excellent quality of
service and management style.

Welcome to the family of Sixt
at the year‘s pinnacle event. At
Sixt we are all part of a a bigger
entity, whose synergy creates
the momentum to achieve our
goal. At Sixt Puerto Rico we are proud to
be part of this family, and we are proud to
be part a solid and respectable corporation.

How do I see myself in a few years from
now? Firstly as the Managing Director of
a growing company, with the biggest rent
a car fleet in Poland, with so many reservations made and with the feeling that we are
the best, because we are a part of Sixt.
Thanks to such recognizable brand we can
develop a stronger position on our local
market (which can be seen via our achievements). Throughout the few years of presence on the Polish market, we have achieved
a strong position among other competitors,
with a portfolio of reliable clients and with
many business opportunities still to come.
We are confident that the strong brand of
Sixt will support us in accomplishing all
our future plans. We wish all members of
the Sixt network prosperity in the years to
come, making us all better and stronger.
Sixt Poland operates since 2002 but we take
full pride to celebrate and share an experience of a brand who just turned 101 years
old. This is what distinguishes us from
the other competitors and what we boast
about. We are very lucky to be the part of
this big family and derive such a precious
knowledge the company gathered through
ages. This is a key factor which make us
a number one car rental company in the
world and we are more than certain it will
not change.

S I X T Q ATA R

Mohamed Hamade (left), General Manager
Norbert Wilhem, General Manager (2nd photo)

We are very proud to work
with one of the most tradition-rich rent a car companies
in the world whose history
started right 100 years ago.
We admire that although Sixt
underwent very turbulent
years especially after the 1st
and 2nd world war the strong
mind combined with the full
dedication drove Sixt founder Mr. Martin
Sixt to succeed with his dream.
Nowadays we clearly see that Sixt not only
belongs to the top world players in the rental business but we dare to say it leads this
sector with its innovative ideas, systems and
customer services, distinguishes itself with
its unique corporate identity and excellent
products and services. Working with Sixt
is at the same time big pleasure but on the
other side a strong commitment. However
being part of this successful business model
and sharing with all Sixt partners the network spread in 105 countries of the world
or perhaps even more is fascinating and
gives an opportunity to interact with the
partners and clients of different continents,
nations and communities.
We wish to congratulate Sixt for all its
achievements both in its core business but
also for its generous contribution to the
various communities through the charity
of Sixt “Drying Little Tears”. The current
trends and visions of Sixt presented on the
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occasion of centenary conference clearly
testify that the future will be very exciting
and new very modern technologies will
dominate the business. The readiness of all
partners of the network is a must and we
are confident we are prepared for the coming future under the leadership of Sixt.
Sixt Qatar started with its first 25 units in
2005 and till now has developed one of the
largest Sixt fleet in the Middle East region.
It has been an exciting 9 years of business
association with Sixt and we are very much
looking forward to wrap up the first decade
with little celebration which will commemorate a centenary of Sixt Germany.
We would like to present our 10-year performance in a festive atmosphere and make
the maximum marketing use of it. We are
very happy to be inspired by one of the most
innovative rental company in the world and
bring this innovation into our market, too.

SIXT RUSSIA

Eugenia Muzyrya, President

W

e are more than happy to be with
Sixt not only because it’s the worldfamous brand and it always warms you to
have behind your back the company with
big milestones in history. A company created by people of magnitude, big business and
service which serves people best; not only
because Sixt is a well-structured company
and it’s good indeed! Everybody’s work answers the general goal, all cooperate with all
in all and as a result of team work – the 1st
place in Germany and upcoming and devoted franchisees like Sixt Russia with all our
hopes and aims.
Some day will come when Regine and Erich
Sixt invite everybody of the big Sixt family
from all countries in order to see how huge
the monolith of Sixt is and how exciting
the spirit of mobility of everyone is! We are
more than happy because of the harmony
of Sixt practice of everyday’s life according to the great laws of the universe: to sow
good, and you reap good.

SIXT ROMANIA

Bas Hoekstra, Managing Director

Sixt Rent a Car Romania is part of New
Kopel Group, probably the company with
the boldest investment program in the last
few years in Romania. The rent a car business has been established in 2005 and it is
the first business unit of the group, working
closely with the other divisions: Sixt Operational Leasing, Union Motors Opel dealer
and the second hand unit AAA Auto.
From the start, back in 2006, Sixt Romania has worked closely with Sixt Group in
order to supply high quality mobility solutions. This has provided Sixt Romania with
a strong market position and the ability to
provide rent car solutions, not only for Romania but for over 105 countries all over the
world, Sixt being the leading International
Company for outbound activity in Romania.

S I X T S AU D I A R A B I A
Raheed Al-Ayash, Managing Director

I would like to congratulate
SIXT for reaching 100 years,
This new centennial title is a
major reflection on the extensive journey SIXT has travelled, The road was long and winding, and
sometimes weather did not turn to our favour or traffic was sluggish, but with all
these detours and pitstops we managed to
reach to our destination. Every pothole and
obstacle undergone has made this company
what it is today, and it makes me confident
of the auspicious future of SIXT.
We have managed to make the car rental
service into a luxurious endeavour, and
with SIXT’s aspiration, I am certain we can
go beyond this. I would like to congratulate and thank everyone working at SixT
for making us reach this landmark, and to
always stay orange - strong and vibrant.

100 Years
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SIXT SERBIA
Olga Milicevic, General Manager

Sixt is a leading mobility provider in Serbia and Montenegro since 2008. Our company
AAA-1 Rent d.o.o. has held
the Sixt franchise for the territories of Serbia and Montenegro. Our
company is not only an integral part of the
Sixt international network, but also within
the Auto Kuca Kompresor Group which has
more than 30 years of experience in the sale
and servicing of a wide range of vehicles in
Serbia.
Sixt is a one-stop-shop for entire mobility requirements. This includes car rental,
leasing, holiday cars and a chauffeur driven
limousine service.
Sixt in Serbia has 4 branches in 2 cities (Belgrade and Novi Sad) and the youngest fleet
of up to 200 vehicles in 15 car groups.
Sixt in Serbia is one of the top 3 car rental
agencies, having 25% market share.
We are proud of our young but experienced
team, loyal to the company and to the
brand, enthusiastic and customer satisfaction oriented.

SIXT SINGAPORE
Thomas Chia,
Franchise Operations Manager

We join Sixt Global network just this year
and all team members in Singapore are excited about the possibilities Sixt can bring
for us. We have just moved into our new
branch station and have started marketing
our products. With the new branch location, we are enjoying good walk in Customers and have Expatriates telling us how
happy they are that Sixt is in Singapore as
they have been booking with Sixt in Europe.
Being part of the Sixt global network open
many doors for us when approaching Corporate Clients. With the upcoming opening
of the 2 new Integrated Resort, there will
be more mobility needs from International
Travellers and Sixt Singapore aims to be the

major player providing this service. We are
very happy to be part of the World best car
rental and look forward to grow with the
Brand! Our relationship with Sixt has always been lovely. The strong support from
the franchise team, the regular training and
area summit that provide our Executive not
just the knowhow and also the passion for
Sixt.
We have been regularly sending our top performing Executive for training and summit
and every time our people came back empowered and awed by the advance way Sixt
is bringing the car rental business too. Sixt
Singapore like to congratulate Sixt on its
100 anniversary, may we soar to new height
together.

S I X T S L OVA K I A

S

Frederick Payet, General Manager

he rent a car market on the Seychelles
is one of the most competitive exiting
markets dominated by more than 50 local car rental companies whereas the most
important international competitors are
Hertz, Avis and Thrifty.
Being representative of an international
brand, especially being part of the Sixt
network turned out to be an irreplaceable advantage in competition. Customers
have faith in the brand name Sixt with the
memorable colours black and orange. At
the beginning of 2010 we opened our new
Sixt headquarters and a new rental branch
in ‘Beau Vallon’ which is the touristic heart
on the island of Mahé. We are part of Sixt
international since 2004 and are looking
forward to the next years with Sixt.

S I X T S O U T H A F R I CA
Adelle Nel, Operations Manager

In a world where global brands
rule, there is a South African
car rental company that is taking a wholly South African
brand onto the world market.
Sixt I First Car Rental has more than 6 000
vehicles in use in South Africa and has 45
car rental branches, including branches at
all major South African airports, business
and tourist destinations.
Worldwide, we offer car hire in over 100
countries and 4 500 locations. The First Car
Rental fleet ranges from no-frills models to
top-of-the-range luxury cars.

S I X T S L OV E N I A
Gregor Vuga, Managing Director

S

ixt Slovenia is one of the smallest representative countries that forms part of
the Sixt family, however this does not mean
that our standards are lagging behind. In
fact we are proud to say that we are right
up there with some of the best..

ment of the Sixt brand in the spanish customer mind.

T

Richard Veme, Managing Director

ixt Slovakia is represented by GentleCar, s.r.o. and was established in 2005.
Before this was Sixt Slovakia represent
by Sixt CZ Speed Rent, a.s. We opened
branches in Bratislava Airport and Kosice
Airport. From the beginning Sixt Slovakia
offers online reservation system with whole
europe and all Sixt stations in the world.
We started only with few cars like Skoda
and VW and now we can offer all German
brands like BMW, Mercedes Benz, Audi etc.
We cooperate with Sixt Germany to keep us
on high level with services and inovations.
We use the know-how of Sixt Germany to
know the latest trends in rent a car and operative leasing.

We are a part of it!
wee feel the strength and power to go on for
many more years.

SIXT SEYCHELLES
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Sixt I First Car Rental is listed as one of the
top 4 car rental companies in South Africa,
making us a formidable player in the car
rental industry.
Sixt I First Car Rental has seen prolific
growth over the past decade and enjoys a
market share of 11% according to SAVRALA (South African Vehicle Renting and
Leasing Association) statistics.
With the exclusive partnership with Sixt
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fined in the psychology theory of human
motivation by Abraham Maslow. And of
course, we are in the same pyramid, and we
want to participate and contribute to a winning family-team, so we dress up in orange.

S I X T S U DA N

S I X T S PA I N

Estanislao de Mata Pérez, Managing Director

GIt’s been almost a year since
the family Sixt celebrated the
centenary of our company
worldwide. Many significant
events have occurred in last
months, not only internationally, but also
in Spain.
Facts that will help to increase our story of
success and innovation, to which, from the
Spanish subsidiary team, try to contribute
with imaginative ideas, professional behavior and customer oriented mentality.
Our Spanish customers will increase significantly as it grows our commitment to
bi-directional on-line communication and
also through our media relationship investments.
We, at Sixt Spain, always try to stand out
and communicate the relevant facts we
start with. And to name a few, these are
the headlines that define better the activity
in our market: Sixt Foundation, “Drying
Little Tears” starts working in Spain; Sixt
accepts drivers aged18 and with just one
day of driving license; Sixt Spain will participate in FITUR 2013; Sixt Spain participating in the “Berlin International Tourism
Fair”; Sixt incorporates the Nissan Qashqai
and Juke to its Spanish fleet; Citroen DS3
and DS5 available in Spanish Fleet; Aston
Martin, already available in the fleet of Sixt;
Sixt incorporates the BMW M3 and M6 in
Spain; Sixt commitment Galicia and set up
a new branch in Santiago de Compostela.
Along with an excellent service in customer
service, training of our employees and the
inclusion of the best locations to our network of branches, communication is one
of the cornerstones in order to improve our
“brand awareness” in Spain.
With all of this, and many other details, we
wish to contribute to the definitive settle275

Abdu Mamoun, Managing Director

Sixt Sudan was established in 2006 and is
the only global rental organization within Sudan it operates a fleet of around 100 new
vehicles with high end specification from two Prominent locations it also offers a Chauffeur Service with Global standards.
It enjoys strong relationships with our international Hotel and Airline partners such as
Emirates and the Rotana group all run by
highly trained uniformed staff with state of
the art rental/reservation systems Sixt Sudan is now the first choice for many large
international companies for all their mobility requirements and the only choice for
most visiting Europe dignitaries, Sixt Sudan
is now well and truly established as Sudans
No 1 car Rental Company.

SIXT SYRIA

Talal Al Rifai, Managing Director

T

ogether with Sixt – Discover the routes
of Christianity. Sixt Syria started in
October 2008 as the first professional car
rental company with international standards offering an attractive fleet of the latest
Audi, BMW and Nissan-Models. The locations are close to the historical city centre in
Damascus Downtown.
Already after three weeks of operations Sixt
Syria will launch a second flagship store in
the financial and business district of Damascus. Having longlasting experience in
the travel industry Sixt Syria will become
an attractive partner of all of us to provide
outbound business into the Sixt network.
Talal Al Refaai, CEO: „We are happy to
join such a professional and strong international network which we can contribute to
and benefit from, that is why we are looking
forward meeting you at this years event.”

SIXT SWEDEN

Peter Sjöblom, General Manager

From the beautiful Sweden in
North we express our gratitude to share our dedication
and passion for fulfilling customers need for car rental in a
very high premium outfit, worthy carrying
the story of the Sixt brand. The South German brand from the land and territory of
Bavarian Motor Works, from the land and
territory of Mercedes-Benz, and from the
land and territory of Audi. We have tuned
our engines on a very long term plan of
building the package of customer needs and
expectations, in all its details determined to
catch up the almost 100 years, to make you
all proud. Actually, it is all self-explanatory, driven by the world’s strongest human
force; security and comfort, all clearly de-

SIXT THAILAND
Sukolkarn Thamchuanviriya,
Executive Director

We are proud and full of great anticipation that in the
year of 2012 we shall be launching Sixt, firstly in Thailand
and shortly thereafter in the
ASEAN countries allowing Sixt to serve a
total of over 600 million people in this region and in the some of the most beautiful
places on earth.
To be a part of Sixt global family means
more than being a part of one of the strongest international brand, but also bringing
with it professionalism and dedication that
is focused absolutely on bringing success.

100 Years
of Sixt

Heritage obliges – heritage affiliates ...
With the fantastic support we have received now and in the future from Sixt, we are
more than convinced that we and Sixt will
truly flourish in the ASEAN region.
We would like to take this opportunity to
wish Sixt and team as well as all of the Sixt
Franchisees (our family) around the world
a never ending thriving business success,
we are so looking forward to be working
with all of you in our great Sixt extended
family.
Sixt rent a car in Thailand, an affiliate of
Master Car Rental (MCR) which is a subsidiary of the Master Group Corporation
(Asia) or MGC is extremely proud and appreciative of the support shown by Sixt AG
in every single aspect.
To be part of Sixt AG’s global family means
more than just being a part of one of the
strongest international car rental brands
in the world; but Sixt AG brings with it an
unparalleled level of professionalism and
dedication that focuses on delivering success together as a team. With the fantastic
support Sixt AG has given to Thailand,
now and in the future, MCR is more than
convinced that the Sixt brand will flourish
in Thailand and continue to set new milestones for years to come.
We would like to take this opportunity to
express our gratitude and wish the Sixt
team as well as all of the other Sixt franchisees around the world a level of success that
is second to one. We look forward to working with all of our extended Sixt family.

SIXT TUNISIA

Jamel Latrous, General Manager

T

unisia has a diverse economy, ranging
from agriculture, mining, manufacturing, petroleum products and tourism. Sixt is
the third year in business and has established
a very firm base in Tunis with three stations,
one at the airport and two in the downtown
area. This year the Djerba station joined the
network. It was a brilliant start for the brand
down in the south of Tunisia. With constant
growth of the country and the company, Sixt
in Tunisia is looking into a very bright future. It’s good to be associated with trendsetters and not followers.

SIXT TURKEY

Fehmi Sertdemir, Managing Partner

There are international
companies in the world
those touch our economic
senses. There are many
others those touch our sosaid logical senses. This
way or that way , their fundamentals of doing business are material-oriented.
In 1997, during the 5th Anniversary of our
local company in Turkey, we were looking for an international partner that might
carry our local network into a global one.
As I mention above, all brands were referring to material senses as they had no other
heritages from their own past.
In that time, during one of my visit to Germany, I met Sixt rent a car. I saw something
different with them at that time, but I could
not notice what it was. Some said it is the
color, some said it is the fashion desks and
some said it is the cars of that top brands.
But it wasn’t…
There were many other companies who
also offered cars like that and served them
quite in a fashion look. There were also
many others who made it cheaper…
But none of them were Sixt ! In my beleif,
there are two great reasons beneath. First
of all, Sixt rent a car had a heritage which
is not carried from the past by people. It
was carried by the members of a family.
And it was carried to date with passion and
love. The other obvious reason is that, Sixt
touches our hearts. It is not only the cars,
or the fashion look but you can easily sense
the great passion in this very product. This
whah you can’t see but feel with Sixt.
Sixt is beyond any other with this extraordinary approach to product, and yet car
rental is more than fun. As a proud part of
this great community, we congratulate all
members of Sixt Family for their success
and devotion. We have signed the Sixt franchise agreement in October, 2007. Our fleet
was around 250 cars and the number of our
locations were 17.
Having started as Sixt in 2008, we grew our
fleet to 2,000 cars in the last 5 years. Our
fleet is a mix of very strong car brands like
BMW, Mercedes-Benz and VW giving us the
chance to a total seperation from the local
competition. Our locations have reached to

36 covering most of the country. We grew
into all major Airports and Hotels. Our
Call Center reached to 14 agents, returning
calls 7/24, receiving over 500 calls per day
and recording over 1,000 rental days, claiming our strength in the competition.

SIXT UNITED
A R A B E M I R AT E S
Malcolm Cooper, General Manager Dubai

I asked our employees for
one word to describe how
they felt about being employed with Sixt. 52% said
they were Proud and 36%
said they felt Happy. The
United Arab Emirates are therefore Happy and Proud to be part of your wonderful
team. Sixt UAE is very proud to be part of
the greatest Rental Company in the World.
The enthusiasm that is generated from the
Sixt Family is sent with passion to every location and to every team member.

We are a part of it!
Each year, we always wonder how Sixt can
top that – but they always do put on a truly
magnificent event for all their ‘Sixt family’.
The UK team are really looking forward to
this event where will have the opportunity
to catch up with old friends, interact with
new colleagues and network across all levels with our international allies.
The bringing together of the Sixt corporate
teams and franchise countries in such an
inspiring place will no doubt enable each
and every one of us to talk about ideas,
discuss and share best practices across the
continents where Sixt have a distinguished
presence
Vienna, although cold in climate during
this time will not be chilly in the least, the
warmth of the residents, the culture and the
Sixt family will surely bring the city alight
with our ambition and enthusiasm.
Vienna is often referred to as the city of
dreams and I cannot think of a more suitable place for the Sixt ANC to take place,
where the future of Sixt worldwide can
come together to take the world by storm.
We are all looking forward to really enlightening our dreams and inspirations here and
putting them into action, with the support
and encouragement of all the Sixt family.

The Company never stops moving forward
and leads the way with new ideas to assist
the customers’ demands.
We find that there is always someone who is
ready to help us.

SIXT UKRAINE,
B E L A R U S & M O L D OVA
SIXT
UNITED KINGDOM
Per Voegerl, Managing Director, Commercial
and Administration

Dear Sixt Colleagues from
all around the world,
A special welcome to the
9th ANC (Annual National
Convention) in the beautiful city of Vienna, hosted
by the ever hospitable Sixt family.
We would like to say a big thank you to
the Sixt family for putting on this wonderful event in a historical city which is truly
beautiful by day and night.
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SIXT Ukraine has wide choice of vehicles
from economy to luxury. Our fleet is presented by well-known brands such as Ford,
Skoda, Toyota, Mercedes, BMW, VW, Mitsubishi, Porsche etc.
During last few years we have developed
24/7 call center which is unique service
within Ukraine. In 2011 we started signing
contracts with assistance companies and
now a number of them are our partners for
replacement programme. In 2011 we signed
a contract with the importer of Mercedes
in Ukraine for the so called Mabila programme and Mercedes customers ask for
replacement cars all over Ukraine. In July
2013 Emirates Airlines are entering market
of Ukraine and now we are having negotiations with them as a limo service provider.
In 2013 we have founded Charity fund
which has special programs for taking care
of children with disabilities and oncological diseases, for organization and support
of sport events for disabled people, we have
“Green planet” program etc.
During last 5 years SIXT Ukraine
participated in worldwide-known rally Dakar and brand SIXT became familiar to
more and more people all over the world.
Our team is proud to be named by such a
famous brand SIXT, to be a part of SIXT
family and we shall provide first-class service for all our customers during at least
next 100 years.
		

Nataliya Nesterchuck, General Manager

S I X T U R U G UAY

SIXT Ukraine is working on
Ukrainian market since 2000
and very quickly became one
of the strongest players in
rent a car business. Now we
are the market leader and No.1 in rent a car
and limousine service business with around
17% market share. We have the widest network in Ukraine with around 20 rental stations. We render our customers rent a car
service in Kiev, Odessa, Simferopol, Lviv,
Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv, IvanoFrankovsk, Zaporozhye, Uzhgorod, Yalta,
Tryskavets, Kherson, Mykolaiv. Besides rent
a car service we render limousine service,
leasing, fleet management and assistance.

Nicolas Martinez, General Manager
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In first place it is an honor and
a great responsibility to be
able to belong to this great family that is Sixt.
With a century of history,
maximum professionalism and presence in
more than 100 countries it´s for us a great
support to belong to this team to offer our
clients the best service and through this way
to continue this history of continues growth.
Once again thank you ... from Uruguay!

SIXT USA
Johannes Boeinghoff,
President Sixt Rent a Car LLC

Since I started with Sixt in
2001 I am fully committed
to grow the brand, grow the
revenue, expand to new markets and at the end contribute
to profitable growth initiatives of the Sixt
Group. Now in the USA, before in Spain, but
it all started with an ad in a large German
newsletter in 2000, where Sixt advertised a
Mercedes S-Class for 99 DeutschMark with
the typical graduation decal on the back of
the car stating “Class of 2000”. After a long
discussion with customer service that year
why I can´t rent the car even though I was
member of “Class of 2000”, because I was
not meeting the age requirements, I felt that
e-mail customer service was pretty fast and
efficient, even back then. That year I applied
and was invited to the nice tastefully furnished villa in Pullach housing our International Headquarter back then and met with a
passionate HR team, which convinced me
to start my career at Sixt. Till today people,
physical facilities and promotions make the
major difference at Sixt. And that is what I
like about it. I like working with great people, want to rent cars out of the coolest and
nicest facilities and talk about aggressive,
efficient or eye catching advertisement. Let´s
keep it growing!.

LEGENDARY
CAMPAIGNS

S

ixt stands for exceptional
and remarkable communication, mostly with
an amusing wink. That
makes us outstanding in our industry and created
a high degree of recognition. Let
me show you a couple of striking
advertising themes. Many of
them got awarded in international
competitions.

100 Years
of Sixt

The Sixt Ad Gallery

1992: ”Had she booked at Sixt, she would have traveled in a Mercedes.“

1993: ”Our contribution to the protection of tenants:
Airbag at no extra charge.“

1991: ”Had he booked at Sixt, he probably would be
driving a Mercedes.“
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1997: ”Open, shut, open, shut, open, shut, open,
shut, open, shut, open shut, open, go to Sixt!““

2006: ”Sixt loves BMW because every model is

25 Years

of Sixt International

1999: ”The next class reunion will be here before you know it. (Rent a Bentley from Sixt)“

a looker. (You’re a looker? Then get a look at our
low priced tariffs at sixt.de)“
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“Doctor, I have
a
lead foot.”

0
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0t
in 5.1 seconds.

(Citroën DS3 at
sixt.com)

A111011_Anz_

GoSixt_Cigar_C

lan.indd 1

23.11.11 12:37

.com)
nvertible at sixt
(The BMW M3 Co

23.11.11 12:32

1
_Windstaerke.indd

z_GoSixt_M3

A111011_An

2012: Sixt campaigns for the new car

sharing service DriveNow and the website
sixt.com.

You don’t need a
towel to reserve this
German sunbed.

The future of car sharing:
DriveNow.
(Rent anywhere, return anywhere)

drive-now.com

A111011_Anz_GoSixt_Airportflaeche.indd 1

Car sharing from BMW i.

21.11.11 07:45

2011: ”Sixt makes dynamic managers aerodynamic.“

(Rent the BMW Z4 Roadster Series at sixt.com)

A111011_Anz_GoSixt_BMW_Z4.indd 1

24.11.11 12:49
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2012: ”Mini bottom. Topless! (55.00/day)“

2000: ”Rings around your eyes that people
will envy. (The BMW 520i with new inline six
cylinder engine at: www.e-sixt.com)“

1998: ”Your wife thinks you’re on a business trip. – And you think she’s busy ironing. (Equal opportunities
à la Sixt: finally women can also cheat on their partner with an inexpensive rental car.

Die Rezession nagt.
Sixt beißt zurück.
(z.B. BMW 1er ab E 29,-/Tag*)

*inkl. aller Kilometer und 19% MwSt., z.B. BMW 1er oder vergleichbares Fahrzeug,
bei einer Anmietung von 7 Tagen, gültig an ausgewählten Stationen.

AZ_BMW_1er_Coupe_rot_147_5x105.indd 1

03.09.2009 14:37:21 Uhr

Machen Sie es wie Madame Bruni.
Nehmen Sie sich einen kleinen Franzosen.
(Zum Beispiel den Citroën C3 Picasso für g 29,–/Tag* bei Sixt)

*Mindestanmietung 7 Tage, inkl. 300 km, 48 Std. Vorausbuchungsfrist, zzgl. 20 % an Flughäfen und Bahnhöfen.

2007: ”Which pedestrian zone, officer?“ Caused by driving

in an affordable convertible and used as an excuse for various
traffic offenses because of beautiful hair (in front of the face).
286
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2009: ”The recession gnaws away. Sixt bites back. 1995: ”That I may still experience that: Golf Turbo Diesel
for only 99 DM a day.“ 2004: „The only thing that makes a noise here are your wife’s teeth chattering.“ 1994:
”Every car hire company has its enticement.“ 2012: „Do the same as Mrs. Bruni. Choose a small French one.“
2010: „For everyone who has to get rid of some documents in a hurry.“

100 Years
of Sixt

2003: ”Fancy a new hairstyle? Hire a convertible..“

25 Years

of Sixt International

2002: ”The only woman I listen to is the one in the navigation system. (Now in every Sixt Mercedes, for
example in the new E-Class for 77 Euro/day incl. 500 km only at www.sixt.com)“

2008: ”Thanks to

Sixt, I feel like I’m 99
again!“ (Low priced
fun cars:
sixt-leasing.de)“

2003: ”Have your ears

2004: ”Before. After. (Low-priced

pinned back without
an operation. There
are endless reasons to
drive a convertible.“

convertibles at sixt.de).“
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01.06.2006

11:47 Uhr
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of Sixt
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Oliver Voss

777x528 VonderLeyen

Mit ConnectedDrive
direkt ans Ziel.

(Der Chef der FDP)

(Der Auskunftsdienst von BMW ConnectedDrive: Knopf drücken,
Problem wie z. B. Hotelsuche besprechen, Antwort aufs Display)

drive. (Head of FDP) – Directly to the
point with Connected Drive“

JUNG v.MATT/Elbe

Oliver Voss

Mit viel Drive direkt
am Ziel vorbei.

2011:”Misses the point with lots of

Von der Leyen.
2012: ”Everybody loves him. And

Total beliebt.
Und jeder weiß warum.

(Die Piraten: Günstige Brise)

(Sixt Cabrios: Günstige Preise)

(Es gibt viele Wege, Familien zu entlasten)

2012: ”Von der Leyen. Or as a rental.“
212x280 Merkel_Spiegel

24.04.2001 13:14 Uhr

Seite 1

212x280 Merkel_Spiegel

24.04.2001 13:14 Uhr

Seite 2

JUNGv.MATT/
Isar

nobody knows why. – Everybody loves
him. And everybody knows why.“

Total beliebt.
Und keiner weiß warum.

Oder von der leihen.

2003: ”Feel like a new hairstyle? Hire a convertible..“

2012: ”Fancy a new

Mieten Sie
sich ein Cabrio.

Lust auf eine
neue Frisur?

 oustache? Hire a
m
convertible.“
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JvM an der Isar
Unterschrift
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Art Direction
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• JvM an der Isar
• Format: 212 x 280 mm • AF: 212 x 280 + 5mm
• 20000/00/000/00/00 • Der Spiegel
• Kunde: Sixt
• K: Thomas T.
• Motiv: Merkel Teaser • G&J Der Spiegel
• Appel Grafik München • RZ: Carsten -763
• Ausgabefaktor: 100 %
• 04 17 01 01
• Disk A 2. Version • CMYK

Mercedes SLK für DM 159,–/Tag inkl. 500 km nur unter: www.e-sixt.com
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Art Direction
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Text

Kontakt

• JvM an der Isar • Format: 212 x 280 mm • AF: 212 x 280 + 5mm
• 20000/00/000/00/00• Der Spiegel
• Kunde: Sixt
• K: Thomas T.
• Motiv: Merkel Follow-Up• G&J Der Spiegel
• Appel Grafik München• RZ: Carsten -763
• Ausgabefaktor:100 %
• 04 17 01 01
• Disk A 2. Version • CMYK

2005: ”Fancy

a new hairstyle?
Hire a
convertible.“

100 Years
of Sixt

2012: ”Olé! Here comes the BMW.“ – ”Make way for Sixt.“

2012: ”Prices as flat as the country.“ –

”There are cheaper car hire companies than Sixt.“ (Pinocchio)
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DRYING
LITTLE TEARS

C

elebrating the 100th
birthday of Sixt I
reject any form of
self-praise because
that would mean
s elf-righteousness and stagnation.
But let me take the opportunity
to share our experience we
gained over the last 12 years with
our Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation. I want you to get to
know our activities just because of
one reason: The favourite b
 irthday
present you can make is your
support and donation for children in need. This is the only wish
in my heart: let those 
children
benefit from your goodwill!

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

Drying Little Tears

I had a vision to have our own Global Children’s Aid Foundation...
and it became true in the year 2000. And our own CSR program of
BY REGINE SIXT
Sixt we put in place in 2011.

first woman to receive the Hadassah’s
„Citizens of the World Award“ together
with Shimon Peres, Richard Gere, Zubin
Mehta and Harry Belafonte. Our focus
in the Hadassah En Kerem Hospital
is giving children the chance to attend
school whilst they are hospitalized.
With online tools they can follow their
teacher’s instructions directly from their
bedrooms. We even give children who
are going home to die the opportunity
to stay in contact with their friends. At
the same time, with the urgent expansion of the children’s department and the
renewal of the medical equipment. Over
the years we have helped construct playgrounds in Israel and in Chicago. Now,
our Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation is our Sixt’s official corporate social
responsibility program and in our 105
Sixt countries all employees are expected
to support this engagement.

T

hroughout my entire
business career, I‘ve
been supporting charity
organizations. But I never
knew in detail where and
how our money was utilized. In addition, I`ve seen so much heartbreaking
misery during my journeys to each of
the 105 countries where Sixt is present,
especially Africa and East Asia, that I
knew I had to act and do so as efficiently
and purposefully as possible. I started,
step by step, and founded the Regine
Sixt Children’s Aid Association in the
year 2000. In the first years I particularly cared about children with cancer
and I kept frequently visiting them in
hospitals, giving them, their parents and
nurses encouragement and joy.
One day, I remember it clearly, I had a
poor bareheaded chemotherapy child on
my arm and the little girl was crying. I
was moved and asked her: “What can I
do for you?” Little Julia answered: “Why
don’t you dry my tears?” I did it and
chose her answer as a motto. Since then
my association has been called
„Drying little tears“.
Our goals are ambitious: We, at Sixt
with our Aid Association by now want
to help as many children as possible.
Many of our employees work voluntarily
and together we have realized many great
and also many small projects over the
years. In the beginning, we brought cancer children from Chernobyl to Munich

Its a long list of activities that we‘ve per-

In 2011, we were officially recognized by
the Government of Bavaria and became
a Foundation. Paralelly, we received the
highest award one can get in France as a

I’m very excited for our next projects
with the Order of Malta in Budapest (Hungary) where we support the
construction of a playground and in
São Paulo (Brazil) where we realize the
renovation of sport facilities and the
construction of a soccer field. Another
successful project has been established in
Barbados: a day school with a beautiful playground. I could continue with a
long list of projects like a home for little
girls in Tanzania which Sr. Raphaela has
established with “Ein Herz für Kinder”

or four day care centers for children from
socially vulnerable families. But let me
describe our commitment in this way:
We want to share our success with the
little ones who are underprivileged.
I do believe that it is our human duty to
help others who suffer and who have to
face pain and fear. Children are nothing
less then our future. They are our hope,
our reason to be, our joy and our destiny.
Children are the greatest blessing of our
existence. And every single child is a sign
of hope to our world. We know how
rewarding it is to conjure a smile in the
face of a child.
So let’s stand together to transform our
world into a place where there is more
laughing than tears and more love than
suffering.
Its in our hands.

Regine Sixt

DRYING LITTLE TEARS

The Regine Sixt Children’s Foundation founds a day school on Barbados,
supports the Hadassah Medical Relief Association in Jerusalem or built a
kindergarten in South Africa. ”Every single child is a sign of hope to our world.“
for chemotherapy treatments. Then we
built a home for children a three and a
half day trip away from Libreville, Gabon. Here, in the malaria affected slums
we built houses, bedrooms, a school and
a little hospital which is selflessly managed by catholic priests. And we went
on: we supported a hospital in Ecuador
and realized the construction of a school
building in Mtwara, Tanzania. Around
the globe, we have reacted whenever
natural disasters have hit and because of
our strength in worldwide logistics, we
are able to respond quickly.

formed over the years. Just to mention a
few, we support “German Doctors e.V.”
with „Rolling Clinics“, in cooperation
with their president Dr. Maria Furtwängler, a well-known medical doctor and
German actress, vehicles are made available and converted into mobile medical
offices. All over Africa, South America
and Asia we help build hospitals, schools
and kindergartens like the project „Little
Lambs“ in South Africa.

Board of Directors		

charity – we received the AVEC Award
(“Association pour la Vie Espoir contre
le Cancer“) in the Castle of Versailles.
Additionally, our partnership in Hadassah was honored. There we support the
largest children‘s clinic in Jerusalem
in the Hadassah Medical Relief Association where Israeli and Arab children
are sent from the northern districts
of Jerusalem, the towns and villages
nearby and the Palestinian autonomous
region. This clinic has become a place
where Israelis and Arabs can freely come
together and where daily contact is accepted as completely normal despite the
tense climate in the region. This project
has been nominated for the Nobel Peace
Price. I was also the first German and
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Advisory Board of Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation

Regine Sixt
Chairman

Dr. Lieselotte Otto
Chairman

Alexander Sixt
Board Member

Prof. Dr. med. Christoph Klein
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Konstantin Sixt
Board Member

Dr. Brigitte Mohn
Advisor

Dr. Julian zu Putlitz
Board Member

HH Alexander Fürst
zu Schaumburg-Lippe
Advisor
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Drying Little Tears
Dr. Liselotte Otto
CHAIRMAN OF THE ADVISORY BOARD,
REGINE SIXT CHILDREN’S AID FOUNDATION

Dear Readers,
Sixt has now been around for 100
years. The company was founded in
1912 with three cars hat and has since
become one of the most successful
German mobility service providers
and, at the same time, one of the
largest German rental car companies
and leasing providers. Sixt stands out
thanks to its provocative, humorous
advertising and no one can imagine
our mobile lives without the company.
But those who only associate the
name Sixt with attractive, fast cars,
successful companies, and the SDAX
would do the family a disservice. Sixt
also stands for social and humanitarian responsibility. That responsibility
has since become one of the family’s
trademarks known beyond Bavaria’s
borders through Regine Sixt Children’s
Aid. The Sixt Family is well aware of
its responsibility and is happy to assume it.
The Sixt Family supports sick, disadvantaged, and impoverished children
worldwide through various nonprofit projects, putting a smile back
on their faces and drying their tears.
Their projects include the Regine Sixt
Kinderhilfe e.V. founded in Munich in
2000 and the Regine Sixt Children’s
Aid Foundation as of 2011.
The goal of the non-profit activities
within the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid
Foundation are organized into four

program areas: health, welfare, education, and emergency aid. Through
good contacts as well as numerous
raffles and donation events such as
Regines Damen-Wies’n – an event that
has become a tradition and which is
held at Munich’s annual Oktoberfest –
the Foundation relentlessly raises funds
to launch aid projects and alone or
in cooperation with other non-profit
corporations to help those unable to
help themselves.

Greetings HSH the
Prince of Schaumburg-Lippe

Greetings Prof. Dr. Dr.
Christoph Klein

ADVISOR,
REGINE SIXT CHILDREN’S AID FOUNDATION

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN,
REGINE SIXT CHILDREN’S AID FOUNDATION

I

R

t has been a long-standing tradition of
private enterprises, large or small, in
Germany and Europe to direct a significant part of their resources, human or
otherwise, towards the building of a better
tomorrow. As in business, Erich and Regine
Sixt have always been leaders in the field of
humanitarian aid where others follow.

the Sixt brand has developed over the
last 100 years. Given the Sixt Family’s
drive, it would come as no surprise
if the charitable family “trademark”
would soon become just as successful
and well-known as the car rental company itself. On behalf of my firm and
myself, I wish the Sixt Family nothing
but success and all the best for the next
100 years.

I take great pride in serving on the board
of „Regine Sixt Kinderhilfe“, the latest
in Regine Sixt‘s ceaseless efforts to „give
back“ to society and to come to the aid of
those in need everywhere, in the spirit of
true charity and generosity.

Sincerely,
Dr. Lieselotte Otto

As the Chairman of the Advisory
Board for the Regine Sixt Children’s
Aid Foundation, it is my honor to
support the Sixt Family and the Foundation in achieving their charitable
goals. For myself and my partners at
Dr. Otto & Kollegen GmbH, it is our
pleasure to be able to accompany the
Foundation in the legal realization of
their projects. That gives us the opportunity to be witness to the fruits of the
Foundation’s labors.

On occasion of the company‘s 100 year jubilee, I extend my heartfelt congratulations
for both her entrepreneurial and humanitarian achievements.

The Jubilée Magazine shows you how
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esponsibility for our children –
sending a message to the world.
Children are individually protected,
and children with chronic and rare diseases
especially need our help. Unfortunately
sick children do not have a strong lobby
in our community. Sustainable, effective
alliances become more important, because
the need is so big that it can be sufficiently
alleviated neither by the public sector nor
by the private one.
Solidarity and citizens’ involvement are important to give children with still incurable
diseases a chance to live. The investigation
of the basics of diseases and the development of desperately needed therapies
should be a central concern for patrons and
non-profit foundations.
The Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation
“Drying Little Tears” is a wonderful example of outstanding social commitment.
With her global work, the foundation sets
a standard for our responsibility in the
world. I hope that many people may follow
her example!

100 Years
of Sixt

25 Years

of Sixt International

The Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation realized...
2012:

2010 and before:

ECUADOR …the construction of
a medical department in a center for malnourished children in
Guayaquil. In cooperation with the
Fundación Encuentro.

PHILIPPINES …the construction
of a gynecological maternity clinic
in Mindanao. In cooperation with
German Doctors e.V.

GABUN …the construction of a
health facility in Mayumba that
guarantees the children first aid
in medical emergencies as well as
regular health care. Together with
Monsignore Schmitz.

ISRAEL …the extensive renovation and enhancement of the
outdoor area of a kindergarten in
Hanotrim in Jerusalem.

TANZANIA … the construction of
a Montessori kindergarten including a preschool year in Mtwara.
Initiator of this project is the Benedictine nun Dr. Raphaela, who has
devoted for sick children for many
years – with “Ein Herz für Kinder”.

GERMANY …the provision of a
vivarium for the therapy of sick
children at the Irmengard Hof,
Chiemsee in cooperation with the
Björn Schulz Foundation.

INDIA …the provision of “Rolling
Clinics” in New Delhi to support
also the rural population with necessary medical care.
In cooperation with German
Doctors e.V.

GERMANY …the development
and expansion of a creativity room
at the hospice of the Björn Schulz
Foundation Sonnenhof in Berlin.

ISRAEL … the renovation of a
play area for a nursery school in
the poor region Kiryiat Menachem
in Jerusalem to provide a beautiful
place to play. In cooperation with
the Jerusalem Foundation.

ISRAEL …the construction of
a new wireless computer system
including laptops that can be
integrated in daily school activities in the Hashmonaim School. In
cooperation with the Tel Aviv Yafo
Foundation.

ISRAEL …the expansion of the
children’s department and the
renewal of the medical equipment
at the Hadassah Medical Centre
“Ein Kerem” in Jerusalem. With
the completion of the construction
work we guarantee a care for all
children in need from this area.

ROMANIA … the construction
and renovation of the Maltese
special kindergarten for seriously
disabled children in Cluj. In cooperation with the Order of Malta.

HAITI …the reconstruction of a
kindergarten and school after the
earthquake in January 2010 in La
Garenne. In cooperation with “Ein
Herz für Kinder”.

BARBADOS … the establishment
and expansion of a Day School in
Barbados that benefits the full-day
care of children. In cooperation
with Rev. Canon Peter Haynes.

LITHUANIA …the renovation and
modernisation of the equipment of
four day-care centres in Lithuania.
In cooperation with the Order of
Malta.

BELARUS …the expansion of a
special kindergarten for severely
handicapped children in Voronova.
In cooperation with the Order of
Malta.

VIETNAM …the construction of a
kindergarten in the district Luc Sy
Thanh, the poor region Vinh Long
– for 120 children that allows their
parents to hold down a job. In cooperation with Dariu Foundation of
the Swiss publishing house Ringier.

2011:

GERMANY ...the complete indoor furnishing of a room at the
Kinderhaus Atemreich in Munich
and the provision of a vehicle for
the transportation of the children
who are in need of care.
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THE END IS THE STARTING POINT...
...Now we are coming to the end of this jubilee edition.
Our ambition to present it is not sentimental or historical. We want
you to be inspired by all the achievements of Sixt over the
last 100 years! Now we keep the next page empty in order to
stimulate the imagination what the future of Sixt will
look like. Tomorrow is open space. And the future lies in our hands.
We can shape it and we surely will make a difference. Looking
ahead, to new horizons, we are convinced that we have a stake in this
bright future. 100 years of Sixt are a fertile ground on
which our company can grow into the future. Sixt is strongly rooted
in the history. This fact provides us with stability and
confidence. The tree of our company is reaching high into the sky
with all its branches. They house ambitious birds. Our
organization gives them wings to achieve promising goals. So it’s
all about deepening the roots, spreading the wings
and flying high towards new challenges. Now and forever.
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